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Aprire una collana di libri specializzata in una disciplina che si vuole
scientifica, soprattutto se essa appartiene a quella zona intermedia della
nostra enciclopedia dei saperi — non radicata in teoremi o esperimen-
ti, ma neppure costruita per opinioni soggettive — che sono le scienze
umane, è un gesto ambizioso. Vi potrebbe corrispondere il debito di
una definizione della disciplina, del suo oggetto, dei suoi metodi. Ciò
in particolar modo per una disciplina come la nostra: essa infatti, fin dal
suo nome (semiotica o semiologia) è stata intesa in modi assai diversi
se non contrapposti nel secolo della sua esistenza moderna: più vicina
alla linguistica o alla filosofia, alla critica culturale o alle diverse scienze
sociali (sociologia, antropologia, psicologia). C’è chi, come Greimas sulla
traccia di Hjelmslev, ha preteso di definirne in maniera rigorosa e perfino
assiomatica (interdefinita) principi e concetti, seguendo requisiti riser-
vati normalmente solo alle discipline logico–matematiche; chi, come in
fondo lo stesso Saussure, ne ha intuito la vocazione alla ricerca empirica
sulle leggi di funzionamento dei diversi fenomeni di comunicazione e
significazione nella vita sociale; chi, come l’ultimo Eco sulla traccia di
Peirce, l’ha pensata piuttosto come una ricerca filosofica sul senso e le
sue condizioni di possibilità; altri, da Barthes in poi, ne hanno valutato la
possibilità di smascheramento dell’ideologia e delle strutture di potere. . .
Noi rifiutiamo un passo così ambizioso. Ci riferiremo piuttosto a un
concetto espresso da Umberto Eco all’inizio del suo lavoro di ricerca: il
“campo semiotico”, cioè quel vastissimo ambito culturale, insieme di testi
e discorsi, di attività interpretative e di pratiche codificate, di linguaggi e di
generi, di fenomeni comunicativi e di effetti di senso, di tecniche espres-
sive e inventari di contenuti, di messaggi, riscritture e deformazioni che
insieme costituiscono il mondo sensato (e dunque sempre sociale anche
quando è naturale) in cui viviamo, o per dirla nei termini di Lotman, la
nostra semiosfera. La semiotica costituisce il tentativo paradossale (per-
ché autoriferito) e sempre parziale, di ritrovare l’ordine (o gli ordini) che
rendono leggibile, sensato, facile, quasi “naturale” per chi ci vive dentro,
questo coacervo di azioni e oggetti. Di fatto, quando conversiamo, leggia-
mo un libro, agiamo politicamente, ci divertiamo a uno spettacolo, noi
siamo perfettamente in grado non solo di decodificare quel che accade,
ma anche di connetterlo a valori, significati, gusti, altre forme espressive.
Insomma siamo competenti e siamo anche capaci di confrontare la nostra
competenza con quella altrui, interagendo in modo opportuno. È questa
competenza condivisa o confrontabile l’oggetto della semiotica.



I suoi metodi sono di fatto diversi, certamente non riducibili oggi a
una sterile assiomatica, ma in parte anche sviluppati grazie ai tentativi di
formalizzazione dell’École de Paris. Essi funzionano un po’ secondo la
metafora wittgensteiniana della cassetta degli attrezzi: è bene che ci siano
cacciavite, martello, forbici ecc.: sta alla competenza pragmatica del ricerca-
tore selezionare caso per caso lo strumento opportuno per l’operazione da
compiere.

Questa collana presenterà soprattutto ricerche empiriche, analisi di casi,
lascerà volentieri spazio al nuovo, sia nelle persone degli autori che degli
argomenti di studio. Questo è sempre una condizione dello sviluppo scien-
tifico, che ha come prerequisito il cambiamento e il rinnovamento. Lo è a
maggior ragione per una collana legata al mondo universitario, irrigidito da
troppo tempo nel nostro Paese da un blocco sostanziale che non dà luogo
ai giovani di emergere e di prendere il posto che meritano.

Ugo Volli
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On the tip of the tongue

J P, M T, V I C∗

This volume collects works by specialists in different disciplines (semiotics,
linguistics, media and literary studies, history of religions, history of culture,
analytic philosophy) who present their reflections about two key issues
concerning ancient and artificial languages, namely their use and conceptua-
lization across cultures and textual genres. The use of ancient and invented
languages or utterances always constitutes a strong mark with respect to
the ordinary speech. Together with other non–verbal semiotic systems, the
use of such unusual codes and signs often contributes to the creation of a
separate discursive dimension having an exceptional or liminal character.
This separate domain can have different characteristics; for instance, it can
belong to the sacred, the ritual, the ludic, or the emotional sphere. In order
to fully grasp the meaning of the various uses of ancient and artificial lan-
guages it is necessary to look into the way in which they are conceived by
the community of the speakers or, in other words, the semiotic ideologies
in which their use is grounded. In this regard, of particular interest are,
on the one hand, the social and identity dynamics connected to the use of
ancient and invented languages and, on the other hand, the religious, phi-
losophic, and epistemological views underlying it, such as the universalist
thrust at the base of the quests for the perfect language in western culture,
the beliefs in the possibility of possessing or reconstructing an original or
divine language, and the ideal of a purely logic language that can overcome
the imperfections of natural languages and improve technology.

A privileged angle for critical reflection about ancient and artificial lan-
guages is the study of issues of translation, which crosses several of the
essays collected in this volume. Martin Lehnert, for instance, focuses on

∗ Jenny Ponzo: Università degli Studi di Torino; Mattia Thibault: University of Tampere, Marie
Sklodowska–Curie Fellow (GA No ); Vincenzo Idone Cassone: Università degli Studi di Torino.

. For formal attribution, please consider pp. – as authored by Ponzo, – as authored by
Thibault, – by Idone Cassone.

. We use the term “liminal” in the anthropological sense, with a special reference to the classic
work by Turner ().

. A semiotic ideology is «a set of basic assumptions» shared by a community «about what signs
are and how they function in the world» (K, , p. ).
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how Sanskrit Buddhist texts were translated into Chinese between the st

and the th centuries CE. Given the deep structural differences between
the two languages, this operation constituted an impressive work of cultural
and linguistic adaptation. Through the exploration of the Chinese concep-
tualization of the sacred language of the Buddhist texts, and in particular of
the “a–semiotic account of mantra practice”, Lehnert demonstrates how the
study of the cross–cultural reception of sacred texts can improve our under-
standing of the interpretative processes at stake when a semiotic ideology
tries to understand – and, in this case, to adopt or incorporate – another
semiotic ideology. Moreover, this piece invites us to become more con-
scious and critical towards our own linguistic ideology, which for instance
is connected to a notion of language that is hardly applicable to ancient and
Oriental cultures.

The fact that sacred words and formulas are hardly translatable is also
underlined by Robert Yelle, whose essay focuses on the cross–cultural idea
that some utterances – such as spells, but sometimes also proper names
– are endowed with a magic power or pragmatic efficacy that is closely
connected to their form, which consequently must remain unaltered and
untranslated.

The essay of Simona Stano focuses on a specular subject, namely the
emotive power of invented musical languages, which lack a well–defined
form, or, in Saussurean terms, a langue. Grounding her analysis on the stu-
dies on glossolalia and on semio–linguistic theory (e.g. Samarin, Jakobson,
Landowski), Stano proposes a typology of what she defines as “musical non–
religious glossolalia”. While they bear similarities with other verbal and
non–verbal semiotic systems, these languages are impossible to translate ac-
cording to a defined system of rules; most of them are based on a voluntary
polysemy aiming at a direct emotive and interpretative involvement of the
receiver.

Gabriele Marino deals with another case of untranslatability of an inven-
ted idiom, namely with James Joyce’s Finnegans wake, which is notoriously
a key text in the history of semiotics, because it inspired Umberto Eco’s
Opera aperta (). Marino’s reflection is based on a principle similar to that
expressed by William James in his study of religious experience (Lecture
II): «We must study the more extreme cases». Indeed, according to Marino,
the Finnegans wake, the only possible translation process of which consists
in a decoding (always partial and idiolectal) followed by a new and always
provisional codification, must be considered not as an exception that, as such,
does not quite count for the elaboration of theories about the processes of
meaning making, but on the contrary as a model and as a privileged case
study. Marino’s article is also significant from another perspective, namely
the study of the use of ancient and artificial languages in literature. Literary
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texts have often been a fertile ground for metalinguistic and semiotic reflec-
tions, and for the experimentation of new linguistic forms, from neologisms
to brand new languages. Moreover, literature can be the touchstone of
ideas circulating in a given culture. This is the case with the subject dealt
with by Jenny Ponzo, who studies how Italian writers represent the use of
liturgical Latin, largely abandoned after the Second Vatican Council in favor
of vernacular languages. Through the analysis of literary texts, Ponzo postu-
lates a generational gap consisting in the attribution of different meanings
to the liturgical use of this ancient language in authors belonging to the
pre–conciliar generation and in post–conciliar authors. The restoration of
Latin is particularly longed for by a minority of young Catholics in search
for a strengthened religious identity based on traditional roots.

When we think of invented or constructed languages (conlangs), lan-
guages such as Interlingua, Esperanto or Volapück easily come to mind.
These were all attempts to create a common language that, thanks to a
highly rational structuring of its morphology, semantics and syntax, would
be logical and easy to learn for native speakers of all other languages. All
these attempts ultimately failed. Other conlangs, however, were able to have
an important cultural impact, not because of their being easy to learn or
practical, but, in fact, being quite the opposite. Fictional conlangs – like
the elvish languages invented by J.R.R. Tolkien, Star Trek’s Klingon and,
more recently, Dothraki and High Valyrian from Game of Thrones – play
an important role not only in the works of fiction containing them, but
in the capacity of the latter to create and structure fictional worlds and to
influence and shape their fandoms.

Markus May focuses exactly on the importance that in vitro languages
have in world building, both in the science fiction and in fantasy genres.
While the use of such languages is so well–established that parodies abound,
many authors are well aware that language policy in imaginary worlds
reflects the ideological framework of the possible world. The same language,
argues May, can be used to convey to the audience very different messages.
For example, while Klingon has been traditionally used in the franchise to
signal an otherness that is always in need to be interpreted and understood,
in its last installment, Star Trek: Beyond, it indicates an otherness that is
now unbridgeable. While Klingons are presented as “evil” enemies, their
language become a symbol of untranslatability and can be interpreted as a
symptom of the shifting political discourses in the United States. Conlangs,
however, are not necessarily a reflection of the ideologies engraved in the
possible worlds in which they are featured, but can, in some examples,
precede them. This is the case with the languages invented by Tolkien,
which were seen by the author and Oxford professor as instruments of
mythopoesis.
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The use of fictional conlangs, however, sometimes exceeds the boun-
daries of the possible worlds. Mattia Thibault investigates the use of such
languages in the “real world” and its relationships to fandom and playfulness.
Focusing in particular on the Klingon language invented by Mark Okrand,
Thibault tries to understand why a language that is very hard to learn and
has very few speakers is nevertheless able to attract more than half a million
students on the popular learning app Duolingo decades after the peak suc-
cess of its related TV series. The evolution of the language is parallel with
that of Klingon culture and the makeup used to represent them on screen,
therefore substantiating the similarities between the study of conlangs and
the practice of cosplay. The fact that some Klingon language enthusiasts
are not Star Trek fans, however, suggests that the pleasure of learning this
language is not only due to the possibility of identifying with the fictional
aliens (mimicry) but also to the challenge posed by the complexity of the
language itself (agon, according to the terminology proposed by Caillois
).

Invented languages, however, do not always need to be complete. Vin-
cenzo Idone Cassone, in his comprehensive overview of the use of fictional
languages in digital games, shows how “gamelangs”, ranging from simula-
cra to planned languages, offer a paradigmatic example of the many issues
pertaining to communication, translatability and untranslatability in an in-
teractive environment. From the random icons of Simlish to the gradual
letter substitution that translates Al’Bhed into English, many games use
systems that look, or sound like languages, but are in fact devices that only
imitate languages and are designed for specific in–game purposes.

Some works can go even a step further, as shown by Bruno Surace’s
reflections on “unsignified signifiers”. Some pretend–languages can be used
to evoke the fascination with writing that an illiterate child can prove in front
of a book – it is the case of the “meaningless” written language presented
in Luigi Serafini’s Codex Seraphinianus, completely made up of signs that
designate but do not denote, that point towards a content which does not
exist. Others, like the scatological language of Mr. Merde in Leos Carax’s
episode in Tokyo!, propose a reflection on language policies and taboos.
Surace concludes that we are facing “simulations” of language that proceed
from imperfection and find meaning through it.

Finally, Ilaria Fiorentini illustrates how similar techniques can be used not
for artistic means, but to create comic and playful effects. Fiorentini analyses
a specific example of Special Internet Language Variety, the Italianini, an
ironic variety of Italian used on the Facebook group “Canini&Gattini”.
Fiorentini offers us a thorough examination of the language variety and
of its use of the suffix –ini (indicating, in standard Italian, something small
and cute, but systematically abused in Italianini) that demonstrates how
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the members of the group are perfectly aware of the community–building
aspect of the linguistic manipulation they operate.

Furthermore, many of these languages are tied to the rhetoric of a
“perfect language” (Eco, ): in many ways, they have been preserved,
changed or devised by speakers, under the shared aim to create a language
free from the problems of traditional ones (ambiguity, arbitrariness, ob-
scure meaning, connotations, and metaphors) or to restore a language of
different nature, connected to the mythical past or to the boundaries of
human meaning–making. Under the assumption of intrinsic special features
and unique characteristics, many natural and artificial languages have been
considered as paradigmatic examples of perfection, or the stepping stone
towards that never–ending goal. For instance, Andrea Bianchi describes
the philosophical debate that led, between the end of nineteenth and the
begin of twentieth century, to the development of logical studies. In this
period, the modern founding fathers of analytic philosophy, Frege, Russell
and Wittgenstein, all began discussing the possibility of a logically perfect
language (in opposition to natural ones) which could be adequate to their
philosophical purposes. This idea had a beneficial impact for the develop-
ment of the modern discipline of logic, despite being abandoned shortly
thereafter. Bianchi, however, suggests that the necessary evolution of these
concepts can be found in Fodor’s notion of the language of thoughts, which
seems to possess the main characteristics a logically perfect language is
required to have.

On a completely different perspective, Andrea Valle describes the pecu-
liar case of the “BASIC code” present in Umberto Eco’s book, Foucault’s
Pendulum. By focusing on the enunciative practices and elaborating alter-
native programs fulfilling the initial objective, Valle shows how program-
ming languages are not simply functional and efficient strings of orders,
but always involve complex interactions between the syntax and semantic
aspects, and between the planes of expression and content. These issues are
paradigmatically shown by a series of trans–code translations, observing
the different effects of the algorithms on the three notations: the written
program, the sequence of instruction, and the algorithm flowchart. Pro-
gramming languages, as a result, are depicted as sharing and embodying
many characteristics of the so called “natural” ones, while also distancing
themselves from them.

Of course, the rhetoric of the perfect language is not limited to the
expressive function of artificial languages but is also shared through diffe-
rent linguistic perspectives of users and speakers. Cultural, historical, and
symbolic values and ideologies are waved together through the different
purposes of speakers, leading to linguistic change, recover, or preservation.
These dynamics are evident in the cases of recovery of ancient and dead
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languages, which are quite frequent in today’s world. In this respect, Ja-
mes Hamrick proposes a reflection about Ge’ez, the liturgical and classical
language of Ethiopia and Eritrea. Despite being a dead language, Ge’ez
continues to play a significant role for the Orthodox Christians of those
countries, because of the widely shared belief that Ge’ez was the language
of the Creation and the universal language spoken before the events of the
Tower of Babel. Hamrick describes the contemporary diffusion of Ge’ez
and its religious and cultural roots, linking the beliefs of interviewed Ge’ez
speakers to the linguistic properties of this Semitic language, showing ma-
ny inferences which strengthen the aesthetic and religious fascination for
the language itself. Furthermore, Hamrick also shows the reborn interest
for the language connected to the black nationalist movements in Eritrea.
Through these characteristics, Ge’ez plays a significant role in connecting
the past with the present, the national identity with the religious sphere, the
myths with the contemporary history.

Ugo Volli focuses on the complex relationships between natural and
artificial components, tradition and use, by looking into the modern re-
birth of Hebrew as a living language, especially promoted by Eliezer Ben
Yehuda. Through the description of Ben Yehuda’s endeavor, Volli analyzes
the dynamics connected to the conversion of an «ancient language into
an artificial one», and the peculiar political, historical, and cultural aspects
connected to the changes and transitions of the language. Lastly, moving
from the whole languages to their fragments (words and phrases), Françoise
Waquet discusses the common use of Latin language for tattoos in France, a
spreading phenomenon in size and relevance. By analysing a vast number
of different sources, Waquet focuses on understanding their communica-
tive functions, linking the language to the writing form in the practice of
tattooing. Moving from the denotative meaning to the complex attributions
of values connected to their use, the author reflects on the suggestions and
motives to choose a dead language, long ignored and readable by few, as a
core inscription in people’s bodies and identity.

The studies collected in this volume lead us to two general and related
considerations, which more than concluding our discourse wish to trigger
further research. Firstly, unknown, lost, or dead languages – as well as new,
invented ones – do not lose meaning because of the lack of speakers. On
the contrary, their very opacity confers on them a rich set of semiotic con-
notations, including a flavour of mystery, magical powers, issues of social,
political, and cultural identity, initiation, and belonging, together with a
singular aesthetic character. The complex dynamics between these features
deserve serious attention and the development of a dedicated interdiscipli-
nary methodology. Secondly, the study of the uses of ancient and artificial
languages across cultures is a fertile ground for enquiring the attraction for
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mystery and otherness as well as the longing for perfection characterizing
the human being. Particularly fascinating, especially from a semiotic per-
spective, is that this subject of study entails taking into consideration all the
forms and media of human communication, from oral to written language,
from literature to music, from cinema to Internet, from papyri to skin, from
clothes to ornaments.
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Mantric Utterance and the Syllabic Polysemy
of the “Language of Brahma”

M L∗

Abstract

Modern concepts of language often refer to the human ability to produce complex
systems of communication and to recognize language as a medium that predicates
participation in a system of communication. In consequence, uses and traditional
accounts of glosso–/hierolalic utterance are often understood in terms of sym-
bol function, communicative intent, and coded expression of meaning. Religious
traditions that claim the privilege to be based on languages of ancient and divine
origin, however, tend to presuppose specific ontic premises to which they possibly
refer once they address linguistic issues. These premises are also significant for the
pertinent preconceptions of semiosis and the function of language.

This essay aims to discuss Tang period (–) Chinese descriptions of the “Lan-
guage of Brahma,” i.e. the Sanskrit and Middle Indic dialects from which the large
body of Buddhist literature was translated into Chinese, addressing aspects of
semiosis in relation to mantric utterance.

Keywords: Buddhism, mantra, morphology, Sanskrit, semiosis.

. Introduction

Descriptions of ancient or artificial languages tend to entail queries about
their origins as well as the variety of cultural, historical and anthropological
properties pertinent to the function of language. Our own historical and
cultural pre–understanding renders such descriptions more or less accepta-
ble also by drawing upon notions about the “ontic” status of language, the
production of meaning and the prominent position of the word in the sense
of both léxis and lógos. Language appears not only as a tool or medium for
communication but may take on attributes of a living being with a “natural”
agency of its own: There are “living” and “dead” languages, “natural” and
“artificial” languages, all of which appear to be endowed with qualities that
tell more about the belief systems and conceptual frameworks we refer
to than about the related linguistic features – if we were willing to think

∗ Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich.





 Martin Lehnert

about language in such categories. Needless to say, what can be qualified or
described as language also depends on cultural and historical context.

As we conventionally agree on regarding languages as media of intelligible
(verbal) communication (cf. Esposito, ) subject to historical, cultural and
social evolution, the related descriptions also reflect underlying mythological,
religious and metaphysical preconceptions. Hence, for example, the emphasis
on the spoken as the primary form of language, which is often related to the
biblical tradition and characterized as a feature of “Western logocentrism” in
contrast to traditions using ideographic writing systems. In ancient China and
in particular the early Daoist ritual tradition, the written by comparison appears
to be privileged and conducive to non–linear formations of meaning putting
emphasis on individual characters or visual signs apart from the linearity of
the spoken and narrative sentences (Lagerwey, ).

East Asian Buddhist tradition is largely based on Chinese translations
of scriptures that were transmitted in Sanskrit and Middle Indic dialects
between the st and th centuries CE. Buddhist texts were translated into
Chinese and interpreted by means of a rapidly evolving Chinese terminolo-
gy. Specific features of the source languages were recognized as “foreign”
and incorporated as points of reference for the on–going development of
translation technique and exegesis. Given the fact that Sanskrit and Chinese
are structurally quite different languages, to mention morphology, syntax
and writing systems as the most obvious aspects, the transmission of Budd-
hism to China and East Asia marks one of the most complex phenomena of
language contact producing an impact on the uses and conceptualization of
the target languages. The body of translations deemed authoritative com-
prises around , individual scriptures, many of them extant in different
translations and versions. Around % of the  known translators were
of South and Central Asian descent, most of them polyglot priests and
envoys enjoying royal support. Some became famous not only because of
their doctrinal and institutional work but also for their apotropaic wizardry,
ritual practices using mantra and dhāran. ı̄, i.e. protective spells that were
understood as non–translatable formulae offered in the sūtras, eulogies,
ritual manuals and other genres of Buddhist literature. They had Chinese
co–workers who assisted in the translation work and helped to establish
monastic ritual and exegetical traditions (Hung , pp. –, Lehnert
, pp. –). Chinese translations dating back to the th century CE
such as for example Kumāraj̄ıva’s translation of the Lotus Sūtra ( CE)
still provide the basis of East Asian Buddhist teaching today, and mantric
utterance as well as calligraphy based on Sanskrit syllabic writing remain
important elements in Buddhist ritual practice. In consequence, if speaking
from today’s point of view, Sanskrit and Middle Indic dialects would qualify
as the ancient languages of Buddhism and mantra and dhāran. ı̄ as Sanskritic
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artefacts used in ritual and prayer service, whereas the historical Chinese
translations represent the autochthonous basis for the living tradition of
current Buddhist practice. A short look at the historical Chinese descrip-
tions of Sanskrit, however, reveals a more differentiated understanding of
the relation between the source and target languages both in linguistic as
well as ontological terms.

The common Chinese designations for languages from which Buddhist
texts were translated into Chinese are Fan wen (“writing of Brahma”), Fan yü
(“speech of Brahma”) or Fan zi (“letters of Brahma”). These terms designate
languages of the so–called “Western Regions” where Buddhist teaching ori-
ginated, and generally refer to Sanskrit as well as the relevant Middle Indic
dialects. Fan is the Chinese name of the deity Brahma, insinuating a divine
origin as in contrast to the designation Han yü (“speech of the Han”) for the
Chinese language, which alludes to the ancestral background of the Han
people. Today, Fan wen and Fan yü are common Chinese words denoting
Sanskrit, Fan wen emphasizing the literary and cultural connotations, Fan yü
more or less the linguistic ones, whereas Fan zi usually refers to the related
syllabic writing systems. Such modern connotations, however, do not allow
us to take for granted that there was in medieval China a generic concept
of language implied, as for example in the sense of Saussure’s concept of
langage. In the present context, I therefore use the expression “Language of
Brahma” in an ahistorical, heuristic fashion.

In order to check the above considerations, I will highlight some aspects
relevant to traditional accounts of Buddhist mantra and dhāran. ı̄ in relation
to Tang period (– CE) Chinese descriptions of the “Language of
Brahma”. The issue should be addressed in three respects:

. how do the Chinese descriptions approach the linguistic features of
the Indic source languages;

. how do they conceive of their relation (or difference) to mantric
utterance;

. how do these two aspects relate to the Chinese target language?

In the following, I will proceed in three steps:

. giving a short overview on medieval Chinese descriptions of the
“Language of Brahma”;

. cross checking a medieval Chinese classification of mantra and dhāran. ı̄
in relation to the “Language of Brahma”;

. cross checking the convergence of semantic and morphological
aspects of mantra and dhāran. ı̄ which originated not in an Indic but in
an East Asian cultural background.
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As we will see, Buddhist traditional descriptions of language require
us not only to take into consideration their ontological and mythological
implications, but also to reflect on our preconceptions of language as a
medium of semiosis.

. Medieval Chinese descriptions of the “Language of Brahma”

Translating texts presupposes a communicative intent and a certain pro-
bability to render intelligible what the texts communicate. Although the
designation “Language of Brahma” is explicitly referring to a divine origin,
the languages it referred to were not understood as media providing sacro-
sanct absoluteness to the spoken and the written word. Rather, references
to Brahma provided the hermeneutical space deemed necessary for tran-
smitting Buddhist doctrine as if from the (divine) Indic sphere to the actual
historical situation of Buddhist practice in China (cf. Lehnert, ). Hence,
the “Language of Brahma” was used as a medium:

. that predicates participation in a system of communication;
. that acknowledges the possibility to learn how to participate;
. to translate what is communicated;
. to interpret the communicated information depending on the actual

context.

If taken together, these four features justify the assumption that the
various Chinese terms I tentatively translate into English as “Language of
Brahma” refer to communication in the general sense of language as a
medium of intelligible communication, both written and spoken.

Considering the complex development of Chinese translation techni-
ques and the hermeneutical strategies employed, the wealth of Buddhist
commentarial literature is evidence enough that it was well understood that
what is written or spoken not necessarily equals to what is meant; also the
way something is said and interpreted in terms of “expedient means” (Skt.
upāya) was subject to further communication. On this account, a variety
of values were ascribed to the Indic syllabic writing system as well: if for
example in historical biographies of Chinese, Korean, or Japanese monks
there is mention of their mastery of the “Language of Brahma” – when
for historical reasons we are justified in assuming that they had neither
sufficient reading comprehension nor access to Sanskrit manuscripts – we
are safe to assume that they had knowledge of the Siddham syllabic script
for writing mantras, dhāran. ı̄s and other forms of spells used in ritual prac-
tice. Siddham remains relevant for modern Buddhist practice throughout
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East Asia also as a medium of calligraphy and as an object of visualization
practice (van Gulik, , , –). Yet the traditional appreciation of this
syllabic writing system is also informed by the cultural pre–understanding
of the significance of the written as a trace, which is not only based on long–
standing preferences of the literati culture (Ch. wen) but mutatis mutandis
also on the fact that the Chinese morphosyllabic writing system contains se-
mantic elements. The Chinese term zi字may interchangeably refer either
to Chinese characters, Siddham syllabograms and ligatures, as well as indivi-
dual letters. Such ambiguity however does not imply that syllabograms had
been invariably understood in semantic or symbolic terms as if they were
representing words: on the one hand, medieval scholars were well aware of
the fact that syllabograms first and foremost represent sounds, and it was
believed that Siddham syllabograms in particular – if properly combined –
were able to represent any possible sound in the world. On the other hand,
syllabograms also have semiotic values, for example when representing
“seed syllables” (Skt. bı̄ja) related to specific deities or universal forces and
hence functioning as symbols, such as in man. d. ala diagrams where they
represent deities, substituting their iconic depictions.

Despite such multifaceted understanding of the semiotic relation bet-
ween the oral and the written practices based on the specific differences of
the individual writing systems, no systematic attempt had been made to
compose comprehensive descriptions of the “Language of Brahma”. Jud-
ging from the rather eclectic information given in a variety of sources such
as glossaries, encyclopaedias, commentaries, biographies, and travelogues
compiled by eminent Chinese monks who were able to learn Sanskrit while
staying in India, Robert van Gulik argued that the Chinese did not take
much interest in Sanskrit studies but instead favoured a pragmatic approach.
The glossaries, for example, contain lists of words deemed important for
travellers to the “Western Regions”, words for daily use classified accor-
ding to semantic criteria and purposes. The entries make use of Siddham
syllabograms along with Chinese transcriptions and possible translations.
The Buddhist encyclopaedias explain foreign terminology, proposing a
context–dependent variety of translations, further referring to synonyms
and homonyms, aspects of doctrinal content, mythical, biographical and
other relevant aspects (van Gulik, , pp. –).

Some commentaries also contain linguistic descriptions of the “Language
of Brahma”. They demonstrate a basic knowledge of grammatical features
such as number, case and gender, person and tense, morphology, and
composition. In the third chapter of Huili’s and Yancong’s biography of
the eminent scholar monk Xuanzang (– CE), the Biography of the
Tripit.aka Master of the Great Ci’en Monastery of the Great Tang Dynasty (Ch.
Datang daci’ensi sanzang fashi zhuan, d.  CE, T ), these features are
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presented along syntactic categories used in Pān. ini’s Sanskrit grammar,
the As.t.ādhyāyı̄ (ca. th–th centuries BC). In order to describe Sanskrit
syntax and morphology, Pān. ini established a formal system employing
meta–linguistic markers and a set of rules, which he applied to phoneme,
morpheme and roots so that words and sequences of words could be
generated. Huili’s and Yancong’s implicit references to Pān. ini follow his
idea of describing declension (Skt. subanta), conjugation (Skt. tiṅanta), tense
and other categories as rules for the transmutation of “sounds” (Ch. sheng)
and “twittering” (Ch. zhuan).

Demonstrating knowledge of specific aspects of Sanskrit morphology,
syntax, and lexicography, the traditional Chinese descriptions do neither
attempt to describe the grammar of the “Language of Brahma” along di-
stinctions such as syntax and semantics, nor do they provide a practical
knowledge that would facilitate the generation of phrases. While the pos-
sibility to learn the language has not been ruled out, any such attempt is
discouraged by reference to the difficulties this would entail (van Gulik,
, pp. –). Apparently, the “Language of Brahma” was not regarded
as something sacrosanct; it was not maintained that an appropriate under-
standing of the teaching of the Buddha would require knowledge of the
source languages. Instead, Chinese Buddhist tradition adopts rather self–
confident and productive positions regarding the formative, normative and
hermeneutical dimension of translation work and therefore took a rather
affirmative stance towards Chinese as the primary language of Buddhist
doctrine and practice on its own terms and merits (Lehnert, , pp. –
). Consequently, it did not entertain fundamentalist reservations against
translation and interpretation. Nevertheless, Chinese Buddhist scriptures
contain Sanskritic artefacts that were not considered to be potential subjects
of translation and interpretation, namely mantra, dhāran. ı̄, and other forms of
hierolalic spells used in ritual practice. In the following, I will outline some
doctrinal aspects defining the status of mantric syllables and syllabograms
in relation to the “Language of Brahma”.

. The Chinese text uses transcriptions of Pān. ini’s terms without further explanation. Declen-
sion is described as “masculine,” “feminine” and “neither masculine nor feminine” (i.e. neuter)
sounds in singular, dual and plural. Conjugation is described as either “spoken in reference to others”
(Skt. parasmai) or “in reference to oneself ” (Skt. ātmane), each having nine variations, i.e. first, second,
and third person in singular, dual, and plural respectively, which however is demonstrated only for
the present tense by reference to the verbal stem bhava (“to be”), cf. T ..b.
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. Classification of mantra and dhāran. ı̄ in relation to the “Language of
Brahma”

As there is no unified Buddhist doctrine of mantra practice but rather a
plethora of a variety of highly complex doctrinal positions, I restrict myself
to setting out some relevant points presented in a concise tract from around
the late th century CE, which claims to give a systematic classification, In
Praise of the Meaning of Dhāran. ı̄ Comprehensively Explained (Ch. Zongshi tuoluo-
ni yizan, T ). The colophon attributes this tract to the highly influential
Sogdian monk, translator, and Tang dynasty ritual master Amoghavajra
(– CE), who was nominated “imperial teacher of the country” by
emperor Daizong (r. – CE).

The soteriological argument locates mantras and dhāran. ı̄s within the
syllabic structure of the “Language of Brahma” and explains their salvific
and apotropaic efficacy by reference to the accumulated karmic merit of
the Buddha:

Since a hundred thousand kot.i of asam. khyeyakalpa (i.e. incalculable aeons) the
Thus–Come–One accumulated inventories of perfect awakening, empowering the
syllabograms and syllables of dhāran. ı̄s and mantras, and precipitated the bodhisattvas’
sudden awakening according to this (Zongshi tuoluoni yizan, T ..a–).

Mantras and dhāran. ı̄s are understood as a specific set of combinations
of syllables, which are empowered by the Buddha’s karmic virtue. It is
the particular combination, which is held to be efficacious by virtue of
the karmic “inventory,” not the individual syllables per se. Addressing their
semiotic value, the tract proceeds by classifying this set of combinations in
four subsets, namely:

. dhāran. ı̄ (Ch. chi持), i.e. that what bears and protects;
. mantra (Ch. zhenyan真言), the speech of manifest truth;
. guhya mantra (Ch. miyan密言), speech of the hidden and sublime;
. vidyā (Ch. ming明), “clarity”, magic knowledge.

Each of these four subsets is further related to four “meanings” (Ch. yi
義) or – if taken in the literal sense of the word yi – “appropriate distinction
of conduct”. In relation:

. The authenticity and authorship of this text are nevertheless uncertain. The oldest extant
source is a manuscript that was apparently brought to Japan by the Japanese monk Engyō (–
CE, BDJ ), a disciple of the eminent scholar–monk Kūkai (– CE) who was initiated in
Amoghavajra’s lineage. There are parallel passages in a commentary written by Ennin (–
CE) on the Susiddhikara–tantra, an important scripture for Tendai Buddhist ritual practice (cf. T
..b).
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a) to the dharma (Ch. fa法), the true doctrine of the Buddha;
b) to yi 義, the appropriate distinction of distinctions, which in the

present context refers to the primary distinction of Buddhist conduct,
i.e. the complete and full realization, bodhi;

c) to samādhi, the mental states of meditation;
d) to the ways of bearing in mind and transmission (Ch. chi持) in oral

and written form.

The tract concludes in an inclusivistic fashion that «from the [syllable
and] syllabogram om. up to svāhā and in between all syllables and syllabo-
grams, every single [syllable and] syllabogram» qualifies as mantric once it is
realized as «corresponding to the utmost primary distinction: in every single
[syllable and] syllabogram there is given the distinction of the distinguishing
mark of the real» (Zongshi tuoluoni yizan, T ..a–b, a).

Doctrinally speaking, every single syllable or syllabogram is mantric once
it is realized as distinction of the real as it is, that is the real unsymbolized.
For the mantra practitioner, the syllable loses all referential, symbolic or
semantic value. Such a–semiotic account of mantra practice maintains in
positive terms the unity of Buddhist practice and the unsymbolized real
as it is, i.e. “suchness” (Sk. tathātā). It further implies that a language is no
more than a set of syllables that entertain possibilities of combination – as in
contrast to the full potential of all combinations and possible relations. The
given sets of syllable combinations constituting languages are the result of
karma and hence subject to ongoing changes. As long as the combinations of
syllables remain limited, they can refer to something, and not to everything
or to nothing. In other words: intelligibility is a karmic concomitant of
established syllable combinations (we would call that “language”) and hence
the result of the karmic reduction of infinite syllabic polysemy (which is a–
semy). Under such ontological conditions, semiosis appears to be a karmic–
pragmatic process of selection and combination of “empractic” distinctions
and their communication, which is consistent with what the Chinese word
yi (“meaning”, “appropriate distinction”, “proper realization”) implies in a
more emphatic sense when referring to ethics, proper conduct, and social
discrimination. The trans–linguistic status of mantric utterance vis–à–vis the
“Language of Brahma” as well as any other language is defined accordingly:
«The above mentioned distinctions of dhāran. ı̄, mantra, guhya mantra, and
vidyā, are based on the “Language [literally: writing] of Brahma”’ and as
such they are expounded in the sūtras of the open teachings» (Zongshi
tuoluoni yizan, T ..b–).

This means that the syllable combinations of mantric utterance and
writing are drawing on the most comprehensive inventory of syllables,
which is coextensive with the set of syllables constituting the “Language of
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Brahma”. The “Language of Brahma” comprises the most comprehensive
set of syllables, but it does not contain all possible syllable combinations. As
a set of subsets in their own right, mantras etc. therefore are not held to be
subject to the semantic or semiotic properties of a particular language and
hence do not require translation. Coherently, even in cases where mantras
appear to be composed of intelligible and potentially translatable Sanskrit
expressions, there was no attempt made to fabricate translations for ritual
application. Their efficacy relies on the specific karmic combination of sylla-
bles in spoken and written form going back to the Buddha’s accumulation
of karmic merit, and not on referential meaning or any other form of sym-
bolic potency (which in addition they nevertheless may possess within the
linguistic and symbolic sphere).

. Convergence of semantic and morphological aspects

Besides doctrinal explanations regarding the efficacy of mantric syllables
and syllabograms, mantra and Dhāran. ı̄ show distinct semantic and morpho-
logical features which abet intelligibility for example by resemblance or
references to Sanskrit words and phrases. For instance, the wording of the
well–known mantra from the Heart Sūtra (Skt. Prajñāpāramitā–hr.daya–sūtra)
is quite intelligible, despite the usual syntactic ambiguities and anomalies
(cf. Jayarava ): «Gate gate pāragate pārasam. gate bodhi svāhā» refers to
the salvific power of the prajñāpāramitā and reads (with corresponding re-
servations) in Edward Conze’s translation «gone, gone, gone beyond, gone
altogether beyond, o what an awakening, All hail!». The sūtra, which is
widely used as a liturgical text in East Asia, ascribes traditional epithets
of the Buddha to the mantra and thereby likens its salvific power to the
Buddha and his karmic merit. Jan Nattier () has shown that the sūtra in
all probability originated in China. It was brought to India and translated
into Sanskrit possibly by the eminent Chinese pilgrim and scholar monk
Xuanzang. The history of the formation and reception of the Heart Sūtra and
its mantra represents not only a prominent example for the permeability
of language borders between the Chinese and the Indic linguistic sphere
but also demonstrates that linguistic and textual ancienity, originality, or
authenticity, are not necessarily decisive criteria when it comes to define
the prestige and normative impact of a Buddhist scripture.

A striking example of an autochthonic Korean dhāran. ı̄ is reported in
the Bequeathed Matters of the Three Kingdoms (Kor. Samguk yusa, ca. 
CE), one of the earliest official histories of Korea, which was compiled
by the Buddhist monk Iryŏn (– CE). Besides the obligatory San-
skrit expressions namas, a referential salutation, and svāhā, a denouement
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concluding a mantra or dhāran. ı̄, this particular dhāran. ı̄ is composed of or
alluding to Sino–Korean words and titles transcribed in Chinese characters:
«Nammu [namas] mangguk ch’allinaje p’anni p’anni sop’anni uusamagan
pui sap’aga [svāhā]».

In his analysis of this spell, Pol Vanden Broucke decoded the semantic
references, such as mangguk亡國 (“ruin the nation” as by means of misrule),
p’anni p’anni sop’anni判尼判尼蘇判尼 referring to sop’an蘇判 (the rd
rank in the  Silla office ranks), uusamagan于于三阿干 referring to agan
阿干 (an abbreviation of ach’ogan阿尺干, the th rank of the  Silla office
ranks), or pui鳧伊 which refers to Puho鳧好, the name of the wet–nurse
of Queen Chinsŏng (r. –; Vanden Broucke, Vemeersch, , pp.
).

Speaking in terms of morphology, the dhāran. ı̄ precisely features central
elements of mantric poetics as described in detail by Robert Yelle with
regard to Hindu tantric mantras, such as for example coded language, repe-
tition and reduplication, alliteration, frequent use of the imperative form
of verbs. In the Indic context, such features were held to support the apo-
tropaic or salvific efficacy of the spell (Yelle, ). The Korean dhāran. ı̄,
however, was no apotropaic device, but rather intended to satirize Queen
Chinsŏng, as it was disseminated on anonymous leaflets criticizing her
government, her reliance on corrupt officials, and her predilection for Bud-
dhist ritual, mantra– and dhāran. ı̄–practice (Vanden Broucke, Vermeersch,
, pp. –). It represents a mock–dhāran. ı̄, which nevertheless shows
that the morphology of mantras was well understood and that erudite men
were able to apply this knowledge in the Sino–Korean language, knowing
how to make up a dhāran. ı̄ in consideration of the semantic allusiveness and
by drawing on the morphological features of the Indic languages. Whoever
composed this mock–dhāran. ı̄ knew that linguistic features per se did not
warrant the magic efficacy of mantric spells – if he shared such belief. In fact,
the opposite seems to be the case: Belief in mantra– and dhāran. ı̄–practice
was not only doubted and criticized but also scorned.

. Concluding remarks

Discussing the status of ancient languages in religious contexts requires
us to take into account the related cultural and historical preconceptions
about language. The examples above indicate that historical uses, references
to, or descriptions of what tentatively can be called “ancient”, “divine” or
“foreign” language did not necessarily presuppose a generic concept of
language. Nevertheless, we were able to observe a functional understanding
of language as a medium of intelligible (verbal) communication. At least
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within the East Asian context, the specific uses of language as a generative
system for the production of glosso–/hierolalic utterance do not necessarily
imply a primacy of the spoken word vis–à–vis the written. Rather, they
put emphasis on syllables and their various relations to syllabic (Indic)
and morphosyllabic (Chinese) writing. Moreover, depending on context
and function, the oral and the written may be clearly distinct or more or
less conflated categories of semiosis. Medieval Chinese descriptions of the
“Language of Brahma” may refer to Pān. ini’s way of describing Sanskrit
grammar in terms of the transmutation of “sounds,” whereas the written is
preconceived in ways that draw upon the phonetic, symbolic, and semantic
aspects of the syllabic and the morphosyllabic writing systems.

Additionally, the case of the Korean mock–dhāran. ı̄ shows that even mor-
phological aspects were transferred from one language to another not only
by crossing the difference between the oral and the written, but also inde-
pendent of traditional pragmatics: what was believed to work as a charm
or protective spell is used as an expression of scorn for such beliefs. To
better understand the pragmatic dimension, of course, we also rely on the
local accounts of meaning and the historical context, which determine the
peculiarities of semiosis in its flexible relation to the more general aspects of
the poesis of mantric utterance. With regard to the latter, Buddhist doctrinal
descriptions of mantra practice such as Amoghavajra’s tract In Praise of the
Meaning of Dhāranı̄ Comprehensively Explained, also conceive of semiosis not
in terms of a representational unity of the difference between signifier and
the signified but as realization of the unity of Buddhist practice and the
“unsymbolized” real as it is. Then, if observed from a semiotic point of view,
semiosis would refer to a self–annihilating process of sublation or, to put
it in positive terms, a self–referential realization of the unsymbolizable – a
process similar to the via negativa and its artefact, the concept of the “inef-
fable” (cf. Luhmann and Fuchs , pp. –). In contrast, Amoghavajra
conceived of the “meaning” of dhāran. ı̄ in terms of specific subsets of syllable
combinations constituted by karma. As the syllables represent no intrinsic
difference vis–à–vis the syllables on which the “Language of Brahma” or
any other language is based, semiosis appears as the karmic reduction of
the infinite syllabic polysemy in which everything at least potentially refers
to everything.
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Ch., Chinese.
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Kor., Korean.

Skt., Sanskrit.

T, T J., W K. (–), Taishō shinshū Daizōkyō.
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Frozen Forms

An Inquiry into Magic Words and the Power of Names

R Y∗

Abstract

Many languages deploy “frozen forms”: sometimes meaningless utterances that are
either untranslatable or that lose their special power when altered. This phenome-
non is especially notable in the magic words used in the spells of different traditions.
My essay weighs different accounts of such linguistic forms and suggests that there
is a convergence between frozen forms and proper names that explains why some
magic words are recoded as proper names (and vice–versa). Frozen forms exhibit a
rigid indexical referentiality that contributes to their pragmatic use in magic.

Keywords: magic words, Jesus, mantras, proper names, indexical sign

. Stating the Problem

I begin with a picture of the Rök Runestone, a pillar in Sweden with an
inscription in runes that is partly indecipherable. The Stone represents, both
through its material fixity and its magical allure, the phenomenon that is
the subject of my essay: the propensity of many cultures to attribute both
special significance and ritual power to enigmatic utterances and writings.
These forms of language become, like the stone, frozen in time, preserved
from change, because their magic is thought to depend upon being spoken
(or written) exactly in a particular form.

An example from popular culture occurs in the  cult movie Army of
Darkness, when the lead character, Ash, recites the magic words necessary
to seize the Necronomicon, or book of the dead, safely. Ash forgets the words,
so he mumbles an approximation, then grabs the book. All hell breaks loose
– literally – as the dead rise from their graves and pursue both Ash and the
book. The magic phrase itself, “Klaatu barada nikto”, is borrowed from the
 science fiction movie The Day the Earth Stood Still.

This comic scene represents the survival into modernity of an idea that
is ancient and distributed across cultures, namely, that «some utterances
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Figure : Rök Runestone, Östergötland, Sweden.

will lose their hieratic status or magical efficacy if altered or translated». The
belief in the power of such “frozen forms” – a kind of magical thinking – is
also reflected in many legal traditions (Pollock,  [], pp. –). Yet it
is especially prevalent in religious traditions. An obvious example of this
is the Latin of the Roman Catholic Mass, which was preserved for many
centuries, together with Saint Jerome’s th–century Latin translation of the
Bible, and which possessed a mystical aura most evident in the liturgical
utterances that worked, like speech acts, ex opere operato. An Asian parallel
is the transmission of Sanskrit Tantric mantras from India to Japan, where
Shingon (Esoteric) Buddhism preserved these mantras in the South Asian
Siddham (“perfect”) script and pronounced them in the closest approxi-
mation permitted by Japanese, a language with phonemes very different
from those of Sanskrit (Payne, ; Staal, , p. ; Sharf, , p. ).
“Shingon” simply means “mantra”, the formulas that, from their origin in
India, were thought to possess a special power that depended on adherence
to a strict formalism in their pronunciation, as well as on repetition (Yelle,
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). One curiosity of this tradition is that many mantras are “nonsense”
language already in Sanskrit. Bı̄ja (“seed”) mantras, such as om, hrı̄m, hūm,
and phat, despite or perhaps because of their lack of meaning, were attri-
buted special force. This continued and arguably intensified when Sanskrit
mantras were exported to China and Japan by Buddhist missionaries.

The propensity of spells to deploy “nonsense” language – magic words
(voces magicae) and other vocables that lack semantic value – is a common
phenomenon not dependent solely on the conservatism of sacred languages
such as Latin or Sanskrit. From their earliest appearance in the th century
BCE, the so–called Ephesia Grammata (Ephesian words) – «askion, kataskion,
lix, tetrax, damnameneus, aision/aisia» – were meaningless in the strict
sense; this was presumably part of their allure. For modern English speakers,
hocus pocus and mumbo jumbo denote this propensity of magic, while adding
the connotation that such devices are truly nonsense: a form of flim–flam
or word–jugglery. We shall see many further examples of such language in
the course of this essay.

The question is: How may we best understand the belief in and cultural
adherence to such frozen forms?

. Semantics versus Pragmatics

My first observation is that there appears to be, quite often, a trade–off
or inverse relationship between the semantic value of such forms, which
is low, and their pragmatic or poetic value. Bronislaw Malinowski already
noted that the magic words regarded as most effective – his example was
the Trobriand vatuvi, vatuvi – often had a high “coefficient of weirdness”,
meaning unintelligibility (Malinowski, , , p. ). Mantras and other
spells are often poetic, as they deploy devices such as alliteration and rhyme,
in addition to being repeated in their entirety. The Ephesia Grammata may
have been originally a type of hexameter (Versnel, , p.  note ). A
plausible explanation for hocus pocus is that it represents a corruption of
the statement in the Mass, “This is my body” (hoc est enim corpus meum), as
heard by a layperson illiterate in Latin. As the intelligibility of the formula
decreases, its poetic function increases. However, by no means are all frozen
forms unintelligible. The Latin Mass is comprehensible to priests and certain
other educated persons. Further, many magic words are interpreted as
divine names, as happened later with at least parts of the Ephesia Grammata.
This will actually prove key to explaining a number of frozen forms.
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. Proposed Explanations. A Review

Because frozen forms existed already in ancient times, others have pointed
them out and offered explanations of their apperance. Unfortunately, the
most common explanations are deficient. Frits Staal argued (in)famously
that mantras are “meaningless”: not language, but more like bird songs or
baby talk (Staal, ; cf. Sharf, , Yelle, , pp. –, p.  for critiques).
Staal’s dismissive approach continues to be cited, mainly by Indologists,
often due to its provocative nature. However, as demonstrated already (in
Yelle, , pp. –; see also Yelle, , pp. –; Yelle, ), the repetitive
sequences in many Tantric mantras are not meaningless, but rather are
attempts to imitate and diagram several culturally conceived processes of
creation in order to harness their power. They are a type of what Michael
Silverstein () called “indexical icons”. When it comes to the distinct
phenomenon of frozen forms, another explanation is required.

More commonly found is deference to the emic view, presented descrip-
tively (see, e.g., Wilke and Moebius  on Hindu mantras), as in the case of
Richard Payne’s study of Shingon: «One of my claims is that understanding
the use of extraordinary language in Japanese Tantra is best approached
from Indic understandings of language» (Payne, , p. ). Payne’s turn to
the emic is accompanied by a negative appraisal of Western philosophy of
language as a source of understanding of these formulas. Notably, he does
not engage in any depth with either semiotics or linguistic anthropology,
two disciplines that attempt to bridge the intercultural divide to study lan-
guage in general. The problem with such emic approaches is that they can
never, in principle, explain cross–cultural phenomena such as frozen forms
or the poetic function. They are valuable as data, but not as theory.

For several decades, at least since Stanley Tambiah’s () appropriation
of J.L. Austin, it has become almost routine to label all forms of magical
language as “performative utterances” or “speech acts”: conventional, cere-
monial utterances regarded as effective within a culture if felicity conditions
are satisfied. I have noted (Yelle, , pp. – and , pp. –, ,
–) several problems with this approach. These are the most relevant:

a) since any form of language can, in principle, be a “performative”,
when conventionally designated as such, the theory is too general
and cannot account for the special pragmatic function of certain
forms, such as poetry, repeated utterances, or frozen forms;

b) although, like true performatives, some forms we label as “magical”
may be automatically effective (e.g. the Catholic Mass, which works
ex opere operato), others are not, because their efficacy is conditional
upon achieving some intended real–world result.
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Naomi Janowitz () rightly criticizes speech act theory for focusing
too much on verbal action statements (e.g., “I christen”, “I thee wed”, etc.),
and not enough on powerful names, although the latter are often central to
magic (see Janowitz, ). Extending her insight, I will develop the thesis
that frozen forms often are, are treated as, or are transformed into proper
names. They are therefore not only a properly linguistic phenomenon (pace
Staal), but arguably a common form of language.

. Powerful Names

Magic traditionally employs special, divine, or secret names for conjuring.
The vast majority of magic words in the Greek Magical Papyri and related
texts either are names or came to be regarded as such, including the Ephesia
Grammata, at least parts of which (e.g., damnameneus) were recoded as
proper names (Gager, , p. ; Faraone, Obbink, , p. ). As Faraone
and Obbink (, p. ) state: «Not all the magical words are understood,
or even understandable. Where we think to see through them, they derive
from Near Eastern languages, especially Egyptian, and are the names or
epithets of deities. The magician thought them all to be names, onomata or
eponymia». As was recognized already by Bharati ( [], pp. –;
see also Yelle, , pp. , , ; Wilke, Moebius, , pp. , ), many
bı̄ja mantras condense the name of a god(dess) into a single syllable: e.g.,
“gam” for “Gan. apati”. This depends on the belief in the substantive identity
of the deity with his or her name, and by extension, with the first letter of
that name, out of which the deity could be “born” as from a seed.

Alternatively, the use of such bı̄jas could be interpreted as a form of name
taboo: a way to disguise or to avoid pronouncing the actual name of the
deity, which was viewed as too powerful. Such name taboos inform the
plot of the Brothers Grimm’s story Rumpelstiltskin, as well as of the movie
Beetlejuice (). They are also part of the history of biblical traditions,
given that the four–letter proper name of God in the Hebrew Bible came
to be tabooed and replaced with such epithets as “Adonai” (Lord), the
Tetragrammaton (which is merely Latin for “the four letters”), and more
recently, “the Name” (ha–shem). Luke Fleming () has analyzed the
semiotic function of such taboos, which depend upon an underlying belief
in the power of names. Like magic words and other frozen forms, proper
names exhibit a tight indexical referentiality or pragmatic function and
cannot (should not) be translated. The corollary of this is that even words
that sound similar to the tabooed names may themselves be tabooed by
extension.
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The importance of powerful names in magic has long been recognized.
In his defense of the use of biblical names in conjuring by Jews and Chri-
stians against the pagan Celsus’s charge that such uses were superstitious,
the Church Father Origen insisted on the importance of pronouncing such
names exactly. He argued:

That this involves a deep and mysterious subject – that, viz., respecting the nature
of names: it being a question whether, as Aristotle thinks, names were bestowed by
arrangement, or, as the Stoics hold, by nature.

We say that the name Sabaoth, and Adonai, and the other names treated with so
much reverence among the Hebrews, are not applicable to any ordinary created
things, but belong to a secret theology which refers to the Framer of all things.
These names, accordingly, when pronounced with that attendant train of circum-
stances which is appropriate to their nature, are possessed of great power; [. . . ] and
so on in every individual nation, for different purposes.

And a similar philosophy of names applies also to our Jesus, whose name has already
been seen, in an unmistakeable manner, to have expelled myriads of evil spirits from
the souls and bodies (of men), so great was the power which it exerted upon those
from whom the spirits were driven out. And while still upon the subject of names,
we have to mention that those who are skilled in the use of incantations, relate that
the utterance of the same incantation in its proper language can accomplish what
the spell professes to do; but when translated into any other tongue, it is observed
to become inefficacious and feeble (Origen n.d., chap. –).

Origen affirms precisely the principle that we have inferred to be ope-
rative across cultures: namely, that certain words – in this case, powerful
names – must not be translated, or they will lose their force. Where his
pagan opponent maintains the universality of the deity and the irrelevance
of the name applied to the divine, Origen uses anthropology to support his
conviction that the names themselves must be of the greatest importance,
as we see them deployed in different traditions of magic, including Hindu
and Buddhist (Origen refers to Samanaeans = Śraman. as, or Buddhists). He
frames this difference of opinion in terms of the philosophical question
whether names are bestowed by convention (nomos/thysis) or nature (physis),
a question debated earlier in Plato’s Cratylus. This question, as we shall see
later, resolves into the question of whether, in Peircean terms, such words
are “indexes” or “icons”.

. Words Becoming Names

The divine names discussed by Origen are hardly meaningless. Indeed, a
number of them (such as Adonai or Sabaoth, meaning “Lord of Hosts”)
consist of words that have been converted into names or epithets. Yet, as we
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have seen already, many magic words are nonsense language. These forms,
too, are frozen and untranslatable, just as with Origen’s names. Does this
represent a contradiction in our analysis? Or might it point to a solution of
the riddle?

In an important intervention on “The Poetics of the Magical Charm”, the
classicist Hendrik Versnel addresses boldly the problem of such nonsense
language in spells, posing the question: “What is the meaning of the lack of
meaning?” (, p. ). He outlines several different possibilities:

— such magic words were originally meaningful, but their meaning
has been forgotten;

— these words were derived from a foreign language in which they
possessed meaning;

— these words never possessed any meaning [à la Staal].

We can identify, with more or less probability, examples of each of the
above alternatives. Yet there is another alternative toward which Versnel’s
analysis points in certain cases:

The strange words [ephesia grammata] [. . . ] tended to become names [. . . ]. The
powerful sounds acquired an additional function as they were understood to be
the secret names of mysterious deities invoked in the spells. In other words, we
perceive a new theogonia, a process of explosive creativity in which divine powers
emerge from powerful words (Versnel, , p. ).

I repeat here Faraone and Obbink’s observation, quoted above, that «The
magician thought them [voces magicae] all to be names, onomata or epony-
mia». Although the origin of many such names may be lost or obscure, we
can observe over time a tendency to recode magic words as proper names
of divinities. This reinforces the convergence between these categories of
words in terms of their shared characteristics: namely, that they are “frozen”
or untranslatable, and that they are (regarded as) especially powerful.

. Jesus the Magician

We can document at least one example of such a re–coding in the canon of
the New Testament. Origen stated that Jesus’s name was capable of working
magic. In the Gospels, Jesus indeed performs magic (Smith, ), although
not necessarily in his own name. Although he is rarely quoted in the original
Aramaic spoken in those days, two such direct quotations are found in the
Gospel of Mark, where Jesus’s spells are left in Aramaic. In Mark :, Jesus
raises the daughter of Jairus from the dead by saying, «Tal’itha cu’mi, which
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means ‘Little girl, I say to you, arise». In Mark :, Jesus heals a deaf
mute by touching his ears and tongue, then saying «Eph’phatha, that is, “Be
opened”». These are imperative verbs, or magical speech acts of the usual
sort.

Why is the Aramaic, exceptionally, left untranslated – as well as provided
with a gloss in Koine Greek? One reason presumably is that, as magical
formulas, even though not meaningless ones, these should be left in the
original language in order to remain efficacious.

A “mistake” in the Bible reveals that something else is going on. Relying
on the exact words used by Jesus to raise the daughter of Jairus, Peter
resurrects a woman named «Tabitha, which means Dorcas» (Acts :) by
saying: «Tabitha, rise» (Acts :). The text retains the original Aramaic
name, Tabitha, and provides a Greek translation, Dorcas, a word that means
“gazelle” in English. What has happened here is that Jesus’s “young girl” or
“virgin” (talitha) has been transformed into a “gazelle” (tabitha). Morton
Smith concluded (, p. ) that «Tabitha is a mispronunciation of talitha,
which the storyteller mistook for a proper name». What was originally
only a generic epithet (“young girl”) for the otherwise unnamed daughter
of Jairus has here become, conveniently, the proper name of a woman of
indeterminate age named Tabitha. Apparently, the formula still worked even
though the name was, as Smith states, “mispronounced”. Earlier scholars
assumed that there had been a scribal error in the text of Mark, although
this is the oldest of the Gospels; and they endeavored to reconcile Mark 
with Acts  by correcting the text of the former. Thus William Tyndale’s
 translation and, according to Gill’s Exposition of the Whole Bible, the
Ethiopian as well as some Greek and Latin versions of Mark : read
«Tabitha, cumi».

In colonial Massachusetts, the Puritan taste for biblical names led to the
use of “Dorcas” as a female name. More recently, “Tabitha” was the name
of the daughter of a family of witches on the American TV show Bewitched
(–). This might be an oblique reference to the original, magical use
of the name in the Bible.

Whatever the precise sequence of events that led from Mark  to Acts ,
this seems a clear case in which a word that was originally frozen because
of its function in a magic spell was recoded subsequently as a proper name.

. All Bible quotes are from the RSV.
. Smith () notes that Mark is the most magical as well as the earliest of the Gospels.
. Personal communication from James Hamrick confirms this statement regarding the

Ethiopian version of Mark.
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. The Muqatta’at

And this is not the only example of such a process that we can track in the
case of sacred scriptures. The case of the Muqatta’at is another example.
These so–called “disjoined letters” are apparently meaningless extra letters
or syllables inserted at the beginning of  suras of the Qur’ān after the
Bismillah or invocation of God. The most common combinations are Alif
Lām Mı̄m, Alif Lām Rā, and Hā Mı̄m. In the course of Islamic history, there
have been numerous interpretations of these syllables. They have sometimes
been interpreted as names or attributes of God, or as abbreviations of such.
European scholars, on the other hand, have suggested that they might have
been references to the sources of the particular suras that were subsequently
compiled into the Qur’ān. Theodore Nöldeke (, p. ) suggested that
«They do not originate from Muhammad at all because it would indeed
be strange if he had put such unintelligible signs in front of his revelations
which, after all, were intended for everyone». However, the editors of the
current edition of Nöldeke’s text do not endorse a position and state that:

Nöldeke subsequently abandoned his earlier opinion. [. . . ] as he says, Muhammad
seems to have wanted these letters to be a mystical reference to the archetypal text
in heaven. To a man who regarded the art of writing, of which at the best he had
but a slight knowledge, as something supernatural and who lived amongst illiterate
people, an ABC may well have seemed more significant than they do to us (,
pp. –).

Whatever their origin, once these syllables became part of the Qur’ān,
they acquired a magical aura that was only intensified by their indeciphera-
bility. Significantly, in terms of the argument pursued in the current essay,
at least two combinations found in the Muqatta’at – “Yā Sı̄n” and “Tā Hā” –
have subsequently been used as male names. This resembles a pattern we
observed in the case of the Ephesia Grammata and in the case of the magic
words in the New Testament.

. The Rök Runestone, Redux

It’s time to return to the example with which I began: the Rök Runestone.
Dating from the early th century CE, it represents the oldest known writing
in Swedish (actually a dialect of Old Norse), as well as the longest known
runic inscription on stone. The pillar was preserved largely because it was
built into the wall of a Christian church and rediscovered (and uncovered)
only in the th century during renovations. The inscription itself is only
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partly decipherable, but contains references to Norse gods and mythology.
Its purpose is also uncertain.

Given all of this uncertainty, why bother to mention the Stone at all?
Because of its name. The Stone is named after the town of Rök in or near
which it is found. Yet, according to Wikipedia, the town itself may have
been named after the Stone: “rök” or “rauk” in Old Norse means «a skittle–
shaped stone or stack». If true, this would make the “Rök Runestone”
something of a tautology, meaning literally “the Rock of Rock”.

A similar process of linguistic petrification can be observed in the case of
Torpenhow Hill, in Cumbria, Northwest England. First used by Thomas
Denton in A Perambulation of Cumberland (–) as an example of tautolo-
gy in place names, this toponym was supposedly a quadruple tautology that
combined variants of the word “hill” four times in three different languages:
Old Britonnic (a form of Celtic) (tor(r) + penn), Old Norse (haugr/howe),
and English (hill). Modern scholars have noted the lack of evidence for the
place name “Torpenhow Hill”, yet conclude that “Torpenhow” was real and
at least a double tautology consisting of (tor(r) + penn) and (haugr/howe),
each of which means “high place”.

These are examples of how place names become rigid indexicals, fixed
to their specific locations, which can also lose broader semantic meaning, so
that they then require a further gloss or explanation in the then–current ver-
nacular (e.g., “howe” or “hill”). Such indexing can also occur in a baptismal
moment, as in the case of so–scalled “Heave Awa House” in Edinburgh,
which supposedly refers to a boy’s cry for help when trapped in rubble on
the site: «Heave away lads I’m no deid yet».

. What Kinds of Signs Are These?

The goal of this essay has been to understand better the frozen forms of
language. As we have seen, one case of such forms – proper names – may
afford the best analogy for how to interpret other cases. For semioticians,
such as myself, an important question is what type of signs these are. Origen
adverted to the debate regarding whether signs are conventional or, in some
sense, natural. In Peirce’s classification, conventional signs are “symbols”,
while natural signs are either “icons” or “indexes”. So, which type are the
frozen forms, including the divine names used in magic?

. https://en.wikipedia.org.
. https://en.wikipedia.org.
. http://www.royal-mile.com.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R%C3%B6k_Runestone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Torpenhow_Hill
http://www.royal-mile.com/interest/heave-awa-hoose.html
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Janowitz (, p. ): argues that «The Peircean term for Origen’s con-
ception of divine name is “iconic”. [. . . ] The term “icon” articulates the late
antique understanding that divine names are not arbitrary words used to re-
fer to gods but that they actually embody—in their shape, the patterns of the
sounds—the deity’s power». This is undoubtedly correct as a restatement of
the ancient understanding, a form of magical thinking according to which
names resembled what they designated and, by virtue of this, could both
communicate meaning effortlessly and even be used for invocations. Yet
the theory of resemblance between signifier and signified – of a language
that was “natural” in the sense of being iconic – was, at a deeper level, in
the service of the idea that words, and a fortiori proper names, are indexical
signs, in terms of both their initial acquisition of referentiality and their
subsequent ability to call up persons, including gods and demons. Fleming
() recognizes that names are powerful, and thus often tabooed, because
of their “inherent referentiality” as «social indexicals, the indexical connec-
tion between a name and its referent having been forged in a baptismal
event» (p. ). They therefore become “rigid designators” (Ivi, p. ) that
cannot be detached from their referential function – just like a place name
or toponym: «Name taboos [. . . ] are performative. Being performative, they
operate on the principle of iconic indexicality. A token of the performative
accomplishes that which the type predicates» (Ivi, p. ).

In other words, names are primarily indexes. They are iconic mainly as
tokens of a type that is rigidly indexed to its referent, which is why even
similar–sounding forms may be tabooed. They are not “iconic” in the sense
of resembling this referent, except that such a relationship of resemblance
may be imputed to them on the basis of a linguistic ideology conditioned
by their indexical function.

. Conclusions

We have come to end of the road that began with the Rök Runestone.
Looking back, our conclusions may seem entirely obvious. Frozen forms
resemble proper names, and vice versa. Like frozen forms, proper names:

. are regarded as powerful, and used in conjuring;
. are generally not translated;
. may lose meaning (while retaining indexical referentiality) over time.

This is why names and other frozen forms are often (mis)taken for
one another, especially when magic words (such as damnameneus or tali-
tha/tabitha) are recoded as proper names. If many frozen forms, including
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even “nonsensical” magic words, are actually very close to one of the most
common forms of language – proper names – then we can hardly agree
with Staal’s characterization of such forms as “not language” or as “pre–
linguistic”. In semiotic terms, such forms are rigid indexicals which, as such,
are suited to the pragmatic function of magic in indexing or “calling up”
a certain result, which may be conjuring a deity. If human nature exhibits
a certain, conservative tendency to preserve traditional forms of language,
especially for religious purposes, even at the expense of their loss of mea-
ning (a process that Tambiah (, pp. –) called “ritual involution”),
humans also display the tendency to find meaning even in the apparently
meaningless. This happens when a word such as “Tabitha”, which once
meant something in an ancient language, is now given to a newborn girl in
a baptismal moment, after which all of her relatives will say: «Now, doesn’t
she look just like a Tabitha? How fitting!».
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Tra significanti e significati

Il senso del “cantare in altre lingue”

S S∗

Abstract

Vonlenska, also known in English as Hopelandic (from the Icelandic word von,
“hope”), is a constructed a priori language invented by the Icelandic experimental
rock band Sigur Rós, and particularly by its frontman Jón Þór Birgisson. Technically
corresponding to a form of “glossolalia”, which consists in the fluid vocalizing
of speech–like syllables lacking any readily comprehended signified, it resembles
the phonology of the Icelandic language but has no established semantic content
associated with its level of expression. According to the band, who intentionally left
the pages of its fourth album’s booklet blank, the listener him/herself is supposed
to interpret his/her own meanings of the lyrics. Lacking a conceptual content, such
a language was thought by its creator(s) as a way to emphasise the phonological and
emotive qualities of the human voice, namely as «a form of gibberish vocals that fits
to the music and acts as another instrument». As such, it is similar to the use of scat
singing in vocal jazz, as well as to the so–called puirt à beul in traditional Scottish
and Irish folk music. Another example, which is more structured and associates its
signifiers with specific signifieds, is the so–called Eaiea language, created by Bruce
Koestener in . Thanks to existing literature in the related fields of research
and through the analysis of relevant examples, this paper aims at describing the
functioning mechanisms of “singing in tongues”, therefore pointing out how it
acquires meaning and produces sense. This will also allow reconsidering crucial
aspects of the semiotic theory and philosophy of language, such as the Saussurian
theory, the Lacanian idea of the “primacy of the signifier”, and the discussion on
glossolalia.

Keywords: philosophy of language, music, meaning, primacy of the signifier, glossolalia.

. Vonlenska, o della voce usata come strumento musicale

Vorremmo aprire questo saggio con una gentile richiesta ai nostri lettori:
sedetevi, mettetevi a vostro agio e, avvalendovi di opportuni dispositivi
e/o applicazioni per la riproduzione di brani musicali, cercate la canzone
“Vaka” dei Sigur Rós. Gustate i primi due minuti e ventiquattro secondi di
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ammaliante intro strumentale, per poi ascoltare i restanti quattro minuti del
brano prestando attenzione al testo sottostante:

You sat along the fire
You saw the light
You’re so
You sat along the fire
You saw the light
You’re so
You so fought alone
You’re so alone
You’re so
Your sigh’s low
Your sigh’s low
You’re so
(You’re so)

You sat along the fire
You saw the light
You’re so
You sat along the fire
You saw the light
You’re so
You so fought alone
You’re so alone
You’re so
Your sigh’s low
Your sigh’s low
You’re so

Chiunque tra voi possieda una discreta conoscenza della lingua inglese
avrà notato che il testo sopra proposto, basato sulla ripetizione di due strofe
principali, risulta di facile accordo con le parole pronunciate dal cantante.
Eppure, della canzone che avete appena ascoltato, non è in realtà mai stato
pubblicato alcun testo. Ufficialmente noto come untitled# (“senza titolo ”,
TdA), questo brano costituisce infatti la prima traccia dell’album, anch’esso
senza titolo, lanciato nel  dalla band islandese post–rock Sigur Rós. Un
album interamente cantato in vonlenska, o hopelandic (dalla parola islandese
von, che significa “speranza”, in inglese hope), un “linguaggio” artificiale
inventato dalla band, e in particolare dal suo frontman Jón Þór Birgisson

. La denominazione Vaka, che prende in prestito il nome della figlia del batterista della band, è
stata introdotta dai componenti del gruppo (e in seguito utilizzata anche dai fan) con l’unico scopo di
distinguere in modo semplice e diretto il brano dalle altre tracce dell’album.

. Per analogia, l’espressione può essere resa in italiano come “speranzese”, sebbene l’uso
comune faccia maggiormente ricorso alla denominazione inglese.
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(noto come Jónsi). Tecnicamente ascrivibile al fenomeno della cosiddetta
glossolalia – la fluida vocalizzazione di sillabe simili a parole, ma prive di
qualsiasi significato —, il vonlenska richiama la fonologia islandese, ma non
prevede l’associazione di alcun livello semantico al piano dell’espressione.
La band lo definisce come «un «linguaggio» inventato [che,] ovviamente, non
è un linguaggio nel vero senso della parola, poiché è fondato essenzialmente
sulla produzione di suoni incomprensibili che si adattano alla musica, come
fossero un altro strumento» (TdA). In effetti, lo “speranzese” è il linguaggio
in cui Jónsi canta prima che qualsiasi tipo di testo venga associato alla traccia
melodica; e se talvolta questo accade (per lo più ricorrendo alla lingua
islandese), talaltra – come nel caso dell’album senza titolo del  – le
canzoni vengono invece registrate ed eseguite esclusivamente in hopelandic
anche nella loro versione finale.

Proprio per questo motivo, i Sigur Rós decisero di lasciare vuote le pa-
gine del libretto del loro CD, invitando gli ascoltatori a illustrarne le varie
pagine in prima persona con parole o disegni. Per la stessa ragione, scelsero
due parentesi – richiamo alle due parti che compongono l’opera e insieme
alla mancanza di un vero e proprio titolo che la contraddistingua – per far
riferimento all’album, optando inoltre per packaging cangianti e anch’essi
segnati da un certo alone di “indeterminatezza”: si pensi, per esempio, alla
cover del CD, costituita da una custodia in plastica con due parentesi intaglia-
te, che lasciano intravedere le sottostanti fotografie – variamente modificate
digitalmente a seconda della destinazione – dell’ambiente naturale in cui si
trovava lo studio di registrazione della band.

In definitiva, l’intero album, insieme agli elementi co–testuali che lo ca-
ratterizzano, sembra caratterizzarsi come un testo incompiuto e altamente
collaborativo – un’“opera aperta”, potremmo dire riprendendo la termino-
logia proposta da Umberto Eco (v. in particolare Eco, ) —, attraverso
un’“estetica dell’invisibilità” (Hayden, ) che fa in modo che l’autore
(i Sigur Rós) tenda a svanire sullo sfondo, mentre il lettore (il pubblico)
diviene maggiormente visibile e attivo. In effetti, se provaste a risalire al
testo del brano utilizzando una delle comuni piattaforme progettate a tale
scopo, come Musixmatch, trovereste scritto che «Questa canzone non ha

. Dal greco γλώσσα (glossa, “lingua”) e λαλέο (laléo, “parlare”), lett. “parlare in altre lingue”.
Per approfondimenti, v. in particolare Cultrera, ; Compagnon, ; Agamben, ; de Certeau,
, ; Courtine, a, b, Denis, ; Flournoy, ; Cutten, ; Goodman, ; Samarin,
; Leone, ; Lipparini, .

. «A made–up “language” [which] is of course not really a language in that sense, since it
is essentially just babbling vocals that fit with the music, like another instrument», https://sigur-
ros.co.uk.

. Vennero create quattro versioni diverse della copertina a seconda del contesto di vendita
(Europa, Stati Uniti, Australia o Giappone), mentre in Islanda si scelse di immetterle tutte e quattro
sul mercato.

https://sigur-ros.co.uk/band/disco/parenth.php
https://sigur-ros.co.uk/band/disco/parenth.php
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significato. Il cantante pronuncia parole inventate, a caso [. . . ], quindi solo
voi potete dare un significato [alla canzone]. È come ascoltare musica in
[un’]altra lingua e tradurla come si desidera. L’intero album è [strutturato]
in questo modo, il significato è personale» (TdA, corsivo nostro).

Non è raro, tuttavia, imbattersi in una ampia e variegata serie di versioni

online del testo di untitled#, e delle relative interpretazioni che gli utenti ne
propongono. Su Song Meanings, ad esempio, diversi utenti discutono della
correttezza dei testi suggeriti da altre persone e della possibilità stessa di
rendere pubbliche le varie interpretazioni personali:

Vaka significa risveglio in norvegese antico [il che è vero, anche se tale espressione,
scelta perché corrispondente al nome della figlia del batterista, non è un titolo
formale, bensì un espediente introdotto dalla band al fine di poter distinguere in
modo più semplice e diretto questa traccia dagli altri brani dell’album]. La band
canta in un linguaggio inventato derivante dalla fusione di inglese e islandese [il
che non è affatto corretto, dal momento che lo speranzese non include alcuna
parola in queste lingue né in altre, come descritto in precedenza]. [. . . ] Ognuno
riconosce parole diverse nel testo in base al proprio stato mentale. La persona che
ha pubblicato la traduzione originale, [ad esempio] doveva sentirsi piuttosto giù
quando ha scritto quel che ha scritto! A me sembra [piuttosto] che stia cantando
«You shine on us, you shine on all of us». E questo si lega bene al tema del risveglio,
ora che ci penso (TdA).

Un altro utente sostiene invece che:

La canzone (e così l’intero album) non ha alcun testo. Almeno non le parole
inglesi che qualcuno ha proposto. Si tratta solo di suoni, senza senso, e anche se
molti vi riconoscono parole inglesi, voi non dovreste farlo. Al contrario, dovreste
semplicemente ascoltare la canzone così com’è, senza preoccuparvi del linguaggio
(TdA).

. «This song has no meaning. The singer says random fantasy words [. . . ], so only you can give
a meaning. It’s like listen[ing] to music in [an]other language and translat[ing] as you want to. The
Entire album is that way, the meaning is personal», https://www.musixmatch.com.

. Il testo proposto in apertura, ad esempio, deriva dalla combinazione di diverse varianti trovate
sul web.

. «Vaka means awakening in old Norse. The band sing[s] in a made up language comprised of
a fusion of English and Icelandic. . . . You tend to hear your own words in the lyrics based on your
state of mind. The person that posted the original translation must have been feeling pretty low when
they wrote what they wrote! To me it sounds as though he’s singing “You shine on us, you shine on
all of us”. That ties into the awakening theme a little now that I think about it», commento postato
da “Vladimirdave” il  settembre , https://songmeanings.com.

. «This song (and the entire album) doesn’t have any lyrics. At least not the English words that
somebody wrote. It’s all just sounds, gibberish, and while a lot of people seem to hear English words,
you don’t have to. You can just hear the song as it is in itself without bothering with language»,
commento postato da “ximo” il  dicembre , https://songmeanings.com.

https://www.musixmatch.com/lyrics/Sigur-R~A\protect $\relax {^3}$s/Untitled-1
https://songmeanings.com/songs/view/3530822107858789903/
https://songmeanings.com/songs/view/3530822107858789903/
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Eppure, altri utenti tornano a pubblicare le proprie interpretazioni, met-
tendole nuovamente in relazione con emozioni e sentimenti. Ciò accade
anche in una delle tante pagine di YouTube dedicate ad untitled#, in cui
qualcuno suggerisce che «ogni volta [l’hopelandic] suona diversamente, e a
volte è pura emozione, senza alcuna parola» (TdA). Un altro utente riba-
disce invece che il vonlenska non ha «alcun significato semantico, quindi
si può interpretare ciò che si vuole in queste canzoni», mentre un altro
lo descrive ironicamente come una sorta di linguaggio originale che sorge
prima dell’apprendimento della lingua vera e propria: «L’hopelandic è la
mia lingua madre ma sfortunatamente crescendo ho imparato l’inglese e
ora non sono più in grado di parlarlo. Mia figlia lo parla e spero non lo
dimentichi» (TdA). Di nuovo, poi, diversi post fanno riferimento alla
sfera emotiva: «Più di quanto si possa dire a parole» (TdA), «credo di non
essermi mai sentito così triste prima» (TdA), «non riesco a non piangere,
sebbene senza un vero motivo, quando ascolto questa melodia» (TdA); sino
ad arrivare a una vera e propria sovrapposizione di sentimenti contrastanti:
«È incredibile come si possano provare così tante emozioni nei  minuti
di questa bellissima canzone: odio, tristezza, depressione, solitudine, gioia,
brivido, amore. Tutto questo in una sola canzone» (TdA). In modo non
dissimile, su un’altra pagina di YouTube si trovano diverse interpretazioni
– in alcuni casi estremamente creative – di untitled#, insieme a curiose

. «Each time [Hopelandic] sound[s] like something different, sometimes it sound[s] like pu-
re beautiful emotion, [with] no words [at all]»”, commento postato da “xxxscrubsxx” nel ,
https://www.youtube.com.

. «No semantic meaning, so [yo]u can interpret whatever you want into these songs»”,
commento postato da “oppenhemer” nel , https://www.youtube.com.

. «Hopelandic is my native language but unfortunately as I got older I learned English and now
I can’t speak a word of it. My daughter speaks it and I hope she doesn’t forget», commento postato da
“Jon Hatchell” nel , https://www.youtube.com.

. Troviamo qui un interessante parallelismo con la concezione del linguaggio proposta da
Julia Kristeva (, pp. –), che lo descrive come la combinazione di due diversi ordini: il
simbolico – il dominio dell’individuazione, dell’enunciazione, della significazione denotativa – e il
semiotico – l’ordine delle pulsioni istintuali, che trovano espressione nel linguaggio attraverso il
ritmo, l’intonazione, il timbro e altri aspetti sonori. Sebbene accentuata in alcuni tipi di linguaggio,
come quello poetico e musicale, la modalità semiotica “pura” è possibile secondo la studiosa (v. in
particolare Kristeva, ) solo nella prima infanzia, quando non vi sono ancora restrizioni fonetiche,
sintattiche e semantiche a inibire l’indistinzione caratterizzante la chora semiotica.

. «More than words can say», commento postato da “Alexji Stream” nel ,
https://www.youtube.com.

. «I think I never felt so sad before», commento postato da “brunconcrete” nel ,
https://www.youtube.com.

. «Can[’]t help but cry because of no reasons when [I] hear the sound», commento postato da
“britpopok” nel , https://www.youtube.com.

. «It’s funny how you can feel so much emotion, within the  minutes that this beautiful song
plays. [H]ate, sadness, depression, loneliness, joy, thrill, love. [A]ll this in one song», commento
postato da “Maddy Holmes” nel , https://www.youtube.com.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfrQdGL-8bU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfrQdGL-8bU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfrQdGL-8bU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfrQdGL-8bU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfrQdGL-8bU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfrQdGL-8bU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfrQdGL-8bU
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spiegazioni che le supportano (come nel caso di “curseofverse”, che
scrive «fortunatamente i miei genitori parlano slovacco e alcuni [. . . ] testi
sono in polacco», il che non è affatto vero). Ancora una volta, poi, viene
sottolineata l’influenza esercitata da elementi contestuali sull’interpretazio-
ne del brano e l’identificazione stessa del testo: «Penso che stia dicendo
suffering invece di saw fire, ma è soprattutto perché la prima volta che ho
sentito questa canzone [. . . ] è stato in un video molto triste su un ragazzo
violentato di nome Jeffrey Baldwin. Straziante» (TdA).

Questi esempi mostrano efficacemente che, se da una parte, gli elementi
testuali e co–testuali ideati dai Sigur Rós mirano a suggerire che tutti i
tipi di interpretazione sono in linea di principio possibili ed equivalenti
tra loro, dall’altra parte, gli “usi” (Eco, ) di simili testi da parte degli
utenti tendono a imporre alcune interpretazioni su altre, in una incessante
“battaglia” tra diversi interpreti e, soprattutto, tra questi ultimi e il testo
stesso. Secondo il compositore e studioso di musica Ethan Hayden, in effetti,
l’album dei Sigur Rós si basa su un’implicita impossibilità: «The album is
left incomplete, but it cannot be completed. Hopelandic actively resists
signification, and as a result, the space between the parentheses cannot
ever be filled. [. . . ] In the end, all that we are left with is the excess of
non–semanticity» (, p. ).

Una mancanza di semanticità che, tuttavia, tende a essere percepita co-
me un’estensione – quasi illimitata – delle possibilità ermeneutiche. Ciò
porta, ad esempio, alla scelta del pubblico di trascurare qualsiasi riferimento
alla fonetica islandese, come richiederebbe la definizione dello speranzese,
adottando invece l’inglese – ovvero il linguaggio maggiormente utilizzato
dalla più grande comunità di interpreti che discute del brano attraverso
Internet – per trascrivere il testo della canzone. Ha avvio così una vera e
propria “traduzione interlinguistica” ( Jakobson, ) tra le enunciazioni
glossolaliche dell’hopelandic, da una parte, e un linguaggio codificato, dal-
l’altra, che sfocia inevitabilmente in una contraddizione: sebbene in qualche
modo somiglianti a livello del “significante” – in termini saussuriani (Saus-
sure, ), l’“immagine acustica” corrispondente alla classe astratta di tutte
le possibili pronunce che gli interpreti di una stessa semiosfera (Lotman,
) assocerebbero alle serie di lettere considerate —, tali interpretazioni
differiscono visibilmente sul piano del “significato”.

. «Luckily, my parents speak Slovak, and some [. . . ] lyrics are in Polish», commento postato da
“curseofverse” nel , https://www.youtube.com.

. «I think it’s saying suffering instead of saw fire but that’s mostly because the first time I
heard of this [. . . ] song, it was on such a sad video about an abused boy named Jeffrey Baldwin.
Heartbreaking», commento postato da “Jennycism” nel , https://www.youtube.com.

. La metafora della battaglia è qui usata per contrastare l’idea di una fruttuosa collaborazione
ermeneutica tra il testo e il suo lettore (cfr. E, ).

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zIOxf0D9sQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3zIOxf0D9sQ
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Ecco quindi che, a voler attribuire a tutti i costi un testo alla canzone
qui considerata, si potrebbe forse optare, al limite, per una sua trascrizione
fonetica, descrivendone il livello di espressione come segue.

D’altra parte, una simile soluzione non soddisferebbe probabilmente gli
utenti – che, come abbiamo visto, sono costantemente alla ricerca di un
testo, e insieme di un significato, da associare alla melodia; né risponderebbe
adeguatamente all’intenzione degli autori, che decisero di adottare il von-
lenska proprio per enfatizzare le qualità fonologiche ed emotive della voce
umana, abolendo ogni riferimento esplicito alla dimensione semantica.

. Un ringraziamento particolare alla dott.ssa Loredana Cupi per la collaborazione nelle
operazioni di trascrizione.
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Questo si ricollega in maniera evidente alle riflessioni di Paul Zumthor
sul “suono purificato”: «Dès son jaillissement initial, la poésie aspire, com-
me à un terme idéal, à s’épurer des contraintes sémantiques, à sortir du
langage, au–devant d’une plénitude où tout serait aboli qui ne soit simple
présence» (Zumthor, , p. ).

Ora, la scrittura, secondo Zumthor, occulta, o per lo meno reprime, tale
aspirazione all’eliminazione dei limiti semantici, all’uscita dal linguaggio.
L’oralità, al contrario, la accoglie e le dà espressione mediante frasi senza
senso, ripetizioni accumulate al punto da esaurire il significato, vocalizzi
puri, o – come nel caso sopra considerato, basato sulla rimozione di ogni
elemento linguistico propriamente detto – attraverso sequenze foniche non
lessicali prive di qualsiasi corrispondenza semantica.

. Dallo scat ai vocalizzi sperimentali: le altre forme di glossolalia mu-
sicale

Sebbene rappresentativo del “cantare in altre lingue”, il vonlenska ideato
dalla band islandese non costituisce l’unico caso di glossolalia musicale. Un
esempio simile è il cosiddetto scat, che consiste nell’improvvisazione vocale
di sillabe senza senso in chiave ritmica e melodica. Largamente impiegato
dai cantanti jazz, lo scat, al pari del vonlenska, utilizza la voce come un
vero e proprio strumento musicale: le sillabe vengono in genere scelte per
influenzare l’articolazione dei toni e la performance, enfatizzando inoltre lo
stile personale del cantante – con alcuni artisti che prediligono suoni liquidi,
come Betty Carter, e altri che abbondano invece in consonanti occlusive
o fricative e in vocali aperte, come testimonia ad esempio la nota Heebie
Jeebies () di Louis Armstrong, cui in genere si fa proprio risalire – seppur
erroneamente – l’origine dello scat.

Un altro caso molto noto di glossolalia musicale è il gaelico puirt à
beul (letteralmente, “melodia dalla bocca”, anche chiamato diddling, jig-

. La posizione di Zumthor, inserita nel più ampio ambito di una riflessione sulla poesia
orale, è qui fortemente pertinente e anticipa uno dei caratteri che, come si vedrà nel seguito,
contraddistinguono la glossolalia musicale: la sua “poeticità”, intesa tanto in senso lato, quanto – e
soprattutto – in relazione alla teoria jakobsoniana (cfr. § ).

. Sebbene il “cantare in altre lingue” sia stato prevalentemente analizzato in ambito religioso
(v. in particolare Andrews, ; Best, ; Dunn, ; Graves, ; Hustand, ; MacDonald,
; McNeil, ; Spencer, ; Vaughan, ), faremo qui riferimento al meno indagato – ma
indubbiamente altrettanto significativo – campo della glossolalia musicale non religiosa.

. Oltre al jazz, lo scat è stato impiegato in altri generi musicali, tra cui la musica dance (si pensi
a Scatman John o Jonathan Davis). Un modo per certi versi analogo di usare la voce, che qui abbiamo
deliberatamente deciso di non trattare nello specifico perché non particolarmente significativo ai fini
dello studio proposto, è quello del beatboxing o beatbox (per cui si rimanda in particolare a M,
).
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ging, mouth music o cheek music in inglese), ampiamente usato nella musica
tradizionale scozzese e irlandese – e riproposto sulla scena internaziona-
le contemporanea da artisti quali i Cocteau Twins scozzesi o il Quadriga
Consort austriaco – e basato sul ricorso a fonemi senza senso per marcare il
ritmo ed evocare il suono tipico delle cornamuse.

Si potrebbero poi citare numerosi altri esempi, come il joik o yoik – forma
tradizionale di canto lappone che si contraddistingue per lo stile imitativo
(con un’attenzione particolare per i suoni della natura) – o il xöömej tuvano –
insieme di tecniche di canto armonico ottenuto mediante la costrizione della
laringe e la conseguente amplificazione degli armonici – e, più in generale,
l’ampio spettro delle forme di canto sillabico asemantico in qualche modo
riconducibili alla tradizione sciamanica.

Non bisogna dimenticare, inoltre, gli interessanti esperimenti d’avan-
guardia nel campo della glossolalia musicale: si pensi a Meredith Monk, la
cui ricca produzione richiama tanto l’uso imitativo (come accade in Insect)
quanto quello più marcatamente strumentale (es. Lullaby) della voce umana.
Oppure a Demetrio Stratos, e in particolare al suo album Cantare la voce
(), la cui copertina – raffigurante un uomo con due bocche: una, chiusa,
tradizionalmente collocata entro il perimetro del volto; l’altra, aperta ed
emittente suoni, in corrispondenza della gola – rimanda alla fonazione piut-
tosto che alla produzione di vere e proprie parole, anticipando i contenuti
dell’opera, ovvero una serie di articolazioni sonore improntate a una ricerca
vocale del tutto slegata dalla dimensione semantica. Lo stesso titolo, d’altron-
de, è rilevante in questo senso, dal momento che richiama, al tempo stesso
smentendola, la distinzione aristotelica tra phoné, la “voce” (che gli uomini
condividono con gli animali in generale), e logos, la “parola” o “linguaggio”
(tradizionalmente considerato come tratto distintivo dell’umanità).

Un caso più strutturato è poi quello del noto kobaïan, linguaggio lirico
inventato dal batterista e compositore francese Christian Vander per la sua
band Magma. Il primo album del gruppo, Magma (), riporta la storia
di un gruppo di uomini in fuga verso un pianeta immaginario (chiamato
Kobaïa, il che spiega l’origine del nome scelto per la lingua). Vander dichia-
rò in un’intervista di aver inventato il kobaïan perché il francese non era
abbastanza espressivo per accompagnare la musica che voleva comporre
(Culshaw ). Posta l’inadeguatezza della lingua naturale, studiò allora un
linguaggio artificiale adatto a tale scopo, concentrandosi principalmente sul
livello fonetico. La ricezione dell’album, dal canto suo, pare aver ribadito
una simile immagine del kobaïan: il critico musicale Ian MacDonald (),
ad esempio, ne enfatizzò il carattere «fondamentalmente fonetico e ase-
mantico, basato su sonorità non su significati applicati[;] è stato incorporato
gradualmente nella musica dei Magma, per improvvisazione. [Il termine]
glau, ad esempio, significa sangue e dovrebbe trasmettere il senso di un
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liquido denso e glutinoso. Se lo dite ad alta voce, vedrete che funziona» (,
TdA, corsivo nostro). Per questo motivo, gli album dei Magma includono in
genere solo alcuni aneddoti in francese sul pianeta Kobaïa, senza riportare
testi o loro traduzioni. D’altra parte, i fan della band hanno ben presto
dato origine a veri e propri glossari online di kobaïan, operando traduzioni
interlinguistiche di vario tipo a seconda del contesto di riferimento.

Infine, un ultimo caso interessante di linguaggio musicale inventato è
il cosiddetto Eaiea ideato da Bruce Koestener nel  «per consentire agli
strumenti musicali [. . . ] di produrre parole mediante combinazioni di toni, e
permettere così ai cantanti di parlare due lingue contemporaneamente»

(TdA, corsivo nostro). Il compositore ha altresì illustrato le regole di base del
suo linguaggio, che combina le prime lettere dell’alfabeto latino minuscolo
(dalla “a” alla “l”) con determinati toni musicali (espressi mediante il comune
sistema di notazione letterale), operando quindi sul piano dell’espressione,
con una sorta di “traduzione intersemiotica” ( Jakobson, ) tra il “Codice
 – alfabeto latino” e il “Codice  – notazione musicale”. Ma il processo
traduttivo non si arresta qui, poiché tale sistema di lettere e notazioni è a sua
volta associato a un insieme di categorie semantiche (es. “persone”, “altri
esseri viventi”, “elementi”, “numeri”, “sentimenti”, “sensorialità”, ecc.).
Ciò ha consentito a Koestener di operare una vera e propria “traduzione
interlinguistica”, con la creazione di un glossario che, trasponendo varie
espressioni in Eaiea in parole inglesi, risponde efficacemente all’obiettivo
principale del compositore di far parlare la musica mediante vere e proprie
parole.

. Conclusioni. Rumore o linguaggio?

Dopo questa variegata panoramica – che potrebbe essere senza dubbio
estesa e ulteriormente sviluppata, e mira esclusivamente a presentare i
principali tipi di glossolalia musicale non religiosa —, vorremmo presentare
alcune considerazioni generali derivanti dai casi discussi. A questo scopo,
si potrebbe innanzitutto provare a ricostruirne una tassonomia, sulla base
delle seguenti tipologie:

. «Designed to allow musical instruments [. . . ] to speak words through combinations of pitches,
and also to let singers speak two languages simultaneously», http://www.eaiea.com.

. La notazione letterale, tuttora in uso nei paesi di lingua germanica e di area mitteleuropea, si
basa sull’associazione di alcune lettere dell’alfabeto latino alle note musicali (il sistema di base, su cui
poi si innestano diverse varianti a seconda del contesto culturale e geografico, prevede: A=la; B=si;
C=do; D=re; E=mi; F=fa; G=sol).

http://www.eaiea.com
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— “linguaggi” musicali inventati (LMI) mimetici” come il joik, il xöömej
o altre forme di glossolalia musicale che ricordano il canto sciamanico,
e i vocalizzi di Monk in Insect, che imitano i suoni della natura;

— “LMI strumentalizzanti”, che usano piuttosto la voce come mezzo
melodico e possono essere a loro volta suddivisi in:

– linguaggi che imitano la musica stessa, cercando di replicare
strumenti, suoni, melodie, ecc. (come i vocalizzi sperimentali
di Monk in Lullaby, quelli di Stratos in Cantare la voce e, in parte,
anche il puirt à beul);

– linguaggi che mirano a influenzare l’articolazione del tono e
della performance musicale, enfatizzando lo stile personale dei
cantanti (come lo scat e per certi versi il puirt à beul);

— “LMI fonetici asemantici”, come il vonlenska dei Sigur Rós, che si
fonda sul richiamo alla fonologia tipica di un linguaggio naturale,
eliminando però ogni riferimento alla dimensione semantica;

— “LMI primariamente fonetici connessi, solo in un secondo momento
e per intervento esterno, con la dimensione semantica”, come è stato
analizzato nel caso del kobaïan dei Magma, e potrebbe per certi versi
essere asserito in relazione alla trascrizione dei brani di Sigur Rós da
parti dei loro fan.

La ricerca ha inoltre messo in evidenza una sorta di caso inter–categoria,
l’Eaiea, che pare caratterizzarsi come un vero e proprio atto di tradu-
zione a più livelli che, muovendosi tra il livello intersemiotico e quello
interlinguistico, consente il passaggio alla dimensione semantica.

Ora, una simile operazione tassonomica è indubbiamente utile e consente
di mettere in luce alcuni primi interessanti aspetti della glossolalia musicale non
religiosa, ma non permette d’altra parte di comprenderne appieno i meccanismi
di funzionamento, né tantomeno di descrivere il modo in cui le sue varie
manifestazioni acquisiscono significato e producono effetti di senso. A tale scopo,
suggeriamo in questa sede di adottare una prospettiva più ampia, riconsiderando
la glossolalia musicale nell’ambito dei processi di comunicazione: i linguaggi
inventati qui considerati “comunicano”? Se è così, come lo fanno? E come li si
può descrivere dal punto di vista dei processi comunicativi?

Va innanzitutto detto che, a prescindere da particolari occorrenze o pro-
spettive analitiche, la glossolalia, in ogni sua forma e manifestazione, sembra
essere caratterizzata da una tensione di base tra impenetrabilità e univer-

. Il termine “linguaggi” è impiegato intenzionalmente nella descrizione di queste forme di
glossolalia musicale al fine di richiamare le conclusioni principali del presente articolo (v. infra).

. Che non costituisce un caso isolato; tipologie alternative sono state proposte, ad esempio, da
H,  e M, .
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salità: se, da un lato, l’enunciazione glossolalica è una sorta di linguaggio
interno, sconosciuto e in qualche modo “nascosto”, che non può essere
compreso da altri (e, proprio per questo, viene spesso ricondotto all’ispira-
zione), dall’altro, il parlare (o, nel nostro caso specifico, il cantare) in altre
lingue è dotato di una forte carica performativa, in grado di originare una
sorta di “contagio” che lo rende universale, poiché in grado di diffondersi
da un’alterità (sia essa Dio, una non meglio precisata fonte di ispirazione,
il nostro inconscio o qualsiasi altra entità) al glossolalo–enunciatore (“ca-
nale verticale”) e da quest’ultimo a una comunità di ascoltatori (“canale
orizzontale”), la quale pare non poter contrastare gli effetti dell’atto glosso-
lalico (come dimostra efficacemente, ad esempio, la portata patemica del
vonlenska). Benché non denotativa, la glossolalia è quindi indubbiamente
comunicativa, come testimonia il suo forte impatto emotivo. Lo stesso Ja-
kobson, definendo la glossolalia come «un tipo particolare di attività creativa,
verbale o quasi verbale», ha sottolineato che essa è totalmente priva di un
ruolo discriminativo a livello semantico, ma comunque destinata a un certo
tipo di comunicazione ( Jakobson, Waugh, , p. ).

Se, quindi, abbiamo a che fare con una forma di comunicazione, risulterà
senza dubbio utile analizzarla mediante uno dei più rilevanti strumenti per
lo studio dei processi comunicativi: il modello elaborato da Jakobson nel
. La “funzione metalinguistica” e quella “referenziale” sono qui indub-
biamente negate, giacché il codice è per definizione inintelligibile e non
può dunque parlare di sé, né di alcun contesto comunicativo. D’altra parte,
gli esempi analizzati mettono in evidenza la predominanza della “funzione
poetica”: sebbene incomprensibile, il messaggio (e, più specificamente, la
sua configurazione fonetica) è al centro dell’atto glossolalico e, mediante
il doppio canale (verticale e orizzontale) descritto in precedenza, consen-
te un vero e proprio contagio – irresistibile e implacabile – basato sulle
emozioni. Questo, a sua volta, consente di fare osservazioni interessanti
sia per quanto riguarda l’emittente (“funzione espressiva”) che in relazione
al ricevente (“funzione conativa”) della comunicazione. Il primo sembra
scomparire letteralmente, diventando esso stesso un semplice canale (di
Dio, dell’ispirazione, ecc.):

Glossolalic utterances [. . . ] permit no differentiation between the subject of the
utterance and the subject of the statement, no real determination of the subject.
It is for this very reason that such speech acts may be deemed of divine [or, in
the here considered case, musical] inspiration: if the subject cannot be located
as a function of the enunciation, then the origin of the enunciation cannot be
linguistically determined (Weiss, , p. ).

Al contrario, la funzione conativa sembra acquisire una forte rilevanza
proprio a causa della mancanza di elementi semantici, come se l’inevitabile
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contagio emotivo – una sorta di “presa estesica”, potremmo dire rifacendoci
a Landowski () – presupposto dal discorso glossolalico derivasse dalla
sua incomprensibilità.

Queste osservazioni ci riportano al problema dell’analisi linguistica del-
la glossolalia: pur assomigliando alla lingua propriamente detta per certi
versi (come hanno notato autorevoli studiosi quali Felicitas D. Goodman,
William Samarin e altri), il parlare – o cantare – in altre lingue si differenzia
visibilmente da essa poiché rappresenta un atto che mira a dire qualcosa
ancor “prima” e “indipendentemente” da qualsiasi manifestazione lingui-
stica: «Th[e] valorization of sound seeds an oral transgression through the
semantic organization of the discourse, a transgression which displaces or
cuts the articulated meanings and which renders the signifier autonomous
in relation to the signified» (de Certeau, , p. ).

Questo, a sua volta, richiama l’idea lacaniana del “primato del signifi-
cante” (v. Lacan, ; ), che rappresenta, a nostro avviso, uno degli
strumenti più efficaci per provare a descrivere gli effetti di senso legati agli
atti glossolalici: contrariamente a quanto proposto dall’impostazione classica
(e in particolare dalla semiologia saussuriana, che prevede una cesura netta
tra voce e linguaggio, precludendo ogni possibilità di significazione alla pri-
ma), il significante – secondo Lacan – non acquisisce un senso in relazione al
significato, bensì in relazione ad altri significanti. È in questo senso che pos-
siamo interpretare le parole di Michel de Certeau () quando afferma che,
nella glossolalia, la parola raggiunge i limiti dell’insignificanza, diventando
lacrima rerum. Tale idea si ricollega a sua volta alle riflessioni di Compagnon
(), secondo cui la glossolalia rappresenta l’opposto del segno, poiché
dà espressione alla realtà prima e indipendentemente da qualsiasi tentativo
di forzarla in una forma – che, al contrario, altera inevitabilmente la realtà,
come sostiene una posizione dominante nella filosofia del linguaggio.

L’idea del primato del significante ha poi il merito di mettere in luce un
altro aspetto cruciale della glossolalia: rifuggendo la dimensione semantica,
essa è in grado di riabilitare la voce, ovvero la “materialità corporea” del
linguaggio (de Certeau, ; ). Tanto quella del glossolalo, capace di
“dar voce” a un’entità altra e all’atto stesso del parlare, quanto – e soprattutto
– quella dell’ascoltatore, attraverso il corpo del quale può manifestarsi il
contagio “miracoloso” presupposto dall’atto glossolalico. Andando oltre
qualsiasi tentativo di analisi puramente linguistica (inevitabilmente destinata
a fallire, o comunque a riuscire solo parzialmente), in definitiva, è neces-
sario concepire e studiare la glossolalia innanzitutto come un “fenomeno

. Si pensi, a titolo esemplificativo, alla cosiddetta “ipotesi di Sapir–Whorf ” o “ipotesi della
relatività linguistica” (v. in particolare W, ; S, ; S, W, ).
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semiotico”, ovvero come un comportamento umano che acquisisce senso
per mezzo della combinazione di diversi livelli (l’uso della voce, ma anche
lo sguardo, i gesti e una serie di altri fattori paralinguistici che contribuisco-
no a mettere in evidenza tale “materialità corporea”, anche in contesti di
fruizione mediata e persino “de–materializzata”, come avviene ad esempio
nell’ascolto di musica digitale) e, cosa ancor più importante, attraverso
quella “presa estesica” che abbiamo descritto poco sopra e che ci ricorda
un elemento troppo spesso trascurato che partecipa a – e, di fatto, rende
possibile – ogni atto comunicativo: il nostro stesso “corpo”.
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On the untranslatability of Finnegans Wake
(and its semiotic consequences)
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Abstract

Considered not only untranslatable, but also unreadable, Finnegans Wake (FW), the
last book by James Joyce, has been the object of a series of translational attempts.
What I want to suggest here is that: even the English reader is forced to “translate
to themselves” the text (from so–called Finneganian to English); source oriented
translations simply do not make sense (as they sabotage the very generation of
meanings nested in the text); the only possible form of translation for a text such
as this is re–creation (due to its polyglot nature and the consequent structural
polysemy). FW stands not so much as a finished literary work, but rather as a
heuristic model, a project in the making, a “work in progress” (as maintained by its
provisional title): a puzzle that needs to be re–started every time, inviting the reader
to complete it in order to appropriate it, always partially, in a diverse, idiosyncratic,
and idiolectal fashion. The project designed by FW is that of a text that truly lives
in its pragmatic dimension only and in the transtextual adventures activated, within
the “limits of interpretation”, by the “intention of the reader”. It is no coincidence
that Umberto Eco theorized the “open work” and the processes of “interpretative
cooperation” starting from this book. A communicative limit object, FW should be
taken as a model, instead of being dismissed as an exception, by every discipline
interested in meaning–making.

Keywords: Finnegans Wake, meaning–making, semiotics, translation, Umberto Eco.

I am not: a linguist, a literary scholar, an expert in translation, nor in James
Joyce studies. Speaking frankly, I am just a Finnegans Wake – henceforth, FW
– enthusiast. I discovered this book when I was a teenager, and I simply fell
in love with it. I wrote the final paper for my high school diploma about FW;
but on examination my teachers preferred to ask me about the conception
of time in Hegel. I tried to get in touch with its Italian translator, Luigi
Schenoni, in order to politely polemicize with him; but he had already died.
I wrote a letter to Umberto Eco asking whether I could figure out a way
to deal with FW for my MA thesis in Communication Studies; he told me

∗ Università degli Studi di Torino.
. A few years later (at the graduate conference “Blank Spaces. A Survey on Absence”, Salerno,

 July ), I would have had the chance to do so with Enrico Terrinoni, the new Italian translator
of FW (along with Fabio Pedone), whom I would like to thank.
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he would not have suggested it even to his worst enemy. Nevertheless, I
tried. And failed – This is a story of failures, isn’t it? But FW continued to
smoulder within my mind.

I study and practice semiotics and I think this discipline has a lot to say
about this peculiar subject and, by employing exactly this peculiar subject,
about semiosis and signification in general. That is why I suggest to “bring
it all back home”, to quote Bob Dylan; namely, to recover FW as a heuristic
device for communication studies, just like Umberto Eco did in the first
place. I suggest to use FW not as a single text to be analysed, but rather as
a model of how the mechanisms of signification can work, and I maintain
that we have to take such mechanisms into serious consideration in our job,
turning them from exceptions into rules. So, what is this all about?

. What is Finnegans Wake?

Finnegans Wake is the last book by James Joyce (Dublin,  – Zurich, ),
composed in a span of time of sixteen years circa, after his masterwork
Ulysses (); it was eventually published in volume in  by Faber and
Faber. The text is written in a polyglot pastiche, based on a primary layer
of prominently Irish–affected English, and systematically employs port-
manteau words and puns, weaving a labyrinth of intertextual, more or less
cryptic, allusions, with the final aim to simulate the proteiform language of
sleep and dream; whereas Ulysses is the tale of a day journey, FW is the tale
of a night one.

The book is meant to be a representation of life and history in the
paradigm of cyclicity, providing different manifestations to a set of basic,
archetypical themes: “masculinity”, “femininity”, “sin”, “the double” etc.
Every character embodies a plurality of figures: the pater familias Humphrey
Chimpden Earwicker, his wife Anna Livia Plurabelle, their children Shaun,
Shem, and Issy are actually “anybody”; the recurring sigla “HCE”, derived

. The Italian reader can find plenty of information about my personal obsession with FW, as
well as – more interestingly – Eco’s, in Marino (); an extended version of the same text is also
available on the online magazine “Doppiozero” (doppiozero.com/materiali/io-un-altro-bruno-eco-
joyce). See also Marino ().

. Semioticians have ignored FW. In fact, they use to mention it only in two circumstances:
when they talk about Eco’s erudite passions and when they want to address something strange
and esoteric, resistant to interpretation (generally, they misspell the title by adding an inglorious
Saxon genitive – Finnegan’s Wake). Whereas enigmist, semiotician, and essayist Stefano Bartezzaghi
has written a few journalistic, well–informed articles about FW (), the only works about FW
explicitly addressing a semiotic framework seem to be Norris (), Weir (), and Sawyer–
Laucçanno’s (; which has been defined as a “slim volume of semiotic poetry” by Whelan , p.
).

. Bishop () describes it as “the book of the dark”.
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from Earwicker’s initials, stands for “Here Comes Everybody” as well.
A key reference in the structure of the book and its implied ideology is
Giambattista Vico’s theory of recurring cycles; to the extent that the last
verse of the book is completed by its very incipit, creating a loop:

A way a lone a last a loved along the [. . . ] [IV, ] riverrun, past Eve and Adam’s,
from swerve of shore to bend of bay, brings us by a commodius vicus of recirculation
back to Howth Castle and Environs [I., ].

The title itself, a reference to the folk ballad Finnegan’s Wake, suggests
the idea of cyclicity: the Finnegans (subject) wake (verb); the Finns, the
offspring of the wise Irish giant Finn MacColl, have come back again and
are awaken.

The central idea of FW, which is staged through its lexicon and narrative
structures, is that the complexity of reality is produced by a limited set of
universal elements; just as it happens with language, to which FW serves
as a metaphor, being a “word world” or the “epiphany of language” as
Joyce used to say. FW is a “chaosmos” (I., ), an ecology whose super-
ficial disorder (chaos) is generated by an underlying set of simple rules of
combination (cosmos).

Even though it is likely the most studied book of the Twentieth century,
in the philological sense of “annotated” and “glossed”, FW is largely regar-
ded as the untranslatable and even unreadable work par excellence: it is the
“meandertale” (I., ), the primitive and labyrinthic tale. I maintain both
adjectives “unreadable” and “untranslatable” are inappropriate or, at least,
need further explanation.

. (Double somersault) Translation in FW

Whether by “language” we mean a set of morphs defined as systematic
and whose signifiers are constructed by combining a determinate set of
distinctive asemantic units, called phonemes, therefore the language of
FW is not definable as a proper one. Furthermore, what has been called
“Finneganian” is not associated to any actual or imaginary community,
which is another key feature of what we can call a proper language. It is
not possible to classify Finneganian as a utopian language, in the terms of

. I follow the traditional system of reference for FW: “book. chapter, page”.
. My main sources for this brief summary of FW are Wilson (), Beach (), Melchiori

(), Bollettieri Bosinelli (, ), Eco (, , , , ), McCourt (). See also
Camurri ().

. This is the definition one can find, for instance, in Tullio De Mauro’s dictionary.
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Marrone (), either, but rather as a particular kind of verbigeration or
glossolalia; at the same time, it is not, obviously, a case of gibberish, nor of
grammelot.

The language of FW is the dream language, the means of the ever–
changing dream dimension, since a super–ordinated dream–like narration
would serve as the enunciative framework of the book. Being written
through many languages, sailing from the safe port of English, Finneganian
is actually written in none of them. By developing Eco’s remarks (), I
would define Finneganian as an invented, unsystematic, polyglot language.

Such a defining feature of the text stands as the obvious main challenge
for its translators; but it seriously challenges its readers as well. According
to Bollettieri Bosinelli (, p. ), FW “is not written in any kind of ‘ori-
ginal’, but is the result of a process of translation” itself (original emphasis),
so that its picaresque reading should be correctly conceived as a “reading as
translation” (ibid.). In other words, even the English reader has to engage
with an internal translational effort; more precisely, an intralingual transla-
tion, a rewording, or paraphrase, in the terms of Jakobson (). The text
must be translated into plain English – at least at a mental level – in order
to be understood, and this translation is in overlap and in loop with the
interpretation of the text. Since polymorphism and polysemy constitute
the main mechanisms of functioning of FW as a text, the result of this
intralingual translation cannot be the same for all the readers and cannot
be definitive for none of them. Any interlingual translational attempt (e.g.
from Finneganian into Italian) has to deal with these features.

Whenever one wants to translate poetry from one language into another,
they must be apprised of the loss of something; usually, the specificities of
the sound dimension. In FW, this dimension is hardly expendable, as it is
the level which conveys the diverse, co–existing associations that the reader
is allowed to make, according to the musical logic of what Joyce called
“soundsense”, in order to build up a constellation of meanings for each
single word. Then, word by word, to build up a constellation of meanings
for the phrasal dimension of the text. And so on and so forth.

FW is largely known for being a continuously meta–referencing and self–

. A term borrowed from psychiatry which literally means incoherent and continuous speech,
typically associated to psychopath states, particularly schizophrenia.

. Namely, it is not pure nonsense and it is not a series of pseudo–words whose structure and
sounds look similar to the ones of an actually existing natural language.

. A famous and still quite cryptic passage of Ellmann (, p. ) reads: “As Joyce informed a
friend later, he conceived of his book as the dream of old Finn, lying in death beside the river Liffey
and watching the history of Ireland and the world – past and future – flow through his mind like
flotsam on the river of life”.

. “Wanamade singsigns to soundsense” (FW I., ).
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describing work, as we have already seen with words such as “chaosmos”
and “meandertale”. Thus, the issue of translation is explicitly addressed a
few times; in particular, with three metamorphosized tokens of the lexeme
“translate”, suggesting a particular way of translation for FW:

— “Translace” (II., ): the words can be translated only if they are
translaced; namely, networked, linked together;

— “Translout” (II., , note ): “translate” + “lout” (“rough fellow”,
but also “to bend down”; the context is scurrilous) + “out”. The
translation must bow to the reader and has to be centrifugal;

— “Trasluding” (III., ): in order to translate the text, the reader has
to play (with the rules of ) the game; even at the risk of obtaining an
“off the top of one’s head” and, therefore, “off topic” interpretation
(the complete sentence reads “transluding from the Otherman of off
the Toptic”).

It is possible to find lots of textual, paratextual, and metatextual evidences
of what Joyce meant by “translation” concerning FW. One of the most
enlightening source in this respect is the series of conversations Czech poet
and artist Adolf Hoffmeister had with Joyce in Paris between  and ,
exactly focussing on FW and the attempts to translate it. Joyce’s statements
are crystal clear:

I did not want to have to decide about the publication and translation of the book,
especially when it involves no ordinary translation, but the creation of a new poetry
in Czech.

[FW] is not written in English or French or Czech or Irish. Anna Livia does not
speak any of these languages, she speaks the speech of a river.

I do not want to be translated, I have to remain as I am, only explained in your
language. I am giving you every possible freedom in the transformation of words.
I depend on you. In your country there are many rivers. Take your rivers: Vltava,
Váha, Úslava and Nežárka.

I think that you would need to be alive longer than you will be. Please, gentlemen,
translate a piece for me, and then we will see whether it is possible to navigate
Anna Livia in another language.

You know that it is impossible to translate.

. Hoffmeister had been working on the Czech translation of Ulysses since . The dialogues,
which occurred in French, were first published in Czech on the “Rozpravy Aventina” review (–
) and were partially translated into French, Italian, and English during the Sixties. The first
unabridged translation from Czech into English () provided the basis for a new Italian one ().
Quotations do not include pages since I relied on the online version made available by “Granta”
(granta.com/the-game-of-evenings).
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As testified also by its pretty accurate working title, Work in Progress,
FW seems to propose itself not as a finished work of art (which one may
try to translate), but rather as a potentially never–ending reading, in the
shape of a re–creative game: the “game of evenings”, as it was named by
Hoffmeister. Thus, it is no necessary to appeal to the classics of translation
theory, such as Catford () or Popovič (), in order to affirm its
linguistic untranslatability, stricto sensu.

. The FW project in practice

Articulating Joyce’s statements into semioticians’ jargon, passing through
the “strata of sign” model proposed by Louis T. Hjelmslev, the precise
meaning of the words of FW cannot be translated, as it lies in its actual
manifestation, in its Substance, which is an unstable one, as we have seen.
On the contrary, their sense, the deeper dimension of the text can be turned
into other Substances, based on different natural languages, diverse from
English (Fig. ).

Figure : Finnegans Wake according to Hjemslev’s strata of sign.

. One may say that the only possible translational gesture allowed by FW is what Jakobson
() defines “intersemiotic translation” or “transmutation”; namely, the translation from one
semiotic system (nota bene: not necessarily a natural language; e.g. the unsystematised language of
FW) into another (the proper linguistic system of Italian language). To remain at the textual level,
Genette () would talk of a case of hypertextuality that works not by the direct transformation of
the source text, which would be “transposition”, but rather by imitation, which would be “forgery”.
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Following Eco, we would have “the aesthetics of chaosmos” () on
the side of the Content Form, and “the poetics of pun and agglutination”
() on the side of the Expression Form. The Substance of FW, its “mythi-
cal dublinicity”, is just the Figurativisation of its inner Theme, which is the
exploration of another environment, different from Dublin: the language
itself and its epiphanies through history.

Being “theoretically untranslatable, Finnegans Wake is the easiest text to
translate, as it allows maximum freedom”; in this respect, it is as much
radical as democrat. The main example of a translational attempt in which
Joyce participated, directly and prominently, exactly follows this idea. It is the
Italian translation of two fragments – the initial pages and the final ones –
from the section “Anna Livia Plurabelle” (book I, chapter ); Joyce realised it
with the collaboration of Nino Frank between  and , in full Fascist
era (as a matter of fact, parts of the text were emended/censored by a second
collaborator, Ettore Settanni). The outcome was published in two parts, with
the title Anna Livia Plurabella and I fiumi scorrono, in the magazine “Prospettive”.

This version is a heavily “target oriented” – to use old fashioned ter-
minology – translation; an adaptation of the sense of the chapter in the
key of Italian language and culture. Joyce deliberately cuts off lots of the
English–based fluvial puns and adds lots of Italian–based ones; just a couple
of examples: he turns a “trinity scholard” into a “laureata di Cuneo”, losing
the reference to the sacred trinity and to Trinity college in order to allude
to cunnilingus; he turns the exclamation “for coxyt sake” (a reference to
the infernal river Cocytus) into the Venetian–flavoured “Ostrigotta, ora ca-
pesco”, which opens to a whole new set of semantic inferences (Ostrogoths,
God, host, oyster, capire, uscire, etc.).

. FW. Eco. Semiosis

As a semiotician, I am not particularly interested in the untranslatability of
FW per se, but rather in its consequences, in what this issue can tell us about
the mechanisms of meaning–making. We generally consider meaning as so-
mething that is somewhere out there, hidden inside the text, something that
has to be discovered, and that, once it is being discovered, is here, more or
less, once and for all. Therefore, it can be explained, paraphrased, translated,

. The sentence served as the title to the  English translation of Eco ().
. In the terms of the generative trajectory of meaning as elaborated by Algirdas J. Greimas.
. Eco (, p. XI, my trans).
. Following Popovič (), any “source oriented” translational attempt of a text like FW would

produce nothing but a “sub–interpretation”.
. See Eco () for an in–depth analysis.
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revived, manipulated. This does not apply to FW, which programmatically
makes its meanings explode, prismatically, rhizomatically, since its words
cause “dislocutions”, “transformations that disrupt as much as they parallel
the source references”. The words in FW are Deleuzean “living structu-
res”, symbiotic beings, that change their linguistic affordances depending
on whom they are facing, depending on the reader; the rules of the “game
of evenings” are as many as its participants and as many as their rounds and
matches. The act of reading and interpreting FW cannot be nothing but a
work of cooperation between the reader and the text; between the active
Subject – the Hero engaging with the quest for meaning – and the Helper,
which is, at the same time, the Opponent.

It is know, but never sufficiently stressed, how Umberto Eco got into semio-
tics and into his signature “interpretative cooperation” theory thanks to FW,
ending up elaborating successful notions such as “open work”, “encyclopae-
dia”, and “model reader”. FW is the open work par excellence, the actualized
model of Peircean unlimited semiosis. And whether deconstruction is a way of
reading texts which drags itself along by the “drifts of an exceeding signifier”,
according to Jacques Derrida, then FW is the epitome of deconstruction too.
But Eco () warns us: the semiosis is unlimited, but not indiscriminate, the
interpretations are indefinite, maybe infinite, but not every single one of them
is legitimate; the boundaries of the intentio operis (what the text allows us to
say about it) are the “limits of our interpretation”.

Beckett (), an early enthusiast of FW, defined it as a “purgatorial
work”, the realm of possibility; where, by “possible”, we do not mean
“alternative choice”, but rather “parallel, simultaneous development”, in
fascinating consonance, on the one hand, with the notion of “grammar
of choices” as presented by Halliday () and, on the other, with the
concept of “hypertext” as originally meant by Nelson (). Due to its
mechanisms of functioning and to the simple and prolific logic of “sound-
sense”, FW bypasses the constraints of the linearity of verbal language,
trespassing into the land of stratification, of musical harmony and polypho-
ny, for each single word of it is like a musical chord, playing the “music of
ideas”.

. Fritz Senn quoted in Waisman (, p. ).
. In this respect, the key source is the little known Eco (), where the author reconstructs his

first approach to semiotic studies starting from his interest in Middle Age aesthetics and in the works of
James Joyce. His main study about Joyce () was originally published as the central part of his seminal
work about the “indetermination of contemporary poetics” ().

. Derrida used FW as a model for Glas (), his book comparing Hegel’s philosophical works
and Jean Genet’s autobiographical writings. See also Derrida ().

. See also Prandi (, p. ).
. A definition, more than often recovered by Eco in his Joycean writings, first applied by Ivor

Armstrong Richards to Thomas Stearns Eliot’s The Waste Land ().
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. FW from exception to rule

Paradigms, theories, and techniques are a matter of economy of means;
they are designed on the basis of a canon, a set of given subjects, which are
common and prevailing. Even when we have to deal with peculiar subjects,
we are able to apply our grids to them, as the grids were inferred out of
them, by induction, in the first place. But “some subjects are more peculiar
than others”, George Orwell would say; some subjects do not fit the box
for the “usually non–fitting cases” and succeed embarrassing our categories.
This happens with FW and translation, literary, and communication studies;
they cannot be defined as “scientific” unless their categories would find
a way to take into account “exceptions” and limit objects such as this.
Otherwise, we have to rethink the categories themselves. FW can teach us
things, in the respect of a kind of artificial compound, realised in a hard
science laboratory; an object to be tested and through which to test the
available tools of inquiry.

Reversing common thinking, we should consider Translation as a hypo-
nym of Re–Creation, and the latter as a hyponym of Interpretation, which
would serve as the overall hypernym. In other words, the fact that we can
re–write a literary work into a language different from the original one by
employing a set of elements which allows us to maintain its literal meaning
is a lucky – though widespread – coincidence. Any literary work – and any
semiotic text in general – proposes itself as a communicative project, as
a “machine for generating interpretations”, giving us the possibility to
reconstruct its idiolect, its specific code; which may be used as a templa-
te, a blueprint, a set of instructions to build up similar machines in turn.
Depending on the complexity of the project, on the amount of possible
interpretations, we can extend this code to other works. In other words, the
fact that we can consider a text as something telling us a linear story that
fits to be told (the famous Genettean “Marcel becomes a writer”) is a lucky
– though widespread – coincidence.

FW suggests a number of interpretations, which are not exclusive, but
co–existent, as it suggests a form, more than a linear story. We are familiar
with the idea that meaning would display itself only in action, in praesentia,
as formed Matter, Substance; but what we may call the “metaphysics of
meaning” inferable from FW seems to suggest we can get access to making–
sense in a quite different fashion.

. Eco ().
. The idea that the actualised, readable literature would be just a kind of statistical exception

within the realm of combinatorial possibilities is beautifully explored by Jorge Luis Borges in his
essay about the “definitive library” () and in his celebrated short story The library of Babel ().
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. Conclusion

Dozens of authors have spent decades and thousands of pages explaining
us what it is about and what it references to, which is the scholarly, erudite,
and textual philology approach to FW. Just a few have tried to put the Joy-
cean project into practice: that is producing Finneganian texts, Finneganian
theories, Finneganian projects on the basis of their own language. In fact,
those who got inspired by FW throughout the Twentieth century have
employed it exactly in such a way; we have already mentioned at least two
of them (Eco and Derrida), but nevertheless a short alphabetical raid can
be of some interest: Jay David Bolter, Jorge Luis Borges, Anthony Burgess,
Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, John Cage, Northrop Frye, Wolfgang Iser,
Marshall McLuhan, Terence McKenna, Charles K. Ogden, Flann O’Brien.
All these theorists, philosophers, intellectuals, writers, and artists did not
focus on the story and the vicissitudes of Humphrey Chimpden Earwicker,
but rather on the structures of FW and how to use them to their advantage;
to build up their own “word world”, to put it simply.

An apparently abstract work such as FW actually proposes a model
which draws to radical pragmaticism. The meanings of the text, a basin
of parallel possibilities, and the subsequent appropriation of it, depend on
the competences and on the encyclopaedic knowledge its empirical reader
is equipped with. The gaze and the hearing of the reader turn the text,
each time, into a new and different one. Whether FW keeps on keeping us
awake as we try to figure it out, we would be on track. Since its ideal reader
should be “suffering from an ideal insomnia” (I., ).
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Il latino liturgico nella letteratura italiana
contemporanea, da Meneghello a Raimo

Due generazioni a confronto
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Abstract

This paper compares the ideas of two generations of Italians concerning Catholic
liturgy and the related use of Latin, paying a particular attention to literary works,
considered as touchstones of wider cultural issues. The analysis focuses in particular
on the novels Libera nos a Malo by Luigi Meneghello () and Il peso della grazia
by Christian Raimo () and outlines the imagery characterizing two different
generations born before and after the Second Vatican Council respectively. While
writers who were kids before the Council often represent Latin and traditional
liturgy as something mysterious and irremediably belonging to the past and to
their childhood, a minority of educated young people born after the Council and
familiar with the new liturgy in national languages tends to re–evaluate Latin and
traditional liturgy as part of a conscious search for a renewed religious identity
based on the historical roots of Catholicism.

Keywords: liturgy, Second Vatican Council, Meneghello, Raimo, Latin, narrative.

. Introduzione

Lo scopo di questo intervento è studiare come la riforma liturgica promos-
sa dal Concilio Vaticano II (–) si ripercuota su alcuni temi sviluppati
nella narrativa italiana contemporanea. Più specificamente, intende compa-
rare l’immaginario di scrittori italiani appartenenti a due diverse generazioni
che si collocano a cavallo tra il XX e il XXI secolo riguardo alla liturgia catto-
lica e al correlato uso del latino. Partendo dalla premessa che i testi letterari
si possono considerare cartine tornasole che permettono di acquisire una
maggiore comprensione di temi rilevanti nel più ampio discorso culturale,
l’analisi si concentrerà in particolare sui romanzi Libera nos a Malo di Luigi
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Meneghello, pubblicato nel , e Il peso della grazia di Christian Raimo
().

Il Concilio Vaticano Secondo, con la costituzione Sacrosanctum Concilium
(), dispose un aggiornamento della liturgia cattolica sulla base del prin-
cipio per cui il significato dei testi liturgici e dei riti dovesse risultare più
facilmente comprensibile, in modo che i fedeli potessero prendervi parte
attiva. I padri conciliari reputarono di primaria importanza l’efficacia comu-
nicativa della liturgia, enfatizzando di conseguenza la sua “funzione seman-
tica” (Yelle , mia traduzione). Tra gli aspetti trattati dalla costituzione
spicca una nuova regolamentazione dell’uso liturgico del latino:

L’uso della lingua latina, salvo diritti particolari, sia conservato nei riti latini. Dato
però che, sia nella messa che nell’amministrazione dei sacramenti, sia in altre parti
della liturgia, non di rado l’uso della lingua nazionale può riuscire di grande utilità
per il popolo, si conceda alla lingua nazionale una parte più ampia, specialmente nel-
le letture e nelle ammonizioni, in alcune preghiere e canti (Sacrosanctum Concilium,
n. ).

La tradizione su cui si fonda la Chiesa cattolica include tre “lingue sacre”,
ossia il latino, l’ebraico e il greco. Fin dai suoi inizi, quindi, la Chiesa si è
confrontata con il problema della traduzione e del precario equilibrio tra
chiarezza “semantica” e fascinazione misteriosa legata ad antiche lingue
conosciute da una minoranza di ecclesiastici. Di conseguenza, all’interno
della Chiesa si possono individuare due mentalità contrastanti, l’una che
predilige l’elemento del mistero, l’altra che favorisce invece la chiarezza e
la comprensibilità. La presa di posizione del Concilio e le successive reazioni
alla riforma liturgica vanno considerate proprio nel contesto di questo
antico contrasto. La riforma liturgica fu in effetti oggetto di forti polemiche,
specie da parte degli ambienti più conservatori. Georges de Nantes e Marcel
Lefebvre rappresentano probabilmente gli esempi più celebri e più radicali
dell’opposizione al rinnovamento della liturgia.

Nella cultura italiana, la rielaborazione semantica del latino liturgico e

. Per un’analisi più approfondita di questi e altri testi letterari e del tema della rappresentazione
letteraria della liturgia cattolica e del latino si rimanda a Ponzo (), il cui capitolo  espande la
trattazione presentata qui.

. Sulla nozione di “lingua sacra” nel cattolicesimo, v. L (, pp. –). Paolo stesso, in
Corinzi , fa riferimento all’importanza della comprensione e della sobrietà nei riti. W (,
p. ), fa notare che nella prima metà del XX secolo i Cattolici conservatori cercarono di difendere
il primato del latino come lingua sacra con due argomentazioni principali, ossia il suo valore come
lingua comune della Chiesa e il fatto di essere l’unica lingua in grado di dare espressione al mistero
della fede.

. Sul mistero come caratteristica distintiva del linguaggio sacro, vedi M () e
M ().

. Si veda, ad esempio, G.  N (), M (), C (), C ().
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la percezione della discrepanza tra formule rituali e linguaggio quotidiano
sono stati tratti ricorrenti ed endemici, dando origine anche a un topos
letterario, di cui si trovano espressioni sin dal Medio Evo, come ebbe ad
osservare Segre: «Che poi le preghiere latine siano le prime vittime dell’in-
comprensione e dei tentativi di risemantizzazione, lo hanno sempre saputo
gli scrittori italiani. Da Boccaccio e Sacchetti a Bacchelli» (Segre , p.
XVIII).

Tuttavia, nella seconda metà del XX secolo, e specialmente dopo il Conci-
lio Vaticano Secondo, questo motivo si arricchisce di una nuova e particolare
connotazione. L’adozione delle lingue nazionali nella liturgia, e specialmen-
te nella messa, determinò (o almeno aumentò) la tendenza a considerare il
latino come una lingua appartenente al passato e destinata a un progressivo
e inesorabile oblio. Tracce di questo tipo di pensiero si possono trovare in
numerosi testi appartenenti a generi diversi.

È molto significativo a questo proposito il saggio Sicuterat del celebre
linguista Gian Luigi Beccaria, che rappresenta in modo esemplare questa
particolare sensibilità secondo–novecentesca verso il latino liturgico. Pubbli-
cata nel , l’opera di Beccaria esplora una ricca collezione di espressioni
italiane e regionali derivanti dal latino liturgico ed esamina le procedure
di elaborazione semantica con cui i parlanti comuni traducono quello che
per loro è un misterioso linguaggio religioso in un codice più familiare.
Beccaria descrive il suo come un “libro museo”, perché il suo lavoro è
animato dall’intenzione di documentare un fenomeno linguistico destinato
ad una imminente estinzione:

Questo libro cerca di ricostruire un quadro sociale della memoria [. . . ] si inoltra in
una selva di parole appartenenti a un non lontano passato, ma che hanno attraversato
i secoli dell’era cristiana: parole che hanno, alcune, definitivamente attecchito in
lingua o nei dialetti; altre defunte, o malvive, sul punto di dissolversi, ma di grande
tenuta sino a qualche generazione fa. Dunque, ancora una sorta di libro su quello
che resta, e insieme libro–museo, o catalogo ragionato, o avventura à la recherche
del tempo, di storie sepolte e da disseppellire (Beccaria, , p. ).

. Il latino liturgico nella letteratura del secondo Novecento. Mene-
ghello e la sua generazione

Nella narrativa della seconda metà del Novecento, l’elaborazione seman-
tica del latino liturgico si inserisce nel testo letterario creando effetti ora
ironici o comici, ora nostalgici. Ciò accade per esempio nel romanzo Libera
nos a Malo di Luigi Meneghello, pubblicato nel , lo stesso anno della
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costituzione Sacrosanctum Concilium. In questo romanzo, il linguaggio re-
ligioso è rappresentato dal punto di vista del protagonista che ricorda la
sua infanzia in un paese chiamato Malo, in Veneto, dove il dialetto è consi-
derato l’autentico linguaggio locale, mentre l’italiano e il latino sono visti
come lingue straniere imposte dalle autorità civili e religiose, ma mai del
tutto integrate nella cultura locale. Il linguaggio liturgico costituisce un
codice incomprensibile, che l’immaginazione infantile colora di un’aura
semantica fantastica. La deformazione dei significati religiosi è correlata alla
deformazione dei significanti, che ha spesso un effetto buffo, come nel caso
della descrizione degli “atinpùri” commessi dai bambini (Meneghello ,
pp. –): sia il significato (i giochi “proibiti” dei bambini) sia il significante
(“atinpùri”) sembrano una parodia dei “veri” atti impuri commessi dagli
adulti ed esecrati dalla dottrina cattolica.

L’incomprensibilità è legata a filo doppio ad un altro importante aspetto:
la fascinazione. Infatti, oltre che interpretare in modo fantasioso l’arcaico e
remoto contenuto dei misteriosi termini religiosi, i bambini sono affascinati
dalla loro astrusa forma linguistica. In numerosi passaggi, il narratore descri-
ve un apprezzamento del linguaggio religioso. Per esempio: «Ci attraevano
per il loro stupendo nome i quattro peccati che gridano vendetta al cospetto
di Dio» (Meneghello, , p. ).

Quindi, le parole affascinano i bambini sia per il loro suono sia per le
realtà immaginarie che evocano. In modo simile si ritrova espresso l’ap-
prezzamento estetico dei rituali cattolici, i quali costituiscono un’esperienza
che coinvolge tutti i sensi:

Era questo dunque il terreno delle devozioni, le comunioni–extra, i rosari e i
terzetti, le litanie e le giaculatorie, i tridui e le novene, i fioretti e i primi venerdì
del mese, le processioni e le esposizioni del Santissimo, le astinenze e i digiuni,
il culto dei Santi. C’erano aspetti antichi e incantevoli in molte di queste cose,
lunghe radici affondate nei tempi in cui San Gaetano fu nostro Arciprete, più di
quattrocento anni fa [. . . ] e prima ancora, nei secoli in cui eravamo una minuscola
villa devota alla stessa Madonna antica che abbiamo in Castello. C’erano le candele,
le lampade fioche, i veli neri delle donne, l’acquasanta, le sedie impagliate, l’incenso,
le cantilene, gli altari dei santi, il corpo nudo di Gesù ferito che baciavamo il Venerdì

. Si tratta di un romanzo dalla forte componente autobiografica, come testimonia per esempio
il fatto che i parenti dell’autore sono nominati con i loro veri nomi (sulla scrittura autobiografica di
Meneghello, v. Z, ). Proprio tale carattere autobiografico ci autorizza a considerare questo
testo come una testimonianza, una memoria. Infatti, ciò che ci interessa qui non è l’esattezza dei fatti
narrati, ma le idee e l’immaginario legati all’esperienza e al linguaggio della religione cattolica.

. Sul ruolo del dialetto in Libera nos a malo vedi S (, pp. VII–XIII, che in parte riproduce
S ), Z (, pp. –), M (), S ().

. Si vedano in particolare i passaggi sul “luàme” e sull’“accidia–acciuga” (M, , pp.
, ). Sul passaggio relativo al “luàme” e sui riferimenti alla morte in Meneghello, vedi P
(, p. ). Sul tema del “luamaro,” vedi anche M (, pp. –).
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Santo, i paramenti dei preti, la bella lingua misteriosa di certe preghiere. Alcune
sequenze parevano incantate:

Turris Davidica
Turris Eburnea
Domus aurea (Meneghello, , pp. –).

Questo immaginario incantato legato ai rituali e alla lingua latina è con-
notato come qualcosa che appartiene ormai al passato, e può solo essere
rievocato da un punto di vista esterno, dato dalla distanza temporale e dallo
stesso espediente della narrazione, che implica necessariamente un distacco
(o débrayage, vedi Greimas e Courtès ) dalla cosa narrata.

Un simile senso di nostalgia per la liturgia tradizionale si ritrova in ro-
manzi di altri autori della stessa generazione di Meneghello, per esempio,
in Pontificale in San Marco di Elio Bartolini, pubblicato nel , dove sono
presenti anche numerose citazioni di formule liturgiche in latino, in Servo
inutile di Rodolfo Doni, pubblicato nel , e nell’Abdicazione di Genna-
ro Manna, in cui si trova il seguente passaggio relativo a un personaggio
cresciuto in un villaggio e poi trasferitosi a Roma negli anni del boom
economico del dopoguerra:

La nostalgia di pregare come quando era ragazzo lo torturò [. . . ] come il ricor-
do lacerante di un primo amore. Recitò con [fervore] alcune antiche parole del
Confiteor ma le sentiva spente, dissacrate. Il Dio immenso e lontano che a sedici
anni raggiungeva con un semplice atto di dolore, ora sembrava che non fosse più
disposto ad ascoltare un uomo che, dopo una vita disarticolata, si ripresentava al
padre con un carico di spavalda amarezza e nient’altro (Manna, , p. ).

Dunque, questi testi letterari costituiscono esempi rappresentativi di
un immaginario collettivo sulla liturgia tradizionale tipico dell’epoca post–
conciliare. Questo immaginario appartiene specificamente all’ultima gene-
razione di Italiani che hanno conosciuto la liturgia tradizionale durante la
loro infanzia, e che la ricordano e la narrano dopo il suo progressivo abban-
dono nella seconda metà del Novecento. In effetti, Meneghello, Bartolini
e Manna nacquero tutti nel , mentre Doni nacque nel . Nell’im-
maginario collettivo di questa generazione di autori, il latino e la liturgia
tradizionale sono rimasti impregnati di un’aura mitica e narrati con nostalgia
e a volte con il benevolo sorriso riservato a qualcosa che appartiene alla
propria cultura, che ha contribuito a formare la propria identità, ma che è
relegato al reame lontano e fantastico dell’infanzia.
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. Il latino liturgico nel XXI secolo. Raimo e una nuova generazione di
riscopritori del latino e dell’antica liturgia

Nonostante l’apertura del Concilio Vaticano Secondo all’incremento dell’u-
so delle lingue moderne nella liturgia e un’applicazione piuttosto radicale
delle direttive conciliari che portò spesso alla eliminazione di fatto del latino,
negli anni seguenti i papi hanno continuato a manifestare interesse e rispetto
per l’antica lingua della Chiesa. In particolare, Giovanni Paolo II, rispon-
dendo alle insistenti richieste di fedeli che rimpiangevano l’antico rituale,
con la lettera Quattuor abhinc annos () concesse ai sacerdoti di celebrare
la messa secondo il messale del  (ossia l’ultima edizione del messale
tridentino, approvata da papa Giovanni XXIII), previa autorizzazione del
loro vescovo e solo nel rispetto di alcune condizioni definite dettagliatamen-
te. Nel , Benedetto XVI emanò il motu proprio Summorum pontificum,
che promosse un recupero ancora maggiore del latino e ratificò l’uso del
Messale Romano del , che venne a costituire l’uso antico, valido come
alternativa al rito ordinario nelle lingue nazionali e soggetto a condizioni
meno restrittive di quelle poste dal provvedimento di Giovanni Paolo II.
Sebbene l’intenzione dichiarata di questo motu proprio fosse promuovere
l’unione tra i fedeli, l’effetto che ottenne fu invece di rinfocolare il dibattito
tra sostenitori e oppositori del latino e del rito tradizionale. Indizi di que-
sto dibattito sono facilmente rintracciabili anche online, su forum, blog e
siti, dove spicca un dato interessante: la ripresa della liturgia tradizionale è
spesso difesa e incoraggiata da giovani.

Sulla rete, si ritrovano infatti numerose tracce di gruppi di giovani catto-
lici che si schierano a favore del recupero della tradizione e specialmente
della “messa in latino”. Per fare solo qualche esempio, il sito libertaeper-
sona.org riporta la lettera di un gruppo di giovani tra i  e i  anni che
difendono la “messa in latino” dai suoi detrattori:

Il fatto che alcune persone, e tra queste moltissimi giovani, trovino il rito tradizio-
nale utile per la propria vita cristiana e intendano coltivare tale passione (a fianco,
ovviamente, delle Messe e della vita comunitaria presso le parrocchie) non dovreb-
be inacidire o preoccupare nessuno; al contrario ci si dovrebbe rallegrare, come
per la riscoperta di un tesoro lasciato sepolto troppo a lungo.

Perché non si può fare tesoro delle molte e diverse ricchezze oggi vive nella Chiesa
di Cristo, ivi compresa la bellezza, la profondità e la sacralità del rito tradizionale?

. Vedi anche: http://www.summorumpontificum.org; http://blog.messainlatino.it; https://
www.tempi.it; https://gloria.tv; http://www.missagregoriana.it; https://www.marcotosatti.com;
http://archivio.blogsicilia.it.

. http://www.libertaepersona.org.

http://www.summorumpontificum.org/cari-confratelli-la-santa-messa-antica-attira-e-molto-i-giovani/
http://blog.messainlatino.it/2009/03/la-messa-tridentina-e-roba-da-giovani.html
https://www.tempi.it/giovane-messa-rito-antico-a-dieci-anni-dalla-summorum-pontificum/
https://www.tempi.it/giovane-messa-rito-antico-a-dieci-anni-dalla-summorum-pontificum/
https://gloria.tv/article/6A8eyCJrvpfMBNUS9bVexGcuG
http://www.missagregoriana.it/?p=1609
https://www.marcotosatti.com/2017/09/19/summorum-pontificum-una-nuova-messa-vetus-ordo-a-san-pietro-molti-giovani-un-segno-di-vitalita
http://archivio.blogsicilia.it/e-i-giovani-ringraziano-il-papa-per-la-messa-in-latino/
http://www.libertaepersona.org/wordpress/2012/01/la-messa-in-latino-a-noi-giovani-piace/
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Anche il blog del sito messainlatino.it riporta l’entusiastica lettera di un
giovane, aspirante sacerdote, che racconta la sua prima esperienza del rito
tradizionale:

Non ero consapevole a cosa andavo incontro! Ero venuto più che altro mosso da
una certa curiosità!

Alla fine di questa celebrazione mi sono sentito trasformato e la prima domanda
che ho fatto al mio padre spirituale era: «Perché sono stato privato sin dal momento
in cui sono nato della partecipazione a un tesoro così travolgente, grave, celeste?
Scandaloso!» Le polemiche su questo tema potrebbero continuare all’infinito e non
mi interessa affatto soffermarmi su questi argomenti che sicuramente tanti altri
conoscono meglio di me. Sono rimasto colpito dalla bellezza, dalla semplicità, dalla
solennità di questa Santa Messa! Sono rinato per una vita nuova!

Alla luce di queste considerazioni, è ragionevole ipotizzare che il modo
in cui il latino e la liturgia tradizionale sono percepite cambia considerevol-
mente con l’avvento del nuovo millennio. Se si considera la letteratura
come cartina tornasole delle tendenze culturali contemporanee, risulta
significativo in questo senso Il peso della grazia (), il primo romanzo
pubblicato da Christian Raimo, un intellettuale che divide la sua attività tra i
media tradizionali e i nuovi media digitali.

L’opera di Raimo può fornire un’idea sulle ragioni che spingono alcuni
giovani ad accostarsi alla liturgia tradizionale e quali valori le attribuiscono.
Nel romanzo di Raimo, il linguaggio religioso e la liturgia sono associati
a una generale ricerca di senso. Il protagonista e narratore, Giuseppe, è
un giovane ricercatore la cui vita è caratterizzata dall’incertezza e dalla
precarietà. Questa condizione sembra rappresentare quella di un’intera
generazione caratterizzata da un senso di insicurezza dovuto a lavori instabili
e dalla difficoltà di realizzazione personale, che usa mezzi di comunicazione
di avanguardia ma è afflitta da problemi di interazione sociale e da disturbi

. http://blog.messainlatino.it.
. Questo d’altronde non vale solo per il contesto cattolico, dal momento che un’apertura

verso il latino si riscontra anche in altri ambiti culturali, si pensi ad esempio all’emissione radiofo-
nica finlandese Nuntii Latini, che dal  trasmette notizie in latino (ora disponibile anche onli-
ne: https://areena.yle.fi), al sito web di news in latino Ephemeris (http://ephemeris.alcuinus.net),
o al sito per imparare il latino Latinitium, che contiene articoli, video e podcasts in lin-
gua (https://www.latinitium.com), o all’uso del latino in diversi generi musicali come la
dance o il rock (vedi ad esempio: http://bologna.repubblica.it; https://www.youtube.com;
https://www.youtube.com).

. Per riflessioni sulla letteratura come sede dell’espressione e dell’elaborazione dell’immagina-
rio collettivo su questioni culturali, politiche e sociali, v. P (, vol. I, pp. –) e P
().

. Per esempio, Raimo è co–fondatore e coordinatore del blog di approfondimento culturale
Minima&Moralia, ed ha collaborato con il blog Nazione Indiana, oltre che con varie riviste letterarie
e quotidiani. È attivo su vari social networks ed è stato spesso ospitato in trasmissioni televisive.

http://blog.messainlatino.it/2011/03/un-giovane-ho-assistito-alla-messa.html
https://areena.yle.fi/1-1931339
http://ephemeris.alcuinus.net/
https://www.latinitium.com/
http://bologna.repubblica.it/cronaca/2014/09/10/news/le_canzoni_dei_pink_floyd_rivivono_in_latino-95442721/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JL4FnA_PuHg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_u_My8d7qWc
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dell’attenzione, che cerca risposte soggettive e individuali per affrontare il
contrasto tra la decadenza delle religioni tradizionali e il persistente bisogno
di spiritualità. Questa incertezza esistenziale è espressa efficacemente in uno
dei rari momenti in cui il protagonista riesce a pregare in modo spontaneo:

Be’, Gesù, che cosa sta succedendo? Me lo dici, “per piacere”, in due parole? Che
cos’è, cos’è questa storia che i miei occhi umani non capiscono? Se c’è qualcosa che
devi dirmi, Dio, par–la–mi chia–ro. [. . . ] Non mi replicare con questa faccia dolente,
‘ste guance scavate, ‘sti occhi annacquati. [. . . ] È tutto facile per te, Signore Gesù.
Sai che devi morire a Pasqua, essere processato, venire crocifisso, patire sulla croce,
risuscitare, apparire agli apostoli, non essere creduto. . . Tutto come è annunciato
dalle Scritture. Tutto come hanno detto i profeti. Ti prendi i peccati del mondo,
sì, è fatta. È tutto facile per te! Ma non lo capisci, santo cielo, non capisci che la
vera sofferenza dell’uomo non è questo: è l’incertezza. Ma mi vedi qui, a me? È
il non sapere cosa fare che ci riduce in questo stato, che fa stare male, lo capisci?
Non la paura della morte, ma la paura di questo. Delle cose incomprensibili. Tu
questa angoscia vuota mica te la sei caricata su di te! Questa pena della nostra
vita in cui ogni giorno, ogni minuto, potremmo sbagliare, o potremmo morire,
questa sensazione che la terra davvero potrebbe mancare sotto i nostri piedi da un
momento all’altro, l’hai mai provata? (Raimo, , p. ).

In effetti, Giuseppe si trova costretto a rinunciare al suo lavoro all’uni-
versità a causa della mancanza di fondi e accetta un lavoro umile e precario,
i suoi genitori sono divorziati e immaturi e lui ha un serio problema di
concentrazione: mentre prega deve lottare continuamente per non distrarsi.
Questa distrazione è essenzialmente dovuta alla mancanza di senso nella sua
vita. Cresciuto in una famiglia atea, Giuseppe si converte al cattolicesimo in
un momento di particolare difficoltà. Da allora, inizia a pregare ogni mattina
secondo il calendario liturgico tradizionale. Elabora così un suo rituale per-
sonale: controlla le preghiere del giorno su Internet, si inginocchia davanti
a un piccolo crocifisso nel suo appartamento e poi pronuncia le preghiere
provando a mantenere la concentrazione. A livello stilistico, la descrizione
di questo rituale mattutino domestico e individuale presenta una singolare
mescolanza di registri: da una parte, il registro della vita quotidiana e della
tecnologia, dall’altra il linguaggio liturgico con le sue sfumature di antichità
e solennità. Per esempio:

Sono lì a sfogliare lodi e vespri dei prossimi giorni – come volessi vedermi i trailer
della settimana liturgica (Raimo, , p. ).

Dopo l’inno mi inginocchio e guardo subito fuori – e in questi giorni in cui l’alba
di giugno fa risaltare i contorni delle cose, mi viene ancora più difficile riuscire a
concentrarmi per pregare. Stamattina c’era anche un cane che abbaiava da qualche
parte e la televisione di quella che abita di sotto [. . . ] Il primo dei due salmi era quello
che dice: “Quanto sono amabili le Tue dimore, Signore degli eserciti! [. . . ]”. A pregare
mi sono venute in mente cose asimmetriche. Ricaricare il cellulare. [. . . ] L’inutilità di
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una vita in cui – ancora – l’unica cosa a cui mi dedicavo era una battaglia per far credere
a altri che i mulini a vento che stavo immaginando erano costruzioni reali. [. . . ] Recito
i salmi col naso, mano mano che vado avanti nelle lodi uso questo tono sempre più
cantilenante. [. . . ] Il padre nostro l’ho ripetuto tre volte, tentando di conferire un senso
alle parole che pronunciavo (Raimo , pp. –).

Nell’opera di Raimo, la recitazione di orazioni tradizionali non ha il
valore di una riproduzione passiva di una oscura tradizione, come in Me-
neghello. Al contrario, rappresenta una scelta consapevole e deliberata da
parte di un giovane uomo colto che comprende il significato delle antiche
preghiere. La recitazione di preghiere codificate non ha la stessa connotazio-
ne positiva attribuita alla preghiera spontanea, ma ha comunque un ruolo
importante nella storia di Giuseppe, perché rappresenta una fase cruciale
nel suo percorso di crescita spirituale. Infatti, Il peso della grazia può essere
letto come un romanzo di formazione, in cui il protagonista apprende a su-
perare la distrazione e la paura, che sono fonti di alienazione dalla comunità
e da sé stesso. Uno degli episodi chiave di questa crescita spirituale avviene
quando Giuseppe comprende il valore del rituale della messa proprio come
un modo di creare e preservare una comunità di fedeli, superando una
religiosità individualista e solipsistica.

In questo romanzo, tuttavia, il valore positivo attribuito alla liturgia
tradizionale non si estende al latino, che è invece la lingua che caratterizza
l’idioletto del vecchio professore che sfrutta Giuseppe e gli altri ricercatori
che lavorano per lui:

Semel in anno licet insanire era il suo motto quando voleva imporre una decisione
irragionevole. Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes, la risposta che tornava ogniqualvolta
un’università straniera si mostrava disponibile a sganciare dei soldi per farci espa-
triare; denaro che lui rifiutava in nome di una presunta autonomia didattica da
difendere (Raimo, , p. ).

In questo caso, il latino è il codice di coloro che detengono il potere e
calpestano gli umili. Questo è un altro topos ricorrente nella letteratura
italiana. L’esempio più celebre si trova nei Promessi sposi di Manzoni, dove
il povero Renzo si trova a fare i conti con il “latinorum” dei preti e degli
avvocati che vorrebbero raggirarlo.

. Conclusioni

Come dimostra Waquet (), il latino ha avuto un ruolo considerevole nel-
la cultura occidentale almeno fino alla metà del XX secolo. Il nostro studio
evidenzia però che nella seconda metà del secolo, a fronte di una riduzione del-
l’uso liturgico del latino sancita dal Concilio Vaticano Secondo, questa lingua è
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ancora ben presente nel discorso culturale italiano e viene associata a partico-
lari connotazioni di memoria e di nostalgia. Questo è evidente specialmente
nelle opere di una generazione di scrittori e intellettuali italiani che furono
bambini o ragazzi quando la liturgia tradizionale era ancora correntemente
usata ma stava perdendo il suo primato di fronte alle spinte della modernità e
della politica di aggiornamento adottata dalla Chiesa.

Il nostro studio ha inoltre mostrato che il latino e la liturgia tradizionale
assumono una connotazione ancora diversa per una nuova generazione di
Cattolici del XXI secolo. Per questa nuova generazione, la liturgia tradizio-
nale rappresenta un modo per recuperare una identità religiosa che non
intende essere un semplice ritorno ad un passato idealizzato, o l’accettazione
passiva di una tradizione obsoleta e incomprensibile, come avveniva per le
generazioni precedenti al Concilio. Al contrario, questa rivalutazione del
latino e della tradizione rappresenta una decisione consapevole da parte di
una minoranza di giovani di un certo livello culturale, in grado di compren-
dere il significato delle formule tradizionali e di aggiornare le tradizionali
pratiche liturgiche per esempio integrandovi nuove tecnologie e nuovi
media, come Internet. Questo fenomeno, che sotto certi aspetti si può
ricollegare alla particolare tendenza dei movimenti conservatori di diverse
denominazioni religiose ad un uso aggiornato e avveduto dei nuovi media,
andrà monitorato nei prossimi anni per verificare se andrà incontro a una
involuzione o a una evoluzione. Andrà inoltre studiato in modo comparati-
stico, da una parte rispetto all’uso contemporaneo di altre antiche lingue
liturgiche come l’Arabo e l’Ebraico, indagando in modo più sistematico sia
la portata dell’uso di ciascuna lingua in ambito rituale sia le ripercussioni di
questo uso sulla cultura più ampia e sulla letteratura, dall’altra parte anche
rispetto all’uso del latino in altri contesti, come la letteratura fantasy o i
videogiochi, in cui si registrano connotazioni simili a quelle analizzate qui,
ossia un’impalpabile aura di mistero e lontananza e allo stesso tempo un
persistente legame con la tradizione.
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Invented languages as a means of designing fictional universes

M M∗

Abstract

Invented languages are a key feature in the creation of fictional universes. A tho-
roughly sketched–out language which uses accepted linguistic standards lends
credibility to the design of fictional worlds that differ from our own reality. In
fantasy or science fiction, invented languages are often employed to convey a sense
of ‘otherness’ by drawing on principles of linguistic concepts belonging to idioms
that are considered “remote” such as native American or African languages. There
are, however, ideological stereotypes and prejudices connected with certain ex-
periences of speech that should not be neglected. The paper argues for a critical
examination of these issues in order to gain a better understanding of the implicit
political messages in science fiction or fantasy.

Keywords: invented languages, fantasy, science fiction, language policy, mythopoeia.

. The limits of my language mean the limits of my world. In–vitro–
Languages

One of the problems of real–life artificial languages or planned languages
as for example Interlingua, Esperanto or Volapück lies in the very nature
of their artificiality (cf. Kölbl, Eichner, ): they can hardly establish a
wider acceptance as a common tongue, and their speaking communities
are, compared to generally acknowledged world languages such as English,
Spanish, Chinese or Hindi, relatively limited. The advantages achieved by a
highly rational structuring of morphology, semantics and syntax, thereby
leading to a degree of logical consistency that no natural language can
boast of, may theoretically point to a benefit in communications, yet this
unquestionable benefit has not led to a significant increase in the number
of people who employ artificial languages as a means of daily discourse.
One of the reasons for this might be that artificial languages in real life lack
a valid and vivid culture to support them. The inconsistencies of natural

∗ Ludwig–Maximilians–University Munich.
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languages are a result of the mental and articulatory concepts of a certain
people, or better, a specific linguistic community which has been evolving
through the ages, reflecting the very dynamics of that respective culture
itself, as philosophers of language since the days of Johann Georg Hamann
() and Johann Gottfried Herder () have repeatedly pointed out.

The structure of a natural language, as it presents itself in a synchronic
survey, is like the structure of an old and constantly evolving city, and even
Ferdinand de Saussure knew fully well that the arbitrariness in the relation
of signified and signifier cannot be sustained if the diachronic perspective is
introduced as a necessary complementary view (cf. Saussure, [] ).
As in a historical city with a steady development, there are buildings which
are new, others date from various past ages, some have been built over,
some restored, some modernized, some quarters show clear traces of the
economic, cultural, religious or other social purposes and uses associated
with them, there are pathways connecting different parts of the city so
that there is a constant flow, always adapting to the emerging needs of
the community that inhabits the site. The same can be observed in the
structure of any natural language, conveying a sense of historical and cultural
depth and, moreover, a vividness that transcends the boundaries of sheer
functionality. Natural language is organic in a way that artificial language
can never be, because it exists in vivo, in the dynamic interrelationship of the
speakers with their everyday life – their world, if you will. This is the very
direction that Ludwig Wittgenstein aimed at with his famous catchphrase in
the Tractatus logico–philosophicus: “Die Grenzen meiner Sprache bedeuten
die Grenzen meiner Welt” (, p.  [«The limits of my language mean
the limits of my world»]).

. Language policy in Fantasyland

Secondary worlds in fiction, however, and especially those in the vast realms
of fantasy and science fiction, have often quite the opposite problem: in
many cases, they seem to lack a convincing linguistic background. If the
intended world design is to convey a certain flavor of “otherness”, then this
can hardly be achieved by sticking to a conventional language, for example
English, and just adding some archaic and/or futuristic expressions and a
few exotic sounding names and topographical terms to spice things up.
This, along with a rather unimaginative rendering of the ever–same stereo-
types, is one of the reasons why a lot of fantasy or science fiction literature

. For a categorization of the different strategies of style employed in the writing of fantasy see
G ().
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and movies are often so tedious, at least to the discerning critic who de-
mands more diligence in the presentation of a fictional universe. From the
linguistic point of view, for instance, Michael Moorcock’s fantasy saga ()
about Elric of Melniboné is a disaster by its very title, combining pseudo–
Anglo–Saxon or pseudo–Gothic elements with those seemingly taken from
a very flamboyant kind of imagined French (it is, in fact, morphologically
as much French as Lewis Carroll’s poem Jabberwocky is English – it just
“sounds” French, as Jabberwocky “sounds” English to the undiscerning ear
unfamiliar with that language). Moorcock’s intentions with this rather irri-
tating onomastic hybridization might have been to establish a link with fin
de siècle–literature (for example Oscar Wilde, Arthur Symons and William
Butler Yeats), where typical motifs of decadence culture such as a sickly heir
of a once strong and ancient lineage, heavy drug abuse along with all its
embarrassing side–effects and the morally corrupting influence of a source
of (supernatural) power (in Elric’s case a soul–eating sword) were adopted
into English writing from the French by the end of the nineteenth century.
Even if this meta–referential hint concerning the literary traditions in which
Moorcock cast his fantasy universe might be acknowledged, it nevertheless
damages the structural integrity of the diegesis, it is a fissure or at least a
visible seam in the texture of the depicted world.

The stereotypical approach towards not only plot structure but also styli-
stic and linguistic design is clearly a feature of the vast majority of fantasy
or science fiction as genre fiction. Kazuo Ishiguro, winner of the „Nobel
Prize in literature in “, has categorically denounced the notion that his
latest novel, The Buried Giant, published in March  (cf. Ishiguro, ),
might be regarded as a fantasy novel. Ishiguro’s judgment of his own work
might indeed seem peculiar, if one recalls the plot of his novel: The Buried
Giant is set in a strangely alienated sixth century Britain amongst Britons
and Anglo–Saxons, the main characters are a pair of elderly Britons with the
rather un–Celtic names of Axl and Beatrice who go out on a quest in search
of their son. They meet Sir Gawain of King Arthur’s Round Table and a
young Anglo–Saxon warrior, Wistan, who performs heroic feats strongly
resembling the deeds of legendary Beowulf, namely slaying an ogre which
attacked a village and killing a she–dragon, here called Querig. In a recent
controversy with the late Ursula LeGuin, one of the most outstanding and
renowned writers of fantasy and science fiction, Ishiguro vigorously argued
that despite all these elements of plot The Buried Giant should not be read as
fantasy. Ishiguro is well aware of the stigmatization that goes with the label

. For onomastics in fantasy literature see E ().
. Cf. U K., Le Guin’s Blog entries  March  («Are they are going to say this

is fantasy?») and  March  (Addendum to «Are they are going to say this is fantasy?»),
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“fantasy” and obviously does not want to see his rather complex and highly
allegorical novel about traumatic loss of memory and marital love in the
company of genre fiction, as Ishiguro’s standards of writing go far beyond
entertainment (and The Buried Giant is indeed not easy reading, but a rather
perplexing experience due to its – in more than one way – experimental
fashion of story–telling). The names in The Buried Giant seem in their very
mixture, derived from miscellaneous literary traditions, a deliberate state-
ment of the author against any conventional world building according to the
stock techniques of genre fantasy which usually aim at a “unity of effect”, to
borrow Edgar Allan Poe’s famous phrase from The Philosophy of Composition
(). Yet The Buried Giant does reflect the circumstance that Anglo–Saxons
and Britons speak their own languages, and some important episodes occur
while people from one community act as interpreters, thus emphasizing
the importance of translation as a vital aspect of communication in order to
prevent harm between hostile tribal groups living in close proximity.

The idea that translation becomes an important and even topical aspect
within the design of a secondary world in fantasy literature (and I am willing
to subsume The Buried Giant under this label, even against the author’s own
opinion) is not so common within this specific genre. Therefore, Diana
Wynne Jones has a special entry concerning language in her Tough Guide to
Fantasyland, a survey of the standard tropes in fantasy fiction, presented in
the form of a travel–guide or a reference–book:

LANGUAGES are seldom as numerous or as difficult to learn as those of our
own world. Most Tours arrange for all inhabitants to speak the same Language
or else for most people to know the Common Tongue, even if they speak some
other tongue to their families. The exception to this is the OTHER CONTINENT,
where the Tourist will have to master a little of the Language. On some Tours, the
Management will arrange for a convenient translation SPELL to be cast just as the
Tourist is entering the world. But none of this applies to MAGIC. The Language
of Spells is usually highly obscure. Sometimes it is the same as the Old Tongue,
sometimes not. The Old Tongue is what the really important SCROLLS will be
written in (possibly in HIEROGLYPHS or RUNES), and you will need a translator
for that. There is only one of it. Evidently the former inhabitants spoke only the
one Language. This seems to make it very potent. Just occasionally, when a Tourist
is truly beleaguered by Magic, either trying to get through a magic door that will
not open or about to lose to someone EVIL, the Old Tongue has a way of suddenly
making itself known. Then the Tourist will find her/himself crying out strange
words. But do not expect this to happen much. See also CAPITAL LETTERS and
SPEECH (Wynne Jones, , p. ).

http://www.ursulakleguin.com (accessed //) and the article «Writer’s indignation: Ka-
zuo Ishiguro rejects claims of genre snobbery» by Sian Cain, The Guardian, Sunday  March ,
www.theguardian.com (accessed //).

http://www.ursulakleguin.com/Blog2015.html
http://www.theguardian.com/books/2015/mar/08/kazuo-ishiguro-rebuffs-genre-snobbery
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In another equally funny entry Wynne Jones ponders on a special feature
concerning the habitual use of apostrophes in fantasy onomastics: «Few
NAMES in Fantasyland are considered complete unless they are interrup-
ted by an apostrophe somewhere in the middle (as in Gna’ash)» (ibidem,
p. ). The following passage contains some mock–scientific speculations
on the proper pronunciation of the word, blurring the fact that “Gna’ash”
was coined by Wynne Jones herself and used in her novel The Dark Lord of
Derkholm (). Yet parody, even self–parody, can only function within a
framework of references that is well established and known to the intended
audience. Wynne Jones’ witty remarks on the linguistic peculiarities in
“Fantasyland” clearly point to generally recognizable genre conventions.
The obsession with apostrophes can be observed in the linguistic systems
of different fictional worlds such as the Star Trek universe, where Klingon
uses quite a lot of apostrophes that indicate a kind of glottal stop like in the
word “rojHom’e” (Okrand, , p. ) (meaning “truce” or “armistice”, a
word that is not frequently employed in Klingon conversation), or in George
R.R. Martin’s pseudo–medieval world in A Song of Ice and Fire where an
ancient Fire God, called the Lord of Light, goes by the name “R’hllor” in
the language of Asshai, an ancient country in the far east of the continent of
Essos associated with magic and strange rituals. One of the major sources
of this linguistic trope may be found in the works of Howard Phillips Love-
craft (–), author of the essay Supernatural Horror in Literature and
renovator of the horror genre, who had an enormous impact on the various
sub–genres of the fantastic mode in literature. He created a fully–fledged
mythology that contained a horrifying Pantheon of extraterrestrial mon-
strous deities, often called “The Great Old Ones” or “The Outer Gods”,
who came millions of years ago from outer space to the Earth, and now lie
waiting in order to take over the planet from mankind. The names of those
deities are as strange as their ontology, hard to pronounce for the ordinary
speaker of English and often marked by apostrophes such as “K’thun”, “Ily-
th’la”, “L’mur–Kathulos”, “N’tse–Kaambl”, “Pht’thya–L’yi”, “Q’yth–Az”,
“Shudde–M’ell” or “Y’golonac”, to mention only a few in order to show the
excessive use that Lovecraft makes apostrophes in shaping his onomastics.
One is reminded that the library of the – fictitious – Miskatonic University
possesses in its famous (or rather infamous) collection of occult literature
not only a copy of ominous grimoire Necronomicon, but also a book aptly
called Unaussprechlichen Kulten (with wrong German declination!) by a cer-
tain Friedrich Wilhelm von Junzt[!] – “unaussprechlich” (unpronounceable),
indeed (cf. Harms, , p. ). Even though it is not quite certain how
Lovecraft intended the pronunciation of the names mentioned, the apostro-

. Cf. H, , pp. , , , , , , .
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phes and the frequently occurring hyphens indicate glottal stops or click
sounds that are associated with some African languages, especially with
those of the Khoisan language family, which the American linguist Joseph
H. Greenberg () classified. Linguists claim that Khoisan languages are
amongst the oldest languages on the African continent. This archaic quality,
along with the fact that languages of the Khoisan family sound unfamiliar
to speakers with a background in Indo–European linguistic traditions, may
account for Lovecraft’s onomastic predilections. Moreover, it points to ano-
ther, rather unpleasant aspect of Lovecraft’s fictional universe. Amongst
the followers of dark cults devoted to these abominable god–like creatures
from outer space there is a significant number of either degenerated white
Americans or of members of non–white ethnicities, Creoles, Blacks, Native
Americans and other representatives of indigenous peoples. In other words,
Lovecraft’s fictional universe is dominated by manifest traits of a deeply
rooted racism and even of xenophobia, if one takes into account the various
depictions of alien phenomena in his texts. From Lovecraft’s ideological
point of view, evil always comes from the outside and infiltrates his rather
idyllic native New England, a region which had been formed by his Puritan
forefathers: God–fearing white Anglo–Saxon males with staunch morals,
the likes of those portrayed in Nathanael Hawthorne’s narratives, whom
Lovecraft admired as a writer, as the respective paragraphs in Supernatural
Horror in Literature plainly show. Lovecraft’s onomastics, as I have tried to
argue, convey his alarming prejudices, no matter if one considers this to be
a deliberate act in the creation of his fictional world, or if one assumes that
to have happened on a subconscious level.

By these observations it has become quite obvious that language policy
in fictional worlds always means real policy, it is part of the ideological
framework of the invented model or possible world, as it shapes the percep-
tion of «interaction and power» (cf. Doležel, , pp. –) of the fictional
agents of the story – a fact that is curiously underrepresented in the other-
wise excellent studies on fictional worlds by Lubomír Doležel (ibidem) and
Thomas G. Pavel (). This is even more astonishing when one considers
that in nearly all great dystopian novels of the th–century language policy
is a key issue, due to the experiences with modern totalitarian regimes, with

. Lovecraft emphasizes the Puritan strain in Hawthorne’s writings: «Here [. . . ] is a gentle
soul cramped by the Puritanism of early New England; shadowed and wistful, and grieved at an
unmoral universe which everywhere transcends the conventional patterns thought by our forefathers
to represent divine and immutable law. Evil, a very real force to Hawthorne, appears on every hand
as a lurking and conquering adversary; and the visible world becomes in his fancy a theatre of infinite
tragedy and woe; with unseen half–existent influences hovering over it and through it, battling
for supremacy and moulding the destinies of hapless mortals who form its vain and self–deluded
population. The heritage of American weirdness was his to a most intense degree» (L, ,
p. ). For an evaluation of Lovecraft’s reading of Hawthorne see B ().
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famous examples such as “Newspeak” in George Orwell’s  ([] )

or “Nadsat” in Anthony Burgess’s A Clockwork Orange ([] ).

. Alien(N)ations. Designing languages for the screen

But today’s popular culture has developed a growing awareness of the fact
that language policy is a vital element in the ideological framework of fic-
tion, as it can be seen in some of the most successful TV–series such as
Star Trek and Game of Thrones. The new Star Trek series, Star Trek: Discovery,
produced by CBS Television Studios in  and aired during winter /
on CBS and Netflix, is set early in the timeline of the Star Trek universe and
focuses on the conflict between the United Federation of Planets and the
Klingon Empire. The series marks a decisive break–away from the original
doctrines set out by its original creator Gene Roddenberry. Whereas earlier
productions since the time of the first starship U.S.S. Enterprise with its
legendary crew including Captain Kirk, Mr. Spock, chief engineer Scotty,
Dr McCoy, Lieutenant Uhura, Mr. Sulu and Mr. Chekov served as liberal
vision of a global (or interstellar) science community guided by the prin-
ciples of humanism, tolerance and respect for other cultures, civilizations
and life–forms and avoiding violence whenever possible (laid down in the
guidelines of the Federation), thus carrying the torch of the great values of
enlightenment to the far end of space, the new season stets a much darker
tone. In the very first episode of the show, the main character, Lieutenant
Michael Burnham, played by Sonequa Martin–Green, kills a Klingon by
accident in defending herself, which is taken by the warlike Klingon Empire
as a welcome excuse to wage war against the Federation. It is suggested
that the Klingons have just waited for this opportunity to turn a cold war
into a hot one. The ensuing military conflict is lead with brutality and a
huge amount of losses on both sides, while the Klingons seem over a very
long period dominating due to their superior weapons technology, until
Federation scientist Paul Stamets, played by Anthony Rapp, develops a new
propulsion technology on a mycological basis for the U.S.S. Discovery. One
of the more interesting features is the large extent of Klingon spoken in the
show: whenever Klingons are amongst themselves, they use their native ton-
gue which adds to the linguistic realism of the series. But on the other hand,

. Orwell’s concern with the ideological implications of language policy is also expressed in his
brief sketch of the tentative further development of “Newspeak” beyond the timeline of Winston
Smith’s story, titled The Principles of Newspeak and added as an appendix to the book (O, ,
pp. –).

. Star Trek: Discovery, created by Alex Kurtzman and Bryan Fuller. USA f. CBS Television
Studios.
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Klingons are portrayed as a belligerent people cruelly torturing and even
manipulating their prisoners genetically, with a pseudo–feudal organization
of society (there are several houses contesting for the dominion of power
in the Klingon Empire) and a fierce religion with messianic traits. Along
with plot elements such as traitors within the own ranks (a Starfleet officer
who had been captured by Klingons after his escape to the U.S.S. Discovery
turns out to be a genetically manipulated Klingon), the new installment of
the Star Trek Series reveals itself to be product of quite a different American
perspective on the world than its predecessors: there are obvious signs
of a strict essentialist dichotomy of good and evil, a clear–cut division of
civilized and savage cultures (no matter how highly developed the technical
standards may be), a rigid binarism of allies and enemies that can hardly be
overcome and that is not questioned from a philosophical or moral point of
view. All means seem to be justified in destroying the enemy, including the
insidious assassination of the opponents’ political and military leaders. In
other words, Star Trek has arrived in the USA of President Donald Trump
with his administration’s egoistic, antagonistic and aggressive world policy
of “America first”. Whereas former Star Trek shows and movies promoted
an egalitarian, respectful, ethical and humanistic approach towards other
cultures (and, of course, also amongst the various members of the Federa-
tion), Star Trek: Discovery conveys the old tribal notion of “them and us”,
nowadays renewed by certain right–wing movements not only in the USA.
And the language policy follows this ideological twist. Even though the
amount of Klingon spoken on the show has considerably increased, as I
mentioned before, it serves not so much to create an attitude of empathy
and understanding of the Klingons, their motifs and their agenda, but as to
underline their aggressiveness by their crude rhetoric.

Klingon was originally created by linguist Marc Okrand in the early
s while he acted as a language adviser and coach for some Star Trek
movies. Okrand received his PhD in  from the University of California,
Berkeley, for his study of the Native American language Mutsun, spoken by
the Muwekma Ohlone nation, a tribe that lived in the region around San
Francisco bay. Okrand used his expertise in Native American languages for
the creation of Klingon. Certain elements of this invented language Okrand
derived from indigenous American languages, for instance syntactical con-
structions like object–noun–subject word–order, or morphological features
like possessive suffixes typical of agglutinative languages, and special sounds
which are common in the phonetic system of languages like Nahuatl. All
this, along with a large number of guttural sounds, procures the impression
of a rather strange tongue, yet from the linguist’s point of view, Klingon
is a thoroughly crafted language with a rather complex phonetics, syntax
and morphology, thereby possessing some credibility within Star Trek’s
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fictional universe. As far as the lexical side is concerned, Marc Okrand’s
Official Dictionary of Klingon contains roughly  words; the dominating
lexical fields are – quite expectably – those of technology and warfare (cf.
Okrand, ).

As I argued above, even though Klingon is used quite often in the new
series Star Trek: Discovery, it is more in order to convey a sense of danger
associated with this alien ethnicity than to arrive at a kind of cultural un-
derstanding of the “other”. Here, too, otherness is depicted in terms of a
threat to one’s own civilization. I will not dwell further on the political and
ideological implications of this tendency (I leave that to the reader’s own
imagination), but just call to mind that in a former series set in the Star Trek
universe, Star Trek: Next Generation (which treats later events in the Star Trek
timeline than those occurring in Star Trek: Discovery) the portrayal of alien
culture was subtler, substantially differentiated and ethically unbiased. In
Star Trek: Next Generation a Klingon even serves as an officer in the crew
of the Federation starship U.S.S. Enterprise. Even his very name is a hint
that otherness is treated here in a rather serious and intellectually sophi-
sticated manner: the security officer in question is, of course, Lieutenant
Worf. His name is a clear reference to the famous linguist Benjamin Lee
Whorf, who, it is worth recalling, was mainly involved in formulating a
theory on linguistic relativity, known as the Sapir–Whorf–hypothesis, which
claims that various languages conceptualize the world differently and that
the perception of the world is shaped by the structure of the respective
language and vice versa (cf. Koerner, ). In naming the Klingon officer
aboard the U.S.S. Enterprise and in the service of the Federation Worf, the
showrunners hinted not only towards the linguistic paradigm connected
with this very name, but also implied that it is possible to integrate an alien
lifeform with his different values and perceptions into a community based
on tolerance and acceptance of alterity. Even though Lieutenant Worf has
to endure some conflicts concerning the different standards of Federation
and Klingon Empire, and is even exposed to some kind of psychomachia,
when the two souls in his bosom wage war against each other, he always
proves loyal to the Starfleet code in the end. Especially when the crew of
the Enterprise has to deal with Klingon representatives, Worf ’s experience
and native background are indispensable for the mission, although he is
constantly treated disrespectfully by other Klingons, due to the fact that he
has joined the Federation forces, which is regarded a dishonorable act and
even treason by Worf ’s fellow Klingons.

The attention that today’s science fiction and fantasy series pay to the
language issue can be regarded as a trend in TV, where showrunners with
enormous budgets aim at standards in quality that can compete with the
best of Hollywood blockbusters. Another example of this tendency is the
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immensely popular HBO show Game of Thrones. This series is based on the
A Song of Ice and Fire–novels by George R.R. Martin. The books are set in an
extremely elaborate pseudo–medieval secondary world where on two main
continents, Westeros and Essos, a large number of different cultures and
peoples exist. In consequence there are also numerous languages such as
Dothraki, High Valyrian, Ghiscari, Asshaiian and so on. But in the books the
portrayal of these languages is limited to just a few expressions. Martin has
confessed that unlike his great paragon Tolkien his own linguistic abilities
are rather limited, so that he simply had not the capability of sketching out
these languages on a broader canvas. When David Benioff and David B.
Weiss set out in  to adapt the books for their TV–show Game of Thrones
(named after the title of the first book of Martin’s saga), they hired David
J. Peterson to devise a fully–fledged language, Dothraki, which could be
made use of in the dialogues happening in the scenes between Daenerys
Targaryen, the disinherited heir to the Iron Throne of Westeros, and Khal
Drogo, the leader of a Dothraki horde whom Daenerys is given to as a
bride by her brother Viserys as part of a deal which is meant by Viserys to
restore him to his father’s former kingdom (see Peterson c). Peterson,
who also studied at the University of California at Berkeley, before receiving
a M.A. in Linguistics from the University of California in San Diego, is
nowadays one of the most prolific language inventors for movie and TV
productions. Peterson was President of the Language Creation Society from
 to , and in  he published his book The Art of Language Invention
(Peterson, b) at Penguin, one of the most prestigious publishing houses
in the English–speaking world. After the success of the first season of
Game of Thrones, Peterson developed further languages as High Valyrian
in order to furnish the fictional world of Essos and Westeros. Especially
Dothraki is a fine example for the principles guiding the development of
a linguistic microcosm according to the cultural outlines presented by the
literary model. As the Dothraki are presented as a savage warrior people
living in a vast grassland area wholly depended of and centered around the
horse – not unlike the medieval Mongols, as Oxford historian Carolyne
Larrington () has pointed out —, their language is also centered round
riding and fighting. Their very name, “Dothraki”, derives from the verb
“dothralat” and means “riders” (Peterson, a, p. ). This relation to their
nomad existence on horseback is reflected in the idiomatic structure of
the language. The following examples are taken from Peterson’s textbook
on Dothraki in the Living Language series: «How are you?» is rendered in
Dothraki as «Hash yer dothrae chek?», which means literally «Do you
ride well?». Quite consistently, the answer «I’m fine» is given as «Ancha
dothrae chek», «I ride well». «Goodbye» is expressed in Dothraki by the
words «Dothras chek», «Ride well». And even in other collocations there is
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a constant reference towards riding, such as «Ancha dothrak adakhataan»,
«I’m about to eat something», literally means «I’m riding to dinner» (ibidem,
p. ). One of the best–known features of the Dothraki language is that
there is no expression for «Thank you» – this term gap is due to the fact
that the Dothraki way of procuring a living is by fighting and raiding other
people, by sacking and plundering cities – they neither plant nor trade, but
take food, gold and goods from less belligerent communities, which the
Dothraki either eradicate or enslave or to some extent both. It seems as if
linguists inventing languages for TV–shows or movies try their best to prove
that the Sapir–Whorf–Hypothesis is utterly valid, yet, as you can see from
the examples, they sometimes over–achieve or exceed the set task, so that
the effects sometimes become rather whimsical and even lend themselves
to involuntary self–parody.

It is a remarkable fact that Okrand and Peterson both share a similar
background rooted in the study of Native American languages, and that
Benjamin Lee Whorf had developed his hypothesis after his research acti-
vities in the same field and elucidated it by drawing on this specific kind
of linguistic data. This peculiarity perhaps explains the similarities in the
linguistic construction of languages from different fictional universes such
as the Star Trek universe and the World of Ice and Fire as well as the notion
of language inventors like Okrand and Peterson, who seem eager to offer
their audiences the experience of the sonic representation of a more or less
consistent and self–contained “alien” culture – thereby drawing on certain
cultural biases, stereotypes and resentments that go along with this.

. Invented languages as mythopoeia. Thus spake Tolkien

No text on invented languages as a device for fictional world building can
end without mentioning the great master of the craft, John R.R. Tolkien.
But as Tolkien scholarship has been excessive during last decades, I will just
touch the subject very briefly. Tolkien, being a philologist and an expert
in medieval languages and literature, had a profound understanding of
the interrelation of linguistic and mythological structures and the part the
subconscious machinations of the individual play in the creation of a fully
convincing secondary world. In his little essay on the topic, A Secret Vice
(), indicating the sense of guilty pleasure that the Oxford Don felt in
regard to his favorite pastime activity, Tolkien outlines his principles for
the invention of a language. He insists that an invented language needs a
framework of specific references which mirrors its own linguistic structures
– only to turn the argument upside down at the end:
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As one suggestion, I might fling out the view that for perfect construction of an
art–language it is found necessary to construct at least in outline a mythology
concomitant. Not solely because some pieces of verse will inevitably be part of
the (more or less) completed structure, but because the making of language and
mythology are related functions; to give your language an individual flavor, it
must have woven into it the threads of an individual mythology, individual while
working within the scheme of natural human mythopoeia, as your word–form
may be individual while working within the hackneyed limits of human, even
European, phonetics. The converse is true, your language construction will breed a
mythology (ivi, p. f ).

In contrast to the conditions of Star Trek or Game of Thrones, where
the languages were developed after the creation of the fictional universe
they are set in, Tolkien claims that mythology is an emerging effect of the
inner necessities of a language in the act of invention. And Tolkien himself
started carving out his Middle–Earth by inventing the languages later to be
known as Quenya and Sindarin in the trenches of the First World War (cf.
Carpenter a, pp. –). Tolkien expressed the notion that language
and mythology are interdependent again in a letter from  January 
with a rather harsh reference to planned languages:

It was just as the  War burst on me that I made the discovery that ‘legends’
depend on the language to which they belong; but a living language depends
equally on the ‘legends’ which it conveys by tradition. (For example, that the Greek
mythology depends far more on the marvellous aesthetic of its language and so of
its nomenclature of persons and places and less on its content than people realize,
though of course it depends on both. And vice versa. Volapük, Esperanto, Ido,
Novial, &c &c are dead, far deader than ancient unused languages, because their
authors never invented any Esperanto legends.) (in Carpenter, b, p. ).

In this respect, in search for a new artistic language combined with a
mythopoetic vision, Tolkien might even be considered part of the modernist
movement – as well as in his deliberate rejection of the political, social and
economic conditions of the modern world, «this filthy modern tide» (Yeats,
, p. ), an aversion which he shared with such contemporaries as Yeats,
Eliot and Pound.
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Tlhlngan maH! (We are Klingon)

Conlang, play and fandom in a ludicising world

M T∗

Abstract

This paper investigates the use of the Klingon conlang outside the Star Trek franchi-
se, trying to shed some light on why people invest time and effort to learn a very
complex fictional language. The paper starts by outlining the history of the conlang,
from its creation to its diffusion. It then proceeds to analysing the relationship
between the Klingon language and culture and their common evolution. The use
of Klingon is connected to the practice of cosplay and to the concept of fandom.
Finally, the playful aspects of fandom and of conlangs are analysed in the context of
the ludicisation of culture.

Keywords: Conlang, Klingon, Fandom, Semiosphere, Ludicisation.

. QIt yIjatlh (Please speak more softly)

Duolingo is a popular online platform for learning languages. Highly gami-
fied and partially crowd–sourced, it offers its users simple exercises to get
acquainted with the lexicon and grammar of a new language. The langua-
ges supported by Duolingo are many, and others are added regularly, but
two stand out among them as rather unusual: High Valyrian and Klingon.
These constructed languages (conlangs) have been developed, respectively,
for the TV series Game of Thrones (in the original book series A Song of Ice
and Fire, only a few words of the language were present) and for the Star
Trek franchise, in order to serve as the native tongues of the Valyrians and
Klingons.

If the fact that Duolingo hosts courses for conlangs can be surprising,
even more surprising is their number of subscribers: the Klingon course
(while still in beta) has almost half a million active learners, while High
Valyrian has  thousand – more than the double of Esperanto, which has
only  thousand. While it is possible that some of these active learners do
not really have the intention to master such complex languages, the fact
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that so many people choose to subscribe to these courses is already very
interesting.

Why would someone choose to learn a conlang instead of “real” lan-
guage? How does a language created to be used only in a specific set of
fictional texts, escape them and start circulating in the semiophere? In order
to answer these questions, in the next paragraphs I will focus on Klingon
and on its diffusion.

Klingon, sometimes “Klingonese”, is probably the most successful fiction–
born conlang in terms of people’s involvement in learning and using it –
despite its being particularly complex.

The conlang was created in  by linguist Marc Okrand. He was hired
by Paramount Pictures to create a language for the Klingon species for the
film Star Trek III: The Search for Spock () directed by Leonard Nimoy.

That was not the first appearance of Klingons or of their language. The
race was introduced in the original Star Trek series (–) and they
were first heard speaking in their own language in the first Star Trek film
(Star Trek: The Motion Picture, Robert Wise ). However, Klingons at the
time were not intended to be an important part of the series, and in that first
appearance the language spoken by the actors was, in fact, simple gibberish:
just a set of sounds put together by James Doohan (a cast member) that
were meant to sound alien and brutal (Okrand et al., ).

With time, however, Klingons became more and more central to the Star
Trek franchise, and the need for a more complex and structured language
arose. Okrand, who had a background in the study of Native American
languages, was hired to develop a full–rounded, complex language that was
used in The Search for Spock and all subsequent Star Trek series and films.

Contrary to conlangs like Esperanto, Klingon wasn’t devised to have
useful features, nor had any ambition of becoming language spoken by
people in the real–world, let alone serving as a lingua franca. It was a solution
to an artistic problem, not a linguistic one (Okrent, ). Yet, with time, it
became one of the most successful conlangs, while being neither free from
irregularities nor easy to learn. Klingon was able to attract certain people
which then formed a community that brought it to life. Its fortune started
with the publication of its dictionary.

In  the first edition of the Klingon Dictionary, also written by Okrand,
was published and  thousand copies were sold to Star Trek enthusiasts and
curious readers. The editorial success of the dictionary is telling of the interest
that the conlang was able to rise but must not be mistakenly correlated with
the actual number of Klingon speakers. Far by being thousands, Okrent ()
estimates the number of fluent speakers around twenty to thirty people.

Nevertheless, the interest around the conlang continued and in 
the Klingon Language Institute was founded. The institute is the official
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organization dealing with matters related to Klingon language; its board
organizes and sponsor conferences, delivers language courses (mainly onli-
ne) and awards language certificates after thorough examinations. While
the number of members of the institute is not disclosed, the Institute’s
Facebook page, which has  hundred likes, seems to indicate a large and
active following.

One of the first deliberations of the Institute was that the only person
authorized to add new words to the conlang was to be Marc Okrand, who is
also the final arbiter in language disputes (Okrent ). Nonetheless, after
the foundation of KLI the use of Klingon passed effectively in the hands of
the fans, who, over the years, started to use it for all sorts of projects.

For example, the fact that in the film Star Trek VI. The Undiscovered Country
(Nicholas Meyer, ) a Klingon character is seen quoting a line of the Hamlet
and paradoxically remarking that one cannot really appreciate Shakespeare wi-
thout hearing it in the original Klingon, enflamed the fantasy of many fans. In
the following years, some of them started the “Klingon Shakespeare Restora-
tion Project” with the (consciously nonsensical) aim of restoring Shakespeare’s
works to their “original” form in Klingon. This led to the complete translation
in Klingon and publication of both Hamlet and Much Ado for Nothing as well as
of several of Shakespeare’s sonnets (Kazimierczak, ).

Klingon has also been used in other arts. In , for instance, in Saint
Paul, Minnesota premiered the play A Klingon Christmas Carol – a reimagined
version of the Charles Dickens’ novella adapted to Klingon culture and
“performed entirely in Klingon” (with English supra–titles). Despite the
fact that the audience for such a play might be quite restricted, the play has
since undergone roughly ten different productions (Belkin, ).

There are also examples of Klingon music, such as the Klingon Anthem
taHjaj wo’, written by Rich Yampell, who is considered to have been the first
conversational speaker in Klingon. The conlang has been used to translate
and perform several famous songs: it is the case, among others, of the
“Klingon Pop Warrior”, stage name of Jen Usellis, an artist translating and
singing covers of contemporary rock and pop songs in Klingon.

Klingon has not been used by fans only to create new art: some of them
integrated it in their everyday life. Some language enthusiasts have even
attempted to raise the first native Klingon speaker: linguist Dr. D’armand
Spears talked exclusively in Klingon to his son for his first five years of
life, hoping to raise him as a Klingon bi–lingual. The experiment, however,
failed: the child did speak some Klingon words, but gave clear signs of not
appreciating talking in that language, and Spears finally had to switch to
English (Okrent, ).

The appropriation and use of the language by the public, however, has
not been unproblematic. In  Paramount and CBS filed a lawsuit against
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the producers of the fan–made film Prelude to Axanar (Christian Gossett,
) for copyright violation. The complaints were many but, among other
things, they claimed ownership over the Klingon language: as they hired
Okrand to create it, they argued, the language was theirs. This claim was
immediately criticized by the Language Creation Society – a group of
linguists and language inventors. They supported the idea that, thanks to
the work of many enthusiasts that brought it to life, Klingon is now a living
language and therefore cannot be object of copyright. A verdict is not yet
available, but the question of the ownership of a language, be it a conlang,
generates much debate.

The examples in this section have shown how fiction–born conlangs
can have an importance and an influence that sometimes go beyond the
boundaries of their fictional worlds. These languages can be used more
or less independently from their original narrative, and they may come to
occupy an important position in the life of several people.

. ’IwlIj jachjaj (May your blood scream). A Klingon Semiosphere

In order to understand the role of Klingon both on the economy of the Star
Trek fictional universe and in the life of people committed to learn it, we
will investigate the cultural semiotic space that Klingon creates around itself
and requires in order to be meaningful. To do so, we will use the concept
of semiophere.

The semiosphere was introduced by Yuri Lotman () – father of
semiotics of culture and one of the leading figures of the Tartu–Moscow
semiotic school – and is related to the idea of modelling systems.

Lotman, especially in his earlier works (e.g. Lotman ), dedicated
much attention to the study of modelling systems: communicative devices
representing, in a more or less accurate way, specific aspects of reality.
Modelling systems can be understood as “languages” in a broader sense,
but their key feature resides in their “modelling ability”, that is, their being,
at the same time, prescriptive models (archetypes) and descriptive models
(prototypes).

Lotman distinguishes between primary modelling systems – natural
languages – and secondary modelling systems – a much wider set com-
prehending art forms such as poetry, genres such as sci–fi, styles such as
etiquette, sign systems such as street–signs, sign languages, metalanguages,
specialized jargon and many others.

Modelling systems do not “exist” anywhere, if not sedimented in texts
and practices – like the “langue” of Saussure () can only be experienced
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through the “parole”, modelling systems can only be encountered in textual
forms.

According to Lotman, primary modelling systems project, around them,
a semiosphere (). The latter has to be understood as a complex mecha-
nism formed by a large number of secondary modelling systems and, in
particular, of all the texts and practices that are produced through them. A
semiosphere has often been roughly compared with the semiotic space of a
culture.

Lotman describes the semiosphere as a hierarchic mechanism, having
a centre – which has a strong modelling ability but little to none flexibility,
and hosts texts such as constitutions, grammars and sacred texts – and a
periphery – much more dynamic but with less modelling ability, and hosting
texts and practices related to subcultures: the youth, avant–garde movements
and similar. Around every semiosphere there are borders, which are far from
impenetrable and work as porous spaces of dialogue and translation with
other semiospheres.

The hierarchy that we have described, however, is not fixed in time.
Diachronically speaking, modelling systems can move from the periphery
to the centre of the semiosphere, be dismissed and vanish or end up being
relegated to nostalgic minorities. Semiosphere are dynamic and alive just as
much as the cultures they are related to.

Now, what happens if we try to apply this model not to a natural
language, but to a conlang?

The need of having a cultural space around an artificial language is
generally acknowledged by most language inventors. The composition
of the first poems and songs in Esperanto, for example, was considered
instrumental to the full realization of the language potential by Zamenhof
and other enthusiasts: if the conlang could create art, then it could become
a “real” language (Tonkin, ).

For fictional conlangs, worldbuilding has also been indicated as a way of
supporting the creation of the language. It is the famous case of Tolkien,
who claimed that he wrote his novels so to have a setting for his invented
languages (Tolkien, ).

This was not an exception, in fact «the most respected languages in the
conlang community often have years of work behind them and may even
be attached to whole “conworlds” or “concultures” that help give them
coherence and a model “literature”» (Okrent, p. ).

For Mark Okrand and the Star Trek writers the necessity of linking the
Klingon language to the alien culture was perfectly clear. From the pho-
netics side, the decision was made to make the language as unlike human
as possible, not by adding unpronounceable sounds (which would have
been problematic for the actors), but by violating the rules of commonly
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co–occurring sounds (Okrent, ). However, the alien character of the
language had to stem also from what the language was able to express.

He [Mark Okrand] knew the language was supposed to be tough sounding, befitting
a warrior race – which he achieved through the preponderance of back–of–the–
throat sounds and the intentional absence of small–talk greetings such as “Hello.”
(The closest translation in Klingon is nuqneH – “What do you want?”) (Orkent,
, p. –).

There are several examples of common human expressions that cannot
be translated in Klingon, including “thank you” (replaced by “congratu-
lations”) or “goodbye” (replaced with “success!”). This fact is due to an
acceptance of linguistic relativity (certain ideas in one language cannot be
understood by those who live in another language) which is also reflected
in the naming of one of Star Trek main characters: Worf, son of Mogh
– a Klingon raised by humans who owes his name to linguist Benjamin
Lee Whorf one of the advocates of linguistic relativity, also known as the
Sapir–Whorf hypothesis (Kay and Kampton, ).

The Klingon language, then, was created to be a primary modelling
system, to influence and describe all the other elements of Klingon culture
portrayed in Star Trek. Over the years, many aspects of Klingon culture have
been explored in the show, and a series of secondary modelling systems
are outlined, among which: cuisine, fashion, design, music/poetry, ethics,
warfare, technology, dialects, religion, rituals and many others.

Despite these efforts, the Klingon semiosphere remains clearly fictional.
Compared to the complexity of the semiospheres of natural languages, this
one seems mostly empty: the number of texts and practices portrayed in
the series and films and the modelling systems that we can reconstruct from
them is immensely smaller.

The gaps in the Klingon semiosphere, then are filled with “default content”,
cultural elements unconsciously picked from the very human, contemporary
Western culture. Most of the Klingon cultural traits, then, do not challenge
in any way the normal paradigms of western culture. For example, Klingon’s
familial bonds are very similar to our own: they are monogamous, they
contract heterosexual marriages and raise the children within the family. Even
in domains that are presented of paramount importance, such as warfare, the
assumptions are mostly the same: there is a differentiation between war and
peace as different and opposed statuses, there is a difference between military
personnel and civilians, the army has a very human organization based on a
chain of command as so an and so forth.

What we have, then, is a semiosphere realized by applying a few alien
traits to another semiosphere. It is a form of “cultural make–up” and works
exactly as the make–up that actors embodying Klingons have to wear.
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Interestingly enough, we can see a sort of parallel evolution in the
language, culture and appearance of Klingons in Star Trek (Fig. ). In the
first stage (roughly the first season of the original series, aired in )
Klingons were portrayed as generic space–barbarians – violent and evil –
their language was just some harsh gibberish and the make–up was meant
to make the actors look like a greenish version of Fu Manchu (Gross and
Altman, ). The alterity of Klingons is here represented according to an
attitude that Lotman et al. define as chiefly oriented towards the content
(): the culture of the “other” is seen as chaos, entropy a non–culture.
Here Klingons are “barbarians” in the etymological sense: they have no
language, only gabbling sounds.

In the second step (Second season, aired in ), Klingon culture started
to have more defined and less generic traits. The language, although not a
real conlang, had some internal coherence, and the make–up commenced to
acquire some autonomous looks. In this stage, Klingons are still “barbarians”,
but intended as a “inverted image” of the human civilization portrayed in
Star Trek (Lotman, , ). Their culture has some specific traits, but they
are built in opposition to standard culture – they are described through an
operation based on what Lancioni () describes as ratio facilis: based on
the reuse of familiar cultural traits but inverted. In this case, the perspective
is one oriented towards the expression (Lotman et al,. ): the culture
of the other, now, is perceived as “wrong”, it is not chaos any more, but a
system preceded by a negative sign.

In the third step (the language is from , the improved make–up from
), then, we see that Okrand conlang is accompanied by standardized
sophisticated appearance as well as some well–established cultural traditions.
The approach to the Klingon culture, now, is less superficial and more
complex. With Lancioni, we could say that now it employs a ratio difficilis in
which new, alien cultural traits are added to the Klingon semiosphere, while
the systematic inversion ceases. What is created, then, is a sort of make–up,
a layer of “klingoness” that is applied to our semiosphere, covering and
changing some of its features, but leaving many others unchanged.

. Qapla’! (Success!). Conlang, fandom and play

Cosplay, portmanteau of “costume play”, is a word generally attributed
to Japanese journalist Nobuyuki Takahashi. It indicates the practice of
dressing and wearing fashion accessories in order to resemble, as faithfully
as possible, to fictional characters from Japanese manga or anime. The
practice originated from Japan in the s and was associated with amateur
manga authors, which advertised their characters in doujinshi (amateur
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Figure : A schema representing the evolution of Klingon.

manga) marketplaces (Rahman et al., ). Since then the practice has
expanded geographically – becoming a world–wide phenomenon – and in
the range of characters represented, now including those of films, digital
games, TV series both Japanese and from other countries.

Cosplay has been indicated by some studies (Napier, ) as a way
of escaping the monotony of ordinary life and to insert surreal features
to mundane surroundings (Benesh–Liu, ). Nevertheless, compared to
other playful activities involving masking (such as carnival, masked balls
and trick–or–treating), cosplay is characterized by the fact that a specific
character (and not a generic role) is represented in the most faithful way
possible.

Rahman et al. () underline how, for many enthusiasts, the costume
alone is not enough to make a cosplayer: role–playing one’s chosen cha-
racter is equally important, adding therefore a layer of performance to the
mere representation of the character.

Roleplay (be it in a context of cosplay, in larps, or in role–playing games)
often involves some form of voice–acting, while players often try to imitate
or act out the linguistic habits and quirks of their character. Speaking
fictional conlangs, then, could be seen as a form of cosplay, or, at least, as
connected with this practice. The use of the language, in this case, is only
partially to convey the meaning of the spoken message: its main use is
connotative and strengthens the cosplayers’ representation of the character.

Cosplay and conlangs, due to their involvement with specific elements
of well–established fictional worlds, are related to fandom. “Fan”, short for
“fanatic”, is a term that originated in the th century in order to indicate
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highly enthusiastic sport supporters and especially boxing enthusiasts. With
time, the term has widened to include any form of strong attachment and
identification with cultural idols (actors, rock stars, musicians, sportsmen)
and products (music, films, books, comics, etc.).

The study of fandom in a first moment focused mostly on sport fans
too (e.g. Brown, ), but later, especially starting from the s, began
to focus on cinema, television, games and then on transmedia fandoms
(e.g. Lewis, ; Hills, ), leading to the idea of “participatory culture”
( Jenkins, ; ).

Henry Jenkins () famously defined fans as “textual poachers” (an
expression inspired to Michel De Certeau’s “braconnier culturels”): wande-
rers in lands they do not own – in what Eco () have called the fictional
woods – they collect there everything they find pertinent and they bring it
along, tracing with their path and their collections new ways of living their
everyday life.

Fandom, thus, is a sort of a “fetishist” approach to texts or performances
(and, when we deal with fiction, to the possible worlds they create, their inhabi-
tants, cultures and languages). Fans, however, do not have a solipsistic relation
with the text, they work as a community. Duchesne () underlines how
fans explore and play with their identity, both personal and as a group. Fiske
(, p. ) describes activities related to fandom as “(semiotic) productivity
and participation” but also to “Discrimination and Distinction” (ibidem).

Semiotically speaking, we could say that fandom revolves around two
mechanisms, one of imitation and representation, and one of proving
competence through performance.

Imitation has several forms, including wearing the colours of a sports
team or the shirt of a specific player; imitating the fashion style of an artist;
creating of homages, parodies and fanfiction; and, of course, cosplaying
and speaking conlangs. It is a way of approaching the objects of the fans’
fetishism, but also a way of expressing one’s own belonging to a specific
group, a sort of fandom uniform. If this can become painfully evident in
the case of hooligans, whose violence often target supporters “wearing the
wrong colours”, some degrees of exclusivity and xenophobia are common
to every form of fandom.

The exhibition of competence as proof of one’s belonging to the fandom
and commitment to their passions is also a core mechanism in fandom. Be
it a sports fan that shows off her knowledge about her team’s achievements
or a TV show enthusiast proving her encyclopaedic knowledge about the
events portrayed, fans often perform actions to demonstrate that they are
“true fans” and deserve recognition.

It is interesting to acknowledge that the common juxtaposition of “jocks”
(who love sports and physical activities) and “nerds” (who prefer reading
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and indoor activities) is not productive when we deal with fandom. Football
supporters and comic books aficionados, despite their difference of interests,
share the same sort of fetishist attitude and adhere at the same mechanisms
of fandom.

Imitation and competence, however, are not mere tools for passion–
centred community–building. Both these attitudes, in fact, have a rather
strong playful character.

Imitation is one of the four forms of play described by Caillois (),
based on the pleasure and freedom experienced when wearing masks, but
also on make–believe and pretend play. Mimicry, as Caillois calls it, is a
powerful drive for humans, and allows them to exercise their creativity and
their compassion.

On the other hand, the exercise of competence can be rather pleasurable
too. It is related with what Caillois calls agon, which is play involving some
form of challenge and competition. Testing oneself, showing off skills –
regardless if they can have some “real–life” value – are forms of agon.

Agon, and the pleasure that can derive from it, has an important role in
learning Klingon. If conlangs do have a component of mimicry and are a
way of “entering” the possible world of Star Trek, the challenge of learning
Klingon makes it something more, for its practitioners.

The difficulty of the language keeps it from being just another part of the costume.
The ones who end up sticking with it are in it for the language – and the cachet,
the respect, that comes (from however small a group) with showing that you can
master it. Anyone can wear a rubber forehead, but the language certification pins
must be earned (Okrent, , p. ).

Writing a play in Klingon, translating Hamlet or even just communi-
cating with other fans at a convention only using the conlang is a real
challenge. And as all challenges, being able to overcome it can give great
satisfaction.

. Bertlham (end). Conclusions

The initial question of this paper – why someone would choose to learn
Klingon instead of a “real” language – has now some possible answers.

People learning Klingon might be Star Trek fans. They might want to
learn a few words for enhancing their cosplay skills, or for understanding
what Klingons say in the show. They also may want to feel more integrated
with the fandom and impress other fans with their dedication. However,
not all Klingon speakers are trekkies, in fact some of them are not interested
in the show at all, only in the language (Okrent, ).
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Klingon, then, is sometimes learned because of the appreciation of its
complex structure and for the challenge that is poses. In other words,
learning Klingon is (also) a game – a serious one, requiring much effort, but
still playful and, in a way, fun.

Klingon can also be studied for both these reasons at the same time it
can provide a sort of erudition that mixes the pleasure of knowing and the
challenge of acquiring knowledge.

The success of Klingon outside the transmedia narrative of Star Trek,
then, its path that from the creation of the Klingon Language Institute
brought to half million subscribers on Duolingo can be interpreted as one
of the effects of the ludicisation of culture.

The ludicisation of culture is a cultural trend (dating probably from the
Enlightenment, from Rousseau’s and Shiller’s works on education) that sees
playfulness and games become more and more culturally relevant. The
rise of digital games boosted this trend and nowadays all kinds of games,
as well as other forms of play experiences, enjoy a new cultural centrality.
Today, games are perceived as socially and culturally relevant, they become
ways to describe our reality as well as models to shape our reality (Thibault,
). At the same time, the cultural boundaries that used to define the
contexts in which play can may be acceptable are being deeply redefined
(Idone Cassone, ).

In semiotic terms it can be described as a movement of play towards the
centre of the semiosphere (Thibault ). Play is a modelling system that
has always been common to all semiospheres, but nowadays, due to several
factors, both social and technological (see, e.g. Ortoleva ), is acquiring
an unprecedented centrality.

The presence of High Valyrian and Klingon in Duolingo (incidentally an
app that makes large use of gamification – another effect of the ludicisation
of culture) is another proof of the centrality and influence that play is
acquiring in our societies.
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Lost in Translation.
Understanding Artificial Languages

in Digital Games
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Abstract

Fictional languages are a common presence in digital games, especially in fantasy
and sci–fi genres. While many of these languages may be considered relatively
“simple” or not even languages by a strict linguistic perspective, the implementation
of planned, artificial or simulacral languages in games is not trivial at all. On the
contrary, gamelangs may be seen as a paradigmatic example of the many issues
pertaining to communication and translatability (or their opposite) in interactive
experiences. Through the analysis of gamelangs, we can discuss semiotic issues
related to communicative interactions, to the opacity and untranslatability of lan-
guages, mostly casting into doubt the mirage of perfect “syntactical translations”
quite common in contemporary fiction. This paper provides a preliminary analysis
of gamelangs based on three main dimensions (linguistic complexity, design values
and communicative dynamics), also discussing how some contemporary games
embody the issues of digital communications by creating experiences which focus
on the limits of digital translations and the meaning lost (or created) through it.

Keywords: conlang, game dialogue systems, interactive storytelling, game design, Ico,
Sethian.

. Introduction

Constructed, invented, pseudo–ancient languages are a common presence in
digital games. They can be seen through the entire history of the medium,
in different game genres and platforms, used in connection to science–
fiction, fantasy, historical and other settings.

Despite their diffusion, however, these different types of languages in
the digital medium are not at all a homogeneous or relatively undifferen-
tiated landscape. For this reason, in order to avoid the difference between
labels such as planned, constructed, artificial languages, I will adopt the
general term “gamelangs” from now on. Despite being mostly overlooked,
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gamelangs shows a meaningful differentiation in features, functions and
uses, which is significant in relation to both the study of invented/planned
languages and in relation to the discipline of game studies.

Above all, the relationship between gamelangs and digital games involves
two meaningful issues:

— on the one hand, the relationship between the semiotic features of
human languages and the other many semiotic systems which are
present in the medium itself (graphics, gameplay, music, feedback
systems, narratives) and which interact, clash or overlap in complex
ways;

— on the other hand, the recent attempts to simulate and replicate
human languages by the discipline of computer science, through
its attempts to create AI–based communicating programs able to
interact and share meaning with humans.

As a result, these issues bring forth a double perspective of investiga-
tion, which will be at the core of the following pages. First, the possibility
to investigate and chart the meaningful differences in gamelangs, and to
preliminary account for the semiotic outcomes of these implementations.
In second place, the possibility to look at these characteristics in order to
observe certain peculiarities in the domains of languages used in digital
games.

For these reasons, this contribution will initially provide a brief over-
view of the differentiation of gamelangs, according to three main axes of
investigation:

. the linguistic complexity and articulation of these languages;
. the functional role performed in the game and their design values;
. the communicative dynamics which take place between subjects and

system.

Subsequently, the contribution will focus on the peculiar dynamics in
which these languages and digital games interact: as suggested in the title,
my belief is that the presence of artificial/planned/simulacral languages in
digital games is a paradigmatic example of the limits and issues involved in
the digitalisation of human communication systems.
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. Linguistic features and language complexity

The preliminary phase of the investigation requires to look at the gamelangs
in their strictly linguistic aspect, analysing and comparing their typical pro-
perties, such as grammar and morphology, writing systems and phonetics,
syntax and semantics (if present).

This perspective deviates from the traditional distinction of the Language
Creation Society, which focus on “complete” constructed languages and
generally distinguish between a priori (completely made up) and a posteriori
(based on already existing) conlangs. As a result, I will include also imitations
of languages or simulacral communications within my analysis.

At the same time, I do not pretend to delve in a specific analysis of all
the linguistic properties of the ludiclanguages, or to provide a complete
linguistic differentiation between them. Instead, this investigation focuses
on the aspects of languages which are primarily developed/prioritised,
and those which are overlooked or sketched in the implementation of a
gamelang. The main focus is the observation of significant variations in
the complexity and structure of ludic languages, relying only on the most
evident and general dimensions of languages themselves.

For instance, many games have been relying on the simple use of lan-
guages in the form of gibberish or pseudo–gibberish: utterances which are
created to imitate languages, but which do not feature linguistic and seman-
tic properties in themselves, even if they include speech, sounds or letters
so to appear as a form of communication. Many games with a significant
presence of dialogue and text often use simple and standardised speech–like
babbling in order to convey the impression of an actual language, without
needing the technical, creative and economic resources to develop an actual
one or to implement voice–acting. A typical example of these games is
the series Animal Crossing (Nintendo, –), in which any NPC is provi-
ded with a “voice”, coherent with the cry of the animal itself, but actually
meaningless. Similarly, many role–playing games developed for  and bit
consoles such as Super Nintendo, Sega Megadrive and Sony Playstation
relied on this expedient.

A more elaborate version of gibberish is Simlish, the fictional languages
used in The Sims series (Electronic Arts, –) in which the player can si-
mulate the daily life of a digital character, managing work, leisure, desires,
living conditions, friends and family and so on. Simlish relies on the use of
random sounds during the dialogues and monologues of the digital avatars,
and a random set of icons to represent the “content” of their discussions (see
Fig.). In both cases, there is no correlation between the sound or graphic utte-
rances and any possible content, except when the avatars are communicating
information to the player (about their mental or physical state).
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Figure : Simlish icons and sounds.

Another commonly used form of gamelangs is represented by the sim-
ple use of substitution ciphers. It is based on the act of replacing existing
languages or alphabets with alternative sign systems, in order to provide the
apparent presence of a visual communicating system, which is in fact only
a different alphabet for an already existing language. These substitution
ciphers may be simple or more articulated: for instance, in the game The
Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild, (Nintendo, ) both the Hylian language
and the Sheikah language are simply different alphabets used to write in
regular English. Other systems may rely on different kinds of substitutions,
such as the ones used in Final Fantasy X (Square Soft, ), in which the
tribes of Al–Bhed use their own language, which replace any letter of the
English alphabet with another one in the same alphabet (see Fig. ).

Figure : Left, Al’Bhed language; right, BotW Hylian runes.

In other cases, it is quite common in videogames to provide the simple
illusion of different languages by providing a limited series of words which
are employed by its speakers in conjunction with completely understandable
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natural languages. In this way, even though only a selected number of words
or catchprases are created, the players can still feel a cultural difference from
some specific NPCs. A significant example of this approach is the game
Outcast (Infogrames, ), in which an American soldier is transported into
a distant world: while the hero is provided with a multi–language automatic
translator, many specific terms for objects, rituals, fauna and flora of the
world of Adelpha do not exist in our world, and will thus be presented in
their form in the Agarzok language (e.g. words as Gorgor, Kargar and Mool).
This kind of solution often makes it possible for game designers to provide
the complexity and immersion of fictional cultures without the need to
devise new syntactic or morphologic systems.

Finally, a minority of games have been developed in conjunction with the
design of “complete” language systems in mind: presenting thus both visual
transcriptions (alphabets) and phonetics, morphology, syntax and lexicons.
The most notable examples come from D’ni language, created for the video
game Riven (), the second entry of the Myst series (Brøderbund/Cyan
Worlds, –); or Gargish language, created by Herman Miller and Richard
Garriot for Ultima VI (Origin Systems, ).

For instance, Gargish is the language of the gargoyles of Britannia (the
world of Ultima) and it is also used by the players to cast spells in the game.
Unlike the runic script used in the series of Ultima, which is usually used
simply as a visual cipher for English, the Gargish script encodes a full–
fledged conlang, with a proper grammar, syntax and vocabulary. While the
lexicon mostly comprises deformed or truncated Latin (and other languages)
stems, the grammar was created from scratch and rely on an analytic
structure. Spoken Gargish relies on intonations and gestures to denote
grammatical functions, while written Gargish uses suffixes and some forms
of derivation.

Although brief, this overview of the different linguistic features in digital
game languages allows us to observe significant patterns and significant
heterogeneity in the medium. Moreover, it makes it possible to observe
these differentiations in relation to their actual use in games. This overview
can also be integrated by a historical focus: for example, Portnow ()
suggests that the passage from what he labels the “mists of history” to the
“modern era” of videogames (roughly from the s to the inception of
Playstation  in ) should be understood first as a passage from complex
and coherent artificial languages in games, to simpler and more understan-
dable ones; but above all, as a passage from writing–based perspective on
languages, to a speech–based one, which is coherent with the technological
evolution of the medium in its passage from textual adventures to cinematic
dubs and motion–capture techniques.

A typical example of this shift can be seen in the very work of Richard
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Garriot: despite having cooperated to the invention of many languages in
Ultima, up to the above–mentioned Gargish, for his latest titles, the MMOG
Tabula Rasa (NCsoft, ) he created the more straightforward language of
Logos, which consists of  symbols/words circa. All these symbols where
created in order to represent objects or concepts in an intuitive way and
were used with a simple syntax and almost no morphological variation.

This preliminary insight on the linguistic features of gamelangs may sug-
gest as the traditional distinction between a priori and a posteriori conlangs
run into the risks to provide a partial and limited understanding of their
role in digital games and should thus be replaced by subtler distinctions and
labels. Furthermore, this insight may also suggest that the “pure” linguistic
analysis of gamelangs, despite meaningful in order to describe the proper-
ties of conlangs and planned languages, may be not sufficient to explain
peculiar features of gamelangs in digital games, but need to be supported by
other parallel analysis of the meaning–making dynamics of these languages.

. In–game functions, design values

Following the analysis of the linguistic complexity of gamelangs, the second
dynamic of game languages is strongly tied with the interactive nature of the
medium: it is the role fulfilled by the gamelangs in the general economy of
the game design. An example of different functions can be showed through
the comparison between the above–mentioned Al Bhed language from Final
Fantasy X, and the Hylian language of The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild.
From a linguistic perspective they are quite similar, being both substitution
ciphers: the former using different letters of the Latin alphabet, the latter
featuring an artificial alphabet, with recognisable (English–like) letters. In
both cases the morphology, dictionary and syntax are taken from English.

However, they do fulfil different functions in their respective games: in
Zelda:BotW, the players’ knowledge of Hylian is irrelevant and not used
in any way to progress in the adventure; while in FFX, the understanding
of the Al’Bhed language is an optional quest that can be taken by players,
revealing optional dialogues through the speech of non–playing–characters.

Invented languages feature a wide range of functions that may be inte-
grated in the medium in several ways: Purnomo et colleagues () rely
on Aarseth () and Ekelineen () textonomic approach to distinguish
mechanical (used by gameplay), narrative (implemented in the diegesis)
or mechanarrative (both) functions. Furthermore, they suggest that those
different functions provide increasing levels of immersion.

Despite its utility, this approach may be improved/integrated by the
use of Floch square of Consumption Values (), which can be used to
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create a simple framework of the main design values embodied by the use
of languages in digital games. Following Floch’s chart, different values and
functions types can be recognised behind the use of gamelangs:

— practical values: gamelangs are needed for communicational or inte-
ractional purposes and are required as a part of players’ competences.
For instance, many natural languages used in the game interface
(menu, HUDs) or in the diegetic world;

— utopian values: gamelangs increase the above–mentioned immer-
sion, in the form of believability, meaningfulness and exoticism of
the world. They may convey different effects connected to the mo-
st important abstract values for human beings (happiness, family,
justice etc);

— autotelic values: gamelangs which convey the second component of
immersion, which can be related to the Barthesian “reality effect”.
These languages, while non–useful or needed (from the perspective
of gameplay), provide a sense of tangibility of the world. Moreover,
they convey specific playful/aesthetic values, such as the typical
aesthetics effects connected to languages: beauty, musicality, rhythm,
emotion etc.;

— critical values: the shape of gamelangs may be the result of the
technological limitations that force developers to act according to
certain design choices (for instance, limits of sound technology); or
on the opposite side, they may be elements which may trigger critical
perspectives on the game world itself, by making it possible for the
player to obtain new and higher understanding of the experience of
playing.

Of course, these functions and values may overlap and be produced
through different linguistic structures: as a reference, the pseudo–gibberish
created in Gravity rush (Sony, ) was devised with a focus on aesthetics,
trying to provide a fusion between Asian and European sounds and patterns,
while simultaneously avoiding the need to create a full dub for the game
(which would have been economically unfeasible). It was also designed to
highlight the complex melting pot of different cultures, times and technolo-
gy that the world of Gravity rush is based on. Due to the visual translation
in English text of all the dialogues that take place in the game, the authors
could simultaneously convey their artistic vision, adapt to technological

. Heads–Up–Display is often used in videogames to describe the set of graphical elements
which are visualized on–screen, in a different spatial plane from the diegetic one. They generally
provide basic information to the player (Health, map, menus, direction etc).
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limits and create a meaningful fictional world, despite the fact that in no
way the understanding of the language is useful for the act of playing.

But beyond aesthetics or immersion, gamelangs may be significantly
used in the gameplay itself, fulfilling pragmatic or critical values: for instance,
by conveying specific information, or by including in the gameplay forms of
communication in which the user needs to translate, understand and discuss
with other characters. One of the first significant examples is Captain Blood
(Infogrames, ), in which players need to communicate with different
aliens in a strange symbolic/logo–graphic language, in order to hunt down
a series of fugitives across multiple planets (Fig. ).

Figure : Dialogue with an alien in Captain Blood.

One of the most famous use of conlangs in games is represented by the
D’ny language devised for the adventure game series Myst, especially in
its sequel Riven (Cyan Worlds, ). This very complex language, which
features a full–fledged alphabet/phonetic, vocabulary, grammar and syntax,
is included in the game through many inscriptions, books, notes etc. The
players need only to understand its numerical system (a logo–graphic base–
 system) in order to solve some of the game puzzles, while all the other
D’ny text present a series of optional information about the game world, of
which Myst lovers and fans of D’ny languages are still trying to learn some
of the mysteries of this language (Fig. ).

This relationship between functions on one hand, and linguistic features
on the other, may lead to an interesting insight, discussed both by Richard
Garriot (in Portnow ) and by Purnomo et al. (): as a general trend,
the more conlangs in game are complex and articulated, the less practical
value they have for the gameplay; vice versa, the simpler their structure and
rules are, the easier is for them to become part of the gameplay. The works
of Garriot himself may show this trend, in the passage from the Gargish
(not involved in any of the quest or player’s path in the world of Ultima) to
the language of Logos, in which the individual words/symbols are at the
same time language and a set of power–up for players who discover them
(they are not, however, used for communication.)
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Figure : The Primer of D’ny language.

The franchise The Elder Scrolls (Bethesda softworks, –) provides a
further example of this trend: while the Daedric alphabets may be read
all over the game world or in books to discover new secrets or some
instructions, only the runes of the Draconic language in TES V: Skyrim ()
is directly used for gameplay purposes. Draconic uses words of power,
with a canon number of  present in the game: however, only  can be
“used” by the player to cast “dragon shouts”, which are spell–like effects
created by combining three–words, which are discovered independently
and combined once the player learn the world itself. In this way, the dragon
shouts act exactly like casting a special ability in the game.

. Communicative dynamics

The two dynamics discussed above (linguistic features and design values)
have been tailored for the game medium, even if they could be applicable
to different mediums as well. The third dimension of gamelangs, however,
is deeply tied to the peculiar nature of the interaction in the game medium.
That is, the possibility of establishing proper communicative dynamics in
the game through the gamelang itself, requiring thus the player to interpret,
understand and sometimes produce communication in the specific language.

In general, it is quite rare for other mediums (literature, movies, visual
arts) to directly involve the user/subjects in a simulacrum of communica-
tion: in most of the fictional universes created in which characters speak arti-
ficial languages, their dialogues are not addressed at the user/reader/viewer,
but to other characters. As a result, while the lack of the expected compe-
tence from the subject may affect the understanding or appreciation of the
plot, it never freezes or put a stop to the subject–object media interaction
in itself.
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On the contrary, due to the non–trivial interactive nature of the medium,
there are some games in which the players may be (through their avatar)
both the receiver and the sender of messages in languages different from
their own’s during their interaction with the game. In this regard, it is worth
noting that the implementation of communication dynamics in games is
not only frequent (through so–called dialogue systems), but it has been one
of the first systems through which the human–computer interaction was
handled, for example in textual adventure games such as Zork (Infocom,
; Montfort, ).

In the case of games, however, the simulacral relationship between
user/player and character/played is enacted by a series of enunciative and
interpretative regimes/dynamics, which take place at the different semiotic
domains involved in the game (controls→ actions; perceptions→ graphic
and sound; knowledge→ HUD etc). The use of natural languages is one
of the solutions used in order to convey information, provide a shared
competence and make it possible the interaction between players and
characters. This is not true only in relation to the diegetic layer, but also
in the paratextual apparatus of games: menu, HUD, system warnings etc
all communicate to players according to their language of choice (Fassone,
).

But what happens in the cases in which the communication between
Users/system, at the diegetic level, is developed by non–natural gamelangs
instead of natural languages which the user may have a competence in?
On a general level, a continuum between two opposite strategies may be
identified: the interactions relying on the opaque nature of communication,
and those based on its transparent properties.

A transparent regime takes place whenever the game/system act as a
mediator between the language competence of the players and the fictional
one of the avatars. That’s what happens in all the games in which gibberish
spoken language is translated in a natural one by the system (such as in
Animal Crossing); or in those cases in which the fictional setting of the
game do not correspond to the language used by the characters. This
regime requires a certain degree of suspension of disbelief, by mirroring
the linguistic competence of the avatar into a language the user knows.

A meaningful example is Far Cry Primal (Ubisoft, ) a game set in
the Mesolithic age, for which expert linguists re–created three plausible
dialects – Wenja, Udam and Izila – one for each of the three featured tribes.
Each dialect was designed to have a specific “aesthetics of sounds”, so
to convey the culture of its tribe. However, players can be said to gain a
linguistic skill through the mediation of the system, embodied through
the avatar’s fictional competence and/or game elements (HUD, screen text,
notes, overlapping etc), generally tied to the visual and written languages.
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An opaque regime takes place whenever the game system doesn’t provi-
de any significant mediation between the competences, either by removing
translations or by create linguistic noise so to “jam” possible translations.
The D’ny language in Riven is an example of this dynamic: players are not
able to understand the meaning of the language unless they acquire pro-
per competence. But a complete different language, such as the Simlish,
is part of the same regime: the system does not support the players with
translation, and the communication with and through these languages is all
relying on the players themselves (however, due to its gibberish nature, no
attempt may be actually useful, but only result in creative interpretations).

There are also cases in which the communicative understanding and the
acquisition of the linguistic competence is mirrored in the diegetic layer.
For instance, in the above–mentioned Skyrim and Final Fantasy X, it is the
character that “learns” the language simultaneously providing opportunity
for the players to understand it (but not necessarily to communicate though
it).

. Beyond and within the limits of languages

The trends mentioned by Richard Garriot and Portnow are thus connected
to the many aspects of digital games: the interaction between the linguistic,
functional and communicative dimensions which languages are subject to
when implemented in games.

Furthermore, it can be said that the interaction between these three
aspects ends up highlighting two meaningful issues related to the imple-
mentation of gamelangs: one technological–based, and one gameplay–based.
More specifically, on the one hand, it underlines the technological limit
due to the impossibility for computers to effectively communicate and
understand semantics (Nadkarni, Ohno–Machado, Chapman, ); on the
other hand, it shows the limits of game design in creating a meaningful
gameplay in which the communication in itself is the focus of the game,
and not a secondary tool (Adams, ; Brusks, Bjork, ).

The experimental game Façade (Mateas, Stern, ) represents a para-
digmatic case: it is a conversational game, in which the players are invited by
a married couple of friends to their house, soon realising they have issues
and may be about to divorce. Players may interact in many different ways:
helping them reconciliate, taking one’s side, flirting and taking advantage
of the situation, insulting them etc. What is different from many interactive
novels, is that players are not limited to pre–written texts and dialogue
system, but may speak (actually, write) in any moment what they want.
The system simulates speech patterns and is programmed to understand
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semantics, react to what is said and provide coherent behaviour and commu-
nication. Despite the incredible effort of the designers (see Strong, Mateas,
), however, the game is mostly renowned for the possibility to trigger
nonsense, strange reactions, involuntary comicality through unexpected
communicative behaviours.

The contemporary limits of technology and game design, however, end
up providing a meaningful opportunity for those projects which focus on
the very limits of the medium itself: that is, for those games which are based
on the very existence of the limits, by simultaneously confronting them and
bypassing them. In relation to the digital implementation of languages, two
main tendencies can be observed: on the one hand, games which take advan-
tage of the limits of human/system translatability and base their gameplay
on in–communicability itself; on the other hand, games which challenge the
limits of language simulation through specific forms of gameplay.

An example of the first type is Ico (Team Ico, ), a game created by
Fumido Ueda for Playstation . A young boy (Ico), born with horns and
thus believed to be cursed, is locked up in a cell in a castle in ruin. After
escaping and having wandered through the castle, the players find a young
pale girl, whose language can’t be understood. Unfortunately, a series of
monsters and shadows are chasing the girl, so the two young persons need
to flee and try to look together for an exit. The language of the girl (Yorda)
is in truth a quite complex iconographic substitution cipher, in which every
symbol is the result of the object whose name in English start with the
corresponding letter, but in backward order and using Japanese as a base.

However, the game is not based on the possibility to understand the lan-
guage of Yorda and to cooperate with her: on the contrary, the impossibility
of communicating is the basis for a gameplay in which the player (through
Ico) need to translate through gestures and signals the instructions to Yorda,
so to be able to overcome barriers and traps. Ico can shout, handhold, lift,
protect Yorda, point toward places, in order to overcome the castle traps,
monsters and barriers. The whole experience focuses on the silent empathy
between Ico and Yorda, between the players and the IA which impersonate
her. The progressive increase in trust in absence of any verbal agreement or
established aim is mirrored by the cooperative gameplay, in which players
need to interact with the IA in their adventure. Ico can be considered a para-
digm of games in which the experience of language become the language
of experiences, the silences and voids in communication are filled and even
empowered through other behaviours, gestures, signs and silences.

A fitting example of the latter type is Sethian (Duang! Games, ),
adventure puzzle game completely based on the act of decrypting and trans-
lating an alien language. Players embody an archaeoglottologist who arrives
on an inhabited planet in search for traces of an ancient civilisation. Here
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Figure : A typical silent moment in Ico.

he only manages to find a computer, able to communicate in the language
of the lost civilisation, through a keyboard in its unique semasiographic
alphabet. Players need to learn both the alphabet and the language, relying
on a few notes of previous glottologists, by composing questions for the
computer, which replies in a simple, mechanical nature (Fig. ).

Figure : Sethian, the communicating device.

Through the plot device of the communication with an AI, the game is
able to justify the limited understanding and communicative skills of the
system, which do not understand any grammatically wrong sentence, and
which provide rigid and non–modifiable answers and explanations. The
issues posed by the communication with computers are thus coherent and
implemented in the very mission of the player. Furthermore, even though
the rigid communication system, the real issue is the one of semantic
vagueness and incommunicability: while progressing, the player may rely on
the idea that the difficulty of the ancient language lies in its syntax, and that
his notes may be sufficient to make him progressively discover it. However,
by progressing in the understanding of the language, the dialogue shift from
simple deictic and indexical, to the communication concerning concrete
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objects and finally to abstract questions, revealing deep incompatibilities
between cultures that can’t be explained by any syntax–based algorithm, no
matter how complex. The key for the progress in the narrative lies exactly
in a semantic incommunicability, which can only be guessed by the players
through continuous translating attempts.

. Conclusions

In one of the first scene of the movie Lost in Translation (), the main
protagonist, an actor interpreted by Bill Murray, is in Tokyo to perform in a
commercial for a Japanese brand of whisky. The director doesn’t seem happy
with the performance, vehemently explaining to him (in Japanese) how to
improve his acting, talking for – minutes straight. When the actor looks
puzzled at the interpreter, she simply says: “he wants more feeling”. As
testified by its title, the whole movie could be seen as a reflection on the loss
of meaning involved in the interaction between different languages, cultures,
habits, and above all people. As observed by Yuri Lotman, however, loss is
a necessary result of any kind of human communication with the others:
only computers may be able to communicate while sharing a common,
fixed and unambiguous code.

Through the analysis of gamelangs, we discussed the semiotic issues
related to communicative interactions between humans and digital systems,
observing them through three main dimensions (linguistic complexity,
design values and communicative dynamics).

In this way, it was possible to highlight the complex dynamics taking place,
and also to observe the importance of the opacity of the very gamelangs,
which is often at the core of these interactions. Gamelangs represent a peculiar
case of artificial languages created to communicate to human agents, in the
complex attempt to balance otherness, translatability and communication.

Through this perspective, it was also possible to observe how many
contemporary games embody and underline through their gameplay the
limits and issues of digital communications, by creating experiences which
focus on the ways in which meaning and meanings are suspended, wrongly
assumed or lost: not because of some specific disturb or contingency, but as
a necessary and essential dynamic of languages themselves.
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Abstract

There exist texts, often of a ludic or manifestly artistic nature, that seriously query
the univocal relationship between signifier and signified, the epistemology of the
expression–content type. They are texts written in “impossible” languages, a–semic
alphabets indecipherable by statute, which are however able to emanate enormous
amounts of meaning for common readers, sometimes catapulting them into a
playful childlike dimension, as well as challenging semioticians and linguists, even
making them reconsider the theme of idiolect. This amounts to the opening up of
a crisis not in any given language, but in the idea of language itself, and perhaps in
the idea of the signs that should constitute it. This occurs, for example, in Luigi
Serafini’s Codex Seraphinianus, in Kunizo Matsumoto’s Art Brut, and in certain
moments in the cinema of Leos Carax. In these cases, marked and obsessive
emissions of signifiers do not coincide with precise signifieds, even if, on account
of contextual and plastic specificities, they invite decrypting. The act of writing, for
these authors, is often first of all the manifestation of an agency, which produces a
text leaning heavily towards the phatic side. This happens when the obsession of
putting the world into language clashes with parts of the world that refuse to be
language–ized. The objective of this essay is to investigate this rich and not very
explored context, which challenges some of the inner certainties of semiotics itself.

Keywords: unsignified signifiers, Luigi Serafini, Codex Seraphinianus, Kunizo Matsumoto,
Leos Carax.

. A Definition of Artificial Languages

Languages and parlances are all, in some measure, invented. What is “na-
tural” is rather the drive which sanctions their coming–into–being, the
primordial need which makes us political and social animals. As Lotman
would say, languages are “natural” because they, as primary modelling sy-
stems (), allow us to organize our comprehension of the world. Their
“naturalness” must not be thought of as a sort of inner quality opposed to
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“artificiality”, an operation which would be the result of the classic natu-
re/culture dichotomy already problematized by Lévi–Strauss (), but as
the result of processes of spontaneous, collective and continuous negotia-
tion, operated in the relationship between langue and parole. Now, having
ascertained that it is more opportune – and probably more accurate – to
treat every language as an invention arising from a compulsion, it may be
worth underlining how the term “natural language” remains valid neverthe-
less, in the measure in which it defines a system of linguistic rules whose
authorship is:

— largely collective, that is, ascribed to vast linguistic catchment areas,
which are familiar at different levels with the functioning of language,
in other words, its rules for codification and decodification. Such rules
are assimilated by the users of a language through learning, which in
itself is an automatism that is not necessarily entirely natural;

— decidedly fluid, that is, not assembled at a given moment around a
table for the setting out of the rules of the language but developed
instead over different spaces and times;

— not always traceable since, as a consequence of what has been sta-
ted above, despite the efforts of philology, at times too volatile and
ephemeral;

— markedly semantic, that is, tending “naturally” towards the con-
struction of languages which convey some meaning, in other words,
whose signs are constituted – arbitrarily, and here again appears the
germ of invention – by an expression and by one or more contents.

The four points outlined above for the identification of “natural” langua-
ges serve to understand what is conversely meant by artificial languages
in common parlance. Bearing well in mind these premises, artificial or
invented languages will therefore be defined as languages whose authorship:

— is not widespread but is ascribed instead to a very small group of
people, or even to just one person, called a “glottoteta”, “linguistic
inventor”;

— is not fluid, that is, the language has been invented in a defined space
and time. It has been “planned”;

— is essentially traceable, apart from singular cases of anonymity, pseu-
donymity and so on;

— is not necessarily semantic, in other words, it is not necessarily
provided with signic links which closely define relationships of the
expression–content type.
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To be clear, Italian is a “natural” language (even if, in some way, invented);
Klingon, the language in Star Trek, or Volenska, the language of the Icelandic
music group Sigur Rós, are artificial languages, that is, definitely planned.

Further and more elaborate taxonomies of artificial languages could be
constructed, but what has been said up to now is sufficient to take us another
step forward. Planned languages can, in fact, be constructed with a certain
degree of care, as in the case of Klingon, which has its own phonetics, its
own lexicon, some prosodic specificities, and even a regulatory organ like
the Klingon Language Institute; or, their presence may be a virtual given, as
when in a novel it is written that a certain population speaks an unknown
language which, however, is not subsequently actually concretized in the
text.

In both cases, nevertheless, whether we have access to the planned lan-
guage or whether it is declared but not concretized, it behaves in principle
like a “natural” language, that is, it permits communication among indi-
viduals, whatever species they may belong to, allowing them to exchange
meaning through apparatuses for codification and decodification. In the
imaginary universe in Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings, the elves communicate by
means of the Quenya language. In this case we are dealing with a language
that is planned and not virtual, because it exists in the novels, and because
its author spent over  years on its creation, so that nowadays the level
of elaboration of this language makes it potentially speakable also beyond
fiction, and in fact some people do learn and speak it, as they do Esperanto.
Tolkien, however, could have spent only a day on the task; for our purposes
this is not particularly relevant. What interests us is to note that we know
elves do not exist, that these are characters in a novel, and that they speak
a planned language, yet they speak this language exactly as, for instance,
Kenyan people speak Swahili: they emit sounds from a phonic apparatus
or write on a surface, they codify a message, someone receives the sounds
and graphemes through auditive or visual apparatuses, decodifies them and
understands the message. Quenya and Klingon, in short, according to Jakob-
son’s outline of the aspects of communication, do not differ substantially
from Swahili, English, or Hindi; they are languages in the same way.

This is further demonstrated by the fact that some excellent Quenyan
grammar books can be found, like that of Helge K. Fauskanger, extremely
accurate and boasting more than  pages, and that you can purchase on
Amazon a Klingon/English dictionary edited by Marc Okrand, with a fairly
good basic grammar.
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. Codex Seraphinianus as a (non)Linguistic Game

There exist, however, certain linguistic entities which elude this symmetry
between fiction and reality, and which are characterized by an inventiveness
which aims to cut loose from the underlying principle of all languages: the
relationship between signifier and signified. These are noteworthy instances,
first of all because they prompt us to ask whether they do or do not constitute
languages (and also whether this is or is not a useful question), but also because
even if they were not languages, they would represent parodies thereof. They
are languages spoken by someone, but understood by noone, perhaps not even
by their speakers. Furthermore, they open the way to the fruitful hypothesis,
nowadays less heretical than it might once have seemed, of the existence of
signifiers that are not strictly bound to signifieds, and also lead us to say that if
these exist, calling into question the very concept of sign itself, then it would
ensue that, paradoxically, they nevertheless have meaning.

The first case concerns Luigi Serafini, an Italian artist and designer
who for many decades has been developing cryptic works that are able to
fascinate the viewer immediately, but also to form part of theoretical debates
like the current one. To him, in fact, we owe a book, the Codex Seraphinianus,
compiled in the second half of the Seventies. It can be effortlessly consulted
whether you are Italian, German or Polynesian, as it is written in what its
author has defined an “asemic alphabet”, that is, a completely untranslatable
set of graphemes, or unsignified signifiers. Peter Schwenger describes the
Codex as glyptolalia: «The word is formed by analogy with oral glossolalia,
the phenomenon of “speaking in strange tongues” – but it refers to the
inscription of imaginary languages in a text, where it is the glyph (sign,
character) rather than the glossé (tongue) that babbles (lalein)» (, p. ).

It consists in a sort of encyclopaedia of human knowledge, studded
with over a thousand illustrations, which however portray fantastic, absurd
images. The written part is supposed, instead, to constitute the descriptions
but, from the very beginning, constitutes nothing if not the parody of
caption, of description, and in the final analysis of language. The illustrations
expose all manner of the author’s fantasies and appear to be arranged
according to some kind of logical scheme. There is a part dedicated to
botany, one to zoology, as well as mineralogy, physics, right through to
the section devoted to human activities. All in an absurd, fantastic key.
“Readers” can thus feast their eyes on images such as those of a daisy which,
stripped of its petals and left only with stem and pistil, can be inflated and
become a balloon, or fish whose sides present features like eyes, so that
when they are in the middle of the water they give the strange effect of
seeming to be looking at the shore, or para–anthropological illustrations of
incomprehensible games and dances.
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Now, over and beyond the surprising beauty of the images, what interests
us here are the “written” texts, because they raise issues on various levels.
First of all, they appear as script, but in fact their agency seems to remain
firmly anchored to the iconic level. They are “images of writing”, rather
than writing in themselves, and indeed it is possible to appreciate what in a
real language would be the phemic and, maybe, suprasegmental features
transliterated in the graphemes. The beautiful cursive calligraphy, the way
in which the serifs curl, and so on. We could even hypothesize that some
parts, those which occupy specific para–textual areas such as the space for
headings, are in capital letters, while others are in small letters. And, should
we so wish, we could also attempt a decryption, as the few but vigorous
little groups of Codex exegetes have done and continue to do, despite the
author’s having declared that there is no hidden code, and that the Codex
and its parts constitute an exercise that is an end in itself.

In semiotics, “an end in itself ” means: a sign which does not refer to
anything else. A sign which exhausts itself in its happening. Perhaps an
“aesthetic sign”: «Even though the complexity of the total icon is so very
great that no denotatum (other than the aesthetic sign vehicle itself ) can in
actuality be found, the work of art can still be considered a sign— for there
can be designation without denotation» (Morris, , p. ). In fact, the
aesthetic sign manifests itself precisely because it is self–reflexive, as Pietro
Montani also suggests in Il debito del linguaggio (), which contains an
in–depth reflection on the difficulties of semiotics in their approach to art,
especially when it is figurative (and in the cases we are handling there is
always a fluid relationship between the verbal and the figurative), since its
semiosis tends towards an “elliptical implication”. In other words, while
classical unlimited semiosis entails a manifestation of the sign towards the
outside, in art – and particularly in the kind of art we are dealing with – it
entails instead a constant, frustrating recirculation of the sign on itself:

The poetic message “says” something, there is no doubt, otherwise it would not
mean anything but, at the same time, it retains within itself that of which it talks,
“opens” a context and at the same time “becomes” its own context, it is a discourse
and at the same time the object of that discourse: in a word, «that of which the
message talks is, at the same time, the “thing” that it is». This means that the «truly
linguistic self–reference» [. . . ] obliges us to rethink the relationship between the
sign and things in all its paradoxicality (Montani, , p. ).

The signs in the Codex designate but do not denotate, they point towards
a content which does not exist. That is, in some way, they are a signifier
without signified. And yet, this lack of signified is not a lack of meaning.
Rather, it corresponds to a semiosic or hermeneutic displacement whereby,
as happens with all subtractive art, the power of interpretation is playfully
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in the hands of the reader. Just as a painting by Kandinskij lends itself
more easily to interpretative use and abuse than does a Canaletto, so the
Seraphinian “neo–language”, useless except for expressing itself, aims at
short–circuiting this procedure, desiring to say all and nothing. In other
words: wanting to astound. It is Serafini himself who declares:

Having stormed a convent, and satisfied their primary needs for food and plunder,
some Hun or other barbarian ignorant of alphabets will certainly have penetrated
to the Library, and will have leafed with wonder through an illuminated code. I
would like the reader to leaf through the Codex Seraphinianus like that warrior; or
like a child who has not yet learnt to read, but who is delighted by the dreams and
fantasies suggested by the images (Ricci, , p. ).

The book is moreover supplied with a little manual, called the Decodex,
and written in Italian, where the author does not fulfil the promise of the
title to provide a kind of Rosetta Stone for deciphering the Codex, but rather
persists in the game he has created, explaining how the idea of the Codex
was born and what the principal intentio operis is that it incarnates, and that
is, to take the reader back to a childlike state in which, browsing through an
illustrated text, one can feel wonder at seeing the writing that accompanies
the images even without knowing how to read. This assertion, and the
subsequent reception of the Codex written – or drawn – in a language which
is a non–language, tells us something extremely significant, namely, that
the Codex intercepts a different impulse to that of «putting the world into
language» (language–izing the world), which manifests itself precisely where
there is no clear language.

The Codex is thus the shadow of a language, its evocation, which in
the still illiterate child opens up fantastic gateways of sense, especially in
relation to the colourful, fanciful images in the book, all requiring discovery
and interpretation. In the adult this impulse endures, and translates the
appeal exerted by the Codex from the dimension of wonder to that of
secret, of mystery, of conspiracy, which at bottom share a playful character.
This explains the repeated attempts to translate the Codex, to unveil the
mysteries it conceals, to dissect the signs in search of patterns, to make the
few biographical traces contained in the Decodex, or certain meta–images in
the book, correspond with specific pages, in order to elaborate a mapping
that discloses the true nature of the work as Dan Brown’s Cryptex is disclosed.
The author’s assertion that his language has no meaning does nothing but
sharpen the intrinsic lucidity of the text, the linguistic obsession which it
intercepts, namely, that whereby “everything” has to signify and, what’s
more, in a strictly signic manner.

. My translation.
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. Kunizo Matsumoto’s Para–signs

The tremendous semiotic irreverence of the Codex, which was of great
interest to (among others) Roland Barthes and Italo Calvino, the latter
defining it as a sort of “pulverized writing” (), links up with the second
author we are going to deal with here, Kunizo Matsumoto, whom we
defined in  a “compulsive scribbler”. Kunizo Matsumoto is a man
from Osaka whose works are on exhibition in many parts of the world.
Our first approach to his work was through viewing a collection of Art
Brut in Switzerland. The peculiarity of his work is the following: he covers
calendars or other surfaces with scribbles from top to bottom, utilizing
what would seem to be an ideographic script of the kanji type, but which
actually “limits itself ” to imitating the plastic specificities of kanji by means
of invented graphemes, which in reality are not signs for anything. In our
paper, where for the first time we spoke of a «signifier for its own sake»,
we tried to propose a plastic analysis of Matsumoto’s work, treating his
writings precisely – a bit like we suggested for Serafini – as if they were
images. In this way we highlighted some recurring patterns, such as a
certain respect for the surface on which he is writing, so that the pages do
not appear totally covered in signs, but in some way complemented with
regard to the printing already contained on them. Chromatically, too, as
in the dialectic between the accumulation of signs in some areas of the
writing surface and their thinning out in others, a certain projectuality may
perhaps be made out. It is an enormous work and always in fieri, to which
Matsumoto, affected by a mental pathology and busy washing dishes in the
family restaurant during the day, devotes all his evenings with graphomanic
compulsion.

The issue we explored, and would here like to extend beyond the se-
miotics of image, concerns the overcoming of the idea of idiolect, of the
individual language, in the case of Matsumoto who expresses his art from
a mixture of choice and physiology, being in some way influenced by his
pathological condition. The idea, that is, that he can actually get his scribbles
to match a precise meaning at least for himself is not demonstrable, and
therefore the hypothesis of idiolect, which both Jakobson and Barthes tend
to dismiss, does not turn out to be particularly fruitful. On the contrary,
however, the quantity of signifier that he produces implies a need, perhaps
amplified by a form of aphasia, which is – albeit on different existential
levels – very similar to that of Serafini.

Matsumoto’s art is not to be deciphered as if it were writing, but as if
it were the exaltation of the compulsion to write. An act of writing which

. Cf. also B ().
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speaks solely of itself, which exhausts itself in its happening. On a more
mediological level, Matsumoto’s work channels all the noise produced by
millennia of languages and scripts which, superimposed one upon the other,
assume a Babelic flavour, where the desire to say everything does not mean
anything. This is where the compulsion takes on an almost social exegetic
value, a reflection in itself not entirely on the capacities of language, but its
incapacities, its intrinsic limitations.

No need to state therefore that, as for the Codex, so also for Matsumoto’s
calendars it is possible to elaborate a Rosetta Stone which in some way
guides the translation. Nevertheless, despite the fact that it may be fun to do,
it would be a violation of the intention which here is more in the work than
in the author: the intention, as we wrote in , of «breaking free from the
code», returning to what Jacques Lacan has called the Master–Signifier. The
semiotics of Matsumoto’s opera must be read in the actio, in the production
of the signifier. Here there is the Brutalisation of the writing, generated in
«a signifier available without its signified, or “before” it» (Lyotard, , p.
). The linear manifestation of the text is thus the fulcrum of Matsumoto’s
aesthetics in that it represents the execution in praesentia of a pre–narrative
– if not altogether pre–semiotic – agency, actualized in the para–writing of
the sheet of paper or calendar. Dagostino states that «for the traditional
graphomaniac deturpation has aesthetic valence» (Dagostino, , p. )
and, indeed, this resides in the externalization of one’s very being as a
semiotic animal, in leaving a sign which is a sign of oneself.

The sign thus becomes a modality for contact between Matsumoto’s mind and
the external world, as happens for every other individual, but acquires an artistic
dimension when it becomes the expression of a semiosic diversity, precisely due to
its serial nature which distinguishes it from the improvised doodle that everyone
will produce during a moment of boredom (Surace, , p. ).

. Bonjour Mr. Merde

In our analysis we can add the work of another author who leads us to a
further medial passage. If Serafini’s was in some way image disguised as
writing, and Matsumoto’s something similar, Leos Carax’s work projects us
into the cinematographic dimension and that of invented language which
passes from the written level to the spoken one. The work of this French di-
rector is rather varied, but here we will concentrate on the episode directed
by him in the collective film Tokyo! (), which also features episodes by
Michel Gondry and Bong Joon–ho. Here, Carax directs the central episode,
entitled Merde. Mr. Merde is a grotesque individual interpreted by Denis
Lavant, who will take on the same role in the director’s latest film, Holy
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Motors (). He lives in the sewers of Tokyo, has a thick red beard, a glass
eye, is dressed in green, barefoot and dirty, and behaves in an incomprehen-
sible fashion. Occasionally he emerges from a manhole and disseminates
panic among the crowds as he walks in their midst. A compulsive smoker,
he steals cigarettes from the passers–by, and gobbles down exclusively flo-
wers, which have also been stolen. One day, while wandering around in
subterranean Tokyo, he finds an abandoned arsenal, and begins to use the
hand–grenades to attack the crowds on the surface, thus changing from a
freak into a dangerous person, something like a terrorist. He does this with
no premeditation whatsoever, inserting the action into the ritual patterns
which define him. He seems to experience no satisfaction and, indeed, feels
no emotion, not even when he is captured by the police and subjected to
trial. What interests us most here is that he speaks a language that nobody
can understand, made up of haphazard verses and a strong component of
mimicry and gesture, which includes convulsive movements and drumming
on his teeth with his nails.

When Mr. Merde is caught, lawyer Maître Voland arrives from France to
defend him, one of the three people in the world who can speak his langua-
ge. He, too, has red hair and beard worn in the same way as Mr. Merde, and
a glassy eye. In the scene where the two characters meet, they (probably)
engage in a conversation. As the film progresses, we can presume that Vo-
land really does speak Mr. Merde’s language, because we can identify in his
gesturing certain traits that are similar to those of the protagonist. We are
not, however, able to understand the meaning of the exchange between the
two, and even the signals which might tell us something about the emotio-
nal import of their communication, which appears to be very heartfelt, are
neutralized by the fact that Merde has always expressed himself in this way,
and that therefore he may always have been angry, or perhaps his language
may naturally contain a certain prosody. Essentially, in the absence of any
indication, it is not possible for us to maintain with certainty whether or not
their conversation, if translated, would appear as a reasonable conversation
between a lawyer and his client. It will subsequently be the absurd trial
scene, which sees Merde condemned to capital punishment, that tells us
that theirs is in fact a language, since the lawyer translates the protagonist’s
testimony into French. Nevertheless, some less than convincing aspects
remain, at least as regards the following points:

— if that spoken by Merde and his lawyer were a language, why does
no one else in the world know it or has ever heard of it?;

— how come Merde and his lawyer share such marked features and
behaviours, even though one is a being from the sewers, relegated
to the substratum and emerging only to spew forth his malevolent
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essence into the world, while the other is fully integrated in French
professional life?;

— why is this language made up of disagreeable sounds and gestures,
as well as a series of masochistic features (like slapping oneself ), and
why does it seem patently to contradict the principles of economy
and brevitas which languages usually tend to have in common?

All these questions lead us to affirm that rather than a language, in
which the signifiers imply signifieds, the language utilized by Merde and his
lawyer is the degenerate, sclerotic form of a language which goes beyond its
own incommunicability. And, in fact, it manifests itself with an enormous
quantity of signifier, to which no logical signified corresponds. Merde’s
replies to the prosecuting lawyer are lacking in reasonableness; from them
can be drawn only insults, homicidal and sexual impulses, the absence of
remorse, and an appeal to “other”, incomprehensible logics. It is ultimately
a language that is semantically predisposed for the conveyance of all that
signified which exists in all “natural” languages, but which is outside of the
linguistic comfort zone, banished to the margins of the semiosphere, in
the deplorable crannies of the swearword, the unspeakable, the bestial, the
taboo. Merde’s language is a language that cannot be spoken not because it
means nothing, but because it means everything which society would prefer
to leave “unsignified”. It is the overflowing counterpoint of a character
whose name disgusts, who – nomen omen — lives in the midst of faeces,
who walks barefoot around a megalopolis, eats the inedible, smokes and,
in the ultimate catharsis, kills whoever happens to be within range. His
language conveys all this foulness and, in fact, is a language which despite
being incomprehensible, kindles unease, both on account of its prosody
and because it “puts into language” everything that we generally think
should not become linguistic. The elimination from language of anything
dirty or faecal means relegating it to the margins of existence, yet it does
exist, even if frequently it is deformed or formless. Merde’s signifier serves
as a counterpart to this intangible «epiphany of the formless, which» to
quote a recent book by Alberto Castoldi (), «has always besieged our
imaginary».
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. From Guizzo to Simulation

We can conclude this trans–textual journey by mentioning two concepts
which skilfully encase the languages/non–languages mentioned so far, and
which are not the only ones in existence. The first is the concept of the
guizzo (wriggle), introduced by Greimas – who uses the Italian word – in De
l’imperfection (), the semiologist’s last work where a certain obsession for
putting the world into language makes way for an airier aperture towards
what is linguistically ineffable, when the text is placed in relation to the
“aesthetic grip”. He quotes a passage from Palomar, a  novel by Italo
Calvino. Mr. Palomar is strolling on a deserted sandy beach, when he sees
a young woman who is «sunbathing with a bare breast». Thus, like a true
philosopher of the day–to–day, he wonders about the best way to approach
such a sight. Among the various hypotheses made by Palomar for looking
at this female breast there is that of “lightly brushing with equanimous
uniformity” against the different elements in one’s visual field so that “the
breast is completely absorbed into the landscape”. This procedure, however,
does not seem very functional, simply because the immediate perception of
the breast gives rise to the guizzo, thus described by Greimas:

The guizzo [. . . ] has been explained as a term which designates the wriggle of a
little fish jumping on the water, like a shiny silver flash, which combines in an
instant image the sparkle of light and the wetness of the water. The suddenness of
the event, the elegance of this quivering gestuality, the play of light on the surface of
the water, here we have, not perfectly subdivided, certain elements of an aesthetic
grip rendered in a figurative synthesis (, p. ).

The guizzo is thus a form of the imperfect, a manifestation of the real
which refuses to be put into language because it is too rapid, sudden, difficult
to pin down linguistically since it instinctively involves the visual but also all
the other perceptive apparatuses. For the most part, it is possible to affirm
that the works of Serafini and Matsumoto, and Carax’s character, are each
in their way textual extensions of the guizzo, attempts to translate it from its
instantaneity to something fixed and textual, through pure signifier, given
its essential resistance to translation into a “complete” sign.

Their languages/non–languages are thus, and this brings us to the second
concept, simulations of language, as the word is defined by Paolo Bertetto
(, pp. –), in the wake of Deleuze, specifically in cinema. Deleuze
maintains that «cinema makes a momie, a mummy, not of that which is, or
which endures over time, but of that which is not, that which exists for an
instant and then dissolves. Cinema mummifies the inexistent» (Bertetto,

. My translation.
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, p. ). This is the heart of filmic simulation, which is obviously
that of Carax, but also in some way the linguistic simulation of Serafini
and Matsumoto. Since the guizzo is pure temporality, an instantaneous
manifestation of what language cannot capture, the artists we have dealt
with can do nothing else but simulate languages which capture it, linguistic
mummies, and stage or enact languages. Bettetini writes that «Simulating
means imitating, representing, reproducing; but it also means pretending,
deceiving, lying» (Bettetini, , p. ). And it is this deception, as Bertetto
calls it, that we have been dealing with, and which in the forms that we have
analyzed presents itself in radical form, but which is definitively present in
every semiotic act because, to paraphrase Umberto Eco at the beginning
of the Trattato di semiotica generale, every semiotic act contains the seed of
falsehood, perhaps the universal key to any form of communication or at
any rate to artistic communication, which by nature is given to universality.
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Cats and dogs are writing on the Internet

The case of Italianini (and other Internet language varieties)

I F∗

Abstract

The paper provides a description of the Italian SILV (Special Internet Language
Variety) “Italianini”, which was created on the Facebook group “Canini & Gattini”.
SILVs are non–standard written variants of standard languages created online for
playful purposes. Writers of these varieties use the resources of the medium,
such as interactivity, multimodality, and easy access to media production, in order
to (re)create a group identity by means of linguistic manipulation. Although the
existence of English SILVs is well documented, very few studies have investigated
Italian SILVs. The variety under scrutiny, i.e. Italianini, is a very interesting case
in point. Its main peculiarity is the presence of the Italian diminutive suffix –ini
(masculine plural) at the end of every word, regardless of class, gender, and number
of the word base. The analysis will show that, despite some apparent inconsistencies,
we can still find definite tendencies in the application of this rule.

Keywords: SILVs, non–standard languages, Internet, Lolspeak, Italianini.

. Introduction

In the past few years, the Web has been a fertile ground for the rising
of playful, non–standard variants of standard languages (cf. Herring, ;
Fiorentini, ). Usually, this happens within an online community, i.e. a
«network of interconnected individuals who engage in regular communica-
tion in a virtual space», whose member share common interests or purposes,
thus developing «social relationships and a set of shared interactional and
linguistic norms» (Androutsopoulos, , p. ). Such norms are modelled
by the users on the language of the groups they want to be identified with
(cf. Sebba, , p. ). Therefore, they participate and cooperate in the
construction of meaning, at the same time displaying their «communicative
virtuosity» (Androutsopoulos, , p. ) to an audience.

∗ University of Bologna.
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The diffusion of these practices has led to the development of new
language varieties labelled as SILVs (Special Internet Language Varieties;
Herring, ). SILVs have arisen in «a sub–cultural online context that in-
volves frequent ingroup interaction, and which is characterized by a desire
on the part of the participants to make their writing humorous, decorative,
and/or obscure» (Herring, ). Among these (written) varieties, mainly
created for playful purposes, Herring () lists, for English, Leet, Chan-
speak, and Lolspeak (see below). These varieties have in common the
fact that writers use of the resources of the medium, such as «interactivity,
multimodality, and easy access to media production» (Androutsopoulos,
, p. ) in order to (re)create a group identity, which can be either real
or fake, by means of the manipulation of a standard language.

This contribution will focus on a specific Italian Facebook group, namely
“Canini&Gattini” (roughly “Doggies&Kitties”; see Section ). More specifically,
we will identify and analyse the linguistic variable selected by this group users
in order to build up group identity and create a new language variety, labelled
as Italianini. The aim of the paper is to find out if this variety can be considered
an Italian SILV (contrary to the opinion of Tavosanis , according to which,
at least at that time, no Italian SILVs were attested). For this purpose, we will
first briefly describe a similar English SILV, i.e. Lolspeak.

. Lolspeak

Lolspeak first appeared in  on chan (see footnote ), where the earliest
versions of LOLcats were posted, usually on Saturdays (renamed as Caturday,
Langton, ; cf. also Thibault, Marino, ). LOLcats are funny images
of cats coupled with captions written in a non–standard variety of English,
known as Lolspeak (cf. Fiorentini, , ; figure ).

Among the features of these first examples, we can mention some fixed
expressions, such as «I can has X?» «can I have X?» (hence the name of
the website icanhescheezburger.com, see below), and neologisms like ohai
«oh, hello» or kkthnxby «okay, thanks, bye» (cf. Knobel, Lankshear, ).
Contrary to other SILVs (such as Leet, cf. Fiorentini, ), Lolspeak was non–

. We speak of “language variety” in a narrow sense, as «a set of co–occurring variants» (C,
O, , p. ).

. Leet (also known as , Eleet or Leetspeak;) is an alternative alphabet that replaces letters
with similar–looking numbers and other symbols (for instance, “” is Leet spelling for the word
leet), F, , p. .

. Chanspeak is the language variety used on chan (created in ), a large–scale, anonymous,
and ephemeral online community. Chanspeak main features include peculiar in–group misspellings,
as well as shortening, simplifying, and cutting down words (cf. F, , p. ).
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Figure : An example of Lolspeak.

élite and non–exclusive since the beginning, although it could sometimes
be difficult to understand (cf. Fiorentini, , ).

In , the website icanhascheezburger.com (henceforth ICHC) was
created. It was considered “the home of Lolcats” (Gawne, Vaughan, )
and had the merit of making Lolspeak known to the general public (cf.
Fiorentini, ). In , after some changes in the policy of ICHC, histo-
rical users, who call themselves cheezpeeps (“cheese people”), migrated to
a new website, cheezland.org, which was created to resemble the original
website and was independently managed, as also stated by its slogan «by the
cheezpeeps, for the cheezpeeps!».

Nowadays, more than ten years after the first examples, Lolspeak is used
on a daily basis by cheezpeeps, who continue to post humorous images
accompanied by captions and comments in Lolspeak. This variety can be
considered an English SILV, with features that affect all levels of language.
Cheezpeeps often show a high degree of metalinguistic awareness, as in
example (), where a user defines Lolspeak as a language invented on ICHC
(Fiorentini , p. ):

. Ai alwayz gets a laff wen sumwun cumz heer adn [. . . ] mayks fun ob
us fur yoozin teh langwidj dat wuz inbented awn dis syte,
‘I always get a laugh when someone comes here and makes fun of us
for using the language was invented on this site’.

Among the main features of Lolspeak we find non–standard spelling,
which includes phonetically–motivated letter substitutions, such as <z>
instead of <s> (example ):

. Now http://icanhas.cheezburger.com.
. http://cheezland.org.
. This use, which was already present in IRC (Internet Relay Chat) spelling, is also a stereotype

http://icanhas.cheezburger.com
http://cheezland.org/
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. Wow, dat iz berry bootiful
‘Wow, that is very beautiful’
Toez! ai lub teh toez!!!
‘Toes! I love the toes!!!’.

Another very frequent phonetic spelling is <aw>. This spelling, which
is also typical of other language varieties, like Jamaican Creole, can stand
for different phonemes (example ; Fiorentini , p. ):

. Wawch aout wenn hee gits kawt inna akt ob dweun sumpin bayd!
‘Watch out when he gets caught in the act of doing something bad!’.

Other spellings reflect nonstandard pronunciation of –th– (which is
typical of some English varieties, such as Cockney or African American
Vernacular English), i.e. TH–fronting ([f] for /Θ/, which becomes <f> in
written texts; example (), as well as –dh–, i.e. DH–stopping ([d] for /ð/,
which becomes <d> in written texts; example ; see also example a):

. Ai muss nawt buy ennyfing at teh momint
‘I must not buy anything at the moment’.

. Did yu purrhaps “borroe” dis toi frum sumwarez elts?
‘Did you perhaps “borrow” this toy from somewhere else’.

In example (), furthermore, we find the inversion of <e> and <h> in
teh ‘the’. Such deliberate inversions, which are also present in Leetspeak (cf.
Tavosanis, ), are very frequent (see also adn ‘and’, example ) and are
another distinctive feature Lolspeak (cf. Fiorentini, ).

As regards the morphological level, with particular reference to verbal
morphology, we can mention the overextension of the third person singular
<s> (e.g. Ai gets “I get”, example ), as well as the regularization of irregular
verbs past simple through the application of the suffix –ed:

. Wi kommed home
‘We came home’.

Finally, at the lexical level, we can find a very productive strategy, namely
univerbation, which leads to the formation of some neologisms (e.g. the
aforementioned kktxbai, or aifinkso “I think”; cf. Fiorentini, ).

To sum up, Lolspeak is a highly recognizable non–standard language va-
riety, which contributes to create a feeling of identity to signal the belonging

for hip–hop slang (A, , p. ).

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aiuto:IPA
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to the cheezpeeps community. In other words, using this variety, «which
very few of the participants would speak (and no one at all would write) in
everyday life, signals participation in the fantasy» (Sebba, , pp. –).

. Italian Language and the internet

According to ISTAT (Italian National Institute for Statistics), Italy’s resident
population estimate () is approximately  million. Perhaps not surpri-
singly, half of the residents have a Facebook account, and ca.  million
actively use the social network at least once a month (% women – %
men; .% is aged  and over, cf. Palermo, ). It is worth noting that,
globally, the active users are , billion every month, i.e. ca. % of the
world’s population (, billion people, november ).

Such widespread use of Facebook (as well as other social networks) has
given rise to an increased interest in the language people use to interact
online. As Cerruti and Onesti (, p. ) point out, this language has two
main tendencies:

i. a tendency towards «a single style, modelled on informal speech»;
ii. a tendency towards «the co–occurrence of markers of formal styles

and markers of informal styles».

The hybrid nature of these texts, which are collocated at the interface
between orality and writing, is due to the fact that, despite the medium, the
language used is usually closer to oral speech than to traditional writing: it is
more immediate and direct than accurate, similar to a real–time interaction
(Gheno, , p. ). Therefore, the Web is contributing to «the creation
of an ‘informal’ written linguistic variety more open to changes and the
incorporation of non–standard features» (Fiorentino, , p. ).

The variety of Italian used on social networks has some lexical peculiari-
ties, such as acronyms (e.g. TVB for ti voglio bene ‘I love you’), abbreviations
(e.g. cmq instead of comunque ‘anyway’), anglicisms, and dialects (both used
in an ironic or derogatory sense, and usually isolated from the rest of the
discourse; Gheno, , pp. –). Moreover, there is a widespread use
of profanities, usually with a loss or attenuation of the original meaning
(Gheno, , p. ). The features most closely related to writing include

. http://www.istat.it/en/.
. https://investor.fb.com/investor-news/press-release-details//Facebook-Reports-

Fourth-Quarter-and-Full-Year--Results/default.aspx.
. https://www.census.gov/popclock/.

http://context.reverso.net/translation/english-italian/increased+interest
http://www.istat.it/en/
https://investor.fb.com/investor-news/press-release-details/2017/Facebook-Reports-Fourth-Quarter-and-Full-Year-2016-Results/default.aspx
https://investor.fb.com/investor-news/press-release-details/2017/Facebook-Reports-Fourth-Quarter-and-Full-Year-2016-Results/default.aspx
https://www.census.gov/popclock/
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non–standard orthography, which is one of the main features of computer–
mediated communication in general; it includes special uses of punctuation
(expressive punctuation, emoticons; Fiorentino ), vocalic omissions (nn
for non “not”), phonetically motivated spellings, or spellings that imitate
dialectal pronunciations (see example ).

Finally, there is a constant tendency to play with language(s). This can
lead to the creation of SILVs, which can be incomprehensible to people
who are external to the group or community (cf. Fiorentini, Meluzzi, ).
Previous studies (Fiorentini, Meluzzi, ; Fiorentini, ; see also Miola,
Fiorentini ) have investigated the existence of such varieties for Italian,
focusing on the variety used on the Facebook page “Siamo la gente, il
potere ci temono”. Here, users identify some peculiar traits of a specific
variety, and combine them in order to create «a more complex meaningful
entity» (Eckert, , p. ). More specifically, the page mocks an Italian
political faction by attributing to its members a grammatically incorrect,
non–standard variety of Italian, as in example (; Fiorentini, Meluzzi, ,
p. ):

. LA GENTE HA VOLTE RIMANE SENZA PAROLE. PER CUE-
STO CELE INVENTIAMO. NON SIAMO IGNIORANTI, SIAMO
IGNIORATI!
La gente a volte rimane senza parole. Per questo ce le inventiamo. Non
siamo ignoranti, siamo ignorati!
‘People sometimes is at a loss for words. This is why we invent them.
We are not ignorant, we are ignored!’.

Among the many deviations from standard norms, we can mention, on
the orthographic level, some misspellings (cuesto instead of questo ‘this’),
univerbations (cele inventiamo instead of ce le inventiamo ‘we invent them’),
and phonetically motivated spellings (ignioranti instead of ignoranti ‘ignorant,
illiterate’). Similar to the case of Lolspeak, the language is manipulated
by users with ironic, ludic, and creative purposes. This variety can be
considered a case of “bricolage”, i.e. a process in which individual resources
(in this case, linguistic variables) are interpreted and combined with other
resources in order to construct «a more complex meaningful entity» (Eckert,
, p. ). More specifically, users select what they consider to be the most
significant traits of the language variety that they are mocking, creating a
new, mixed variety, which combines elements typical of the low varieties

. More data and observations on the topic are offered in F, .
. Every example is followed by the translation in standard Italian and in English.
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of Italian and others (mostly orthographic) which are typical of the online
varieties (cf. Fiorentino, ).

Despite the affinities with Lolspeak, nonetheless, this variety does not
represent a new (variety of ) language, but rather the recreational play of
a variety that really exists (or at least is perceived as such), of which some
specific traits are selected. As a result, contrary to Lolspeak, users do not base
the identity of the group on this variety, which serves for joking purposes
only.

. Writing Italianini

Canini&Gattini (henceforth C&G) is a Facebook public group created
in January , which nowadays (march ) has approximately ,
members. The attitude of the group is clearly ironic, starting from its name,
that uses the less frequent diminutive form canini “little dogs” instead of the
more widespread cagnolini (or cagnetti). The aim of the group is to publish
funny images related to animals (see Fig. ), especially dogs and cats. The
images are usually ironically commented by the users of the group. C&G
diverges from other similar Facebook groups because, when they write,
users tend to (more or less systematically) attach the masculine plural of
the Italian suffix –ino (i.e. –ini) to every word, regardless of the word class,
thus ignoring standard Italian grammar.

In standard Italian, –ino suffixation is the most productive diminutive
formation rule (Dressler and Merlini Barbaresi , p. ; see also Magni
, Grandi ). In general, –ino can be attached to nouns (gattino <
gatto ‘cat’), adjectives (bellino < bello ‘nice, good’), and adverbs (benino <
bene ‘well’) (Dressler and Merlini Barbaresi , p. ). As other suffixes,
–ino must agree with the gender and number of the noun or adjective
it is attached to (whereas all diminutives of adverbs end in masculine –o;
Dressler, Merlini Barbaresi, , p. ).

An example of a typical C&G post is given in Figure .
In this example, we can see that the suffix is attached not only to nouns

(e.g. Zorrini < Zorro, formini < forma ‘shape’) and adverbs (malini < ma-
le ‘bad’), but also to verbs (e.g. guardini < guarda ‘he looks’). As already
mentioned, the suffix is always in its masculine plural form, even when we
would expect a feminine (e.g. formina) or masculine singular (e.g. cuoricini).
Furthermore, words already ending in –ino (e.g. cuscino ‘pillow’, where
–ino is not a diminutive suffix) are reinterpreted as suffixed on the basis of
similarity, and, consequently, turned into the plural form (cuscini).

. www.facebook.com/groups/caniniegattini/.
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Figure : A post on C&G*.

* Il piccolo Zorro mi guarda male, perché non vuole essere disturbato quando sta sul suo cuscino a forma di
cuore, ‘Little Zorro is frowning at me, because he does not wish to be disturbed when he lays on his
heart–shaped pillow’.

Similar to Lolspeak writers, C&G users show a high degree of metalin-
guistic awareness, as shown also by the fact that they gave their variety a
very specific name, i.e. Italianini (examples –; note how, answering to the
new user’s question in , regular users correct the inaccuracy in the name):

. Tanto x sapere, visto che sono nuova, ma in questo gruppo si parla
solo l’italianino? [.. ]
‘Just so I know, since I am new, do you speak only italianino on this
group?’.

. Volevi dire Italianini?
‘Did you mean Italianini?’
Per la precisione l’italianini [.. ]
‘To be exact, Italianini’.
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In the next section, we will provide some examples of this language
variety. The qualitative analysis will be based on an asystematic collection of
statuses published on the group between  and . After that, basing
on a sample of , words, will try to verify more in–depth to what extent
the “rule” (i.e. –ini suffix) is actually applied.

.. Italianini grammar

Consider the following examples, all extracted from posts published on
C&G fromth to th June :

. Farfallini senza pudorini fuori dalla mia edicolini
Farfalle senza pudore fuori dalla mia edicola
‘Shameless butterflies outside my newstand’.

. Canini da accarezzarini dove sietini?
Cani da accarezzare dove siete?
‘Dogs to pet, where are you?’.

. Maledetta freccini! Prima o poini sarai miini!
Maledetta freccia! Prima o poi sarai mia!
‘Damned arrow! Sooner or later you will be mine!’.

. Dove l’avrà messini l’acquini freschini per noini?
Dove l’avrà messa l’acqua fresca per noi?
‘Where did he put fresh water for us?’.

. ini.

. I’m happyni and i know itini!
‘I’m happy and I know it!’.

As shown by these examples, the suffix is not only applied to nouns
(such as farfallini < farfalle ‘butterflies’, example ; freccini < freccia ‘arrow’,
example ) and adjectives (freschini < fresca ‘fresh’, example ), but also
to verbs (accarezzarini < accarezzare ‘to pet’, sietini < siete ‘you are [plural]’,
example ; messini < messa ‘put’, example ), adverbs (poini < poi ‘then’,
example ) and pronouns (noini < noi ‘us’, example ). Furthermore, it
can be used with languages other than Italian, e.g. English (example ),
and with emojis (example ). In all cases, the suffix hardly ever presents
an actual diminutive value. More frequently, it has no value other than the
pure application of the (only) rule of Italianini.
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It is interesting to notice that, sometimes, users bypass the rule by in-
serting the suffix in brackets at the end of a standard Italian post, as in
():

. Scrivete AMEN o muore. (ini)
‘Write amen, or else he will die. (ini)’.

Because of such inconsistencies in the application of the rule, users
often call into question the existence of an “Italianini grammar” (see also
Fiorentini, ). For instance, they are uncertain about which word classes
require the suffix (for instance, in example , the user explicitly mentions
the use of –ini with verbs), as well as how to deal with gender and number
agreement:

. Essendo un maniachini perfezionistini, mi chiedevo se esistesse-
ro delle regolini grammaticalini per parlare correttamente in cani-
ni&gattiniesini. Ad esempini, i verbini vanno terminati in “ini”?
E gli aggettivini? Le parolini vanno terminatini tuttini in “ini” o
seguono generini e numerini? Sono confusini [..]
Essendo un maniaco perfezionista, mi chiedevo se esistessero delle regole
grammaticali per parlare correttamente in canini&gattiniesini. Ad esem-
pio, i verbi vanno terminati in “ini”? E gli aggettivi? Le parole vanno
terminate tutte in “ini” o seguono genere e numero? Sono confuso
‘Since I am a perfectionist, I was wondering if there were any gram-
matical rules to speak canini&gattiniesini correctly. For example,
should verbs be terminated in “ini”? And what about adjectives? Do
every word have to end with “ini” or do they have to agree with
gender and number? I’m confused’.

In such cases, C&G users usually split into two factions. On the one
hand, there are users who claim that the suffix –ini should be always applied
(example ), and feminine or masculine singular forms have to be avoided
(thus reiterating that, according to the rule, the suffix should not be agreed
with the gender and number of the word base, example ):

. Solo ini. Sempre ini. Segui il cuoricini
Solo ini. Sempre ini. Segui il cuore
‘Only ini. Always ini. Follow your heart’.

. In this case, the users call the language variety canini&gattinesini, from the name of the
group.
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. Basta che metti sempre “ini” e non “ina/o/e”. Ti devo dire una
cosina, NO! Ti devo dire una cosini, SI!
‘As long as you always attach “ini”, not “ina/o/e”; «I have to tell
you una cosina [something]» NO!, «I have to tell you una cosini
[something]», YES!’

On the other hand, there are also users who claim that the suffix should
be attached only to nouns and adjectives, even if sometimes it is fun (exam-
ple ) to attach it to verbs and particles. Therefore, at least in the perception
of these users, Italianini rule, whereby the suffix has to be applied to every
word, cannot actually ignore standard Italian rule, whereby –ino can only
attach to name, adjectives, and adverbs (example ):

. per me nomini e aggettivini ma ogni tanto fa ridere anche i verbini
o le particelline
Per me nomi e aggettivi, ma ogni tanto fa ridere anche i verbi o le particelle
‘In my opinion [it should be attached to] nouns and adjectives, but
sometimes it is also fun [to attach it to] verbs or particles’.

. Secondo me ha sensino solo nomini e aggettivini, però non saprei
Secondo me ha senso solo nomi e aggettivi, però non saprei
‘In my opinion it makes sense only [to attach it to] nouns and
adjectives, but I don’t know’.

Although Italianini has just one simple rule (the addition of –ini to every
word), the application of the rule does not appear to be systematic and
consistent. To verify whether this is true, we have analysed a sample of 
posts published on the group by  different users from th to th June
, for a total of , words. The distribution of the –ini suffix and its
variants (masculine singular –ino, feminine singular –ina, feminine plural
–ine) on the different word classes in the data sample is given in Table :

Since the sample is very small, the results have no statistical significance.
Nonetheless, we can still find some precise trends. First of all, despite the
actual application of the suffix at the end of each word would be actually
difficult, if not impossible, it is still very frequent ( occurrences, %).
Moreover, in spite of the contradictions highlighted above, the rule accor-
ding to which the suffix has to always be in its masculine plural form is
followed quite consistently: the other three variants are far less frequent (
tokens, .%).

Secondly, unsurprisingly, nouns and adjectives are more subject to suf-
fixation with –ini. More specifically, almost % of the nouns are suffixed
(plus an additional .% presenting another variant of the suffix). As re-
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Table : Distribution of suffix –ini and its variants in the sample.

Word class Tokens –ini Other
(–ina, –ino, –ine)

None

Noun* 295 202 (68,5%) 31 (10,5%) 62 (21%)
Verb 188 42 (22,3%) 6 (3,2%) 140 (74,5%)
Adjective 126 67 (53,2%) 14 (11,1%) 45 (35,7%)
Pronoun** 92 7 (7,6%) 0 (0%) 85 (92,4%)
Preposition 89 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 89 (100%)
Adverb 76 17 (22,4%) 1 (1,3%) 58 (76,3%)
Article 70 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 70 (100%)
Conjunction 53 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 53 (100%)
Interjection 15 6 (40%) 0 (0%) 9 (60%)

TOTAL 1.003 341 (34%) 52 (5,2%) 610 (60,8%)

* Including proper nouns.
** Including indefinite pronouns.

gards adjectives,  out of  tokens (.%) are suffixed with –ini, and 
(.%) with other variants. This tendency is consistent with the universal
preference for nominal bases, in accordance to which Italian adjectives are
“less prone than nouns to accept diminutive formation, although the whole
range of nominal diminutive suffixes can be attached to them” (Dressler
and Merlini Barbaresi, , p. ). Nor we are surprised at the (relatively)
low frequency of suffixed adverbs ( out of , .%; example ); again,
this shortage is consistent with standard Italian, where “still less frequent is
the occurrence of diminutive formation with adverbs” (Dressler, Merlini
Barbaresi, , p. ).

. Questini lo mangini dopini
Questo lo mangio dopo
‘I am eating this later’.

The possibility to attach to verbs is an exception to standard Italian rule.
In our data,  verb forms out of  (,%) are suffixed with –ini ( – ,%
– with other variants). More specifically, the suffix is attached mainly to
infinitive forms ( tokens, example ) and past participle forms ( tokens,
example ):

. Vieni a vederini
Vieni a vedere
‘Come and see’.
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. Era in saldini e l’ho compratini
Era in saldo e l’ho comprato
‘It was on sale and I bought it’.

Finally, we find the presence, albeit limited, of suffixed pronouns (both
personal and indefinite; e.g. noini – noi “us”, example ), whereas suffixed
articles, prepositions and conjunctions are completely absent.

To sum up, although users tend to follow the rule of Italianini, they
apparently cannot ignore the application of standard Italian rule, according
to which suffix –ino can be attached only to nouns, adjectives, and adverbs.
This probably explains the total or partial absence of pronouns, articles,
prepositions, and conjunctions suffixed with –ini.

. Conclusions

The overview of Lolspeak and Italianini features presented in the previous
Sections showed that, in both cases, the selection of one or more linguistic
variables leads to the creation of a new language variety, with primarily
playful purposes. Members of both communities use «the resources of
the medium, such as interactivity, multimodality, and easy access to media
production» (Androutsopoulos , p. ) in order to build up group
identity by means of the manipulation of standard languages (English and
Italian). Therefore, Italianini can be considered an Italian SILV.

Similar to Lolspeak writers, who are perfectly aware of the peculiarities
of their variety (which they define «the language that was invented on this si-
te», example ), also in the case of the Italianini the manipulation of linguistic
elements for creative purposes goes along with a high degree of metalin-
guistic awareness. Such awareness is shown by the explicit metalinguistic
reflections of C&G users, which leads them to give the language a specific
name, as well as often question themselves on the grammar of Italianini.
In this specific case, users select only one trait, consisting in the (virtually)
undifferentiated addition of the suffix –ini to every word. Nonetheless, the
analysis of a small data sample allowed us to highlight how the apparent
inconsistency in the application of this variable reveals a very precise trend,
which follows standard Italian rules by attaching the suffix mainly to nouns,
adjectives, and adverbs. At the same time, we underlined that, when used,
the suffix is (almost) always in the masculine plural. Therefore, this second
aspect of the rule would seem to be the most significant for the users in
order to characterize Italianini.
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The language of thought
as a logically perfect language

A B∗

Abstract

Between the end of the nineteenth century and the first twenty years of the
twentieth century, stimulated by the impetuous development of logical studies
and taking inspiration from Leibniz’s idea of a characteristica universalis, the three
founding fathers of the analytic tradition in philosophy, i.e., Frege, Russell, and
Wittgenstein, started to talk of a logically perfect language, as opposed to natural
languages, all feeling that the latter were inadequate to their (different) philosophical
purposes. In the second half of the twentieth century, however, the very idea of a
logically perfect language ceased for various reasons to seem attractive to analytic
philosophers. Thus, it might appear that this idea could be classified together with
the many other bizarre ideas that from time to time surface in the history of
philosophy – an idea that perhaps had a beneficial impact on the development of
twentieth century logic, but which can now be put to rest. In this brief note, I
contend that this conclusion may be too hasty. Indeed, if a well–known empirical
hypothesis advanced in  by Jerry Fodor turns out to be true, then there is a
logically perfect language, after all. More precisely, I argue that, if it exists, Fodor’s
language of thought possesses the main characteristics a logically perfect language is
required to have.

Keywords: Language of thought; Logically perfect language; Logical form; Analysis; Under-
standing.

.

As is well known, the search for a (sometimes, the) perfect language, which
Umberto Eco () quite convincingly showed to be a recurring theme
in Western culture, acquired a specific form in the hands of a group of
philosophers working between the end of the nineteenth century and the
first twenty years or so of the twentieth century. Indeed, stimulated by
the impetuous development of logical studies and taking inspiration from
Leibniz’s idea of a characteristica universalis, Gottlob Frege, Bertrand Russell,
and Ludwig Wittgenstein, namely the three founding fathers of the analytic
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tradition in philosophy, started to talk, each in his own way, of a logically
perfect language. In fact, they all felt natural languages to be inadequate to
certain philosophical purposes they had. Natural languages are affected
by vagueness and ambiguity (both lexical and structural), and they contain
expressions apparently without reference (“Pegasus”). Because of this, they
can easily lead to mistakes in reasoning. In Über Sinn und Bedeutung, after
presenting a problematic case for his account of subordinate clauses, Frege
for example comments:

This arises from an imperfection of language, from which even the symbolic
language of mathematical analysis is not altogether free; even there combinations
of symbols can occur that seem to stand for [bedeuten] something but (at least so
far) are bedeutungslos, e.g. divergent infinite series. [. . . ] A logically perfect language
[eine logisch vollkommene Sprache] (Begriffsschrift) should satisfy the conditions, that
every expression grammatically well constructed as a proper name out of signs
already introduced shall in fact designate an object, and that no new sign shall be
introduced as a proper name without being secured a Bedeutung. The logic books
contain warnings against logical mistakes arising from the ambiguity of expressions.
I regard as no less pertinent a warning against apparent proper names that have
no Bedeutung. The history of mathematics supplies errors which have arisen in this
way. This lends itself to demagogic abuse as easily as ambiguity – perhaps more
easily. ‘The will of the people’ can serve as an example; for it is easy to establish
that there is at any rate no generally accepted Bedeutung for this expression. It is
therefore by no means unimportant to eliminate the source of these mistakes, at
least in science, once and for all. Then such objections as the one discussed above
would become impossible (Frege, , p. ).

One can find similar observations in Russell’s writings, and in Wittgen-
stein’s Tractatus. Russell, in particular, insisted on many occasions, starting
from On Denoting (), on the fact that the surface grammar of a sentence
may mislead us: it is not immediately evident, for example, that a sentence
such as “The queen of England is aged” involves a quantification. For these
philosophers, a logically perfect language would be one not having any of
these defects of natural language. In fact, «[a] logically perfect language
has rules of syntax which prevent nonsense, and has single symbols which

. For more on the uses that have been made of the idea of a logically perfect language in the
analytic tradition, see H ().

. According to Andrea Iacona, another alleged defect of natural languages is that some of its
expressions are context sensitive. In contrast, he claims, «a logically perfect language is free from
context sensitivity» (, p. ). This, however, seems dubious to me. I do not see any reason why a
logically perfect language should not count indexicals and demostratives among its expressions. In
fact, Russell went so far as to write that «[t]he only words one does use as names in the logical sense
are words like ‘this’ or ‘that’» (–, p. ).

. For a discussion of Russell’s On Denoting relating it to the idea of a logically perfect language,
see K () and M ().
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always have a definite and unique meaning» (Russell, , p. X). Hence,
any such language would not be affected by vagueness and lexical or struc-
tural ambiguity, it would not contain expressions without reference, and it
would be such that the inferential potential of any sentence – the logical
relations of any sentence with any other sentence – is not hidden, so to
speak. In a word, it would be a language in which there is no mismatch
between syntactic structure and logical form. And, of course, it would be
a language capable of expressing everything that can be expressed: for any
meaningful sentence of a natural language there would be a sentence of
the logically perfect language having exactly the same (truth–conditional)
meaning. Actually, Frege dreamed of building an artificial language with
such characteristics: his Begriffsschrift was meant to be a first step in this di-
rection. And, some years later, Russell made some further steps. As he wrote
in the second lecture of The Philosophy of Logical Atomism, «[t]he language
which is set forth in Principia Mathematica [the book on the foundations of
mathematics he wrote together with Alfred Whitehead] [. . . ] aims at being
that sort of language that, if you add a vocabulary, would be a logically
perfect language» (Russell, –, p. ). Interestingly for my purpose
here, the passage continues in the following way:

Actual languages are not logically perfect in this sense, and they cannot possibly
be, if they are to serve the purposes of daily life. A logically perfect language, if it
could be constructed [Note the caution here, as well as in the passage quoted in
the preceding footnote], would not only be intolerably prolix, but, as regards its
vocabulary, would be very largely private to one speaker (ibidem).

Now, there is no doubt that with their work related to these issues
Frege, Russell, and Wittgenstein made long–lasting contributions to both
philosophy and logic. The fact is, however, that the very idea of a logically
perfect language soon ceased for various reasons to seem attractive to
analytic philosophers – as is well known, Wittgenstein himself changed
his mind on this. To use Richard Rorty’s () apt terminology, “Ideal
Language Philosophy” was quickly supplanted by “Ordinary Language
Philosophy”. And even those philosophers who, like W. V. Quine, were not
hostile to formal methods and took the logical regimentation of natural
language to be helpful for doing science, stopped dreaming about a logically

. It is perhaps worth noting here that this passage immediately precedes the one with Russell’s
famous, and contested, interpretation of the aim of Wittgenstein’s Tractatus: «Mr Wittgenstein is
concerned with the conditions for a logically perfect language – not that any language is logically
perfect, or that we believe ourselves capable, here and now, of constructing a logically perfect
language, but that the whole function of language is to have meaning, and it only fulfils this function
in proportion as it approaches to the ideal language which we postulate» (ibidem).
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perfect language: we can perhaps improve a bit on natural languages, but
that is all.

Thus, it may seem that the idea of a logically perfect language can be
classified together with the many other bizarre ideas that from time to time
surface in the history of philosophy – an idea that perhaps had a beneficial
impact on the development of twentieth century logic, but which can now
be put to rest. We must just take what we have, natural languages with all
their logical imperfections, because there is, and there can be, no logically
perfect language.

.

But is it really so? In this brief note, I want to suggest that no, perhaps it is
not. Perhaps, there is a logically perfect language, after all. And, if there is,
it is not a fancy artificial language that some extremely smart logician has
been able to construct. Not at all. On the contrary, it is a language that we
all have, and have always had, at our disposal, and that we use constantly,
even though it is not a natural language, at least if a natural language is a
spoken, or otherwise public, language.

More precisely, what I want to contend is that if a well–known empirical
hypothesis advanced in  by Jerry Fodor turns out to be true, then there is
a logically perfect language. The hypothesis comes in the area of what Fodor
(, pp. VII–IX) calls “speculative psychology”. In the last few decades
it has informed thousands of studies in the cognitive sciences, and is still
alive – it has fierce opponents, but also staunch defenders. In a nutshell,
the hypothesis says that thinking is couched in a symbolic system realized
in the brain. This symbolic system is like a language in many respects – in
particular, it has a syntax and a (truth–conditional) semantics. No wonder,
then, that Fodor called it the “language of thought”. My claim is simply that,
if it exists, the language of thought is a logically perfect language, since in
order to play the roles it is supposed to play in Fodor’s theory (the so–called
representational theory of mind) it has to have the main characteristics that a
logically perfect language is required to have: there must be no mismatch
between syntactic structure and logical form, and it has to be capable of
expressing everything that can be expressed, without any ambiguity.

. Generally, the hypothesis is rejected by those who oppose functionalism in philosophy
of mind and classical computationalism in cognitive sciences, such as eliminative materialists (e.g.,
C, ), connectionists (e.g., C, ; see also the essays collected in M and
M, ), and embodied cognition theorists (e.g., B, , P, , C, ,
and C, ). But functionalism and classical computationalism are still alive and well. See
B () for some critical considerations on Prinz’s book.
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As far as I know, Fodor never mentions the idea of a logically perfect
language. In fact, he arrives at the idea of a language of thought through
entirely different considerations. Thus, in a sense it is a striking coincidence
that he found exactly what Frege, Russell and Wittgenstein were searching
for. Nevertheless, it is surprising to my eyes that almost no one noticed
this coincidence. Both Frege’s, Russell’s and Wittgenstein’s considerations
related to the idea of a logically perfect language and Fodor’s considerations
related to the idea of a language of thought are well known among analytic
philosophers, but none of them seem to have connected them. Indeed,
it is curious that the only work I am aware of reaching conclusions to a
certain extend similar to mine comes from a semiotician rather than an
analytic philosopher. In fact, at the time when Eco was working on his
book on perfect languages, one of his students, Giovanna Cosenza, wrote
her PhD dissertation on Fodor’s hypothesis. The title of the dissertation
was Il linguaggio del pensiero come lingua perfetta (“The language of thought
as a perfect language”). Cosenza summarizes the conclusions she drew
there in an article with the same title published in Versus (). Basically,
she construes Fodor’s language of thought as a perfect language similar to
those theorized in the seventeenth century by philosophers such as Francis
Bacon, George Dalgarno, and John Wilkins. As should be clear by now, I
believe Cosenza was quite right, and I see myself as simply elaborating on
her suggestions. The only difference is that I focus on Frege’s, Russell’s,
and Wittgenstein’s projects, which Cosenza did not discuss, rather than on
Bacon’s, Dalgarno’s, and Wilkins’. On the one hand, they are projects I am
far more familiar with. On the other, it seems to me that Fodor’s language
of thought, if it exists, is not just a perfect language in a generic sense, but
specifically a logically perfect language: as I mentioned above, it has almost
all the characteristics that make a language perfect from a logical point of
view.

Unfortunately, I do not have the space here to go into details and to
explain why Fodor’s language of thought, if it exists at all, must have all
these characteristics. Very briefly, what is crucial is that, according to Fodor’s
representational theory of mind, mental processes (transitions from mental
states to mental states) are computations over sentences of the language
of thought. These sentences have semantic properties (truth–conditions),
but the computations are sensitive only to their syntactic properties. Under
these assumptions, the rationality of our mental processes can only be
explained by the fact that the syntactic properties of the language of thought

. I say “almost” because according to R (–, p. ) a logically perfect language does
not allow for synonymity («In a logically perfect language, there will be one word and no more for
every simple object»), whereas according to Fodor the language of thought does. However, it seems
dubious to me that a language allowing for synonymity should ipso facto count as logically imperfect.
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sentences mirror their semantic properties, which means, roughly, that their
syntactic structure is their logical form.

.

Rather than elaborating on this, I will proceed by briefly considering the
relation that, according to Russell, natural language sentences bear to the
thoughts we express by them, which should allow us to see from a different
perspective the connection between Russell’s idea of a logically perfect
language and Fodor’s idea of a language of thought. Russell’s theory of
thought is based on his adoption of the so–called Principle of Acquaintance,
which he states in various places. Here is the version from The Problems
of Philosophy: «Every proposition which we can understand must be composed
wholly of constituents with which we are acquainted» (Russell, , p. ). In
this formulation, «every proposition which we can understand» means every
thought which we can have or every content which we can entertain in thinking.
In a nutshell, Russell’s idea is that we think by mentally combining, so to
speak, certain entities with which we have a special direct and immediate
cognitive relation he calls “acquaintance”. These entities are the primitives
of our thoughts, and the mode by which they are combined in a thought
is its logical form. Due to his empiricist epistemology, however, Russell
believed that we cannot be acquainted with material entities such as the
notebook on which I am typing now. Rather, we are acquainted with sense
data and with certain abstract entities. Hence, the primitives we mentally
“combine” when we think are either sense data or abstract entities of a

. On the idea of a syntactic mirroring of semantic properties, see K (, pp. –),
who uses it to characterize the notion of a logically perfect language. Fodor writes: «we know from
formal logic that certain of the semantic relations among symbols can be, as it were, “mimicked”
by their syntactic relations; that, when seen from a very great distance, is what proof–theory is
about. So, within certain famous limits, the semantic relation that holds between two symbols when
the proposition expressed by the one is implied by the proposition expressed by the other can be
mimicked by syntactic relations in virtue of which one of the symbols is derivable from the other.
We can therefore build machines which have, again within famous limits, the following property:
the operations of such a machine consist entirely of transformations of symbols; in the course of
performing these operations, the machine is sensitive solely to syntactic properties of the symbols;
and the operations that the machine performs on the symbols are entirely confined to alterations
of their shapes. Yet the machine is so devised that it will transform one symbol into another if
and only if the symbols so transformed stand in certain semantic relations; e.g., the relation that the
premises bear to the conclusion in a valid argument. Such machines – computers, of course – just are
environments in which the causal role of a symbol token is made to parallel the inferential role of the
proposition that it expresses. [. . . ] Computers are a solution to the problem of mediating between
the causal properties of symbols and their semantic properties. So if the mind is a sort of computer,
we begin to see how you can have a theory of mental processes that succeeds where associationism
(to say nothing of behaviorism) abjectly failed; a theory which explains how there could regularly be
nonarbitrary content relations among causally related thoughts» (F, , pp. –).
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certain sort, which are, then, the only constituents of our thoughts. Note,
however, that natural language sentences never contain names for those
very peculiar entities which Russell calls “sense data”. If these sentences are
meaningful, they express a thought, but they express it in a nontransparent
way: their syntactic structure does not mirror the structure of the thought,
since their syntactic primitives (roughly, the words that occur in them) do
not correspond to the constituent of the thought. In fact, as Wittgenstein
famously wrote in the Tractatus:

Man possesses the ability to construct languages capable of expressing every sense
[. . . ].

Everyday language is a part of the human organism and is no less complicated than
it.

It is not humanly possible to gather immediately from it what the logic of language
is.

Language disguises thought. So much so, that from the outward form of the
clothing it is impossible to infer the form of the thought beneath it, because the
outward form of the clothing is not designed to reveal the form of the body, but for
entirely different purposes.

The tacit conventions on which the understanding of everyday language depends
are enormously complicated (Wittgenstein, , prop. .).

We can nevertheless understand natural language sentences, but this
requires a process of analysis, and sometimes the process of analysis goes
wrong, and we end up misunderstanding. This could not happen with
sentences of a logically perfect language, because a sentence of a logically
perfect language requires no analysis: its constituents, which Russell calls
“logically proper names”, would directly stand for the constituents of the
thought it expressed, and its syntactic structure would mirror the logical
form of the thought. If there were a logically perfect language, we could
characterize the analysis, hence the process of understanding, in terms of a
translation: one has to map a natural language sentence, which expresses a
thought “opaquely”, onto a sentence of the logically perfect language that
expresses that same thought “transparently”. But this is exactly what one
does, if Fodor is right and there is a language of thought: one understands
a sentence he or she hears or reads by mapping it onto a sentence of
the language by which he or she thinks, which, obviously, “expresses” a
thought transparently. With regard to this, Fodor is quite explicit, although
his terminology is very different. In discussing «the mechanisms whereby
human beings exchange information via natural languages» (, p. ), and,

. On the idea of analysis as translation (paraphrase) and its historical vicissitudes, see M
().
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more precisely, «the psychological mechanisms involved in understanding
a natural language» (p. n, my italics), he claims that the «the internal
representation of a [natural language] sentence is simply its translation in
the language of thought» (ibidem, my italics). Here is an exemplification:

Suppose that F is that formula of the internal code [the language of thought] which
corresponds to the English sentence ‘There’s an ink–blot on this page’ (hereafter,
‘S’). Then, presumably, understanding tokens of S involves assigning tokens of F as
their internal representations, and believing that a certain token of S is true involves
believing that the corresponding token of F is true. A natural account of what is
involved in believing that a token of F is true is simply that F is taken to be true
in those computations in which it is involved; e.g., that it is treated as a nonlogical
axiom in those computations (Fodor, , p. ).

As I said, as far as I know Fodor never mentions the idea of a logically
perfect language. There is a passage in his  book, however, where he
connects his views about the language of thought and the tradition of which
Frege, Russell and the early Wittgenstein are illustrious exponents:

The notion that a theory of meaning serves, in effect, to pair natural language sentences
with some sort of canonical representation of their truth conditions is, of course, not
new. It has been in the philosophical literature for as long as philosophers have
distinguished between the surface form of sentences and their ‘logical’ form. Indeed,
the precise point of this distinction has always been that the sentences of a natural
language do not provide appropriate domains for the application of logical rules, but
that some specifiable translations of such sentences would. To represent the logical
form of a sentence is to represent the truth condition of the sentence explicitly, in a
way that the sentence itself fails to do (Fodor, , p. ).

Fodor continues by stressing a “difference” between his account and
“this tradition”. Contrary to the latter, he writes,

we are taking the notion of a canonical representation seriously as part of a psychological
theory; the appropriate canonical representation of a sentence is the one that the
speaker has in mind when he utters the sentence and the hearer recovers when he
understands what the speaker said; i.e., it is that representation which makes explicit
what utterances of the sentence are intended to communicate (Fodor, , p. ).

In my opinion, however, the difference is not so great as Fodor seems
to suggest. I cannot argue for this here, but I believe that Wittgenstein, and
perhaps, more confusedly, Russell, although almost certainly not Frege, con-
ceived of a logically perfect language as something actually involved in the

. Hence, «linguistic and psycholinguistic theories, insofar as they contribute to accounts of
communication, must specify the procedures whereby this translation is affected» (p. ).
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activities of understanding and thinking (What they lacked, in contrast to
Fodor, was, of course, a naturalistic, computational, account of these activities).

Fodor’s is an empirical hypothesis. We do not know yet whether it is
true or false: as I said, it has fierce opponents and staunch defenders (see
Fodor,  for a recent revisitation and development of it). What I have
tried to argue here is only that until we get a clear verdict on it, it would
not be wise to classify the idea of a logically perfect language as another
bizarre product of some excessively creative philosophers. Maybe there is
a logically perfect language, after all. And if there is, we use it all the time,
even though we are not aware of this.
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By contrast, I can give no more than bare notice
to any of the following: [. . . ] . formal languages
whose use is limited to special scientific purposes,
such as the languages of chemistry, algebra and
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E, , p. 

To Umberto Eco

Abstract

The paper discusses a short program in BASIC and its textual output, both con-
tained in Foucault’s Pendulum by Umberto Eco, with the aim of highlighting the
semiotic complexity of programming languages. First, the specific enunciative
regime installed by the novel is discussed, including the narrative and the code
layers. Starting from enunciation issues, the problem of the status of the code as a
replica or pseudo–replica is introduced, according to Eco’s theory of modes of sign
production. To this end, the BASIC language is shortly presented, and the program
is analyzed in relation to the many BASIC dialects. Then, the relation between
expression and content is taken into account, starting from a translation perspective
that compares the actual program with other implementations, both in BASIC and
in other languages. Finally, the program is discussed as a result of a writing practice
that governs its functioning and in relation to the distinction between alphabetic
and hieroglyphic dimensions.

Keywords: semiotics of computer programming, modes of sign production, theory of
enunciation, textual analysis, Umberto Eco

. Introduction

In Section  (And begin by combining this name) of Chapter  (Hokmah) of
his Foucault’s Pendulum, Eco (, hence on FP) inserts a fragment of

∗ CIRMA/StudiUm, Università degli Studi di Torino.
. Curiously enough, in the English translation (Eco, ) the section starts with a different

quotation with respect to the Italian edition. As we will see, a literal translation from the Italian
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BASIC code. This is the program that Jacopo Belbo writes to obtain all the
combinations without repetitions (permutations) of four letters provided in
input by the user. The aim of the program is to obtain cabalistically all the
 permutations of the name of God (“IHVH”). The program is reproduced
in full and typographically cited in monospaced font, typical of a terminal or
a dot matrix printer. Later, in order to discover Belbo’s password Casaubon,
armed with a bottle of whiskey, succeeds (but only after «a good half hour»)
in extending the program by producing a version that generates all 
permutations of a string of  letters (IAHVEH, so to include vowels, instead
to be limited to consonant phonetism). While this second program is not
reported, its output is included in the text, in the form of a multicolumn
text, again in monospaced font.

This contribution aims at providing some observations on the enuncia-
tive mechanism that includes the program, on the program itself from a
semiotic point of view, and on the relationship established between narrative
and code writing. Starting from the example from FP, and following Valle
and Mazzei () I will propose an initial semiotic reflection on program-
ming languages (or at least on some of their aspects). In particular, I will try
to demonstrate how the “artificial” dimension of programming languages,
while being indeed a characterizing feature, does not imply any reduced or
diminished status with respect to non–formal sign systems. A fundamental
feature of programming languages is that of turning to two interpreters,
human and machine. It applies to both according to specific modalities for
each, but at the same time it defines a sort of common in–between ground.
In order to describe this complexity, the following notes will borrow ele-
ments both from the specific literature on programming languages and
from a set of semiotic constructs, such as the modes of sign production
(Eco ), the oppositions between autography/allography (Goodman,
) and text/grammar (Lotman, Uspenskij, ). Finally, I will discuss
the status of writing in relation to the conceptual polarity between alphabet
and hieroglyph (Derrida, ).

. The enunciative regime

A first question concerns the enunciative regime in the context of the textual
organization of the novel.

From the point of view of enunciation theory, the fragment of code and
the printed output are evidently the result of a débrayage (Greimas–Courtés,

Le ventidue lettere fondamentali as The Twenty Basic Letters would have been particularly apt for the
following discussion.
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). In fact, the program and the output are not described, rather they
are included. In order to underline the inclusion of other textual sources,
a typical marking of débrayage in Eco the novelist is given by typographic
features. In FP different fonts are used to indicate different regimes of
enunciation. Apart from the computer’s program and its output, in FP also
the text files written with a word processor by Belbo are assigned a specific
typesetting.

The situation can be easily schematized as in Figure , in which NL
stands for “natural language” and PL for “programming language”.

Figure : Enunciation layers.

On closer inspection, by putting together the Greimasian theory of
enunciation and the Echian theory of modes of sign production (Eco, ;
Valle, ), the situation can be summarized as follows. The presence of a
code fragment (marked twice, both in terms of semiotic system – the code –
and typographic procedure – the font) produces a débrayage. This débrayage,
as in all cases of “literal” quotations, works by “ostension”. Ostension is a
mode of sign production (properly a “labor”) that operates metonymically,
in which the object is meant «as a representative of the class to which it
belongs» (Eco, , p. ). The presence of the code and its typesetting
thus stands for the computer program (and its activity). But, recursively, the
program itself is a semiotic element that shows a specific, internal mode of
production. Which one?

If the program is a real program, then the production would be obtained
by “replica”, as a text string is a program if and only if it complies with a
formal specification (Gabbrielli, Martini, ). A programming language
therefore produces graphic expressions by replica, typically following the
model of alphabetical writing, the latter itself being based on the phono-
logical model of natural language. In all these cases of replica, the type
pre–exists to the token, and the latter must be produced according the
former.

But what about if the code is just a textual fragment that stylistically
simulates a certain programming language syntax? Then, the “code” would
be a “pseudo–replica”, a stylistically informed pastiche. To put it with

. An apparent example is Il cimitero di Praga (E, ). The extreme case is the “multimedia”
textual organization of La misteriosa fiamma della Regina Loana (E, ).
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Lotman and Uspenskij (), is Belbo’s program (hence on, anagrammi) a
“grammatical” example (i.e. a real program) or a “textual” example (i.e. a
literary device)?

It should be noted that if we consider the enunciation on the NL refe-
rence level (that of the narrative program of FP), in the end nothing would
change. Whether anagrammi is a true program or some sort of pastiche,
by adhering to the NL enunciation, the Model Reader (Eco, ) has to
accept it as real. That is, the enunciative pact (bound by NL enunciation)
requires to assume the truthfulness of the example. From this point of
view, the code example could have been easily omitted. It would have been
enough to skip it and sew the preceding NL sentence with the following
one. The same observation applies to the output example, but, as in this
case we are not dealing with a program, there is no way (or utility) to settle
the question: we can only assume (adhering to NL enunciation) that it is
generated by a computer program.

Indeed, to ascertain if anagrammi is a real program is an easy task for
anyone knowing Eco or his work, and the obvious answer is yes. But the issue
is subtler than what may appear. Given a certain sequence of characters, the
only way to know if it is a program or not is to find a grammar to which
the former is compliant. So, the question is theoretical and at the same time
archeological: it concerns a sort of theoretical archeology of sign production.

. Observations on the program, or The drifting of basic

The “neat little program” anagrammi is cited on FP (p. ) as follows (Fig. ):

Figure : The program anagrammi (FP, ).

It is rather compact ( lines) and, as Belbo recalls, is written in “Basic”
(FP, p. ), even if the name of the language should be spelled in capital
letters (BASIC), being the acronym of Beginner’s All–purpose Symbolic

. Cfr. “And he showed Diotallevi the program; Diotallevi had to agree it looked cabalistic.
[. . . anagrammi] Try it yourself. When [. . . ]” (E, , p. ).
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Instruction Code (Kemeny, Kurtz, , p. ). The goal is to generate all the
permutations of a string of  characters: as observed by Diotallevi replying
to Belbo, the  possibilities result from the factorial of  (FP, p. ).

According to BASIC specification, each line, which represents a “state-
ment” in the language, must be explicitly numbered (Kemeny, Kurtz, ,
p. ). This feature is typical of the language, and, since a later insertion of a
line in the middle of the program (e.g. in case of revision) would require
a modification of all the subsequent line numbers, the standard practice
of BASIC is to number lines by , so as to leave room for subsequent
insertions. The first line () uses the REM statement that indicates a text
comment. When it is encountered, the interpreter/compiler jumps to the
next statement. There are no other comments, and the program therefore
does not provide other metalinguistic “hooks”, that would trigger an embra-
yage towards the human interpreter. Line  uses the INPUT statement
to request the user to enter  characters, which will be stored in the array
L$, a data structure that represents an ordered sequence of elements, with
progressive indices from  to . The symbol $ specifies that the elements in
L are of string type. The array L is not declared but immediately allocated.
Line  prints a blank line on the console via the PRINT statement. Lines
– are the heart of the permutation program that includes the printing
of the permutations from the four–element array (). Since L$ is an array,
each of its elements is accessible through an index, represented by I–I:
each index can have a value from  to , indicating the relative character
among the four inserted in input. The LPRINT statement specifically sends
the characters to a printer, with no spaces between the characters. In this
way, the permuted string is printed (on paper). Finally, line  (with the
END statement) requires the program to terminate.

The heart of the permutation program is given by three nested loops
FOR (lines , , ) but the flow of instructions is made more complex by
the insertion of conditional IF statements. In fact, after the evaluation of the
condition by IF, the THEN statement specifies a line number to which the
execution must jump and then resume sequentially. Lines – contain
NEXT statements, which produce the advancement of previously specified
FOR loops (by increasing the relative counters). In other words, NEXT skips
the execution again. Thus, for example, line  requires, if the condition
I = I is true, to jump to , which in turn requires to jump to , after
increasing I, then it proceeds to the conditional  and so on.

A fundamental difference with the literary text is evident here. The
organization of a program is only apparently sequential, but in reality

. For the relation between human and machine interpretation in programming languages see
V, M, .
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is described by a topological graph of relations that may not have, as it
happens in our case, a visual manifestation in the code. In other words,
like in algebraic formulas, its iconic nature is represented in a symbolic
form (to put it with Peirce, C.P. .). While being a general condition in
the enunciation of programming languages, this feature certainly finds its
most radical operator in the so–called GOTO statement, which precisely
specifies a jump from one line of code to another one. The BASIC language
borrows this type of instruction form previous languages, but it typically
makes a pervasive use of it: the language includes a specific statement
(GOTO, not represented in anagrammi) and an implicit implementation,
occurring when THEN is followed by a line number (as indeed happens
in our program). In the computer science community, an endless diatribe
involved the GOTO statement, in particular thanks to a famous paper by
Dijkstra (). The main criticism concerns the difficult of reading a
program that makes use of it: a criticism thus dealing with the human
side of the programming language interpretation. As a consequence, the
so–called “structured programming” paradigm has been proposed to avoid
GOTO statements in favor of the encapsulation of information and the
use of control structures (Gabrielli, Martini, , p.  ff.). Beyond the
theoretical debate in computer science, which is not relevant here, it is
indeed interesting to observe that, for the human interpreter, accessing
the small anagrammi resembles more closely a decryption than a reading,
because the program, instead of clearly specifying a permutation logic,
forces the reader to an inexhaustible pursuit of the required jumps across
the  lines of code.

To understand the logic underlying the program, it is therefore ap-
propriate to describe it by means of a flowchart, shown in Figure , in
which only the REM statement has been omitted. Relevant line numbers in
the code are shown (underlined) next to their relative blocks (FOR cycles
are represented by two blocks, the initialization of the counter In and a
conditional IF).

The three nested cycles concern the counters I, I, I, all initialized
with value = . The I counter is compared with I, while I with both
I and I. If the counter has the same value as the comparison, then it is
incremented, and the condition evaluated again. The starting assumption
is that indices must necessarily be all different, so they are progressively
increased until this condition is realized. On the contrary, the counter I
is always calculated by subtracting from the sum of all indices (+++
= ) the three previously computed. Once I is calculated, the sequence

. For a discussion of GOTO specifically in relation to BASIC and in the perspective of “Critical
Code Studies” see M et al., , pp.  ff.
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Figure : Flowchart for anagrammi.

of characters is sent to the printer (LPRINT) by accessing the array L$
according to the order specified by the indices. Then, I is increased and so
on.

Figure  shows the actual computation sequence for the first two permu-
tations. The executed blocks are represented by gray circles, connected by
arrows, while the first two printed permutations of the indices are shown on
the left side (dashed lines). The process continues for another  times, and
from the fifth permutation it goes back up to the I counter (now increased
to ), in a sort of continuous circulation.
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Figure : Computation steps shown on the flowchart.

GOTO statements are considered dangerous in literature because they
produce the so–called spaghetti code. And in fact, from the mere reading
of the code, the reconstruction of the machine process from the human
side is, to say the least, very complex. Indeed, spaghetti is an appropriate
metaphor for the messy cluster of lines in Figure , a very complex path on
the flowchart graph.

In the remainder of the section , Casaubon, equipped with a bottle of
whiskey, claims to have succeeded to “modify” the code to  characters. The
program is not reported, but its output is included in FP (pp. –). Assuming
the notion of “modification” as an expansion of anagrammi maintaining the
same logic, the program could be something like this (Fig. ):

. «The control flow between the various program components, instead of being a simple
graph with few edges (which connect the output of a command to the input of the following one), is
described by a graph in which the edges resemble a plate of spaghetti» (Gabbrielli, Martini, , p.
).
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Figure : Reconstruction of the modified version of the program (FP –).

The code retains anagrammi’s BASIC line numbering and interpolates
various lines to include two new cycles for I and I (–). The index I is
calculated as in anagrammi, but the summation of the first  natural numbers
is now  (). The increase of additional counters/indices follows. With
respect to Figure , it is a question of extending the structure of the graph
downwards, a sort of growth in which the two new blocks progressively
increase the number of comparisons between indices (and the complexity
of the path on the graph, in short: more spaghetti).

The previous discussion deliberately omitted a historical overview on
the programming language used. As discussed, FP states that it is “Basic”.
Conceived and implemented with a didactic intent by John G. Kemeny and
Thomas E. Kurtz of Dartmouth College in Hanover, New Hampshire, BA-
SIC became operational in  (Kemeny and Kurtz ) and was met with
an extraordinary success, becoming the standard programming language
for personal computing that appeared from the second half of the s. This
success produced a proliferation of dialects, a multitude of variations on the
language specifications providing partially different statements, as well as
various syntactical features that were mutually incompatible. Such a dialec-
tization made programs potentially not executable outside the reference
interpreter/compiler. So much so that already in  Lien wrote The BASIC
Handbook, which is not at all a manual, rather a sort of vade mecum for the
conversion of a dialect into another, among the “hundreds” available (Lien,
, p. ).

. On the history of BASIC see MC, .
. Introducing the second edition, Lien () proudly says that «its creation was a monu-

mental task» (p. ) because, «like the universe, BASIC keeps expanding» (p. ). Lien claims to ta-
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But in FP nothing is said about which BASIC dialect is in use in ana-
grammi, nor what computer was purchased by Belbo. As discussed, the
question may seem trivial, but on the textual level it concerns the mode of
sign production. Only if the code is “legal” (i.e. grammatically well–formed,
so that it can be executed by the interpreter) we are properly dealing with
a replica, that is, a strictly grammatical example. Otherwise, the mode of
production is a pseudo–replica, and the “Basic” in FP would be a sort of
parody, however accurate, of BASIC. It would involve a Lotmanian textual
dynamics, which derives a text from a certain corpus of examples (Lotman,
Uspenskij, ). For Lotman, while a grammatical mode is based on the
expression (generated via production rules, to put it in Chomskian terms),
a textual mode starts from the content, and then generates expressions,
without a pre–existing type, as Eco would say. By knowing a bit of BASIC it
is indeed possible to write a pseudo–program that more or less accurately
imitates BASIC expressions, starting from the “–letter permutation” con-
tent, without this necessarily being compliant with a specific grammar. By
hypothetically proceeding along a similar chain of textual derivations, one
might reach the so–called pseudocode, that is, a code that does not belong to
any language, but which illustrates a computational process with an abstract
syntax resembling the model (or the different models) of programming
languages, without being compliant with the grammar of any of them. As
discussed earlier, in the context of FP enunciation such a textual pastiche
would work as well (it would stand for a “program sample”).

In his translation handbook, Lien methodologically suggests to “Untan-
gle the Original, First” (Lien, , p. ). By inspecting anagrammi, it turns
out that it actually makes use of a limited number of statements (precisely:
REM, INPUT, PRINT, LPRINT, FOR/TO/NEXT, IF/THEN, LET, END)
that belong to the core of the language, while statements from dialectized
implementations are typically related to hardware aspects like graphics,
sound and peripherals.

Yet, anagrammi does not execute on QuiteBasic, a recent on–line imple-
mentation of a generic BASIC, because this version requires to declare the
array L$ before using it. Moreover, neither the line relative to the multiple
input for the elements of the array nor LPRINT (which sends data directly
to a dot matrix printer) is legal. Instead, this modified version executes (Fig.
):

ke into account more than  variants. The MANMRK site lists  different implementations
(http://www.manmrk.net).

. Properly, Eco speaks of “pseudo–combinational units” (, p. ).
. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudocode.
. http://www.quitebasic.com.

http://www.manmrk.net/tutorials/basic/d4.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pseudocode
http://www.quitebasic.com
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Figure : Modified program for QuiteBasic.

The DIM statement declares the array L$ (), INPUT is called on se-
parate lines (–), and the LPRINT statement, linked to the hardware
technologies of the ’s, is replaced with a PRINT one (that prints on the
screen, ).

Anyhow, the original program compiles on Vintage BASIC, as far as
LPRINT is replaced with PRINT. Still, a specification is missing, or better,
it is buried in the source code. Our anagrammi also compiles on Altair
BASIC– (Rev. .), that is, the first Microsoft product of  for MITS
Altair computers. But here too a slight modification is required, concerning
the INPUT statement, which must be repeated for each element of the array
L$ (e.g. INPUT L$(), etc.).

So exactly in relation to which grammar does the Belbo fragment fit?
How to verify its legal status as a replica?

FP was published in , and, as noted by Eco (), many interviewers
wanted him at all cost to admit that the entire novel was generated by a
computer program. While this does not hold true at all, Eco also recalls
that FP was written using the word processor Wordstar. The latter
was released in  for MS–DOS systems on IBM PC. In fact, it is very
likely that the BASIC in question is the one included in the IBM personal

. http://www.vintage-basic.net/.
. It is interesting to observe that Vintage BASIC (), while adhering to a ‘s nostalgia,

follows the same drifting path typical of BASIC. The developer Lyle Kopnicky says: «Vintage BASIC
is a language derived from the Microsoft’s original Altair BASIC. It would feel right at home on a
Commodore . The design tensions of Vintage BASIC are: run the majority of programs from
BASIC Computer Games [. . . ]; Stick fairly close to the behavior of Microsoft BASIC v as found
on the Commodore ; ANSI Minimal BASIC standard (ANSI X.–); Relax constraints in the
language where it is easy to do without compromising compatibility» (http://www.vintage-basic.net).

. I am grateful to Giorgio Sancristoforo for running the program on his Altair  clone.
. http://www.wordstar.org.

http://www.vintage-basic.net/
http://www.vintage-basic.net/downloads/Vintage_BASIC_Users_Guide.html
http://www.wordstar.org/index.php/wordstar-history
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computers, that is, the IBM BASIC developed by Microsoft, and probably
the IBM Disk BASIC (IBM ). IBM’s BASIC Reference includes both the
LPRINT statement and the possibility of not using DIM to declare the size
of the arrays (which at that point would have a default size of ). It also
explicitly requires the use of the $ symbol for strings (IBM ). Back to
enunciation issues, this also highlights the different status of the program
(which is compliant with this specification) with respect to the multicolumn
output (which is not). Since LPRINT adds a linefeed/carriage return after
each call, the output text has surely been reformatted on  columns in the
typesetting process of the book (for spacing reasons, evidently).

. Expression and Content found in translation

Once the grammaticality of the code has been verified, an interesting issue
concerns the relationship between the three types of notation, the writ-
ten program, the flowchart, the sequence of instructions. Such an issue
properly concerns the status of expression and content, or the sign func-
tion, in the program. It must be observed that we are always dealing with
symbolic, properly “written”, layers: there is no hardware involved in the
situation. Telegraphically, in semiotics the demarcation between the two
planes (Hjelmlsev, ) is established on the basis of a relevance criterion
(Prieto, ), and this depends on a practice (always Prieto, ), therefore
not on an ontology, so as to be mobile (Fabbri, ) and also reversible (Eco,
), partially if not totally (Eco, ). What types of E/C relationships, i.e.
which sign functions, are therefore outlined by a program like anagrammi?

Considering the perspective of the computation process, Figure  is re-
levant. In other words, it indicates a sequence of computations that moves
from START to terminate with END. This sequence is ordered with respect
to a logical time and leads from the input of a string to all its permuta-
tions. One could list (as diagrammatically in Figure ) all the steps, and
an expression of it would then be an ordered list of computational units.
Yet the programming languages have exactly the objective of describing a
similar sequence in a structurally different way. We could then consider
Figure . It is a flowchart, a graphic notation that immediately took hold

. In FP anagrammi is said to come from a “manual”. While it uses statements from IBM BASIC,
the Reference provided by IBM does not include it. In fact, it looks like a small example about how to
solve a certain task, and the algorithm, while clever, cannot be easily generalized. With my surprise,
anagrammi is not so much quoted in the internet. In the e–zine Net Run, the user Master takes the
program as a perfectly negative example. It is not general, it increasingly adds computation for each
letter added and, as Casaubon did, it needs to be rewritten each time the size of the input string
changes (Master ). Most probably, it was originally written just as an introductory code sample.
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in computer science as a fundamental tool for designing and describing
a program. This notation (also in didactics) comes before the writing of
the code, and represents the whole of the units of computation and their
relations. It condenses the sequence of computational steps in a structure of
relations, that can be then implemented into a certain language. Finally, the
program. The code in a certain language remains a notation of the realized
process (as in Figure ) and at the same time of the relations that are at its
origin (as in Figure ).

A translation perspective proves useful ( Jakobson ). It is indeed
possible to write several programs in BASIC or in different languages that
describe the same set of relations depicted in the flowchart of Figure . For
example, in BASIC one could use a WHILE statement that replaces the
lines , ,  The following is an implementation of Figure  written in
the Python language that uses a “while” statement (Fig. ):

Figure : Implementation of Figure  written in the Python language using a “while”
statement.

It is a kind of literal translation because it respects all the processes
described in Figure . Two points are relevant and concern the spacing.
Firstly, the indented typographic organization visually underlines the nested
organization of the cycles (making it easier to understand for the human
interpreter). Secondly, a characteristic feature of Python (and of very few
other languages) is that this same spacing is part of the grammar (it is
mandatory in the production of expressions).

. Flowchart notation was originally developed by John Von Neumann back in  and received
a first standardization by ANSI in  (see the historical contribution by C, ).

. http://www.python.org/.
. In the following discussion, I am considering printing on the screen, and not on paper.

http://www.python.org/
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However, in a modern and complex language, the realization of a per-
mutation is usually already available to the user. For example, in Python
one could write (Fig ):

Figure : A version of the same program in Python using a permutation.

In Python, “itertools” is a module that provides a set of iteration func-
tions, including permutation. The task of the permutation is therefore solved
by line , that acts as a black box. The next cycle simply takes the collections
of  characters, assembles them into a string and prints them in sequence.
The result is exactly the same as anagrammi. In this sense, one could say
that the three previous programs constitute three expressions of the same
content in terms not of the process, but of the result.

The next example is written in a third, more exotic language (SuperCol-
lider), and in a more esoteric fashion (Fig. ).

Figure : A version of the same program in SuperCollider.

The result of the program is exactly the same as the previous ones.
The permutation is explicitly calculated (unlike in the last Python example,
where the permutation is solved by the black box provided by itertools) but
with a very different approach, even if partly inspired by anagrammi. The
latter nests three cycles with the aim of building four different indices to
access the array. The example in SuperCollider solves the same problem
from a different perspective. First, it builds an array of integers from 
to , included (here, as usual in computer science, indices start from
, rather than  as in anagrammi). Then, it converts each number into
a string (for example,  becomes “”), and again into an array of 
numbers ([,,,]). At this point, from all the obtained arrays only those
that include the set {,,,} are selected. These filtered arrays are therefore

. https://supercollider.github.io.

https://supercollider.github.io
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all possible sequences without repetitions of ,,,, and are used to access
the characters of the string l, reassemble them in a string and print it on the
screen.

Finally, returning to BASIC one could even write a program composed
as follows (Fig. ):

Figure : Another variation of the program in BASIC.

Now, the hypothetical and paradoxical nature of the program is evident,
because the calculation of permutations, instead of being delegated to the
computational agent, is directly described by the code (and therefore in
charge of the human agent), so that it would include other  blocks on
the model of lines –. However, the program is perfectly legal and, in
a complete version, generates exactly the same result of the others. It is a
direct notation, a sort of score in the traditional musical sense, of the result.
What it is missing here is the condensed nature typical of a program.

The situation can be schematized as in Figure .

Figure : Expression/Content relations in the various implementations.

The original anagrammi and his translation in Python are expressions of
the same content, here intended as the topology of relations represented

. Among the many possible orders, the permutations by anagrammi (and by all the translations
proposed here) are generated following the so–called “lexicographic order” in relation to the indices
(e.g. S, , p. ). The SuperCollider example focuses on such an order, obtained through a
brute force, totally inefficient, approach. Of course, computational efficiency is not at stake here.
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by the flowchart. The flowchart in turn is an expression of computation
states. Yet, the symbolic path does not stop here, as the code is translated
into machine instructions, that are probably different, thus bifurcating at
a lower level (i.e. nearer to the machine). Still, the two programs are ex-
pressions of the same content if the latter is meant in terms of its output.
The second Python program delegates to itertools the permutation, and,
apart from the machine sequence (not represented) it leads to the same
result. So, again, in terms of output, it is an expression of the same content.
The SuperCollider program implements a completely different logic (e.g. it
describes a different flowchart/sequence, not represented), still it outputs
the desired permutations. These considerations are a sort of translation
in semiotic terms of the distinction in computer science between “opera-
tional” and “denotational” semantics. In the first case, «the meaning of a
well–formed program is the trace of computation steps that results from
processing the program’s input», while in the second such a meaning is “a
mathematical function from input data to output data” (Schmidt , p.
). In semiotics, it could be re–translated and generalized as a distinction
between a “process” and a “result” notation. But, as the distinction between
expression and content depends on a certain pertinence, all the previous
programs can be considered expression of the same content in a different
respect, in “pragmaticistic” terms, if we assume that a program is the expres-
sion of a certain problem to be solved, in our case «to compute and print
the permutations». In relation to such a criterion, the paradoxical final
BASIC program is quite different, as it solves a different, reduced problem:
it only prints the permutations, leaving computation to the human side. In
short, it has a different content in relation to this pertinence. Still, it leads
to the same output. So, at least in these terms (pertinence of result), it is
still the expression of the same content, if the output is taken into account.
Moreover, as it is written in BASIC, it could also be possible (but this can be
ascertained only by inspecting the machine code) that it leads to the same
machine sequence (hence the dash–dotted arrow in Figure ).

These initial considerations show the semiotic complexity of program-
ming languages, both as semiotic objects (i.e. with respect to the expres-
sion/content articulation) and in relation to interpretative processes. A
complexity that does not end here, but that is indeed reflected also in
enunciation (see Valle, Mazzei, ).

Far from being limited to a formalism in which the organization of
expression is in some way eliminable as a superfluous element, a program

. In relation to the so–called “pattern design” in Object–Oriented Programming, Noble, Biddle
and Tempero (, p. ) state: “A pattern–description is a sign, where the signifier is the pattern’s
solution and the signified is the pattern’s intent, that is, its problem, context, known uses, and
rationale”.
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is not an abstract object, but the result of a writing practice shared by a
community of “speakers” (or better “writers” or “coders”, Seibel, ),
with the variability that the latter introduces. Thus, programming shares
with other semiotic practices that feature of enunciation “in the wild”. And
yet, a programming language can only be defined in a perfectly grammatical
way.

. The perfect replica and hieroglyphic writing

The concept of replica thus finds its pure model in programming languages.
Such a perfect “allography” (Goodman, ) derives from a grammar
that can only be defined a priori, be it described in an explicit form or
buried into the implementation of the interpreter/compiler. It is perhaps a
unique semiotic case, because unlike other semiotic systems, programming
languages are not subject to any diachronic drift. The dialects of BASIC are
dialects only with respect to human interpretation, while being different and
perfectly defined grammars for the evaluator program. The prototypical
example of labor by replica is the articulation of natural languages. But
their arbitrary and socially shared nature does not ensure the maintenance
of the system. As already noted by Saussure, the “langue” properly does
not exist except as an abstraction with respect to usages, and the social
sanction operates a posteriori with respect to production: «A language–state
is a not a point but rather a certain span of time during which the sum
of the modifications that have supervened are minimal» (Saussure, , p.
). But a programming language is not subject, in itself, to any diachronic
drift. If such a condition is shared by all strictly formal systems, under
no circumstances it is possible to witness a semiotic proliferation like in
programming languages. Since the s more than  programming
languages have been invented. In  the Linux kernel amounted to
 million lines of code distributed in  files. It is a gigantic set of
writing practices and productions. Writing is indeed a pivotal notion in
programming, to the point that programming has been often considered a
literary activity.

Back to FP, the relations between the two writing layers (and the two
levels of Figure ) are more complex than what may seem. First of all, na-
tural language is not at all natural, simply because written language is a

. http://www.tnmoc.org/.
. http://arstechnica.com/information-technology///linux-kernel-in---million-

total-lines-of-code-and-microsoft-is-a-top-contributor/.
. Among many examples, see the notion of “Literate programming” by K, .

http://www.tnmoc.org/
http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2012/04/linux-kernel-in-2011-15-million-total-lines-of-code-and-microsoft-is-a-top-contributor/
http://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2012/04/linux-kernel-in-2011-15-million-total-lines-of-code-and-microsoft-is-a-top-contributor/
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mediated, secondary system in relation to language. So, “natural language”
here indicates more properly “written language”. Secondly, written langua-
ge enters into the code in various ways. A trivial but not irrelevant example
is the Italian word “anagrammi” in line  of anagrammi. More generally,
“semiotic insertion” procedures operate at various levels in programming
languages injecting into them various linguistic features originating from
natural languages (Valle, Mazzei, ). A clear example is given by linguistic
particles, like “FOR”, “NEXT”, “IF” etc. In general, programming languages
are called “languages” exactly because, at least on the surface, they mimic
written languages by using a set of alphabetic characters, expanded by other
special symbols, most of them borrowed from writing (e.g. the $ symbol).
On the other side, the multicolumn output still refers to IAHVEH, thus
in some sense can be read as a linguistic item. In short, the pervasiveness
of writing produces a sort of homogenization effect (exploited in FP), so if
there is an alphabet in use then there is a language, following the model of
natural language. But a programming language is only a form of written
language, not a “natural” one. In spite of their name, programming langua-
ges are thus more generically semiotics (Tanaka–Ishii, ). To recap, the
text in FP is organized into two layers. On one side, these two layers are
made homogeneous thanks to the sharing of a specific form of writing, the
Latin alphabet, and of certain linguistic items. But on the other, their mutual
difference, their heterogeneity, is clearly emphasized by typesetting. Two
codes, two printing devices, and thus, to speak in terms of Eco’s modes
of sign production, two different semiotic labors at their origins: hence,
two semiotic forms of subjectivity or agentivity— one may also say with
Greimas: two different actants.

But, while writing is a common base for literature and programming, is
it the same kind of writing?

In Freud et la scène de l’écriture, Derrida (, pp.  ff.) reflected on the
couple alphabet/hieroglyph. Here, the notion of a hieroglyph is not in any
way opposed to the concept of alphabet. The former is meant as «un modèle
d’écriture irréductible á la parole et comportant, comme les hiéroglyphes,
des éléments pictographiques, idéogrammatiqués et phonétiques» (Derrida,
, ). Therefore, «le modèle de l’écriture hiéroglyphique rassemble
de manière plus voyante – mais on la rencontre dans toute écriture – la

. An obvious difference between natural and programming languages is that there is no
phonology behind the latter. This aspect is apparent but at the same time hidden. If instead of reading
code, one has to “speak” it (as when explaining it to the students in a frontal lesson, or in the case of
impaired readers in need of aural support), an effect of estrangement occurs: how to pronounce the
code? (A. Mazzei, personal communication).

. It could be observed that BASIC code is typically all written in capitals. This is an added
feature in relation to heterogeneity with respect to narrative text.
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diversité des modes et des fonctions du signe» (ivi, p. ). As discussed by
Ferraris, «there is no antagonism between image and verbum, but rather
complementarity and dependence» (Ferraris, , p. , my transl).

Whereas the alphabetical model embodies the analytical dimension of
replica, associated to the linear combination of discrete units, the hieroglyph
is, in other words, a complex, syncretic and synthetic model of writing.

Such a dualism has proven to be relevant in the analysis of contemporary
music notation (Valle, ). From a theoretical perspective, music notation,
in all its many facets, shares with programming languages a core aspect:
they both deal with the description of instruction to realize a process in a
formalized way (strict for programming languages, with a variable degree
for music notation). A sequential description of all steps involved in a process
would then fit closely with the alphabetical model of writing. It would have
its analogue in a musical score written in traditional Western notation, as
a linear ordering of acoustic events to be realized by the performers. But
music notations have proliferated, and have taken many different forms,
many times hybridizing traditional features with spatial, graphic and verbal
ones. Moreover, even the standard Western musical notation includes non–
linear elements: symbols like the coda or dal segno perturb the pure order of
events. They are properly navigation markers and, still in the context of an
alphabetic model, represent in a linear way a more complex topology (one
can indeed think of GOTO).

The literally alphabetic dimension of the code is an element of homoge-
nization with respect to the writing that includes it (the NL enunciation).
Yet, the same code, if the alphabetic reading modality (still possible, by
reading anagrammi sequentially from top to bottom) is suspended, so that
the program is “read” in the proper sense, represents, through the jumps it
requires, the topology of a complex process, as shown by the flowchart in
Figure . By means of such a reading, condensation, that typically synthetic
feature of hieroglyphs, becomes apparent in programming languages, and
can be easily observed by comparing the original –lines program not
only with its output but also with the many computational states that it
represents.

The “neat little program” reveals a strange hieroglyphic nature to be
glimpsed under an alphabetic surface.

. As a conclusion

Could Eco include a pseudo–code in his cabalistic novel? The answer can
only be negative. The short anagrammi is in fact a demonstration of a pivotal
theme in the novel, the power of writing in a general, semiotic sense:
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in its hypothetical extended version, although not presented, anagrammi
condenses the  names of God (these yes, included) in  lines.

It is a form of writing that, without abjuring its alphabetic nature that
guarantees the combinatorial proliferation as in the cabalistic permutation
of Hebrew letters, also describes a topological graph of relations between
elements. A graph exactly like the one depicted in the symbol of the novel,
its structural origin: the Sefirot (Fig. ).

Figure : The Sefirot (Eco, , before title page).
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Ge‘ez as the Language of Creation
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Abstract

Ge‘ez, the classical and liturgical language of Ethiopia and Eritrea, continues to play
a significant role for Ethiopian and Eritrean Orthodox Christians, many of whom
believe that Ge’ez was the language of creation and the universal language until
Babel. The antiquity of Ge‘ez has also been important for people of African descent
and black nationalist movements, as it serves as evidence for ancient African culture
and civilization. This paper draws on an interview and other sources to explore the
contemporary relevance of this language in contemporary culture, demonstrating
the role that an ancient language can play in the contemporary construction of
religious, ethnic, and racial identities.

Keywords: Ethiopia; Ge‘ez; primeval language; black nationalism; Rastafari.

. Introduction

I first learned Ge‘ez, the classical language of Ethiopia and Eritrea, while
writing a master’s thesis on the Book of Jubilees. For me Ge‘ez was an obscure,
dead language from Africa. Its value was utilitarian: some very important
early Jewish texts, like Jubilees and  Enoch, are fully extant only in their
ancient Ge‘ez translations. This language with its extensive syllabic script
was an academic tool that allowed me to look through the Ethiopian literary
tradition in order to access earlier texts that were essential for my research.
While it is not yet as important to most Western scholars of ancient and
medieval Christianity and Judaism as Hebrew, Aramaic, Greek, Latin, Syriac,
or Coptic, the interest in Ge‘ez in these academic circles has been growing.
New grammars are being written, more university courses are being offered,
and more students and scholars are at least aware that the language exists.

From one perspective Ge‘ez is a dead Semitic language that an increasing
but still small number of scholars (comparative Semiticists, theologians,
medievalists, and specialists in Ethiopian studies) use for its academic value.
But from another perspective, Ge‘ez is a vibrant classical yet contemporary
religious, liturgical, and cultural language that plays an interesting and
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important experiential and symbolic role for several groups and movements.
This contribution explores the latter perspective through an interview with
Ethiopian Orthodox Ge‘ez students and through an exploration of black
nationalist appeals to Ge‘ez.

. Language of Creation

In may  I visited the Äthiopisch–Orthodoxe Tewahedo St. Gabriel
Kirchengemeinde München – the Ethiopian Tewahedo Orthodox church
congregation in Munich, Germany. Dr. Amsalu Tefera, an Ethiopian priest
and philologist, had offered a three–month introduction to Ge‘ez for the
lay members of the congregation, and I wanted to speak with some of his
students to better understand why fourteen people would devote signifi-
cant time and effort to learning a dead language. I spent over two hours
interviewing three women who had participated in the course.

The answer to my question, «why would someone learn Ge‘ez?» came
quickly in the interview: because Ge‘ez is the language God spoke with
Adam in the Garden of Eden. It is both ancient and divine, the first language,
the one spoken by God in the beginning, and the one spoken by all humans
until language was diversified at Babel.

Contemporary linguists continue to research and speculate about the
evolution and development of human language: when and how did language
begin? What did the earliest forms of human communication look like?
How have languages changed and diversified over time? Historically, many
have turned to the universal history of the biblical Book of Genesis for
guidance, and many Jews and Christians continue to trust its account of
primeval human history today. According to Genesis, the world was created
through speech. God said, «let there be light», and then there was light
(Genesis :). Adam and Eve, the first humans, already possessed language.
In the Garden of Eden Adam named the animals and the woman, and
he spoke with God (:–; :–). Eve conversed with a serpent and
with God (:–, ). Some ancient traditions claim that the serpent was
no exceptional case: in Eden all of the animals had the ability to speak a
common language, something they lost after Eden (Jubilees :). According
to Genesis, language has been here since the very beginning.

Humans shared a common language until the Tower of Babel («Now the
whole earth used the same language and the same words»; Genesis :). At

. There is a potential discrepancy between the Tower of Babel story in Genesis  and Genesis
:, , and , where the languages of the descendants of Noah are referred to. This discrepancy,
which is not irresolvable, has been a source of reflection and debate in the history of interpretation.
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that point they tried to build a tower to reach heaven, and in order to thwart
their efforts God confused their language. As a result, they could no longer
understand each other and were scattered throughout the earth. Babel
offers an etiology for linguistic diversity, an explanation for why human
beings currently speak in so many different tongues.

Genesis explains a lot, but also raises some unanswered questions. What
language did God speak in Genesis , when he created the world by sheer ver-
bal command? What language did Adam use when he named the animals?
What language did God speak in the Garden? How did Eve communicate
with the serpent? Was the language spoken in the Garden of Eden the same
common language that was ultimately confused at Babel? Did the pre–Babel
language survive, or was it lost? Does someone still speak it today?

Believers in Babel have offered various answers, with Hebrew as a popu-
lar option among many Jews and Christians. Philosophers and philologists
have speculated about and searched for the perfect primeval language, have
written about the possibility of an Adamic language in which words perfec-
tly represent the things they describe, have scoured the existing languages
for the fingerprints of the Edenic tongue, and have made lists of the seventy
or seventy–two languages which emerged at the Tower of Babel (for the
seventeenth–century Johann–Heinrich Alstedius, Ge‘ez made the list).

Like many etiological tales, Babel raised more questions than it answered.
But for my interviewees the answers to many of these questions were clear:
Ge‘ez is God’s language and the language spoken by Adam in the Garden of
Eden. Ge‘ez continued as a universal language up until the time of Babel,
and has survived from then until today as a written and spoken tongue. The
Ethiopian Tewahedo Orthodox church accepts the Book of Jubilees, with its
tradition of animal speech in the Garden, implying that in the beginning
Ge‘ez was also spoken by non–human animals.

How do we know that Ge‘ez is the language of creation? The inter-
viewees offered several answers, all of which pointed to the uniqueness of
the language and its script. The Ethiopic script is syllabic. Every character
represents a syllable consisting of a consonant and a vowel, or, in one case,
an unvocalized consonant. The script has seven orders. For example:

. The belief that in the ancient or mythical past there was a common language shared by all –
sometimes including gods and animals – was not unique to Genesis, but also appeared in ancient
Greek traditions. On language in the Greek imagination of the Golden Age see G (), pp.
–. In the Christian tradition Babel was reversed on Pentecost, fifty days after Jesus’ resurrection.
According to the New Testament Acts of the Apostles members of a wide range of nations who were
gathered in Jerusalem each heard and comprehended the Apostle Peter’s inspired sermon in their
own languages (Acts :).

. For a comprehensive historical overview of opinions about the origin and diversification of
language see B (–).

. For Alstedius’ list see B (), pp. –.
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— First order: ba;
— Second order: bu;
— Third order: bi;
— Fourth order: bā;
— Fifth order: bē;
— Sixth order: be or b;
— Seventh order: bo.

Because seven is a sacred number (the number of the days of creation,
for example), the seven orders of the Ethiopian script indicate that Ge‘ez
is a divine language. Additionally, the first order represents the vowel “a”
and the seventh order represents the vowel “o”. This reflects alpha and
omega, the first and the last letters of the Greek alphabet and one of the
biblical titles for Christ (Revelation :). They further stated that Ge‘ez is the
only language in the world that is not named after the people who speak
it. Germans speak German. The French speak French. The Japanese speak
Japanese. But Ge‘ez is not the name of a country or a people.

For the interviewees the language is unique. It is also beautiful. They
stressed its aesthetic quality and the emotional impact of hearing and spea-
king Ge‘ez in the liturgy. Ge‘ez is melodic. Eloquent. Something to be
savored and enjoyed. One interviewee compared it to ice cream. Those
Ethiopians who learn Ge‘ez sometimes develop the feeling that Amharic,
the primary language of Ethiopia, is “boring” or “ugly” in comparison. It
is also a deeply spiritual experience to hear and speak Ge‘ez. As a divine
language it brings one into a direct encounter with God, and to worship in
Ge‘ez is to feel oneself in the “seventh heaven”, to literally worship in the
language of the angels.

These three women offered plenty of compelling reasons why they
attended a Ge‘ez class for two hours a week, and why they come to their
church at  AM on Sunday mornings to pray in Ge‘ez before the mass. They
offered good reasons why they not only want to understand the liturgy, but
also learn to speak Ge‘ez conversationally in the mundaneness of daily life.
Why would someone not want to speak at the dinner table in the same
language that Adam and Eve spoke as they ate fruit in Eden?

There are many reasons why people have searched for the language of
Adam, and there are many reasons why someone would claim that they
have found it. In the search there is sometimes a desire for universality. As
Umberto Eco (, p. ) expresses it, the story of Babel has been seen as a
«real wound [. . . ] inflicted on humanity, a wound that might, in some way,
be healed once more». Finding the language of Eden can also be a way to
connect with God and the cosmos in a special way, to pray in the language
that God used to call the planets into being.
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Possessing Adam’s tongue also plays a role in identity formation. When
the language of our group, our scriptures, or our religion is rooted in an
ancient, mythical past, it can establish, strengthen, and legitimate a positive
identity. The claim that “our” language is the language of God, Adam,
and creation can be used to nurture a sense of value and pride that can
counteract other indignities. My interviewees mentioned several times that
although Ethiopia is an economically poor country, it is a very rich land in
the things that matter. It is a land of the religiously faithful, and the land of
the people who have safeguarded the language of creation.

Possession of the language of Adam, like other claims to antiquity or
autochthony, can support exclusive nationalistic, ethnic, and religious identi-
ties. But it can also be used to undermine or chasten these identities and to
nurture a more universal and inclusive outlook. The former certainly exists
in an Ethiopian context, but the latter was the case for my interviewees.
While praising and affirming the value of Ge‘ez, they also tried to distance
the language from Ethiopian identity: «God is not Ethiopian. Adam was
not Ethiopian. Ge‘ez is not “our language”, it is a world language». They
presented Ge‘ez as a universal language and expressed the desire to share
it with the world so that others could also enjoy and benefit from it. For
them, Ge’ez can heal the wound of Babel.

My interviewees and the eleven other participants in the Ge‘ez class
at St. Gabriel’s in Munich are not alone among people of Ethiopian and
Eritrean descent and members of the Ethiopian and Eritrean Orthodox
churches who are interested in learning Ge‘ez in the Diaspora. In 
University of Washington professor Hamza Zafer created and launched
an introductory Ge‘ez class, adding his university to the short list of
academic institutions that offer formal instruction in the language. Ex-
pecting very limited attendance, Zafer was surprised when the course
quickly reached its maximum of  students, with more on the waiting
list. He says that «[m]ost of the students are children of immigrants from
the Horn of Africa – Somalia, Ethiopia, and Eritrea. Many of them grew
up in Seattle exposed to Ge‘ez in their communities, since Ge‘ez is a li-
ving liturgical language in the Ethiopian and Eritrean orthodox churches,
much like Latin was the liturgical language in Roman Catholic churches»
( Joseph, ).

Something similar happened at the University of Toronto, where Pro-
fessor Robert Holmstedt also designed and offered an introductory Ge‘ez
course in . Many in the course were interested in the language because
of their Ethiopian and Eritrean heritage. The course received significant
media attention, with University of Toronto publications (The Varsity), the
Toronto Star, Now Toronto, and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation
publishing articles on the course.
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While my interviewees distanced Ge‘ez from ethnic or national identity
and focused on its universality, for many people of Ethiopian and Eritrean
descent Ge‘ez is not only the language of the liturgy and the Garden of
Eden, but also part of their ethnic or national identity – an identity which
cannot always be easily separated from religious identity.

. Black Nationalism and Rastafari

The modern appeal of Ge‘ez also extends beyond members of the Ethiopian
and Eritrean Tewahedo Orthodox churches and those of Ethiopian and
Eritrean descent. For many black people outside of Africa and for some in
black nationalist movements, classical Ethiopian language and culture have
played an important symbolic role, representing a challenge to narratives
that portray black Africans and their descendants as uncivilized, lacking a
history, and culturally dependent on non–African peoples. As Ayele Bekerie
(, p. ) expresses it:

The idea of Ethiopia is conceived, developed, and propagated by African diaspora
intellectuals in response to colonial oppression. It was an idea intended to challenge
the falsification and silencing of the African past as part of colonization. At the same
time, it was also conceived in an attempt to invent symbolic languages, as Stuart
Hall puts it, «to describe and appropriate their own histories».

Ethiopia has a documentable ancient history that is marked by both
independent cultural development and international exchange. We have
ancient Aksumite coins struck with both Greek and Ge‘ez, monumental
inscriptions, and a multitude of medieval and modern Ge‘ez manuscripts
that preserve ancient and medieval translations of religious texts from Greek
and Arabic, as well as indigenous Ethiopian compositions. The Acts of the
Apostles in the New Testament tells us that one of the earliest converts
to Christianity in the first century was an African, an Ethiopian Eunuch
who was reading the scriptures when he encountered the Apostle Philip,
who promptly baptized him (Acts :–). This was a sign of what was
to come: with the conversion of the Aksumite king Ezana in the fourth
century and the subsequent translation of the Christian scriptures into
Ge‘ez, Ethiopia was Christianized and scripturalized long before many
European lands. For some people of African descent the origins of culture
and Christianity are not to be found in white Europe, but in ancient Africa.
As testaments to ancient African languages and the learned cultures they
represent, Hieroglyphics and Ge‘ez become symbolic tools of resistance in
the struggle against white supremacy.
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Martin Delany, an African American abolitionist and black nationalist, of-
fered an assessment of the Egyptian and Ethiopian writing systems, making
some strong claims for the Ethiopic script (Delany , pp. –):

The hieroglyphics are letters forming a literature founded upon the philosophy of
nature without an alphabet; but that which we shall now present is of a much higher
order, being artificial characters based on metaphysical philosophy of language
[he presents the Ethiopian script]. With our limited knowledge in archaeology,
we have always believed that the philosophy and root of alphabetical literature
had its origin in Africa, or with the Hamite family. We have gone a step aside
from this, and claimed that the first sixteen letters of the Greek alphabet, from
alpha α to pi π, originated in Africa, as a part of the sacerdotal alphabet, the Greeks
adding eight more, from ro π to omega ω. We call attention to the Ethiopian
alphabet presented on page , the oldest, we believe, on record, if we discard the
extraordinary assertion of Confucius, the Chinese historian, who claims for his
race a civilization and literature fifteen thousand years older than the theological
period of creation. But happily for our claim, we believe they have no alphabetical
arrangement [. . . ]. We regard the comparison of much importance in such a work
as this, upon a subject interesting to the whole human family. And we must here
beg to be borne with when we record our conviction that the literature of the
Israelites, both in the science of letters and government, and also religion, was
derived from the Africans, as they must have carried with them the civilization
of those peoples and that country, in their memorable exodus, as the highest
encomium upon Moses in the Scriptures is, that he «was learned in all the wisdom
of the Egyptians».

Claims for the antiquity and influence of the Ethiopian language and
writing system continue to appear in the writings of twentieth–century
black nationalists such as Carlos Cooks (, p. ):

There is a tribe that lives mainly on the Ethiopian–Sudanese border named Kro-
mandis. That fellow Jack Johnson (the first Black heavyweight boxing champion)
resembles the typical Kromandi. The Kromandis have long been considered the
scholars of mankind. They can tell you the history of every language, art, science,
religion and overall culture in the world. They are master linguists. The Kromandis
can translate, speak and write fluently in the languages of the world past and present.
They acknowledge that Geez, a native language of Ethiopia, is the oldest living
language today. Geez was spoken by the Black people of East Africa long before the
Arabs, Asians, Europeans, and others learned how to talk.

In a pamphlet on the Bible reproduced by K. Kush, Carl C. Nichols ()
writes:

The Original Manuscripts ( BC– AD) were written in  ancient African–
Edenic languages. The Books of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deute-
ronomy, Joshua and Job were originally written in Egyptian or Ge‘ez–Amharic.
The descendants of the Hebrews that conquered Canaan with Joshua adopted the
Phoenician language circa  BC and renamed it Hebrew. The rest of the O.T.
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[Old Testament] and N.T. [New Testament] were written in Aramaic and Ge‘ez.
Everything then was first translated into Hebrew by the Holy Scribes circa  BC.

Ethiopia and its language and culture have played a role in several distinc-
tively religious black nationalist movements. One example is the Christian
movement known as Ethiopianism, which used Ethiopia as a synecdoche
for blackness and Africa, finding prophetic hope for an African renaissance
in Psalm :, which promised: «Princes shall come out of Egypt; Ethiopia
shall soon stretch out her hands unto God». In Ethiopianism black Africa
possessed both an ancient past and would lead the world in the future.

The Rastafari movement, which began in twentieth–century Jamaica,
has a particularly close connection with Ethiopia. The name of the move-
ment, associated in the popular imagination with dreadlocks and reggae
singer Bob Marley, comes from Ras Tafari, the man who in  became the
Ethiopian Emperor Haile Selassie I. Ethiopianism had already generated
expectation that Africa would have a renaissance and lead the world, and
the coronation of Haile Selassie fueled this expectation more. For the Rasta-
fari movement Haile Selassie was the Messiah, divine, Jesus Christ himself.
Rastas recognize the role that language can play in processes of colonization
and have developed their own speech patterns as a form of overcoming
or resistance. There has also been a strong interest in the Ethiopic script,
learning Amharic, and to a lesser extent learning Ge‘ez. Joseph Owens
(, pp. –) describes his experience with Rastafari:

Integral to the establishment of African culture, in the brethren’s view, is the resto-
ration of the black man’s original language, Amharic. Already many Rastas possess
books of Amharic grammar, and everywhere the rather complex Amharic alphabet
[the same as Ge’ez, but with several additional characters] is found painted on walls
or large pieces of board. Many know only short Amharic phrases or greetings, but
others can recite long prayers in that language. The Ethiopian Orthodox Church
services employ much Ge‘ez (old Amharic [Ge’ez is not actually “old Amharic”]),
and the attendant Rastas listen spellbound to the chants, longing for the day when
they will understand them.

. «Dreadtalk, as an in–group language that surfaced among Rastas in the s, was born
out of a need to have a vocabulary that could faithfully describe the experience of Rastafari and
convey the evolving consciousness of its members [. . . ]. The conviction that the English language
was an instrument of Western oppression that robbed Africans of their native speech was central
to the creation of an in–group language. Instead of aspiring for the social mobility associated with
mastering the nuances of English and mouthing the cadences of diction associated with the Oxford
or Cambridge educated, Rastas have launched an ideological attack on the integrity of the English
language» E, , pp. –.
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. Conclusion

Ge‘ez is an example of an ancient language that although somewhat obscu-
re to mainstream Western consciousness plays an important experiential
and symbolic role in the modern world for both Ethiopian and Eritrean
Orthodox Christians, and for many people of African descent. Ge‘ez has
the effect of transporting its contemporary users across time and space. As
a divine language, its use in prayer and the liturgy brings one into contact
with God and the angels, and brings one back to the Garden of Eden and
the world as it existed before the wound of Babel. Its letters can also stir the
imagination of people of African descent, conjuring up images of a vibrant
classical, black, African culture that was a source of western civilization and
that resisted white colonizing efforts. The antiquity of a language gives it
contemporary power. An ancient language like Ge‘ez can also play a role in
constructing visions for the future. My interviewees expressed a sense that
something eschatological was afoot, that the growing interest of Ethiopians
and non–Ethiopians in the Ge‘ez language had spiritual significance and
indicated that we may be living in a special time. For movements like black
nationalism, Ethiopianism, and Rastafari there was and is a hope for global
transformation that is rooted in an African past.

Ge‘ez thus serves as an example of how misleading the label “dead
language” can be. While it ceased to be a vernacular centuries ago, Ge‘ez
has been reborn as a language that, like other liturgical languages such as
Latin or Coptic, provides access to sacred realms and experiences through
its ecclesiastical use. It also continues to serve one of the primary functions
of language – community building – through its symbolic use in the creation
of an antiquity that helps build pan–African black identities.
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Abstract

This paper aims to summarize the history of the Hebrew language, to emphasize
the uniqueness of its rebirth. Born as one of the languages of the northwestern
branch of the Semitic family, Hebrew has been spoken by the people of Israel
for many centuries producing the Bible. Gradually it has become a liturgical and
academic language, up until the rebirth with the Zionist movement, in particular,
thanks to the work of Eliezer Ben Yehuda. It is, therefore, a natural language,
artificially reborn, the oldest language spoken today, but also one of the youngest
languages of use, being (re) born one hundred and forty years ago.

Keywords: Hebrew Language, Ben Yehuda, Semitic laguages, Israel.

. Linguaggi perfetti e imperfetti

I linguaggi artificiali, almeno quelli che non sono pure creazioni di fiction
più o meno sviluppate come quelle di J.R.R. Tolkien o il Klingon di Mark
Okrand per la saga di Star Trek, sono spesso state create per rimediare a
“difetti” delle lingue naturali, per esempio la loro complicazione e difficoltà
di apprendimento, contro cui si sono spesso proposte alternative semplifi-
cate, come il Latino sine flexione di Peano e l’esperanto di Ludwik Lejzer
Zamenhof.

Più significative dal punto di vista teorico sono le “lingue perfette”,
che hanno suscitato un vivo interesse da parte dei filosofi del linguaggio,
a partire almeno da Eco (). Esse infatti si propongono di eliminare
dei difetti più fondamentali delle lingue naturali, dall’ambiguità lessicale
a quella semantica, certe volte fino al tentativo di eliminare l’arbitrarietà
stessa del segno linguistico e l’uso di metafore e connotazioni, che sono
aspetti fondativi del funzionamento di tutte le lingue umane. Tale proposito
deriva da una critica filosofica delle insufficienze e oscurità della lingua
che si estende per tutta la storia della filosofia occidentale, dal Cratilo di
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Platone giù giù fino a Wittgenstein e oltre. Sarebbero queste insufficienze a
provocare i “crampi linguistici” (così Wittgenstein ) che sono la causa
dei falsi problemi metafisici (ma in realtà linguistici) che la filosofia si trova
a risolvere. Sarebbero esse responsabili dei malintesi e delle inutili lotte
fra persone e gruppi. Esse ci impedirebbero di parlare correttamente della
realtà e persino di pensarla efficacemente. Esse tradirebbero la logica del
nostro pensiero.

Quindi, cambiando il linguaggio e magari ritornando a una fase più
pura e originaria del suo funzionamento – ragionano i riformatori – si
migliorerebbe molto la possibilità di pensare correttamente, un po’ come
la matematica, la logica e le scienze chimico–fisiche hanno tratto grande
giovamento dell’adozione almeno parziale di linguaggi artificiali simbolici
che hanno permesso di riferirsi agli oggetti scientifici in maniera univoca,
senza ambiguità e secondi sensi.

Non è questa la sede di discutere tale fondamentale misologismo della
filosofia occidentale, tutt’altro che logocentrica da questo punto di vista,
checché ne dica Derrida. Ne ho dato ampia documentazione in un mio
vecchio libro (Volli, ). Basti dire che la “lingua viva” è inevitabilmente
il campo dell’azione comunicativa, dunque dell’approssimazione, dell’am-
biguità, della negoziazione, del cambiamento semantico e della metafora,
talvolta perfino del felice fraintendimento ( Jankélévitch, ). Cioè che
tutti i difetti che da Platone a oggi si attribuiscono alle lingue umane, so-
no esattamente le qualità che permettono loro di funzionare in maniera
abbastanza soddisfacente per gli esseri umani che le “abitano”, mentre le
caratteristiche di rigida designazione che stanno alla base delle “lingue per-
fette” le rendono evidentemente inadeguate al funzionamento quotidiano,
perché impediscono loro di lavorare in maniera approssimativa, di adattarsi
al nuovo, di esprimere la vaghezza, di rispettare il grado di pudore (e per-
fino di ipocrisia) richiesto per “lubrificare” le relazioni sociali. Inoltre, le
lingue perfette veicolano di solito troppa comunicazione, violando i criteri
economici degli atti linguistici codificati da Grice ().

Tale dialettica fra precisione referenziale dei “linguaggi perfetti” e va-
ghezza pragmatica di quelli “naturali”, che non è possibile approfondire in
questa sede, ha una conseguenza ovvia, che vale la pena di essere notata:
le lingue artificiali non sono praticamente mai utilizzate neppure nella di-
scussione filosofica e in contesti di scoperta scientifica, ma solo in contesti
espositivi; d’altro canto, le lingue storico–naturali sono sempre state rele-
gate al rango inferiore dell’imperfezione, sebbene in discorsi teorici tenuti
proprio in una lingua naturale. Insomma, i due gruppi, lingue naturali e
artificiali, sono fortemente disgiunti.

Nel seguito di questo articolo intendo concentrarmi su un caso che, al-
meno in parte, contraddice questa disgiunzione: quello della lingua ebraica,
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che risponde senza dubbio ai requisiti di un linguaggio naturale, essendo
l’idioma materno di una popolazione di circa otto milioni di abitanti ed
essendo parlato da più o meno altrettanti altri locutori, a diversi livelli di
competenza. Ma che è anche un idioma artificiale, nel senso che il suo uso
attuale è il frutto di un progetto preciso, risalente a circa un secolo e mezzo
fa, che si è affermato attraverso una serie di dure battaglie politiche e cultura-
li, al centro di circostanze storiche estremamente drammatiche. Riassumere
questa vicenda può essere utile non solo per il suo intrinseco interesse, ma
anche perché essa può aiutare a capire meglio che cosa bisogna intendere
per lingua artificiale.

. L’ebraico fra le lingue semitiche

L’ebraico fa parte del grande gruppo linguistico semitico/camitico: una
famiglia linguistica parlata nell’Africa settentrionale (dall’Oceano Atlantico
all’Etiopia) e in buona parte dell’Asia occidentale. Inoltre, a Malta, e quindi
in Europa, è parlato il maltese, una lingua strettamente imparentata con
l’arabo (e all’origine un suo dialetto). L’arabo è sicuramente la lingua più
diffusa delle lingue afroasiatiche. Ne fanno parte oggi in Africa però anche
numerose lingue berbere, il somalo, le varie lingue eritree; in passato, di
grande rilievo è stato l’egizio, da cui deriva il copto, ancora oggi in parte in
uso. In Asia, oltre all’arabo e ai suoi numerosi dialetti, è vivo l’ebraico e vi è
qualche sopravvivenza del siriaco e dell’aramaico, in passato lingua imperia-
le e di scambio per l’intero Medio Oriente. Nella famiglia semitica/camitica
sono storicamente importanti fra le lingue estinte accadico, assiro, babilo-
nese, eblaita, ugarita, fenicio, moabeo, siriaco (Zuckermann ). Si usa
collocare le probabili origini della famiglia linguistica nel Caucaso e spes-
so essa è unita alle lingue indoeuropee in un’unica superfamiglia che si
usa chiamare “nostranico”. L’ebraico in particolare fa parte del semitico
occidentale, insieme al fenicio, al moabeo e al cananeo.

Vale la pena di precisare rapidamente che “semitico” non è un’“etnia” o,
peggio, una “razza”. La definizione di “lingue semitiche” fu proposta per
la prima volta alla fine del Settecento (dunque in tempi non lontani dalla
proposta dell’indeuropeo) nell’ambito della scuola storica di Göttingen, in
particolare dallo storico August Ludwig von Schlözer e dal teologo Johann
Gottfried Eichhorn, fra i fondatori dell’“ipotesi documentaria” sull’origine
dell’“Antico testamento”. L’idea di una “mentalità delle razze semitiche”
come “razze astratte del deserto”, inferiori fin nella lingua all’indoeuropeo
(Olender ) fu invece avanzata da Ernst Renan verso la metà dell’Ot-
tocento (sistematizzata poi in Renan ) la critica di queste idee come
antisemitische vorurteile, “pregiudizi antisemiti” (primo uso documentato
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di questa parola) è del linguista ebreo tedesco Moritz e risale al . La
proposta politica di un movimento “antisemita”, che riprendeva in po-
sitivo il termine negativo di Steinschneider va attribuita a un giornalista
violentemente nemico degli ebrei, Wilhelm Marr, che propose, nel , di
sostituire questa parola più neutra al corrente Judenhass, “odio per gli ebrei”.
Nell’intenzione di Marr, come nell’uso successivo in Europa, “antisemiti-
smo” non riguardava in generale i parlanti di lingue semitiche o i “semiti”
impropriamente intesi come una denominazione etnica, ma proprio gli
ebrei.

Le lingue semitiche, e in particolare quelle occidentali, hanno un posto
importante nella storia della civiltà perché è qui che compare la prima
scrittura alfabetica (che in realtà registra solo le consonanti, anche per il
particolare funzionamento delle radici trilettere che caratterizzano questa
famiglia linguistica). È documentata la dipendenza della prima forma di
scrittura di questo gruppo linguistico, il protosinaitico, dai geroglifici. In
particolare, la scrittura protosinaitica (XV–XVIII sec. a.e.V.) si costituisce
per un uso sistematico dell’acrofonia (l’uso di un pittogramma per indicare
l’iniziale della parola corrispondente) dallo ieratico egizio, in cui questo
modo di usare i grafemi era solo occasionale. Lo testimonia in particolare la
statua di Hathor a Serabait el Kadem (miniere di turchese, XVII secolo a.e.V.).
Vi si legge abbastanza facilmente una dedica: M’HB L→MAHABAL(T)→
Me ahev leBaalat = «dall’amato alla dea Balat».

La documentazione più antica di un alfabeto semitico che possediamo è
quella proveniente della città settentrionale di Ugarit, nell’attuale Siria del
Nord, che risale al XIV secolo. Essa è però una riduzione della scrittura
cuneiforme e non avrà seguito. Intorno al X secolo compaiono, con caratteri
derivanti dal paleosinaitico, il fenicio e il paleoebraico, che è documentato
anche in versione moabita, nella cosiddetta Stele di Moav datata intorno al
. Seguono il cosiddetto abbecedario di Tel Zayit (X sec.), il Calendario di
Gezer (X–IX sec.), la stele della vasca di Siloe (VIII sec.) a Gerusalemme,
un certo numero di ostraka di Samaria (IX–VIII sec.), le lettere da Lachish
(–) e numerosi altri materiali successivi fra cui sono di grandissimo
interesse gli amuleti di argento trovati a Ketef Hinnom, vicino a Gerusa-
lemme, e datati fra il  e il , che sembrano riportare testi appartenenti
all’Esodo e al Deuteronomio (Barkay ). Come si vede, la documen-
tazione epigrafica del primo mezzo millennio della lingua ebraica non è
abbondantissima, se comparata alle biblioteche intere ritrovate in ambienti
egizi, sumeri, babilonesi, ma assai continua e molto più ricca di quanto ci
resta del coevo del mondo greco o romano.

. È possibile accedere all’immagine de reperto nel catalogo del British Museum tramite questo
link: http://bit.ly/EA.

http://bit.ly/EA41748
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Bisogna anche ricordare che il mezzo millennio fra l’inizio del regno
di Israele con Saul (la data ricavabile dalla Bibbia è , ma naturalmente
vi sono discussioni sulla sua storicità) e la distruzione del Primo Tempio
() è quello in cui, secondo la maggioranza degli studiosi, si deve datare
la compilazione di buona parte della Bibbia ebraica. Non è certamente
possibile discutere qui della cronologia dei testi biblici, ma si può affermare
tranquillamente che essi riflettono la storia di una lingua parlata durante
quei secoli e le sue modificazioni. Vale la pena di sottolineare che, a parte i
ritrovamenti di Ketef Hinnom, i manoscritti biblici più antichi provengono
da Qumran e da altri siti vicini e risalgono a tempi fra il III secolo prima
dell’Era Volgare e il primo secolo successivo.

Vale la pena di specificare qui in maniera piuttosto veloce e approssima-
tiva alcuni aspetti dell’ebraico biblico, per coglierne la differenza rispetto
alle lingue indoeuropee:

— la struttura lessicale delle lingue semitiche (sia l’ebraico che l’arabo)
è fatta di radici quasi tutte trilettere che esprimono un’idea fondamen-
tale. Queste radici vengono in qualche modo completate o coniugate
con le vocali che vi si appongono ed eventuali affissi e suffissi che
servono a per determinarne il senso (es: la radice “sfr”, ,ספד! diventa
sèfer = “libro”, sofèr = “scrittore”, sifrà = “cifra”, safàr = “contai”,
sifròn = “opuscolo”, sefirà = “numerazione”, mispar = “numero”,
nisfàr = “essere contato”, mesafèr = “narratore”, sifùr = “narrazione”
etc.);

— le lingue semitiche non hanno la complessità dei tempi verbali dell’ita-
liano o del latino, hanno in tutto tre tempi (che in realtà si presentano
inizialmente come aspetti): il presente – che è dato da una specie
di participio presente che si declina; il passato – che è piuttosto un
perfettivo, cioè indica un’azione conclusa; il futuro – che in realtà è
un imperfettivo, cioè qualcosa di non ancora concluso;

— una caratteristica interessante nell’ebraico biblico è che questi tempi,
perfettivo e imperfettivo, si invertono se sono iniziali e preceduti da
una congiunzione “e”, che in ebraico è ve. Per cui se haià significa
“fu”, vehaià vuol dire “sarà”. Un esempio che si trova spessissimo
nella Bibbia è veiomer, che si traduce “e disse”, ma in realtà, letteral-
mente è composto da elementi che significano “e dirà”. La Bibbia è
piena di ve proclitici, che in realtà spesso non sono congiunzioni, ma
fanno parte di questa struttura grammaticale;

— nell’ebraico biblico, il verbo normalmente precede il soggetto e
questi il complemento oggetto (questo è cambiato nell’ebraico mo-
derno), quindi una struttura V–S–O diversa dall’italiano S–V–O; al
contrario dell’italiano, la cosa posseduta e in generale determina-
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ta precede il possessore o il determinatore (e dunque il genitivo è
espresso dallo “stato costrutto” del determinatore, un po’ come acca-
de col genitivo sassone dell’inglese); l’aggettivo segue il nome cui si
riferisce;

— Non c’è il verbo avere, per dire “io ho questa cosa” si usa il verbo
essere con una preposizione attributiva, dicendo «è a me questa cosa»;

— si nota una forte presenza del genere maschile e femminile, cioè “egli
dice” è espresso da una forma diversa da “ella dice”, perché il verbo
è coniugato, come in italiano per gli aggettivi;

— Ci sono delle costruzioni particolari come le ripetizioni enfatiche
“vedere vedrà”, “andare andrà”. E spesso si trovano degli accusativi
interni.

Sono caratteristiche comuni a buona parte delle lingue semitiche, che
vale la pena di notare, perché buona parte di esse non sono più presenti
nell’ebraico moderno.

È utile a questo punto soffermarsi brevemente sui rapporti fra ebraico
e aramaico, perché sarà quest’ultima lingua a soppiantare l’ebraico come
lingua parlata dalla popolazione generale. I libri del canone ebraico chiamato
dalle fonti cristiane Antico Testamento sono scritti per la quasi totalità in lingua
ebraica, con l’eccezione di un versetto di Geremia e di ampie parti di Esdra
e Daniele che sono scritte in aramaico. La grande fioritura dell’ebraico
prosegue dunque oltre la perdita della libertà politica nel VI secolo. Anche
il libro di Ester e i commenti già rabbinici della Mishnà (I–III secolo e.V.)
sono in ebraico.

L’ebraico e l’aramaico sono lingue affini, appartenenti entrambe alla
grande famiglia delle lingue semitiche. Solitamente si ripartisce il semitico
nordoccidentale, a partire dalla prima età del ferro (– a.e.V. ca.), in
due “rami”:

— il ramo cananaico, costituito da un continuum di varietà dialettali non
molto differenziate tra loro, parlate e scritte tra la Fenicia e l’attuale
Giordania: fenicio (e punico), ebraico, moabitico, ammonitico;

— il ramo aramaico, che comprende appunto l’aramaico e i suoi dialetti.

Ebraico e aramaico sono lingue piuttosto simili, affiancate già nel te-
sto della Genesi, come si vede chiaramente nell’episodio che riguarda la
riappacificazione fra Giacobbe e Labano (Gen : –):

Presero pietre e ne fecero un mucchio. Poi mangiarono là su quel mucchio. 
Làbano lo chiamò Iegar–Saaduta [espressione aramaico/siriaca che significa “muc-
chio di testimonianza”], mentre Giacobbe lo chiamò Gal–Ed [l’equivalente ebraico
dello stesso significato].  Làbano disse: “Questo mucchio [ebr. gal] sia oggi un
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testimonio [ebr. ‘edh] tra me e te”; per questo lo chiamò Gal–Ed  e anche Mizpa
[ebraico per “Torre di Guardia”].

Questo è un caso interessante di autocoscienza linguistica della Bibbia,
che si può accostare all’episodio piuttosto noto e successivo di circa seicen-
to anni (secondo la cronologia che accetta la narrazione biblica) il quale
testimonia della precoce divisione dell’ebraico in dialetti:

 I Galaaditi intercettarono agli Efraimiti i guadi del Giordano; quando uno dei fug-
giaschi di Efraim diceva: “Lasciatemi passare”, gli uomini di Gàlaad gli chiedevano:
“Sei un Efraimita?”. Se quegli rispondeva: “No”,  I Galaaditi gli dicevano: “Ebbene,
dì Scibbolet”, e quegli diceva Sibbolet, non sapendo pronunciare bene. Allora lo
afferravano e lo uccidevano presso i guadi del Giordano (Giudici :–).

L’ebraico era dunque articolato in dialetti con qualche differenziazione
fra loro, ma soprattutto era circondato da lingue piuttosto simili, in parti-
colare l’aramaico. Dal – a.e.V. fino al – e.V. l’aramaico è stato
la lingua diplomatica e di scambio, l’inglese del Medio Oriente del tempo.
Nell’aramaico “imperiale” sono scritti trattati, lettere diplomatiche, rapporti
e archivi nel vasto spazio fra Egitto e l’attuale Armenia. Anche dopo la
sua sostituzione come lingua veicolare interculturale prima dal greco e poi
dall’arabo, l’aramaico ha continuato a essere popolare in molte regioni, a
fungere da lingua liturgica per alcune delle chiese orientali e in certe enclaves
della Siria vive ancora oggi. Ha dunque una lunga storia e una cospicua
evoluzione interna. Una particolare versione dell’aramaico risalente ai primi
secoli della nostra era è quella “rabbinica”, in cui è scritta buona parte della
letteratura ebraica a partire da un certo momento, in particolare il Talmud,
lo Zohar e molti dei loro commenti. Ebraico e aramaico rabbinico sono
piuttosto simili, si potrebbe dire come l’italiano e il francese, e in generale
le due lingue si affiancano in tempi biblici, almeno nella ricostruzione della
Bibbia. Vale la pena di focalizzarsi su due episodi.

In Re  si racconta della spedizione di Salmanassar (Šulmanu–ašarid),
re di Assiria, che a partire dal  distrugge il regno di Israele, deporta
le “dieci tribù perdute” e mette sotto assedio Gerusalemme. Il re invia il
“gran coppiere” per ottenere la resa della città e con lui, fuori dalle mura,
discutono tre funzionari del regno di Giudea, «Eliakìm figlio di Chelkia, il
maggiordomo, Sebna lo scriba, e Ioach figlio di Asaf, l’archivista». L’inviato
dell’impero assiro minaccia il piccolo regno di distruzione totale. La risposta
degli inviati di Giudea ha una premessa che ci interessa.

 Eliakìm figlio di Chelkia, Sebna e Ioach risposero al gran coppiere: «Parla, ti prego,
ai tuoi servi in aramaico, perché noi lo comprendiamo; non parlare in ebraico, mentre
il popolo che è sulle mura ascolta» [Al che]  Il gran coppiere replicò: «Forse io sono
stato inviato al tuo signore e a te dal mio signore per pronunziare tali parole e non
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piuttosto agli uomini che stanno sulle mura, i quali saranno ridotti a mangiare i loro
escrementi e a bere la loro urina con voi?».  Il gran coppiere allora si alzò e gridò a
gran voce in ebraico: «Udite la parola del gran re, del re d’Assiria:  Dice il re: Non vi
inganni Ezechia, poiché non potrà liberarvi dalla mia mano».

Se accettiamo il testo come sufficientemente storico (e non vi sono
grandi discussioni su questo punto), questa è una prova che nell’ottavo
secolo non solo l’ebraico era di uso popolare in Israele e in Giudea, ma che
esso era il solo linguaggio compreso dal popolo, mentre l’aramaico non lo
era. Come è noto, questo assedio non ebbe successo (grazie all’intervento
dell’“angelo del Signore”, dice il Libro dei Re :). Ma circa centocinquanta
anni dopo, nel , Gerusalemme fu conquistata da Nabucodonosor (Nabû–
kudurri–usur) e la popolazione ebraica deportata in Babilonia. Per tutti i
popoli dell’antichità una conquista del genere, con la distruzione delle città
e del centro religioso e le deportazioni di massa, significò la scomparsa, il
genocidio se non nei termini fisici della distruzione di tutti i membri del
popolo, almeno in quelli culturali, di perdita dell’identità collettiva. Gli ebrei
pagano un prezzo altissimo, com’è testimoniato per esempio dal Salmo .

[] Lungo i fiumi di Babilonia, là sedevamo e piangevamo ricordandoci di Sion.
[] Ai salici di quella terra appendemmo le nostre cetre,
[] perché là ci chiedevano parole di canto coloro che ci avevano deportato, allegre
canzoni, i nostri oppressori: “Cantateci canti di Sion!”.
[] Come cantare i canti del Signore in terra straniera?
[] Se mi dimentico di te, Gerusalemme, si dimentichi di me la mia destra;
[] mi si attacchi la lingua al palato se lascio cadere il tuo ricordo, se non innalzo
Gerusalemme al di sopra di ogni mia gioia.

Ma sopravvissero, sia individualmente che collettivamente. Una perdita
di identità probabilmente vi fu, almeno nei termini della scomparsa della
dinastia davidica (immediatamente successiva alla fine dell’esilio) e dell’uso
popolare della lingua, sostituita da quella degli oppressori. Ma vi fu anche
una forte reazione identitaria, un ritorno religioso alle tradizioni e probabil-
mente l’inizio di una scuola di studio cui si deve la versione attuale di parte
dei testi biblici, la nascita di un insediamento che divenne decisivo parecchi
secoli dopo alla caduta del Secondo Tempio, e che è durato fino alla pulizia
etnica degli ebrei compiuta nei paesi arabi e anche in Iraq alla nascita dello
stato di Israele.

L’impero babilonese fu però distrutto dopo qualche decennio dai persiani,
che avevano una politica diversa rispetto alle minoranze. Gli ebrei tornarono
a Gerusalemme in seguito all’editto di Ciro nel  (che ci è conservato in
un testo esposto al British Museum) e lentamente e faticosamente ci fu un
nuovo insediamento in Giudea, a Gerusalemme fu ricostruito il Tempio
e riprese il culto. È in quel periodo, forse qualche decennio dopo, sotto il
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governatorato di Neemia, che secondo la Bibbia Esdra inaugura la pratica
della lettura pubblica della Torah (Neemia, ).

 Lesse il libro sulla piazza davanti alla porta delle Acque, dallo spuntar della luce fino
a mezzogiorno, in presenza degli uomini, delle donne e di quelli che erano capaci
di intendere; tutto il popolo porgeva l’orecchio a sentire il libro della legge.  Esdra
lo scriba stava sopra una tribuna di legno, che avevano costruito per l’occorrenza
e accanto a lui stavano, a destra Mattitia, Sema, Anaia, Uria, Chelkia e Maaseia;
a sinistra Pedaia, Misael, Malchia, Casum, Casbaddàna, Zaccaria e Mesullàm. 
Esdra aprì il libro in presenza di tutto il popolo, poiché stava più in alto di tutto il
popolo; come ebbe aperto il libro, tutto il popolo si alzò in piedi.  Esdra benedisse
il Signore Dio grande e tutto il popolo rispose: “Amen, amen”, alzando le mani; si
inginocchiarono e si prostrarono con la faccia a terra dinanzi al Signore.  Giosuè,
Bani, Serebia, Iamin, Akkub, Sabbetài, Odia, Maaseia, Kelita, Azaria, Iozabàd, Canàn,
Pelaia, leviti, spiegavano la legge al popolo e il popolo stava in piedi al suo posto. 
Essi leggevano nel libro della legge di Dio traducendo con spiegazioni del senso e
così potevano comprendere la lettura.

Questo brano è appena meno esplicito sul piano linguistico di quello
del Libro dei Re citato sopra, ma è altrettanto significativo: sono passati
forse duecento anni e la situazione linguistica si è invertita: il testo della
Torah (in ebraico) non è più direttamente comprensibile ai fedeli (che,
bisogna precisare, non sono “il popolo della terra” lasciato indietro nel
vecchio territorio di Israele e di Giudea e sopraffatto dall’immigrazione di
altri popoli vicini o importati per ragioni geopoliche dai babilonesi, ma gli
esiliati di ritorno). I leviti, di condizione semisacerdotale ed esperti, devono
“tradurre” e “spiegare”. La lingua in cui traducono è certamente l’aramaico,
che era la lingua d’uso nelle terre babilonesi dell’esilio.

Possiamo dunque prendere questo momento come termine post quem
per il tramonto dell’uso quotidiano della lingua ebraica, anche se vi è una
notevole produzione letteraria successiva, per esempio il libro di Ester e la
Mishnà, ma anche le produzioni non canoniche (il libro dei Giubilei etc.) di
cui abbiamo tracce paleografiche molto antiche nei rotoli di Qumran (III
sec. a.e.V.–I sec. e.V.). Una tradizione consolidata e piuttosto antica (risalente
almeno al trattato talmudico Sanhedrin b–a) attribuisce proprio a Esdra
il passaggio dal vecchio alfabeto ebraico in cui sono scritti i reperti epigrafici
anteriori e ancora parti dei testi di Qumran) all’“alfabeto quadrato” in uso
ancora oggi, che significativamente è chiamato nel Talmud “ashurit” cioè
scrittura “assira”. Molti studiosi biblici identificano del resto Esdra con il
redattore finale del testo della Torah (mi limito a citare Weiss Halivni, ).

L’ebraico non si spegne dunque del tutto e prosegue la sua vita anche
dopo questo inizio di prevalenza dell’aramaico, che risale a circa il  a.e.V.
Per esempio, vi sono cambiamenti linguistici importanti che differenziano
dall’ebraico biblico quello dei primi testi rabbinici e poi ancora l’ebraico
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medievale e dell’età moderna: segno di una lingua non semplicemente
riprodotta ma usata. Ma è una vita prevalentemente letteraria e religiosa.
La liturgia ebraica, che comprende numerosissimi inni e composizioni poe-
tiche anche di rilevante bellezza, è praticamente tutta posteriore al nostro
termine post quem. E così una produzione intellettuale che dalla chiusura del
Talmud diventa abbondante; per qualche tempo scritta originariamente in
arabo e poi tradotta in ebraico (così per esempio il fondatore della filosofia
ebraica Saadia Gaon e il suo massimo esponente Maimonide), ma in segui-
to e fino ad oggi scritta in ebraico. Sono largamente documentati anche
composizioni poetiche profane, sia in arabo che in ebraico, testi storici e
divulgativi, contratti e lettere.

Fin da prima della caduta di Gerusalemme, l’ebraico è anche la lingua
internazionale di un popolo disperso in tutto il mondo fra la Cina e i Caraibi,
la Polonia e lo Yemen, spesso anche lingua commerciale e legale, come
documentano i numerosi fondi archivistici, fra cui ha particolare importanza
la “Geniza” (il deposito di scritture dismesse) del Cairo. Infatti, se ogni
popolazione ebraica locale aveva la tendenza a formare un proprio idioma
ibridato con quello della società circostante (per esempio lo “yiddish” in
Europa orientale, il “ladino” o “spanolito” nella penisola iberica e in Italia
varie forme di giudeo–romanesco, giudeo–veneto, giudeo–piemontese
di cui restano ancora in uso dei frammenti), solo l’ebraico consentiva i
ricchi scambi che non sono mai mancati fra queste comunità. Esso era fra
l’altro sostanzialmente isolato dalle lingue ospiti, noto solo alle comunità
ebraiche e ai dotti interessati a leggere nell’originale i testi della Bibbia o
della Kabbalah.

. La rinascita

Progressivamente però nelle comunità più religiose l’uso della “lingua di
santità” (lashon hakodesh, come tradizionalmente viene chiamata) venne
ad essere limitato alla liturgia e alle scritture di argomento rituale, legale,
teologico o filosofico, cioè in sostanza religioso. Gli argomenti profani, ma
anche buona parte dell’insegnamento, incluso quello omiletico, avveniva
nelle lingue ibride locali, per esempio in yiddish. L’ebraico sembrava aver
davvero finito il suo ciclo, dopo una lunghissima agonia. A partire dalla
fine del Settecento, però, la lingua della Bibbia viene ripresa in maniera
polemica, in contrapposizione allo yiddish dagli esponenti del cosiddetto
“illuminismo ebraico” (haskalà), che iniziano a pubblicare libri e giornali
proprio in ebraico.

Uno dei primi autori letterari moderni in ebraico è stato l’italiano Mosè
Luzzatto (–). Il suo dramma allegorico La–Yesharim Tehillah (),
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può essere considerato come il primo prodotto della moderna letteratura
ebraica. Sempre nel genere teatrale, lo segue il suo allievo David Franco
Mendes (–), nelle sue imitazioni di Jean Racine (Gemul ’Atalyah) e
di Pietro Metastasio (Yehudit). In Germania, Naphtali Hartwig Wessely
(–) è stato particolarmente attivo. Va citata, per il suo grande e quasi
traumatico impatto la traduzione della Bibbia di Moses Mendelssohn del
–, scritta su due colonne (a sinistra l’ebraico a destra il tedesco trascrit-
to in caratteri ebraici), un momento capitale di scambio fra cultura e lingua
ebraica e società occidentale; ma Mendelssohn ha anche il merito di aver
pubblicato a partire dal  una sua rivista in ebraico, intitolata «Kohelet
Mussar»: il primo esempio di una serie di iniziative pubblicistiche che acqui-
sirono progressivamente importanza. Circa un secolo dopo, per esempio,
un settimanale ebraico chiamato HaMagid (Il narratore), pubblicato a Lyck,
Prussia Orientale, era diffuso nelle comunità ebraiche di tutta l’Europa
Orientale. Il XIX secolo vede la nascita e la definitiva affermazione di una
letteratura ebraica secolare; scritta e pubblicata prima in Europa Orientale,
soprattutto grazie all’opera di Mendele Moicher Sforim, autore tanto in
yiddish quanto in ebraico. Nel  si ha la pubblicazione di L’amore di Sion,
di Abraham Mapu, considerato il primo romanzo in ebraico. Alla fine del
XIX secolo appartiene anche l’inizio della poesia di Hayyim Nahman Bialik
(El Ha–tzippor, ).

Si può dire che l’ebraico fosse durante l’Ottocento una lingua morta?
Probabilmente no, visti gli esempi che ho elencati, scegliendoli da numerosi
altri. L’ebraico probabilmente si trovava in una posizione non dissimile da
quella del latino: lingua liturgica e di dotti, in cui si componevano testi
accademici e anche qualche lavoro poetico (ricordiamo per esempio che
alla fine dell’Ottocento Giovanni Pascoli ebbe una consistente produzione
poetica in latino, che vinse anche numerosi premi internazionali). Ma era
una lingua che non poteva essere usata per la vita quotidiana se non molto
faticosamente e che non aveva parlanti nativi.

La trasformazione che supera questi limiti avviene negli ultimi tre de-
cenni dell’Ottocento per merito di Eliezer Ben Yehuda (–). Nato
col nome di Eliezer Isaac Perelman Elianov a Luzhky, oggi in Bielorussia,
formato religiosamente in ambiente chassidico dai tre anni fino all’adole-
scenza, poi esposto (non senza traumi e drammi familiari) da un maestro
alla cultura progressista della Haskalà che lo induce a scegliere di proseguire
gli studi un ginnasio russo di Dünaburg, cittadina dell’attuale Lettonia. È
abbandonato dai suoi familiari come un reprobo, ma protetto da un uomo
di affari chassidico, Samuel Naphtali Herz che l’adotta. Finisce i suoi studi
secondari nel , all’età di  anni, e nel  emigra in Francia, dove diven-
ta sionista e concepisce l’idea di favorire la rinascita nazionale per mezzo del
rinnovamento dell’ebraico e della sua adozione come lingua nazionale. Nel
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 si trasferisce definitivamente a Gerusalemme dove cambia il suo nome
in Ben Yehuda, cioè figlio di Yehuda, che in effetti è il nome proprio di suo
padre; ma il nome ha anche un’evidente dimensione simbolica, perché si
riferisce al figlio di Giacobbe che è capostipite dei “giudei”, nome usato in
molte lingue fra cui lo stesso ebraico per designare gli ebrei e da cui deriva
quello del regno di Giudea, dove avvenne la grande fioritura della lingua
che Ben Yehuda voleva far rinascere.

La sua vita è piena di dettagli avventurosi, dal matrimonio con Deborah,
la figlia del suo protettore, e dopo la sua morte nel ’ con la sorella Paula
Beila, alle difficoltà economiche del suo insediamento, che non riesce a
superare se non in parte lavorando come giornalista e come insegnante, al
tentativo di farsi accettare dagli ebrei religiosi di Gerusalemme vestendosi
e comportandosi come loro – ma viene rifiutato perché il suo progetto
fondamentale di ridar vita quotidiana all’ebraico appare loro blasfemo e anzi
lo denunciano alle autorità turche che lo arrestano per sospetto di tradi-
mento. Il punto che interessa qui è la sua instancabile attività per riportare
in vita la lingua ebraica sempre intesa come strumento di emancipazione
politica. Vale la pena di ricordare tre aspetti di questa attività. Il primo e più
significativo sul piano scientifico è l’enorme lavoro per ampliare il lessico
ebraico, rimasto sempre piuttosto limitato, e adeguarlo alle necessità della
vita moderna. Ben Yehuda è convinto che il problema lessicale sia il princi-
pale ostacolo al funzionamento dell’ebraico nella società contemporanea e
dunque procede a un amplissimo sfoglio delle fonti per identificare nuove
parole, cui aggiunge calchi da altre lingue semitiche e invenzioni vere e
proprie. Lavora per decenni a un grande dizionario che, completato dopo la
sua morte, arriverà a  volumi. E costituisce un’“accademia della lingua
ebraica” che ancora esiste come organo dello stato di Israele col compito di
sovraintendere allo sviluppo del lessico della lingua.

Un secondo fronte è quello giornalistico e politico. Non solo per l’in-
cessante lavoro a giornali in lingua ebraica che spesso dirigeva e finanziava
(i loro nomi sono: HaZvi, Hashkafa, e HaOr); ma soprattutto per una serie
di campagne propagandistiche per integrare l’immigrazione ebraica con
l’insegnamento della lingua e per far sì che la lingua d’uso a tutti i livelli
scolastici fosse l’ebraico. La battaglia decisiva su quella sul Technion di Haifa,
la prima istituzione universitaria aperta in Israele, che era stata finanziata da
benefattori tedeschi con l’idea che proprio la lingua tedesca sarebbe stata
quella impiegata nell’insegnamento, dato che essa era anche la lingua scien-
tifica egemone del periodo e che in seguito alla campagna di Ben Yehuda
invece aprì nel  solo con classi in ebraico, ponendo fra l’altro l’esigenza
della costituzione di un lessico scientifico. In generale il movimento sionista

. Consultabile online: https://archive.org.
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in quel periodo si identificò fortemente con la rinascita dell’ebraico e tutte
le istituzioni che divennero nel  il nucleo del nuovo stato di Israele lo
impiegarono come sola lingua d’uso.

Il terzo aspetto è il più curioso e però anche quello decisivo. Appena
arrivato a Gerusalemme, Ben Yehuda decise di formare in maniera vo-
lontaristica e dunque artificiale i primi nuovi parlanti nativi dell’ebraico
dopo forse venti secoli. Lo fece nella sua famiglia, coi propri figli appena
nati, imponendo alla moglie e a tutti gli ospiti di impiegare solo la lingua
vecchia/nuova per qualunque discorso. Fu così che Ben–Zion Ben–Yehuda
(figlio di Sion figlio di Yehuda), che poi mutò il proprio nome in Itamar Ben
Avi, nato a Gerusalemme il  luglio del , fu il primo nuovo parlante
nativo dell’ebraico moderno, ben presto seguito non solo dai suoi fratelli
minori, ma da una generazione di figli degli immigrati ebrei che avevano
seguito l’esempio di Ben Yehuda.

. Un linguaggio naturale/artificiale

È difficile non vedere il carattere artificiale di questa “rinascita”, che è frutto
di una decisione e di attivismo politico di un piccolo gruppo di persone,
addirittura identificabile con il solo Ben Yehuda. Ed è difficile negarne il
grande successo. L’ebraico moderno è parlato da alcuni milioni di persone,
serve a tutti i bisogni della vita contemporanea, dalla scienza e dalla tecnica
al diritto, dalla politica alla letteratura, dove ha ottenuto un premio Nobel e
vanta numerosi autori diffusi in tutto il mondo. Non vi sono altri esempi
del genere, per quel che ne so, fra le lingue del mondo, in particolare
fra le lingue artificiali. Anche l’esperanto, inventato da un intellettuale
per molti versi straordinariamente simile a Ben Yehuda, con radici nella
stessa cultura e nello stesso territorio, Ludwik Lejzer Zamenhof, non ha
avuto un radicamento e un successo minimamente comparabile all’ebraico.
Certo, la lingua di Ben Yehuda ha un’evidente e fortemente voluta base
“naturale” nel senso che il suo lessico e alcune sue strutture (per esempio le
radici triletterali o la coniugazione verbale) sono esattamente quelle della
Bibbia. Ma altri aspetti sono caduti: gli aspetti sono diventati tempi, la loro
inversione col vav non è più usata, soprattutto la sintassi si è allineata a
quella delle lingue europee (successione S–V–O). La pronuncia adottata da
Ben Yehuda somiglia a quella degli ebrei sefarditi ed è lontana da quella
dell’Europa orientale, ma probabilmente ha altrettanta distanza da quella
che vigeva tremila anni fa. Se un Mosè redivivo si trovasse a leggere un
giornale oggi o ad ascoltare l’ebraico zeppo di neologismi e di sigle usato
dalle giovani generazioni, probabilmente non sarebbe in grado di capire,
anche se un israeliano oggi legge i testi biblici vecchi di venticinque secoli
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con maggiore facilità di quanto un italiano oggi interpreta la lingua di Dante
che ne ha solo sette.

Ma certamente l’incrocio fra naturale e artificiale, fra tradizione antica
e innovazione politica ha funzionato nel caso della lingua come in quello
dello stato che porta il nome di un regno stabilito sullo stesso territorio
tremila anni fa da Saul e Davide. Capire le ragioni di queste continuità e di
questa novità, di questo carattere vecchio/nuovo (com’è chiamata anche
la principale e “mitica” sinagoga di Praga), di una capacità di rigenerazione
decisamente rara è una delle sfide intellettuali più interessanti per chi si
avvicina alla lingua ebraica.
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Les tatouages en latin

Phénomène de mode et valeurs traditionnelles

F W∗

Abstract

Tattoos in Latin form a striking facet of a more general fashion. This article stu-
dies the choice and nature of such “texts”, the layout and graphic style of these
corporeal inscriptions, designed for public or private exposure. Why to choose a
dead, forgotten language for them ? It would appear that Latin is less important for
what it says than for what it signifies. A rich set of values is on display : distinction,
mystery, eternity, wisdom, universality — in other words, the traditional tropes of
apologias of Latin from the th century onwards.

Keywords : Tattoos ; Latin tattoos ; Scriptural tattoos ; Latin language uses ; Latin language
values.

. Introduction

Le compte rendu dans lo Specchio della Stampa de la traduction italienne de
mon livre Le Latin ou l’empire d’un signe, XVIe-XXe siècle ( juillet ), était
accompagné d’une photographie qui, au premier abord, pouvait sembler
déplacée : elle représentait le footballeur et icône de mode David Beckham
(Baudino, ). En fait, elle était on ne peut mieux choisie : elle montrait
sur le bras droit du joueur un tatouage disant Perfectio in spiritu (« Perfection
d’esprit ») documentant parfaitement la longue vie du latin.

Une rapide enquête a fait ressortir que la pratique du tatouage en latin,
si elle a en Beckham une de ses illustrations des plus remarquables, n’est
pas exceptionnelle. Un tel usage du latin dans la culture contemporaine, qui
plus est, dans l’une de ses formes qui n’est pas la plus proche des humanités,
n’est pas sans poser question. Pourquoi recourir à une langue désormais
ignorée ? Pourquoi afficher sur son corps un discours en des termes le plus
souvent incompris de celui qui en fait choix aussi bien que de ceux qui le
lisent ?

Répondre à ces questions passe par un premier travail permettant de
caractériser le phénomène et d’en dresser une rapide typologie. Sur cette

∗ CNRS, Paris.
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base descriptive, il apparaît que dans ces écritures sur corps le latin compte
moins pour ce qu’il dit que pour ce qu’il veut dire.

. Corpographies latines

Le tatouage s’est affirmé dans le monde occidental depuis les années -
 comme un phénomène de mode. En tant que tel, il est sorti d’une mar-
ginalité sociale et il a gagné, et de plus en plus, un public autre à dominante
jeune.

Le phénomène est croissant. En France, les boutiques de tatoueurs qui
étaient au nombre de  en , sont devenues  en  et  en .
Un sondage de l’IFOP fait en novembre  montre que % des Français
sont déjà tatoués, contre % en , avec une proportion de % pour
les - ans (IFOP, ). Encore la France n’est qu’au e rang des pays
de culture occidentale ; un sondage Dalia fait en avril  donne aux trois
premières places l’Italie, la Suède, les USA. Pour les USA, le pourcentage de
personnes tatouées qui avait augmenté de  points entre  et , avec %
de personnes tatouées, est passé, d’après un sondage Harris fait en octobre
, à %, soit dans le même laps de temps une hausse, bien plus importante,
de  points ; à cette date, près de la moitié des millenials (%) sont tatoués
(The Harris Poll, ). La croissance du phénomène, tout particulièrement
dans la population jeune, a été rapportée à l’influence de célébrités du sport,
de la musique, du cinéma arborant publiquement des tatouages.

Dans cette évolution, de la marginalité vers un phénomène de mode, le
tatouage assume désormais des fonctions centrées sur la personne : reven-
diquer une originalité, construire une identité, séduire, s’embellir (Paveau,
 ; Müller, ).

Ces tatouages offrent une variété considérable de présentation. Ce sont
des images, des motifs abstraits, des inscriptions dont les quelque quarante
tatouages de Beckham donnent un bon échantillon (Ojomu, Jackson, ).

On se tient dans cet article aux seules corpographies, autrement dit aux
écritures sur corps, et, plus précisément, à celles qui sont en latin. Parmi les
langues étrangères dans lesquelles des tatouages sont faits, le latin jouit d’une
certaine faveur dont témoignent nombre de catalogues ou de listes offrant
des exemples, ainsi que des sites web consacrés aux tatouages en latin. Il
suffit de taper sur un moteur de recherche Tatouages en latin ou Latin tattoos
pour voir s’afficher un nombre remarquable de résultats (qui s’augmenterait
si l’on tapait dans d’autres langues). Alors que la bibliographie sur le sujet
précis des tatouages en latin est quasiment inexistante, ces sites et pages

. https://daliaresearch.com/blog-global-tattoo-survey/ ; dernière consultation :  août .
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web ont fourni le matériau de cette recherche ; ils donnent aussi le point
de vue des acteurs, de ceux qui font des tatouages ou de ceux qui s’en
font faire. Les résultats sont redondants : les mêmes exemples, conseils
et avertissements reviennent, et on lit les mêmes opinions sur le choix
linguistique. Ceci explique que les références citées renvoient à un petit
nombre de documents.

Ces inscriptions latines apparaissent sous deux formes principales : des
chiffres et des mots qui se présentent soit isolément, soit en une phrase
brève, à la mesure de l’espace tégumentaire réduit sur lequel le tatouage
est appliqué. Ainsi, Beckham a quatre tatouages en latin. Deux sont des
chiffres romains : VII sur son bras droit, qui est le numéro de son maillot
de footballeur ; VII.V.MMVI sur son poignet droit, autrement dit la date du
 mai  qui réfère à un engagement privé. Deux sont des séquences de
mots, soit sur le bras droit : Perfectio in spiritu et sur le bras gauche : Ut amem
et foveam (« Que je [l’] aime et [la] chérisse ») qui se rapporte à son épouse.

Ces inscriptions offrent une diversité de styles graphiques ; ce peut être
la capitale romaine, la quadrata romaine, l’onciale, ou encore la gothique ; le
choix est parfois fait de caractères non latins, par exemple, orientalisants, de
type indien. L’écriture est parfois assortie de fantaisies scripturaires, comme
des enroulements, des ornements, par exemple, pour la majuscule initiale
ou la lettre finale.

Il est, plus rarement, des tatouages plurisémiotiques : les énoncés sont
articulés (à moins que ce ne soit le contraire) avec un dessin à valeur
symbolique, par exemple, un arbre, un cœur, une colombe, une rose des
vents signifiant la vie, l’amour, la paix, une orientation à prendre. Des images
ont parfois été ajoutées a posteriori, traduisant un regret : ainsi, la grosse croix
noire qui accompagne le Carpe diem de Colin Farrell cache l’inscription en
langue anglaise qui suivait, with my girl, après que la relation s’est terminée ;
le type celtique de la croix pourrait référer à l’origine irlandaise de l’acteur.

Ces tatouages écrits sont de deux sortes : des dates référant à un évé-
nement privé, familial, ou ayant une incidence personnelle dans la vie du
tatoué ; des mots (par exemple, Fortitudo) ou des phrases exprimant un
sentiment ou une croyance, ou traduisant, souvent comme en forme de
devise, un idéal de vie, un rôle social, une présentation de soi. Les textes
sont tirés de la tradition classique ou d’un répertoire courant de maximes
et de sentences : tels Carpe diem (« Profite du jour présent »), tiré des Odes
d’Horace, Cogito ergo sum (« Je pense donc je suis »), emprunté à Descartes,
Dum spiro, spero, équivalent en français de « Tant qu’il y a de la vie, il y a de
l’espoir », dont l’origine se trouve aussi bien chez Cicéron (lettres à Atticus)
que chez Sénèque (lettres à Lucilius). Il est parfois des détournements, l’un
des plus communs étant Carpe noctem sur la base de Carpe diem. En fait, les
candidats ont l’embarras du choix : comme un site le précise, « chacun peut
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élire un motif dans les milliers de tatouages de mots ou de phrases en latin
qui sont disponibles de nos jours ». Toutefois, les listes que j’ai consultées
révèlent un répertoire plus limité qui recoupe en bonne partie la liste des
locutions figurant pour le domaine français dans les pages roses du Petit
Larousse.

On complètera cette rapide typologie des tatouages en latin par trois
remarques quant à leur universalité. Ils se trouvent indifféremment chez
des hommes et des femmes. S’il est des sites donnant une liste de tatouages
pour hommes ou bien pour femmes, on constate que la plupart des phrases
ressortissent au même répertoire ; d’ailleurs, on trouve indiqué en tête d’un
catalogue de phrases en latin qu’elles « conviennent tant aux hommes qu’aux
femmes » ; de façon générale, le tatouage latin n’est donc pas genré, parfois
à tort comme le révèlent les fautes d’accord. Le répertoire en vigueur pour
les tatouages est aussi quasiment le même dans un pays ou l’autre du monde
occidental. S’il est des personnes qui désirent un tatouage correspondant
à une idée personnelle, la traduction emprunte au répertoire classique
traditionnel, notamment quand elle est faite par un professeur de latin.
Tatoueurs et tatoués puisent donc partout dans un même fonds, ce qui n’est
pas sans apporter une limite à l’originalité postulée.

. Choisir en toute ignorance

Le choix du latin n’est pas sans interroger alors que cette langue est au-
jourd’hui quasiment ignorée. Il est un fait que le latin est de moins en moins
appris dans le parcours scolaire et que, même quand il a été appris, il n’est
pas toujours su. Ainsi, voit-on sur un site, une personne qui, voulant se faire
tatouer une phrase en latin, demande conseil car elle a oublié le latin, « les
cours datant du collège » ; une autre ne peut sur un forum répondre à une
internaute qui cherche un mot ou une phrase pas trop longue ayant à avoir
avec la force pour un tatouage sur le poignet : elle a pourtant fait six ans de

.  tatouages de phrases, des mots ou texte en latin https://www.lefrontal.com ; dernière
consultation :  août .

. Soit la quinzaine de pages de cette couleur qui, placées dans ce dictionnaire ( ; nombreuses
éditions annuelles jusqu’à nos jours) entre les noms communs et les noms propres, listent des
locutions en langues autres que le français, en fait, surtout en latin ; elles ont pour but de permettre à
ceux qui n’ont pas étudié la langue ancienne de comprendre le sens et surtout la portée de citations
en indiquant le contexte usuel de leur utilisation.

.  tatouages de phrases, des mots ou texte en latin https://www.lefrontal.com ; dernière
consultation :  août .

. http ://ecrivainpublic-nonobstant.com/tatouage-en-latin/ ; dernière consultation :  août
.
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latin. Il arrive même que l’auteur d’un catalogue de tatouages en latin ne
puisse pas fournir une explication ou donne une explication fausse laissant
deviner son ignorance en la matière, l’avouant même.

Celle-ci ressort d’erreurs grossières, comme d’ailleurs pour toute langue
étrangère non maîtrisée, erreurs que des photos sur les catalogues donnent
à voir. On relève des barbarismes avec, pour un exemple, Tantum Dues me
potest judicare (« Dieu seul peut me juger ») et des solécismes en nombre avec
des fautes élémentaires d’accord, telles la première personne du verbe là où il
faudrait la deuxième ou la troisième, l’emploi du masculin pour une femme,
etc. (Butterfield, ). Il est un mot qui semble avoir été un écueil redoutable
: propriis dans l’expression assez commune Alis volat propriis (« il/elle vole de
ses propres ailes ») ; il ne manque pas de se trouver fautivement reproduit en
propris ou propiis qui sont deux barbarismes. L’expression elle-même qui est
pourtant bien simple attirerait les erreurs, y compris d’explicitation : ainsi,
dans une liste de suggestions pour les candidats au tatouage en latin, elle a été
traduite par « Des ailes qui volent tout près » ! Les fautes peuvent tourner au
galimatias comme dans le tatouage d’une mannequin britannique, Danielle
Lloyd, qui porte sur l’omoplate gauche : Quis attero mihi tantum planto mihi
validus ; cette inscription qui pourrait vouloir dire « Celui qui me diminue
ne fait que me rendre plus forte » multiplie les fautes d’usage, de personne
et d’accord ; seul tantum est correct. La copie d’imitation n’est pas toujours
parfaite. Ainsi, le tatouage que Beckham a sur son bras gauche Ut amem et
foveam a été souvent reproduit à la mesure du modèle représenté par le
porteur ; non sans erreur, toutefois : amen est devenu amen, d’usage, il est
vrai, plus banal (Butterfield, ).

Du point de vue linguistique, on est dans une situation de méconnais-
sance qualifiée de « chaos potentiel » (Butterfied ), portant à des fautes
indélébiles ou, du moins, qui, pour être effacées, impliquent de passer par
un détatouage. Cette opération qui demande du temps et de l’argent, est
parfois douloureuse ; de plus, son résultat n’est pas toujours garanti. D’où
le conseil de faire auparavant toutes les vérifications possibles - « vérifiez
encore et encore », lit-on sur la page Latin Tattoo Ideas. Cela peut éviter
de sombrer dans le ridicule, comme la mannequin britannique qui a été

. https://beaute.aufeminin.com/forum/tatouage-en-latins-help-me-fd ; dernière consul-
tation :  août .

.  tatouages de phrases, des mots ou texte en latin, https://www.lefrontal.com ; dernière
consultation :  août .

. Ibidem.
. Foreign Language Tattoos gone wrong !,  avril , https://www.thetattootourist.com ;

dernière consultation :  août .
. « Latin Tattoo Translation Mistakes » , Latin Tattoo Ideas : Words, Phrases, Quotes, and Photos,

http ://tatring.com ; dernière consultation :  août .

https://beaute.aufeminin.com/forum/tatouage-en-latins-help-me-fd3541303
https://www.lefrontal.com
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http ://tatring.com/tatoo-ideas-meanings/Tattoo_Ideas_Latin_Words_Phrases
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évoquée. Les futurs tatoués sont invités à s’informer (et il ne manque pas de
sites et de forums à cet effet), à regarder des catalogues où des expressions
latines sont assorties de la traduction (sur la base de laquelle le choix se fait,
le plus souvent, semble-t-il, sauf cas d’imitation), à demander conseil, à ne
pas se fier à Internet ni à la traduction automatique et, au besoin, à recourir
aux services, qui peuvent être payants, d’un professeur de latin ; il est aussi
recommandé de faire choix d’un tatoueur sérieux qui copiera fidèlement le
texte. Enfin, le futur tatoué est incité à apprendre comment son tatouage se
prononce, afin de ne pas ajouter une erreur de plus et d’abord afin de ne
pas paraître ignorant. On ne sait si c’est sous l’incidence de la méconnais-
sance ou de la prudence ou encore des deux que Beckham renonça à un
cinquième tatouage latin : Oderint dum metuant ; la phrase contenait un mot,
dum, qui, en anglais, aurait un écho de sens dépréciatif quant à l’intellect de
l’icône ; le choix fut alors fait de l’équivalent anglais : « Let’s them hate as
long as they fear » (Beard, ).

. Ce que le latin veut dire

Les tatouages scripturaires se font sur toutes les parties du corps. L’enquête
de l’IFOP de novembre  qui a été précédemment citée montre toutefois
que les tatoués (en France) se marquent plutôt sur des endroits discrets
: c’est le cas de %, contre % qui le font sur des zones visibles. Reste
que cette opposition ne tient guère dans la pratique quand, de surcroît,
certains arborent complaisamment des tatouages gravés sur des endroits
discrets. Il n’est que de penser à des photos d’Angelina Jolie montrant le
tatouage latin porté sur son bas-ventre. On a donc affaire à des écritures
exposées, pour reprendre l’expression d’Armando Petrucci (Petrucci, ,
p. ), ou, du moins, exposables. Reste que la lecture n’est pas toujours
parfaitement aisée alors que l’inscription n’est parfois pas totalement ou
facilement lisible, par exemple quand elle a été portée à l’intérieur du
bras. De plus, le déchiffrement est rendu difficile quand le style graphique
est tarabiscoté. On voit donc souvent du latin plus qu’on ne le lit, qu’on
ne peut le lire. Enfin, même si le répertoire relativement limité permet,
pour des éléments de base ou communs, une certaine reconnaissance, la
communication de sens est limitée par de l’ignorance ; si le tatoué a appris
et connaît le sens de son tatouage, il n’est pas sûr que sa science ait un rayon

. Latin Tattoo Ideas : Words, Phrases, Quotes, and Photos, https://tatring.com/tattoo-ideas-
meanings/ ; dernière consultation :  août  ; https://beaute.aufeminin.com/forum/tatouage-en-
latins-help-me-fd, posts à la date des  mars, ,  avril  ; dernière consultation :  août
 ; http ://www.ecrivainpublic-nonobstant.com/tatouage-phrase-en-latin/ ; dernière consultation
:  août  ; Butterfield .
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bien plus large. La question qui se pose alors est de savoir si, plus que le
message, ne compte pas le medium, soit ici le latin et le graphisme. Je m’en
tiendrai au seul élément linguistique et à son pourquoi. Que veut dire le
latin pour ceux qui l’inscrivent sur leur corps ? Les textes que j’ai lus sur des
sites et des pages web déclinent un certain nombre d’arguments, toujours
les mêmes, qui tournent autour de valeurs reconnues à cette langue.

Je passerai sur la raison économique qui d’ailleurs n’est pas invoquée
par un tatoué, mais par un professeur de latin : le caractère synthétique du
latin fait qu’il coûte moins cher à tatouer (Butterfield, ). Faire choix du
latin est gage d’un « bel effet » quand le tatouage est réalisé dans les écritures
latines des inscriptions classiques ou en caractères gothiques. Cet effet
ressort aussi dans la comparaison linguistique avec l’équivalent dans une
langue vulgaire. Le tatouage en latin avec ses phrases classiques est dit avoir
« une connotation plus profonde, plus vivante, plus romantique » : ainsi,
Amor omnia vincit l’emporterait sur « l’amour vainc tous les obstacles ».

Le latin en soi est source de distinction, si ce n’est de prestige. Comme
une artiste tatoueuse le souligne, cette « langue oubliée » ajoute au tatouage
un « effet unique » qui, par conséquence, s’applique à son porteur. En
cela, le choix vaut distinction, ce qui est d’ailleurs clairement dit. Les mots
et phrases en latin sont « comme une stylographie idéale qui [. . . ] donne
une touche de distinction ». Cette distinction est socialement marquée. Le
latin, langue savante, a été étudié par les élites : il a donc un parfum high
class qui s’attache à celui qui en fait usage.

Dans cette supériorité reconnue, le sens ne compte plus guère. Ce qu’ex-
plique l’auteur d’une liste de mots et d’expressions latines pour des tatouages,
auteur qui précise qu’il ne sait pas le latin : « Les phrases en latin ont un
air romantique, intéressant, ancestral et plein de suggestion qui les rend
mystérieuses et font qu’un tatouage puisse être plus provocateur grâce à son
écriture ou à la musique des mots qu’à cause de sa signification ». Mystère,
il y a là un mot qui ne manque pas de revenir dans l’argumentaire. Il est
invoqué comme ressortissant à un état à la fois premier et simple ; le succès
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des tatouages est lié à « leur simplicité et leur air d’ancien mystère ». Le
mystère peut être accentué par la graphie, par exemple quand le texte a
été écrit dans des caractères hautement sophistiqués ou orientalisants. De
mystère, on passe à mystique : « Le tatouage latin apporte un côté mysti-
que ». Plus précisément, il peut être l’expression d’une foi religieuse. Le
footballeur Olivier Giroud, qui est croyant, a sur le bras droit un tatouage
latin qui est un verset de psaume : Dominus regit me et nihil mihi deerit (« Le
Seigneur est mon berger, rien ne saurait me manquer ») ; et d’expliquer dans
un entretien à l’Équipe Magazine le  mars  : « Ces mots gravés sur mon
bras me rassurent, je sais que si j’ai besoin de quoi que ce soit, d’une aide, je
peux prier ». Au pôle religieux, répond le pôle antique. Se faire tatouer en
latin, c’est véhiculer sur soi une part de la sagesse du monde classique. On
rappelle que « le latin a été pendant des siècles la langue de la science, de la
philosophie, du droit et d’autres disciplines et qu’en conséquence beaucoup
de savoir et de sagesse s’y est instillé [. . . ]. Les gens aiment porter un peu de
sagesse sur leur peau ». Les deux sagesses sont subsumées dans un double
sentiment d’éternité et d’universalité : le latin est une langue morte qui
ne change pas, une langue jadis commune à tous. Il y a là une somme de
valeurs reconnues au latin, que le porteur d’un tatouage dans cette langue se
les approprie toutes, ou plusieurs, ou seulement l’une d’entre elles.

Ces valeurs, on les trouve déjà accolées au latin par le passé, tout parti-
culièrement aux e et e siècles par ceux qui faisaient l’apologie de cette
langue, qu’ils en aient la maîtrise ou qu’ils l’ignorent. C’est ce que j’avais pu
constater dans mon livre Le Latin ou l’empire d’un signe (Waquet, ). Beaux
effets, distinction, mystère, mystique, éternité, universalité ne sont donc
pas des motifs nouveaux, mais des arguments ressortissant à la tradition,
référant à un imaginaire qui s’est construit au fil du temps autour de la
langue ancienne. Les tatouages latins les réactivent, leur donnent une vie
nouvelle et quelque peu inattendue. De façon bien réaliste, cette faveur pour
les tatouages en latin a été saisie en Angleterre par des professeurs de l’en-
seignement secondaire pour mettre des élèves à la langue ancienne (Clark,
) ; peu importe que les prescripteurs soient désormais des célébrités du
sport, de la musique ou de l’écran.
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